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Abstra t
Most HTML do uments on the World Wide Web
text whi h forms their main

omprise far more than the arti le or

ontent. Navigation menus, fun tional and design elements or

ommer ial banners are typi al examples of additional
with the main text. In the
to improve a

an be found along

ontext of web data mining appli ations or te hni al solutions

essibility via s reen readers or small s reen devi es it is ne essary to draw

the distin tion between main and additional

ontent automati ally.

The solutions for determining the main
into the two

ontents whi h

ategories of

ontent in a web do ument

an be divided

ontent extra tion and template dete tion. Content extra tion

solutions are operating on single do uments and are based on heuristi s. Template dete tion algorithms instead analyse a

olle tion of several training do uments to determine a

ommon template stru ture and use this knowledge to nd the main

ontent.

This thesis gives an extensive overview of existing te hniques and algorithms from both
areas. It

ontributes an obje tive way to measure and evaluate the performan e of

extra tion algorithms under dierent aspe ts.
the rst obje tive

ontent

These evaluation measures allow to draw

omparison of existing extra tion solutions. The

typi al problems of these solutions. The newly introdu ed

ontent

omparison also reveals
ode blurring extra tion

lter over omes at least some of the problems and proves to be the best

ontent extra tion

algorithm at the moment.
An analysis of methods to
plates is the third major
rawling pro ess this

luster web do uments a

ontribution of this thesis.

lustering analysis

ording to their underlying temIn

ombination with a lo alised

an be used to automati ally

reate high quality

sets of training do uments for template dete tion algorithms. As the whole pro ess

an be

automated it basi ally allows to perform template dete tion on a single do ument, thereby
ombining the advantages of single and multi do ument algorithms: the independen e of a
manually

reated training set of the former with the better theoreti

latter approa hes.

underpinning of the

iv
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Zusammenfassung
Die meisten HTML Dokumente im World Wide Web bestehen aus deutli h mehr Inhalten
als dem Artikel oder dem Text der den eigentli hen Hauptinhalt darstellt. Das Navigationsmenü, funktionale oder gestalteris he Elemente, sowie Werbung sind typis he Beispiel für
zusätzli he Inhalte die neben dem Hauptinhalt eines Webdokuments auftau hen. Für Web
Data Mining Anwendungen oder te hnis he Lösung zur Verbesserung des Webzugris über
S reen Reader oder Geräte mit sehr kleinem Bilds hirm ist es nötig die Unters heidung
zwis hen Haupt- und zusätzli hen Inhalten automatis h vorzunehmen.
Bei den Lösungsansätzen zur Bestimmung des Hauptinhaltes eines Webdokuments lässt
si h zwis hen Algorithmen zur Inhaltsextraktion (Content Extra tion) und Verfahren zur
Templateerkennung (Template Dete tion) unters heiden. Methoden zur Inhaltsextraktion
operieren auf einzelnen Dokumenten und basieren auf Heuristiken. Algorithmen zu Templateerkennung hingegen analysieren eine Sammlung von Trainingsdokumenten, um eine
gemeinsame Templatestruktur zu erkennen und mit diesem Wissen dann den Hauptinhalt
zu bestimmen.
Diese Arbeit gibt einen sehr umfassenden Überbli k über die bestehenden Verfahren
und Algorithmen für beide Herangehensweisen. Sie liefert objektive Maÿe zur Bewertung
der Leistung von Algorithmen zur Inhaltsextraktion unter vers hiedenen Gesi htspunkten.
Die Bewertungsmaÿe erlauben einen ersten objektiven Verglei h bestehender Verfahren.
Dabei werden au h typis he Problem der Ansätze zur Inhaltesextraktion deutli h.

Der

neu eingeführte Content Code Blurring Filter überwindet zumindest einige dieser Probleme
und ist derzeit der leistungsfähigste Algorithmus zur Inhaltsextraktion.
Eine Analyse vers hiedener Methoden zur Gruppierung von Webdokumenten bezügli h
der ihnen unterliegenden Templates stellt den dritten gröÿeren Beitrag dieser Arbeit dar.
In Kombination mit einer lokalen Websu he kann dieses Template lustering für die automatis he Erstellung von Trainingsdatensätzen zur Templateerkennung eingesetzt werden. Dadur h lassen si h die Vorteile beider Welten verknüpfen: die Unabhängigkeit von
vorgegebenen Trainingsdaten der Inhaltsextraktion mit den besseren theoretis hen Grundlagen der Templateerkennung.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
A modern HTML do ument on the World Wide Web (WWW)
ontent. In parti ular it usually

ontains far more than its main

a news web site, for instan e, might
it most likely
a

ontents, like navigation menus,

ontents do not

ontribute to the information the do ument

ontent. Ignoring uninteresting

ontents is a very

ontents and fo uses on the

ommon behaviour and humans

an a tually distinguish quite fast and quite well between the main
of

ommer ials or

ommuni ate, they serve other purposes. Hen e, a human user who is primarily

interested in the news arti le usually ignores these additional
main

ontent. A do ument on

ontain an arti le reporting about a re ent event but

onsists also of some other

opyright noti e. The latter

wants to

ontains dierent kinds of

ontent and other kinds

ontent.
A

omputer program whi h a

esses a web do ument in order to retrieve some infor-

mation from it should be able to make the same distin tion. The task of automati ally
identifying the main

ontent in a web do ument is not easy, though. Where a human user

an use all his ba kground knowledge, the semanti
design layout of the web do ument, a

ontext or the visual arrangement and

omputer program la ks all this additional informa-

tion. Thus, algorithms whi h want to dete t the main
dierent approa hes to a

ontent in an HTML do ument use

omplish their task.

It is these algorithms, the te hniques they use and the evaluation and

omparison of

their performan e whi h lie in the fo us of this thesis. In other words: we are interested in
how a

omputer program

In this introdu tive

an nd the main

ontent in an HTML web page automati ally.

hapter we will rst take a look at how the presentation of infor-

mation has evolved in the environment of the WWW. Of parti ular interest is how web
do uments have

hanged under the aspe t of their

ontents, as these

hanges have had

a strong inuen e on how human users per eive web do uments and how the sear h for
information on the web is organised. In this

ontext we will also des ribe several situations

whi h motivate the need of nding the main

ontent in a web do ument automati ally and

we will

ontent extra tion as the task of nding the

main

ome to a rst general denition of

ontent.
1

2

Introdu tion

1.1 Contents on the World Wide Web
The WWW has be ome a huge resour e for information. Nowadays the impression might
arise, that there a tually is no information whi h

annot be found on the web.

publi ations whi h wrap the size of the web in dry numbers seem to

Several

onrm this impression.

Benoit, Slauenwhite and Trudel [BST07℄ have systemati ally analysed a representative part
of the Internet's IP address spa e to look for publi ly a

essible web servers. S aling their

result up to the entire address spa e led to an estimate of about 10.7 million publi

servers

on the WWW. Ea h of those web servers may host several web sites, and ea h web site in
turn

ontains several web pages. An arti le [KK07℄ on Pandia  a web site devoted to topi s

related to sear h engines and sear hing information on the web in general  summarised
a few other estimates about the size of the web. Referring to dierent sour es the arti le
omes up with numbers between 15 and 30 billion unique web pages provided by between
109 and 433 million web sites. All those estimates were independently published around
the end of the year 2006 and the beginning of 2007, so they were all formed roughly in
the same time period. The
a large group of

ounterpart to this vast oer of information on the WWW is

onsumers: the same arti le on Pandia mentions a number of above one

billion users. Independently of the quality of all those estimates they do give an idea of
the magnitude of the WWW  and its growth rate does not seem to de line. Quite the
opposite, the re ent trends of user or

ommunity generated

subsumed under the term Web 2.0 might

ontents whi h are

ommonly

ause another leap in the growth of

ontents

on the web.
However, the

onstantly in reasing size of the web gave raise to two problems already

mu h earlier: how to nd information as a
the information as a

ontent provider.

the main solutions to the rst problem,

onsumer and how to organise and manage

Web dire tories and sear h engines have be ome
web ontent management systems (WCMS) in all

possible variations the solution to the se ond one.
systems has

The fun tionality of the mentioned

hanged over the time and evolved with the web to adapt to shifts in the

presentation and style of web
often ae ted the

ontents. At the same time the

hanges of the systems have

ontents on the web and the style of do uments themselves.

Web dire tories are probably the oldest way to organise the a

ess to the information

of the web. Yahoo, for example, started in 1994 as a general web dire tory. While today
the dire tory servi e plays a minor role on the Yahoo web portal, lots of other web sites
are still organised as web dire tories.
DMOZ 

The Open Dire tory Proje t  also referred to as

ertainly is one of the more renown representatives.

Any dire tory
ategorised a

onsists of a

olle tion of addresses on the web, usually

ording to a hierar hi

organised and publi ly available

s heme.

It

an be

lassied and

ompared to a very big, well

olle tion of link bookmarks. The link entries are usually

made manually, either by the editors of the web dire tory, by the authors of a web site
themselves or by independent third parties like normal web users who found and reported
an interesting page on the web.

While typi ally also the

lassi ation into the topi al

ategories and the order in whi h the entries are listed are determined manually, these
pro esses might nowadays be

omputer aided.
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Managing manually all the information on the web soon started to be ome more and
more di ult  even for professional web dire tories like Yahoo with employed, full time
editors and open proje ts like DMOZ based on a huge workfor e of volunteers. The
uous and fast growth of the web was beyond the

ontin-

apabilities of the human editors of web

dire tories. Though web dire tories do still exist, their role as

entral sour e for nding

information has long sin e been taken over by sear h engines.
Sear h engines basi ally onsist of two main omponents:

rawlers, whi h are automati

agents browsing and indexing the web along its hyperlink stru ture, and a retrieval engine,
whi h nds the relevant pages among those

rawled and indexed when given a query for

some information [Glö03℄. An important point in the development of sear h engines was
the

apability not only to nd web do uments

ontaining the signi ant keywords of a

query, but to rank the do uments in a way that lists the more relevant and thereby best
results rst. The advent of the Google sear h engine was a ground-breaking su

ess in this

eld, and its good performan e at ranking the results has lead to its predominant position
among web sear h engines  a position whi h Google has managed to defend up till today.
Brin and Page's

HITS

PageRank

[BP98℄  the algorithm underlying Google  and Kleinberg's

[Kle99℄ allow to identify good sour es of information in a hyperlinked stru ture like

the web. Both algorithms have been developed independently and more or less at the same
time and both use the web's hyperlink stru ture to dedu e the quality of a do ument. The
basi

idea of PageRank and HITS is that if a web page is a good resour e for information,

a lot of other pages will referen e it via hyperlinks.

And further, if a good sour e for

information is referring to another page, this referen ed page very likely is a good sour e,
too. Though the algorithms have been adapted and rened sin e their rst presentation,
their basi

on ept remains un hanged.

While web dire tories and sear h engines provide a pra ti al solution to keep the problem of nding information on the web under

ontrol, the management of information from

a provider's point of view has essentially been solved by WCMS. By now, these systems
have be ome a generally available mainstream te hnology and

over a wide range of ap-

pli ations for dierent s enarios. They appear in many dierent forms and with dierent
ranges of fun tionality: from

omplex enterprise

ontent management systems (ECMS) to

relatively easy to use blogging systems, from high pri ed

ommer ial produ ts to free open

sour e software and from general purpose solutions for all kinds of

ontent to spe ialised

programs designed for small market ni hes or even a single web site only. In any

ase, when

hosen appropriately to the eld of appli ation and the needs of a given environment, all
approa hes improve the administration and handling of a web site. To distinguish this kind
of managed sites from manually maintained web sites, Kao, Lin, Ho and Chen introdu ed
the term

systemati web sites

The basi

[KLHC04℄.

features of all WCMS should be roughly the same, as the management of a

web site requires at least the separation of stru ture,
1 Quite

ontent and layout

1

[ABS00℄ . This

often, the fun tions for user and workow management, ontent syndi ation options or a sophisti ated publishing on ept are onsidered important, too. However, they do not ae t the way ontents
are presented on the web and, hen e, are not of importan e in our ontext.
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separation of the

ontent of a web do ument from the presentational aspe ts is usually

a hieved by a system of

do ument templates

and a presentation independent storage of the

ontents. The nal do uments on the web are

reated dynami ally by lling the

into the template framework. The possibility to further
templates allows to reuse it in dierent

ombine a

ontents

ontent with dierent

ontexts. The most obvious and straight forward

example is to oer a printer friendly version of a do ument, whi h has a simplied layout
and e.g. omits the navigation menu.
The template

on ept also allows to separate the stru ture of a web site from its pre-

sentation and the

ontents. The stru ture of a web site mainly

sational hierar hy of the do uments and the hyperlinks

orresponds to the organi-

onne ting them. In a WCMS, this

hierar hy information of a do ument is modelled independently from the template and the
ontent data. Only when a do ument is
by

ombining template and

nami ally

ompiled into its nal form in an HTML format

ontents, the link stru tures and navigation menus are dy-

reated and tted into the template as well. This allows to easily add, relo ate,

ar hive, delete or interlink single do uments, as in a systemati

web site all hyperlinks

ae ted by su h a tions are adapted automati ally to the new situation.
This automatism tends to stimulate the

reation of enri hed web do uments. As adapt-

ing the navigation stru ture, intra-site hyperlinks or presentation styles does not involve
hanging manually every single page, a WCMS redu es a web site manager's reservations
for doing so. The

ontent providers a tually seem to be ome mu h more willing to pro-

vide several interrelated navigation stru tures on their web site that improve handling and
usability of the site, but whi h would be impossible to manage without a dedi ated information system. A

ordingly most systemati

web sites nowadays

ome along with dierent

views on the navigation, several kinds of relations between the do uments, referen es to
other arti les or spe ial fun tions like user added

omments, the option to send arti les

by e-mail or even the possibility to personalise the appearan e of a web site to the user's
needs. All the mentioned examples illustrate fun tions intended to aid a user when looking
for information on a web site. And all of them
in

ause the web do uments to be ome ri her

ontents and the network of hyperlinks on the web to be ome mu h denser  mainly on

an intra-site level, but due to

ontent syndi ation, the ee ts

an be observed on inter-site

link stru tures as well.
It has to be said, that all these additional
tion.

ontents do not provide additional informa-

They are solely intended to help the users to nd what they are looking for.

where an additional

So,

ontent provides more data than, for instan e, a simple link, it has to

import information from another do ument. This

auses a lot of information to be kept in

a redundant way, when looking at the resulting do uments on the web.
The fa t that WCMS allow the
reasing this problem additionally.
growth rate, they in turn also

reation of larger and more
While larger sites

ertainly

reate most of the redundant

and Tomkins [GPT05℄ estimated in 2005 that the redundant
makes up approximately 40 to 50% of the
Redundan y

omplex web sites is inontribute to the web's

ontents.

Gibson, Punera

ontent generated by WCMS

ontent on the web.

an spread beyond a do ument or web site level as well. Kao, Lin, Ho and

Chen distinguish in [KLHC04℄ between intra-site redundan y and inter-site redundan y.

1.1 Contents on the World Wide Web
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Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄ des ribed the same phenomenon a bit earlier but less spe i
as lo al and global noise disturbing web mining appli ations.
redundan y is mainly a side ee t of template usage in systemati
ontents o

While the rst kind of
web sites and it des ribes

urring repeatedly in several do uments, the inter-site redundan y is

aused by

ontent syndi ation, several web sites being managed by the same WCMS software, mirror
pages, illegal
ex hange of
web sites

opies or older versions appearing in web ar hives. Inter-site syndi ation and
ontents or the multiple publi ation of the same

auses a redundan y even of the informative

ontent on several managed

ontents in do uments at several

lo ations on the web.
Most human users do not have problems to
systemati

ope with the additional

ontents on a

web site  they simply ignore them. Web designers are nowadays aware, that

a user does not really read a web do ument, but solely

s ans

it [Kru06℄. By s anning

the designers mean, that a user is taking a glimpse at a web page and tries to identify
the interesting parts of the do ument. To do so, he or she passes qui kly with the eyes
over the s reen, takes up the layout, the stru ture and merely reads a few words here and
there.

This entire s anning pro ess takes only a few se onds  even less time is needed

for the user to simply get a rst subje tive impression whether he likes or dislikes a web
page [LFDB05℄. If and only if this fast s anning reveals that the do ument might
interesting information, the user starts reading. And even in this

ontain

ase the user will usually

not read all of the web page but just those parts whi h promise to be interesting.
While making life easier for the
information, the additional

ontents

ontent providers and most
an

onsumers looking for

ause problems at another point. The

of a sear h engine, for example, have several problems with the additional

rawlers

ontents. They

annot s an the do uments in the same way a human user does. Hen e, they have to handle
mu h more data and a ri her hyperlink stru ture.

The latter aspe t further inuen es

the performan e of PageRank and HITS. The idea underlying those algorithms is based
on assumptions whi h do not ree t any more the

hanged usage of hyperlinks.

A web

page that is referen ed by many other pages might not ne essarily be a good sour e of
information, it might simply be part of the dense network of WCMS generated do uments
with a high rate of intra-site links. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan [BYR02℄ des ribed several
s enarios in whi h the results of modern ranking algorithms are severely inuen ed by
template generated do uments.
But also human users might en ounter problems: users whi h do not use the
way to a

lassi al

ess web pages via the visual user interfa e of a standard browser. A visually

impaired user, for instan e, does not see the entire web do ument at on e, but has to wait
for a s reen reader program to read the

ontents in a more or less linear way. Re alling

the observations of Gibson et al. of a rate of 40 to 50% of additional
unlu ky

ontents, in the most

ase the user might have to wait for about half of the page to be read before even

noti ing, that it is not interesting. Obviously, reading half of the do ument will take far
longer than the few se onds most other users need to s an the page.

There are several

other s enarios, where it is impossible to qui kly i ker with the eyes over a web do ument
to nd the possibly interesting parts, e.g. if the s reen resolution or size does not permit
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to display the entire do ument, or where a low

onne tion bandwidth limits the speed of

data transmission.
In all these situations the users  may they be human or the


rawlers of a sear h engine

annot s an the do uments as a human user normally would do. Hen e, they have to

ope with more

ontent and invest more time in nding the relevant information in a

do ument. Looking at the per eption of web do uments from this point of view leads to
the

on lusion that what the web designers des ribe as s anning

an be

ompared to a

ltering pro ess. Experien ed web users have learned how to distinguish the interesting
from the additional

ontents simply by looking at a do ument.

Noteworthy about this

relatively intuitive des ription of how do uments are per eived is also that it underlines
on e more the existen e of dierent kinds of
to take a

loser look at these

ontent in web do uments. We are now going

ontents.

1.2 Contents of a Web Do ument
The dierent kinds of
at an example.

ontent appearing in a web do ument

an be seen best when looking

Figure 1.1 shows a s reenshot of a web do ument as it is rendered and

displayed by a modern web browser. It is an arti le taken from the Spiegel online web site
in late 2006, reporting about the failure of the German-Fren h Quaero proje t, a proje t

2

intended to produ e a European sear h engine to ta kle the dominan e of Google .
As mentioned above a human user has no problem to get a rough idea of what the
arti le is about by taking a brief look at it. Given the ne essary ba kground knowledge,
a human probably knows quite well already by reading the headline and the teaser (the
introdu tory paragraph) what the main topi
the do ument, it

omes quite natural to

right and below the image

is. Having spotted those two fragments of

ontinue reading below. The paragraphs to the

omplete the main

ontent of the do ument as per eived by the

user.
For most users with a

ertain experien e in browsing the WWW the just des ribed

behaviour will be the typi al way to approa h a new do ument. This behaviour

orresponds

perfe tly to what was des ribed above as s anning a do ument and then reading the relevant
parts. As now we want instead to take a look at all the

ontents in the do uments we will

have to deliberately avoid the natural approa h we humans take when reading a do ument
 or better: when per eiving it.
Over oming the temptation to just fo us on the main
tention to all the present
Looking more

ontent and paying instead at-

ontents, the vast amount of other

ontents be omes visible.

losely at the s reenshot in gure 1.1, the rst thing we noti e when reading

a do ument entirely and top down will be the header of the do ument. The most prominent
part of this header is the large red horizontal bar bearing the logo of Spiegel online, depi ting additionally that it is the international se tion whi h is
2 The

urrently visible. The grey

proje t a tually has not been stopped, but the German-Fren h ooperation broke up. The development of Quaero is now driven mainly by the fren h partners, while on the German side the work is
ontinued in the Theseus proje t.

1.2 Contents of a Web Do ument

Figure 1.1:
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An example of a WCMS generated web do ument as it is presented by a

standard browser.

bar positioned above the logo provides short links to pages oering servi es like an RSS
feed or a subs ription to a newsletter. Another grey

oloured bar below the logo is instead

the main navigation element, providing links to all major topi
urrently sele ted

ategories, highlighting the

ategory and showing its sub- ategories.

Below the header the do ument splits into roughly three parts, whi h form a
ea h:

the arti le to the left, a

banner to the right.

It

olle tion of referen es in the middle and a

an be argued, whether the

ommer ial banner is a

this level or if it lies parallel to the entire do ument.
the other two

ommer ial
olumn at

As it is aligned with the top of

olumns, the layout of the do ument suggests the three parallel

interpretation. Anyway, the des ription of the three
at least the rst two of them

olumn

olumns

olumns is not very pre ise either, as

an be further subdivided. The arti le itself is pre eded by a

8
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Figure 1.2: The lower part of the WCMS generated web do ument.

link to a printer friendly layout of the do ument and by the options to send the arti le by
e-mail, to send a feedba k message to the authors and to modify the font size of the text.
The arti le itself

onsists of the title, the teaser, the main text body and an image. Some

other indire tly related information like the date of publi ation is interspersed as well. The
rst element in the se ond

olumn is an advertisement, followed by a

olle tion of arti les

published re ently on the same web site and some referen es to arti les on other web sites.
The elements in this

olumn are

learly separated from ea h other and, again,

ould be

still subdivided further.
The three parallel olumns have dierent length. In parti ular the arti le is mu h longer
in terms of spa e. The lower end of the do ument is shown in gure 1.2. Only the left
olumn is rea hing that far down; the other two
any

olumns are shorter and do not have

ontents in the lower se tion of the do ument. The

3

olumn

ontaining the arti le is

on luded by a referen e to Te hnorati , a list of related arti les on Spiegel online and a
opyright note. The footer
and

onsists again of a

losing the do ument is ranging a ross the rst two

olle tion of navigation links to provide qui k a

ess to

olumns
entral

pages of the web site.
So, the do ument shown here as an example of dierent
ommon kinds of
3 Te

ontent, whi h

an be

ontents

ontains the most

lassied as follows:

hnorati is a sear h engine spe ialised on blogs and news arti les. It aims at keeping its index up
to date in real time by allowing web authors to notify the sear h engine of hanges on their web site.

1.2 Contents of a Web Do ument

Main

ontent:

9

The arti le of this do ument is

ertainly its primary

ontent. It is the

payload of the do ument, the main information whi h is to be transmitted to the
user.

Vi e versa, it is also the main reason for a user to

onsider a do ument for

reading.
Navigation:

The header and the footer are the main navigation elements in this page.

Navigation elements do not

ontribute to the

usability of the do ument in the
Navigation

omprises both: elements whi h allow moving to other do uments and

elements whi h allow to dedu e the
Link lists:

ontent but they are ne essary for the

ontext of the hyperlink stru ture of its web site.

Lists or

urrent lo ation in the web site stru ture.

olle tions of hyperlinks referring to other do uments on the same

web site or external resour es. Our example provides dierent kinds of link lists: the
most re ent stories are do uments from the same sour e grouped a

ording to a time

property, i.e. the newest, most re ent do uments belong to this list. The related links
are formed by do uments whi h have a topi

similar to the one of the main arti le.

And the links to arti les on third party blogs are also related to the main topi , but
refer to external do uments outside the s ope of Spiegel online.
Commer ials:

Advertisements and

most web sites.

ommer ials are widespread and

They represent a

an be found on

ommon way of providing a sour e of in ome,

thus partially nan ing the web site.

In this example two dierent approa hes of

embedding

the banner in the right

ommer ials

an be seen:

olumn is a single

graphi al entity, realised as an animation, using an appropriate te hnology su h as
Flash or animated GIF images. The se ond type is represented by the advertisement
in the middle

olumn, whi h

onsists of text extended by an image. In fa t the layout

and the appearan e of this se ond

ommer ial are mu h

loser and more similar to

the other parts of the do ument. As su h, it is less prominent than the banner, but
vi e versa the

han e to ignore it altogether as an obvious

ommer ial is redu ed as

well.
Fun tional elements:

The links whi h allow to send the arti le as an e-mail or to alter the

font size allow intera tion with the do ument. As the name suggests these elements
provide fun tions related to the do ument, dierent from pure navigation.
Template elements:

Some parts are

a web site, su h as the

ommon to most or even to all do uments found on

opyright noti e or the header with the logo of the web site.

They provide information

ommon to the entire web site or

ontribute to the look

and feel of a web site.
The above list of
ontent

ontent types is not exhaustive and the identi ation of the kinds of

annot always be made as

lear as in this

ase.

Staying again with the initial notion of what is interesting for the user and what is not,
a mu h rougher

main ontent

lassi ation used already earlier is to simply subdivide the

and

additional ontents .

The main

ontent

ontents into

arries the primary information,

10
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the additional ontents are simply extensions to it. The names for these two dierent lasses
of ontents vary in literature. The main ontent is also labelled as primary, prin ipal or
ontent. The additional

ore

ontents instead are sometimes referred to as template generated

ontents or even as noise, when it

omes to the topi s of quality and purity of data in the

ontext of text or data mining.
Looking again at the entire do ument with this simpler subdivision of the
two

ontents into

lasses, the estimates of Gibson et al. [GPT05℄ seem quite realisti : nearly half of the

ontents of the do ument are template generated,

orresponding to the mentioned ratio of

about 40 to 50 %.

1.3 Content Extra tion
As mentioned above, a human user tends to ignore the
in and, thus, will usually fo us on the main

ontents he or she is not interested

ontent. The s anning of the do ument prior

to reading it is the pro ess of looking for prominent parts whi h suggest the lo ation of
the main

ontent. S anning was already

ompared to a ltering pro ess and  looking at a

human user's performan e in nding the interesting parts of a do ument  it is a fast and
usually quite reliable lter.
There are several s enarios, where a omputer based dete tion of the main ontent

ould

be useful or ne essary. Supporting web sear h engines to provide more reliable results or
to aid humans with visual disabilities were two of the examples mentioned earlier. When
performed by a

omputer, the ltering pro ess of nding the primary

ontent extra tion

ontent is

alled

(CE). It was Rahman, Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ who used the term

CE rst in 2001. Sin e then, it is the expression found most often in publi ations dealing

separation of primary ontent blo ks , ore
extra tion of informative blo ks are used to des ribe the same or very

with this topi , even though also the terms

ontent dete tion
similar

or

on epts.

Obviously, a

omputer program does not have the ability to a

ess a do ument in the

same way as humans do. First of all it la ks the understanding of the
human user

an base the de ision about the main

mation in a web page, a

omputer has no a

ontent. While a

ontent on the semanti s of the infor-

4

ess to the meaning of a do ument . Further,

a program usually must base its operations on the sour e

ode of the do ument or on

some derived representation of it. La king the visual impression of the do ument, it has
di ulties to nd elements with

hara teristi

positions on the s reen like the headline,

the teaser and the paragraphs whi h form the main

ontent.

There are few approa hes whi h use rendering information of web browsers to get an
idea of how the layout of a web do ument on a

omputer s reen looks like. But even if a

rendered version of the do ument is available it remains di ult to provide general rules on
how to lo ate and re ognise the main
4 The

ontent. Looking again at the do ument of gure 1.1

Semanti Web initiative is working on te hniques for des ribing semanti s of ontents in a ma hine
readable format. However, the semanti annotation of the a web do ument will very likely over only the
main ontent anyway and further is not intended for human spee h or writings [BLHL01℄.

1.3 Content Extra tion
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there are some examples of those di ulties. A

hara teristi

of the headline

ertainly is

that it is written by using a larger font size and weight. It is di ult to formalise, though,
why the header writings beside the Spiegel Online logo are not part of the headline.
Likewise, a paragraph of the main
a normal sized font.

an be stated to be a longer text with

It remains the question what is a normal sized font and why the

advertisement to the top of the middle
Even when adding other, additional
main

ontent

olumn still does not belong to the main

ontent.

onditions and restri tions whi h seem to des ribe the

ontent, it soon be omes obvious that they will not t all do uments available on the

web. So, even rendering and visually analysing a web do ument does not provide all the
lues ne essary to reliably dete t the main
omputational overhead

ontent. It is likely due to this problem and the

oming along with it, that rendering information is hardly ever

used for analysing web do uments.
The sear h for related work revealed a tually only one approa h [ZL05℄ whi h really
in orporated visual rendering information during the phase of do ument analysis. It used
the Internet Explorer's API to dedu e the s reen position of
However, the intention in this

ase was not to nd the main

ertain do ument elements.

ontent, but to dis over layout

stru tures for wrapper indu tion  a task whi h has similarities to CE and whi h we will
look at

loser in

hapter 3 when dealing with related work.

So, as using rendering information does not seem to be the key to dis over the main
ontent, most approa hes are solely based on a sour e
the layout is anyway mainly

ode analysis. The thought, that

aptured in the HTML stru ture of a web do ument

orresponds to reality in most

ases. There are, however,

ex ept the pure HTML information

ertainly

ases when ignoring everything

an be misleading to dedu e a visual representation.

A good example of how mu h the presentation of the same HTML sour e
due to the use of additional te hnologies su h as

ode

an vary

as ading style sheets (CSS) or JavaS ript

is the web site CSS Zen Garden [She07℄. This web site is devoted to the use of CSS as the
only te hnique to inuen e the layout of a web do ument. A large

olle tion of examples

 some of whi h are shown in gure 1.3  shows quite impressively how the same HTML
ode

an have a very dierent visual presentation simply due to an ex hanged CSS style

spe i ation.
Given that neither visual information nor the HTML sour e
lues about the lo ation of the main

ode

an provide denitive

ontent in a do ument, roughly two dierent kinds of

approa hes evolved to solve the CE task: heuristi

approa hes operating on single do u-

ments and solutions based on the analysis of template stru tures in do ument
This division or

olle tions.

lassi ation of CE approa hes has also been made by Gibson, Punera

and Tomkins in [GPT05℄. They

onsidered the single do ument CE approa hes as lo al

te hniques, while multi do ument solutions were referred to as global te hniques.
The heuristi s of the single do ument approa hes are build on assumptions that do
usually hold for the main

ontent.

that the main

ontinuous text, like in the arti les of a news web site. On the

ontent is a

The most important and wide spread assumption is

basis of this assumption, the idea often is to look for a long and rather uninterrupted text.
Obviously, on web sites whi h present main

ontents other than texts, e.g.

olle tions

of photos or mainly tabular data for short produ t des riptions, these single do ument

12
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Figure 1.3: Four s reenshots from CSS Zen Garden: the same HTML do ument has a
dierent appearan e due to dierent CSS denitions.

methods will usually fail. Certainly, some of those methods
dierent kinds of main
main

ould be adapted to look for

ontent, but then they would likely fail on extra ting plain text

ontents.

The CE approa hes based on multiple do uments exploit the fa t that, in a

olle -

tion of do uments whi h are all based on the same template, the template portions of the
do uments o

ur more frequently or even in every do ument. By lo ating these

ommon

fragments, the algorithms attempt to dedu e the template stru ture in a reverse engineering approa h and use the knowledge about this stru ture to lo ate and extra t the main
ontent. Therefore, these approa hes are often referred to as

template dete tion

(TD) al-

gorithms. Most TD algorithms are appli able also in other areas than CE, like web site
stru ture analysis or for dete ting and dierentiating in a more detailed way between the
kinds of additional

ontent.

Even though the general problem of dedu ing a template stru ture from a set of do uments is NP- omplete, there are several pra ti al approa hes whi h simplify the task a bit
in order to nd a solution e iently. These approa hes rely far less on assumptions about
the

ontents and have a mu h better theoreti al underpinning than the single do ument

1.4 Contributions
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approa hes. Most important, they are usually independent of assumptions about how the
main

ontent looks like, and thus

or tabular data.

an also operate on main

Their drawba k, instead, is that they

ontents

onsisting of images

an only be applied to template

based do uments. If a do ument is simply not based on a template, there will be no set
of do uments with

ommon parts. A

ordingly the algorithms

annot dedu e a template

stru ture  or if they try to, they fail. Under this aspe t, TD algorithms do not ree t a
human user's approa h to nd the main

ontent, as humans do not require to see several

do uments, before they are able to spot the main
main

ontent.

They are able to lo ate the

ontent even in do uments with a unique layout and stru ture.

The need of a do ument
le tions need to be

olle tion

an be a problem in general, namely as these

reated in the rst pla e. Building

ol-

lean and reliable do ument sets is

a task whi h so far has rarely been dealt with. Further, the few attempts to automate the
task have hardly brought the desired results.

1.4 Contributions
This thesis deals with several topi s in the

ontext of CE. In addition to giving a quite

omplete overview of methods and te hniques developed so far in the eld of CE, it makes
three

ontributions whi h are new to the topi .

Before going into the details of these
ba kground knowledge in

ontributions, we will rst provide some basi

hapter 2 whi h is needed to follow the approa hes and solutions

presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 is dealing extensively with related work in the elds of
CE and TD. Some algorithms are des ribed quite in detail, as they are either used later on
for

omparison, in orporated as a basis to build other solutions on top of them or as they

provide an insight into how CE and TD algorithms work in general. This insight is needed
to motivate several de isions and developments during the dis ussions of the evaluation
methodology and for the general

onversion of multi do ument TD into single do ument

CE algorithms. For the same purpose, we give a formal denition of CE in

hapter 4 and

a summary of possibilities on how to realise the extra tion pro ess in pra ti e.
The rst major

ontribution is made in the

ontext of evaluation of CE methods.

Though there is relatively little resear h work dealing with CE methods, there is even less
dealing with their evaluation. Most publi ations do

ontain a se tion about evaluation,

but hardly any develops an obje tive and appli ation independent way to analyse the
performan e of a CE algorithm.

In the

ontext of developing the evaluation measures,

several existing CE algorithms have been implemented, analysed and, for the rst time,
ompared dire tly with ea h other under performan e aspe ts.
In a se ond step, several new single do ument based approa hes have been developed.
Two approa hes have been translated from

losely related domains to CE by adopting

algorithms from appli ations for wrapper generation and for TD. Content

ode blurring, a

third algorithm, is a ompletely new approa h to CE whi h is over oming several drawba ks
of existing single do ument CE methods.
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The last

ontribution of the thesis is dealing with solutions to bridge the gap between

single do ument based CE algorithms and multi do ument TD solutions. As it was already
mentioned before, the rst approa h la ks the theoreti
the drawba k of being in need of manually
analyse several approa hes to

underpinning while the se ond has

reated training sets. In this

ontext, we will

ompare do ument stru tures and automati ally build

lean

training sets for TD.
Finally, we
work in
te hni al

on lude with a summary of the results and will take an outlook at future

hapter 8. In parti ular we will look at the up oming HTML 5.0 standard, the
hallenges in the Web 2.0 environment and the re ently in reasing interest of

omputer linguists to exploit the web as a sour e for building large s ale text

orpora.

These trends will very likely inuen e the importan e and the role of CE in the near
future.
Some of the results presented in this thesis have been published in a
at dierent

onferen es. The evaluation framework and a

ondensed form

omparison of some existing CE

algorithms were presented at the International Conferen e on Internet Te hnologies and
Appli ations ITA'07 in Wrexham [Got07℄. The results about template

lustering were pre-

sented at the European Conferen e on Information Retrieval ECIR'08 in Glasgow [Got08b℄
and the pro ess of automati

training set

reation for TD at the European Conferen e on

Internet and Multimedia Systems and Appli ations EuroIMSA'08 in Innsbru k [Got08a℄.
A paper on the

ontent

ode blurring algorithm has been a

epted at the International

Workshop on Text Information Retrieval TIR'08 in Turin [Got08 ℄ and will be published
in the pro eedings in September 2008.

Chapter 2
Basi Terms and Con epts
CE is a

on ept whi h appears in dierent elds of appli ation. Depending on the fo us

and the purpose of those appli ations they involve a wide range of te hnologies,
and methods from dierent areas of
This

hapter provides a basi

omputing s ien e.

introdu tion to some of these elds and an explanation

of the terms, methods and te hniques whi h are ne essary to understand the
CE algorithms, motivate

on epts

on epts of

ertain evaluation de isions or are used frequently throughout

this thesis. Three essential elds are addressed here: rst, some

ommon data models for

web do uments and their representation, se ond, an overview of basi

issues from the eld

of information retrieval (IR) and nally methods and data stru tures used to represent
do uments for data and text mining appli ations. All the topi s are dealt with only briey
and in the light of their relevan e for CE. This introdu tion should provide the reader with
the knowledge required to follow the algorithms and methods presented in this thesis. At
the end of the

hapter some further reading is suggested whi h may  in

ase of interest 

give a deeper insight into the dis ussed topi s.

2.1 Web Do uments
CE is operating on web do uments, rendering them thereby into the
interest and analysis in this thesis.

entral obje ts of

As mentioned already in the introdu tion, CE is

approa hing the do uments from a dierent perspe tive than a human user. It hardly ever
operates on the
but rather a

ommonly known visual presentation of the do uments in a web browser,

esses them via their sour e

ode or some derived stru ture. Therefore, the

te hnologies and formats behind the do uments and in parti ular the ways to work with
them might need to be looked at briey in the given

ontext.

2.1.1 (X)HTML
The string representation of a web do ument
the most

orresponds to an HTML format. Nowadays

ommonly used formats follow the re ommendations of the
15
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(W3C) for
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4.01 [RHJ99℄ or its XML based su

XHTML

essor

1.1

[W3C07℄ . Both are markup languages whi h stru ture a plain text by outlining spe i
stru tural elements of the do ument.
a

The elements are marked by parenthesising the

ording text fragments in tags  spe ial

hara ter sequen es that do not belong to the

text itself. The string representation of a web do ument is more
its

sour e ode

ommonly referred to as

and it is the basis for all other higher and more elaborate representations,

both visual for presentation in a web browser or stru tural for

omputational purposes.

The te hni al information whi h text en oding is used for transforming the
the sour e
is

hara ters of

ode into bytes and vi e versa on how to de ode the bytes again into

hara ters

ontained in the do ument itself.
The major dieren e between HTML and XHTML is the stri ter synta ti

regulation

SGML basis

deriving from the underlying XML of the latter,

ompared to the less rigorous

of the former. Element names, for example, are

ase sensitive in XHTML and all elements

need to be

losed, i.e.

they have to

onsist of an opening and a

orresponding

losing

tag or have to be expli itly marked as empty tag. The advantage of the reformulation of
HTML using XML as a basis is that it allows to operate on XHTML do uments with all
appli ations supporting the XML standard as data format. This be omes espe ially handy
when parsing, analysing or modifying web do uments.
Two te hnologies to be mentioned in this
[W3C99a℄. XSLT is the transformation

XSLT [W3C99b℄ and XPath
Extensible Stylesheet Language

ontext are

omponent of the

(XSL) for XML. It allows the transformation of do uments from one XML format into
another one.

XPath is a path language for XML and it nds its use also in XSLT. It

allows to address parts of an XML do ument in a standardised way. Both te hnologies are
frequently used when working with XML do uments and they appear in the

ontext of CE

as well. The elISA system [VdC04℄, for example, whi h is des ribed in 3.2.6, uses XSLT
transformations extensively.
Unfortunately, not all do uments on the web are written in XHTML format, neither
do all of them

omply with the HTML 4.01 re ommendation or at least a prior version.

A large number of do uments

ontain synta ti

errors, and a

ordingly do not full the

requirements of the spe i ations. There are, however, a number of tools and programs
available that allow to x a synta ti ally broken do ument  a pro edure performed by

2

most web browsers, too . One of the more known and established programs for this purpose
is

Tidy

[Rag03℄. The Tidy proje t was originally laun hed by Dave Raggett at the W3C

itself and is now a tively developed by a group of volunteers. Tidy is able to turn the sour e
ode of virtually any web do ument into valid HTML or even XHTML
in lusion in Java based appli ations, as the ones developed in the

1 The

ode. For easier

ourse of this thesis, the

XHTML 2 spe i ation [W3C06b℄ have so far rea hed only the working draft status at the W3C.
The works on the spe i ations are still ongoing and the format is not yet adopted in pra ti e.
2 It is a kind of vi ious ir le  the good will of browser programs to render even synta ti ally broken
do uments auses the web do ument authors to be more lax about adhering to the standards, thus ausing
the need of browsers to be error-tolerant when handling the do uments.

2.1 Web Do uments

Java version

JTidy 3
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+
[GTG 08℄ represents a

omfortable and suitable alternative to the

original Tidy.

2.1.2 SAX
Given the possibility to

onvert all web do uments into XHTML

ode by applying JTidy,

it is always possible to assume XML syntax when working with a do ument, and thereby
providing the option to work with all XML aware tools. One
a

ess XML do uments is via

ommonly used method to

SAX , the simple API for XML. Originally designed as a Java

programming interfa e to XML do uments it spread to other programming languages and
is nowadays
a

onsidered a de fa to standard. SAX parses an XML do ument and noties

ontent handler about the en ountered parts in the do ument, su h as tags, parsing

instru tions,

omments or texts. Though a very

ommon way to parse an XML do ument,

it also is a very simple and lightweight approa h: it does not provide by itself a data model
for storing an entire do ument. A

ordingly SAX does not dire tly permit to perform more

omplex operations on a parsed do ument. For this purpose the DOM representation of
an XML do ument presented in 2.1.3 is a more suitable approa h.
As the SAX implementations are meant to be generally appli able to all XML do uments and as they require to pass a web do ument beforehand through JTidy, an additional
solution for working with raw HTML les was used for the major part of the appli ations
in this thesis.

By implementing a SAX oriented parser, tailored in parti ular to handle

HTML do uments, it was possible to be more error tolerant while parsing. This solution
allowed an easier, more spe i

and very robust a

ess to HTML do uments if needed.

Even though performan e issues were not the primary interest, the spe ialised parser was
also faster than a full SAX implementation in

ombination with JTidy. For parsing 500

HTML do uments of dierent origin and size, JTidy took about 22 se onds to

he k and

orre t all do uments. Feeding the result afterwards to Apa he's Xer es SAX parser resulted in an overall parsing time of 698 se onds.

The spe ialised SAX oriented HTML

parser performed the parsing in less than six se onds, therefore even faster than JTidy
on its own.

Certainly, JTidy is xing more mistakes in the

and valid XHTML do ument as output and additionally
during the pro ess. Xer es, furthermore,

ode, asserts a well formed

onstru ts a DOM representation

omes with all the features of a full edged XML

parser. However, most of those fun tionalities are not required for the CE algorithms whi h
an be implemented on top of a SAX parsing pro ess.

2.1.3 DOM
The

Do ument Obje t Model

(DOM) is des ribed and extended in the W3C spe i ations

[W3C98℄, [W3C00℄ and [W3C04℄.

It is a standard interfa e to a

ess and modify all

XML/SGML based do uments, thus, in parti ular HTML and XHTML do uments. The
3 Unfortunately

the JTidy proje t seems not be developed further, even though there is a list of open
problems with the program. However, it proved to be fun tional enough for its intended purpose in the
ontext of this thesis.
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spe i ation does not provide an implementation itself, but a tually is a programming
language independent model outlining obje ts and methods for a data stru ture to represent
a do ument as a tree.

The stri tly nested stru ture of the elements indu es a natural

parent- hild relation whi h is translated by the DOM dire tly into a tree stru ture. The
texts whi h appear between the tags of the elements form leaf nodes whi h are inserted
into the tree at the a
to a

ording positions. The DOM further spe ies standardised methods

ess and even modify the information atta hed to ea h element.

Several appli ations make use of the DOM tree representation of HTML do uments.
The most

ommonly known is probably the a

web browsers. The s ript
DOM to a

ess via s ripting languages like JavaS ript in

ode is embedded in the web do uments themselves and uses the

ess and modify the

lient side

by the browser  usually to generate

opy of the do ument while it is being displayed

lient side dynami

and intera tive web pages. The

Mozilla Firefox browser provides a graphi al user interfa e for viewing, analysing and

DOM

modifying the DOM model of a web do ument. Figure 2.1 shows a s reenshot of this

inspe tor .

The appli ation also gives a rst idea of how the DOM tree looks like. Given

the purpose of the DOM inspe tor, the tree representation is very te hni al, though.
Figure 2.2 shows a mu h more vivid representation of the DOM tree of a web do ument.
It is a more artisti

approa h [Sal08℄ making use of DOM parsing, the Pro essing [FR08℄

visualisation framework and a physi al library for simulating the attra tion and repulsion
of atomi

parti les. The nodes are

oloured a

ording to their type and the overall image

gives a quite ni e impression of the tree stru ture and the
The methods provided by the DOM

over

omplexity of its bran hes.

ounting and a

essing the

hild nodes at-

ta hed to an element node and determining its parent. Combined with the possibility to
lo ate the root node, i.e.

the root element of the do ument, the DOM allows all basi

operations ne essary to work with trees.

A few other methods allow simpler a

ess to

ommonly used operations, su h as getting the siblings of a node, sear h operations and
the retrieval of lists of nodes. On a node level the DOM spe ies a

ess to the element

name, to XML namespa e information, to the attributes of the element and to their values.
While it is not possible to

hange all of this data dire tly, it is possible to generate new

nodes and insert them at any point as new
repla ement of a node

hildren or to repla e existing nodes.

The

an be realised either dire tly or  as some implementations do not

support this operation  indire tly via deleting the old and inserting the new node.
While the possibility to modify the stru ture of a do ument is
removing or

hanging

oming handy when

ontents or other parts of the do ument, the tree stru ture represen-

tation is parti ularly interesting itself: it allows the appli ation of tree based algorithms.
The possibility to handle elements as nodes in a tree, having at hand the information about
the number and the kind of the

hild elements, the parent element and the root of the tree

is interesting for a number of methods like tree alignment, sear h or tree
Several appli ations whi h will be dis ussed in more detail in

over algorithms.

hapter 3 make extensive use

of the DOM model for do uments be ause of its tree stru ture and the easy way to a
and modify the information inside a do ument.

ess

2.1 Web Do uments
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Figure 2.1: The DOM inspe tor of the Mozilla Firefox browser allows displaying the DOM
tree of an HTML do ument.

2.1.4 Templates
As already mentioned in the introdu tion, the in reased use of WCMS is one of the main
reasons, why web do uments nowadays

ontain more

ontents  in terms of both volume

and diversity  than a few years ago. WCMS in rease the maintainability of a managed
web site by separating the

ontent from format, layout and stru ture information. This

key fun tionality is realised via templates.
Templates
dierent

an be seen as empty framework do uments with slots whi h are lled with

ontents to

ompile the nal do uments. They allow to reuse

presentation styles or to in lude the

ontents for dierent

ontents only partially, e.g. for the in lusion of title and

teaser texts in link lists. Apart from the slots for
written by human authors, the templates

lassi al text

ontents, like news arti les

ommonly also provide slots for automati ally

generated or derived information, su h as a hierar hi al stru ture for the navigation menu,
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representation of the DOM tree of a web do ument.

the date of publi ation or the name of the author of an arti le. Another kind of slots are
those whi h are lled with external or syndi ated

ontents. Typi al external

ontents are

ommer ials or news feeds from other web sites.
An example of the slot stru ture of a template is in luded in gure 2.3, whi h shows
a manually annotated s reenshot of a news website. Seven possible slots
lighted and numbered to show dierent kinds of

1. The

main navigation :

have been high-

ontents whi h have been tted in.

An automati ally generated navigation menu whi h represents

a hierar hi al stru ture of the arti les.
imposed by a pre-dened set of
are

4

In this

ase the hierar hi al stru ture is

ategories and sub- ategories in whi h the arti les

lassied. This menu is the main and most general mean of navigating between

the pages of the web site.
2. A

lo ation display :

Provides the user with an orientation and a se ondary mean of

navigation. It is dynami ally generated from both the navigation stru ture and the
ategory of the
4 The

urrently displayed do ument.

true template and slot stru ture remains hidden, but looking at several do uments from the same
origin suggested a onguration at least similar to the one outlined in the s reenshot.

2.1 Web Do uments
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Figure 2.3: S reenshot of a template based web do ument in whi h the

ontent slots are

highlighted.

3. The

date of publi ation :

A visually represented meta data information of the do u-

ment. Though stri tly related to the do ument it is automati ally generated and not
part of the arti le itself. Some more meta data might be hidden in the sour e

ode

of the do ument and is not dire tly visible.
4. The

news arti le :

The meat of the page.

The main

ontent and the primary

information the do ument intends to transmit to the user.
single

Though outlined as a

ontent, the arti le is very likely not tted into a single slot, but

onsists of a
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olle tion of slots itself. Title, teaser, author, news body text and images in luding
their

aptions are typi ally stru tured in a presentation independent way. The layout

and arrangement of this information within the main

ontent slot is imposed by the

template as well and, thus, the nal appearan e of the arti le in the do ument is
reated dynami ally.
5.

Commer ials :
stru ture.

This example of a

ommer ial is perfe tly blended into the template

It ts both in style and presentation.

ommer ials are the

Other, more frequent forms of

lassi al banners whi h usually harmonise less with the rest of

the do ument.
6. A list of

related links :

In this

ase the related links

have been published re ently. So, the relation
a time

riterion. Other

riteria

omprehend the arti les whi h

onne ting the do uments is based on

ould be arti les published in a series, written by the

same author or texts whi h deal with similar and related topi s.
7.

External links :

While in the previous slot the

ontent was

omposed of internal links

within the same web site, this element oers links to external resour es from another
news web site. It is an example of

ontent syndi ation.

This example shows on e more how template based do uments seem to foster the inlusion of additional

ontents in a web page: it is mainly the

the do ument interesting for a reader.

ontent in slot 4 whi h makes

While maybe the related and external links are

still interesting for further reading, they usually would not attra t a user to browse this
do ument in the rst pla e and
ounted among the additional

an be  together with the

ontents of all other slots 

ontents.

Apart from providing the managed web sites with an easy to handle uniform look
and feel, templates ae t the stru tures of the eventually
Sin e the framework

ode of the template is

reated web do uments as well.

ommon to all do uments, they have a sour e

ode whi h is very similar from a stru tural point of view. This side ee t is parti ularly
interesting for CE appli ations and underlies several TD algorithms.

In a

do uments whi h are based on the same template the re urrent sour e

olle tion of

ode fragments

allow to infer the template stru ture and hen e to dedu e the lo ation of the slots.

2.2 Information Retrieval
To a

ertain extent, CE

an be seen as a spe ial task of

information retrieval
5

(IR), as it

orresponds to nding the relevant information in a larger pool of data . The main
represents the relevant information, while the entire do ument, with all its
the data pool. Hen e, CE
5 Quite

ontent

ontents, forms

an be seen as a kind of IR on a do ument level.

often the term IR is bound to the domain of retrieving relevant do uments from a larger olle tion. However, leaving the do ument requirement aside, the IR denition of Van Rijsbergen in [VR79℄ ts
the CE task very well.

2.2 Information Retrieval

So, nding the main
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ontent

an be interpreted as the task of lo ating the relevant

ontents in a do ument. Therefore the pro ess itself might involve te hnologies and methods taken from the IR domain and the

learning .

losely related elds of

data mining

and

ma hine

Espe ially for the evaluation of CE it is ne essary to give a short overview and

explanation of the terms and measures used in these elds.

2.2.1 Con epts, Instan es and Attributes
In order to gain a deeper understanding of some data, i.e. to

ondu t data mining (DM)

or to apply ma hine learning, we have to provide three things: a

on ept  or better a

on ept des ription  the instan es or examples and the attributes of the data.
The

on ept

an be des ribed as the aim of the learning task, the kind of understanding

to be derived from the data. A
ments, e.g. the general topi

on ept

an be the assignment of

they deal with, or it

ategories to web do u-

an be the grouping of do uments whi h

belong together, e.g. be ause they are all based on the same template. As the
itself might not be obvious and not all

interest, the input for the ma hine learning task is
des ription outlines the intended
the

on ept

on epts hidden in a data set might be known or of
onsidered a

on ept des ription

on ept whi h is to be learned: a

lassi ation s heme,

luster groups of the data, a de ision tree, et . The example of nding the topi

gory for a web do ument would

orrespond to a

This
ate-

lassi ation s heme, the example of the

do ument groups based on the same template to a

luster analysis. Providing the

on ept

des ription for a ma hine learning task might be the most di ult parameter to set, as
it requires to have already a feeling or an idea about what might be hidden in the data.
Providing the wrong or an unsuitable

on ept des ription might

ause the results to be

meaningless or wrong in the light of the intended purpose.
On e the

on ept des ription has been xed, any algorithm needs data to learn from

in order to provide a result for the

instan es

or

examples .

on ept.

This data

omes in the form of a set of

To follow again our previous examples the instan es would be the

web do uments for whi h we want to nd the topi
underlying templates. An instan e

ategory or the groups of

an be seen as a single realisation of the

on ept whi h

has to be learned and thus provides some experien e from whi h to learn the
The instan es are inseparably tied to their

attributes .

ommon

on ept.

Comparing the instan es to

obje ts in an obje t-oriented programming language, the denition of the attributes
sponds perfe tly. So, if an instan e is said to be the realisation of the underlying
it is de fa to realised by the values its attributes take.
examples, the attributes interesting for a topi
do ument. For the template
tant. The attributes in this

orre-

on ept,

Following the above mentioned

lassi ation might be the words in a web

lustering instead the HTML stru ture might be more imporase would more likely be the tags or the DOM nodes.

In general, the nature of the attributes
attribute values are divided into numeri

an be very dierent.

or nominal values. Numeri

On the lowest level
values are

and have basi ally no limits, neither in bounds nor in pre ision, e.g.

ontinuous

there is, at least

theoreti ally, an unlimited number of real values in a xed interval. Nominal values on the
other hand do not have this

ontinuous

hara teristi . They

an be

onsidered as items
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Some attributes are handled as nominal values,

orrespond to an apparently unlimited set of values.

Texts or words

are examples for this. The problem with this kind of data is that it is hardly possible to
make assumptions on whi h realisations might o
previously unseen o

urren es.

Under this aspe t numeri al values

with in an easier way due to their
for instan e,
be

ur for these attributes and how to handle

ontinuous

an usually be dealt

hara ter. The range of temperature values,

an be predi ted and instan es with previously unseen attribute values

an

ompared with instan es with similar values.
Ea h single instan e has at least one attribute but

an have an arbitrary number of

them; and all instan es in a data set have the same attributes. It is, however, possible that
some attribute values for some instan es are missing. Missing data is  just like faulty or
biased data  an issue that has to be fa ed, but these topi s are beyond the s ope of this
short introdu tion.
If all attributes of the instan es have a numeri

hara ter, the instan es

an be rep-

resented as ve tors. This translation of the instan es into a ve tor spa e allows to apply
various mathemati al fun tions for operating on the instan es. Most important is a nearly
self evident

on ept of

omparing two instan es by

spa e. However, distan e and similarity measures

omputing the distan es in the ve tor
an be dened more generally and valid

also for instan es whi h do not map into a ve tor spa e.

2.2.2 Distan e and Similarity Measures
To ompare instan es and their attributes it is ne essary to provide some kind of fun tion to
formalise the

omparison. Typi ally these fun tions are formulated as

fun tions .
d : I × I → R for omparing instan es
be a metri , thus should satisfy several

A distan e fun tion
ontext should ideally

Non-Negativity:

the distan e between two instan es

distan e

from a set

I

or

similarity

in a DM or IR

requirements:

x, y ∈ I

is at least zero:

d(x, y) ≥ 0.

Nonidenti al instan es have positive distan e:
x, y ∈ I

the distan e fun tion for two instan es

has a value of zero, if and only if they are identi al:

d(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y .

Symmetry:

the distan e between two instan es

x, y ∈ I

is the same, no matter from

whi h perspe tive:

d(x, y) = d(y, x)

Triangle inequality:

x, y, z ∈ I , the distan
es between x and z and

given three instan es

less or equal to the sum of the distan

d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y).

e between
between

z

x

and

and

y:

y

is
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ases all these requirements are needed and not always they are met.

usually the instan es are

As

ompared dire tly, the triangle inequality might not be ne essary.

Likewise it might be possible, that two nonidenti al obje ts have a distan e of zero, or
that even the requirement of symmetry
mathemati al or algorithmi

an be violated.

way exists to

Espe ially in

ases where no

al ulate a distan e, but human experts are

asked to estimate distan es between the instan es, the properties of a metri
fun tion are very likely not fullled.
referred to as a

dissimilarity fun tion

In these
(e.g.

ases the distan e fun tion is sometimes

in [Kru64℄) to state expli itly that it is not

a metri . However, as the term distan e fun tion is
spe i

literature for both metri

distan e

and non-metri

ommonly used throughout domain

distan es it is adopted in this thesis for

dissimilarity fun tions as well.
A

similarity measure s : I × I → R

Non-Negativity:

is less restri ted. It has to satisfy:

similarity values are never below zero:

s(x, y) ≥ 0.

Identi al instan es have a similarity of 1:

the similarity of two instan es

x, y ∈ I

is

1, if they are identi al:

x = y ⇒ s(x, y) = 1
Note that two instan es may have a similarity of 1, even if they are not identi al.

Symmetry:

the similarity between two instan es

x, y ∈ I

is always the same, no matter

from whi h perspe tive:

d(x, y) = d(y, x)

Maximality:

a similarity measure has a maximum value of 1:

d(x, y) ≤ 1.
Further, a similarity value of 0 states that two instan es are entirely dierent.
semanti

The

meaning of the statement, that two instan es are entirely dierent depends on

the s enario and might not always be easy to dene. A similarity lying in the interval
states that two obje ts are similar to a

(0, 1)

ertain degree. The higher the similarity value, the

more similar the obje ts are. As for the distan e measures, in some

ases the demand for

symmetry is omitted.
Any similarity measures

an be

onverted into a (non-metri ) distan e measure

d′

by

simply subtra ting it from the maximum value 1:

d′(x, y) = 1 − s(x, y)
It

an easily be veried that

metry (if

s

d′

satises the requirements of non-negativity and sym-

is symmetri ). Non-identi al instan es will have a positive distan e if and only

if they have a similarity dierent from 1.
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an be used as a basis for a similarity measure.

known, the distan e

If a

an be normalised and subtra ted from 1

to obtain a similarity

s′ (x, y) = 1 −

d(x, y)
dmax

If no su h maximum is known, there are two other

ommonly adopted strategies to

onstru t a similarity measure, one based on a fra tion and one based on the exponential
fun tion (see e.g. [SGM00℄):

s′′ (x, y) =

1
1 + d(x, y)

s′′′ (x, y) = e−d(x,y)
All three methods provide a possibility to

onstru t similarity measures whi h satisfy

the requirements of non-negativity, maximality, symmetry (if

d

is symmetri ) and that

identi al obje ts have a similarity of 1. The last two approa hes though will never result
in a similarity of zero.
dierent.

A

ordingly they will never state, that two obje ts are entirely

This ree ts the fa t, that as no maximum distan e is known, there might

always be another obje t with an even bigger distan e, thus being even less similar.

2.2.3 Query, Result Set, Ground Truth and Gold Standard
The tasks of DM and in parti ular of IR
data. A

lassi ation

an be seen as a query to retrieve the

or the instan es for a given
belong to the same

an often be formulated as a query on a set of

lass, and a

luster. A de ision

orre t

lass for an instan e

lustering task as a query for the instan es that

an be interpreted as a query for the

orre t de ision

within given options and a predi tion task as a query for the predi ted value. The answer
provided to a query is the
When it

result set ,

onsisting of no, one or several items.

omes to evaluating the performan e of a learned DM s heme, it is often

ne essary to provide external knowledge about the data. In
this would mean to provide the
a desirable

luster

orre t

onguration.

lassi ation, for a

ase of a

This external knowledge of the

lassi ation  usually provided by an expert  is referred to as

standard .

An evaluation of an IR method

lassi ation task

luster analysis it would be
orre t

lustering or

ground truth

an then be evaluated by

retrieved by an IR method) and

relevant items

retrieved items

gold

omparing the result

sets it provides with the result sets the gold standard suggests, and by how far they
to ea h other. Van Rijsbergen [VR79℄ uses the terms

or

onform

(instan es a tually

(instan es whi h are interesting a

ording

to some gold standard).
Providing a gold standard for an evaluation set is di ult and/or time

onsuming. A

typi al approa h is to subdivide the set of instan es whi h are available for training a
ma hine learning algorithm, and to use only a part of the instan es as training set while
employing the remaining ones as evaluation set. This is possible as the instan es in the
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training set often provide a gold standard themselves, as they usually have to
the

orre t

ontain e.g.

lassi ation.

In IR, quite often the ranking of the results is very important. The ranking des ribes
the order in whi h, for example, relevant do uments are presented to the user.

For CE

ranking is a less relevant issue. The results, i.e. the words of the main ontent, are provided
in the same order as they appear in the analysed web do ument.

2.2.4 Evaluation and Visualisation
For the evaluation of a learned

ura y,

the

on ept, there are various measures and approa hes.

onfusion matrix, re all

and

pre ision

as well as the dedu ed

F1-measure

Aare

ommon quality measures for DM tasks and are predominantly used throughout this thesis. We will now look at their denition and dis uss the way they evaluate the quality of
a learned

on ept.

Most simple, the result of a

lassi ation task

lassi ation is the desirable result, any in orre t
The a

ura y of a learned

among all

an be

orre t or in orre t. A

lassi ation s heme is the ratio of

lassied obje ts.

Optimally the a

orre t

lassi ation is an error to be avoided.

ura y is 1.

orre tly

lassied instan es

A problem of the a

ura y

measure is that neither it goes into the details of the errors nor it spe ies where the
orre t

lassi ations have been made.

In the simple
disjoint

ase of a binary

a

lassi ation of obje ts into two

lasses or simply de iding for a given obje t and a given

belongs to this

lassi ation task there are four possible out omes when assigning an

lass. The most obvious out ome: an instan e belongs to a given

has also been assigned to it.

In this

 a positive assignment to the

negative

ase the result is

lass whi h

(TN) is an instan e whi h has been

lass. The

lass whether the obje t

lass, exists a better and more detailed approa h to look at the performan e.

For ea h binary
instan e to a

ases in whi h the

onsidered a

lassied

lassi ation is wrong, i.e. does not

lass). While the rst two are the desirable

errors made by a

(TP)

ordingly a

true

orre tly as not belonging to a given
omply with the ground

alled

does lie in the

lass and

true positive

orresponds to the truth. A

false positives (FP) (has been assigned to a lass, but
false negatives (FN) (has been de lared as not belonging to a

truth, are
it) and

lassi ation, i.e.

does not belong to
lass, but in reality

ases, the last two

over the

lassier. Further, there is usually a trade-o between the FN and FP

lassi ations. Designing a system to be very stri t in demanding the attributes of an item
to

omply with the requirements might avoid FP assignments of instan es but in reases

the risk of FN. Vi e versa setting up the system to be very lax it is very likely that FN
lassi ations are redu ed at the risk of in reasing FP errors. Depending on the s enario,
it might be possible to estimate whi h of the two errors is worse and a
avoided. However, the

onsequen es and a

ordingly should be

ordingly the preferen e of FP and FN errors

annot be estimated in general.
The
FN

onfusion matrix

is a

ommon method used to visualise how TP, TN, FP and

lassi ations are distributed. Table 2.1 outlines the stru ture of a

onfusion matrix,
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Table 2.1: The

onfusion matrix assigns the result of a binary

into one of four

Terms and Con epts

lassi ation of a single item

ategories.
item was assigned to a given

lass

(item has been retrieved)

item a tually belongs to the

lass

(item is relevant)

with the results of the

yes

no

yes

true positive (TP)

false negative (FN)

no

false positive (FP)

true negative (TN)

lassi ation in the

olumns versus the a tual

lass a

ording to the

ground truth in the rows.
Changing the point of view from

lassi ation to the query interpretation of an IR task,

the instan es that appear in the rst

olumn (assigned to

lass = yes)

instan es in the result set, the instan es in the rst row (a tually in
in the expe ted result set
The

re all

and

orrespond to the

lass = yes) to those

onforming to a gold standard.

pre ision

measures are following more the idea of the query interpre-

tation. The re all is the ratio of retrieved relevant instan es to all relevant instan es, so
the ratio of true positives to the sum of true positives and false negatives. Expressed in a
simple way: the re all tells whi h ratio of the items that would be interesting in the notion
of a given query was a tually retrieved.

Denition 1 (Re all) An IR appli ation returns for a given query a result set of retrieved

items R. A ording to a ground truth the set of relevant items is Q. The re all r for this
query is al ulated by:


TP
|R ∩ Q|
=
r=
|Q|
TP + FN
Note that for an empty set
zero. The re all in this

ase

Q

this formula is ill dened as the denominator be omes

an generally be set to a value of 1, with the explanation that

all the interesting instan es (whi h were none) have been retrieved.
The

pre ision

angle. It

measure is looking at the

omposition of the result set from a dierent

omputes the ratio of relevant instan es in the result set to the overall number

of retrieved instan es, so it is the ratio of true positives to the sum of true positives and
false positives. Again expressed in simpler words: the pre ision shows whi h ratio of the
retrieved items was a tually interesting under the given query.

Denition 2 (Pre ision) Given the sets of retrieved items R and of relevant items Q for
a query as above, the pre ision p is al ulated by:


TP
|R ∩ Q|
=
p=
|R|
TP + FP
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Here the formula be omes ill dened for an empty set
retrieved. Also in this

R,

i.e.

if no instan es were

ase the pre ision is often dened to have a value of 1, as the result

set is very pre ise in the sense that no uninteresting items are

ontained.

Both, re all and pre ision, are bound to have values in the interval

[0, 1],

and for both

the performan e of an IR appli ation is better if the value is higher. For most IR methods
the size of the result set

an be

ontrolled more or less dire tly via parameters. In this

way the resulting re all and pre ision measures

an be inuen ed as well. As explained in

the denition, empty result sets s ore a perfe t pre ision. On the other hand, if the result
set

ontains all items from the data set, the re all is perfe t, i.e. has a value of 1, sin e

in this

ase

R ∩ Q = Q.

Obviously, in reasing the re all is usually

ounterprodu tive to

the pre ision s ore and vi e versa. Out of the two measures the re all value

an usually

be more dire tly inuen ed by in reasing the number of items to be in luded in the result
set. An ideal trade-o between re all and pre ision, though,

annot be de ided generally.

As one involves the FP and the other the FN errors made, as above, it depends on the
s enario whether to prefer a high re all or a high pre ision.
However, there is a

ommonly used measure whi h

ombines the re all and pre ision

F1-measure , sometimes also simply referred to as F-measure.
all and pre ision  an have values in the interval [0, 1], where, again,

rating into a single s ore: the
This measure  like re
high values

orrespond to a good performan e. To further reward good performan e under

re all and pre ision and penalise a bad performan e of either of those measures, the F1measure is designed to have a value of 0 if either re all or pre ision are zero, and a value
of 1 if both re all and pre ision have a value of 1.

Denition 3 (F1-measure) For a re all value of r and pre ision value of p, the F1measure is dened as:

2·r·p
F1 =
r+p


=

2 · TP
2 · TP + FP + FN



Also F1 may be ome ill dened: if both re all and pre ision are zero. It is obvious,
that the F1 value in this

ase is best dened to be zero itself.

The F1-measure was formally introdu ed by Lewis and Gale in [LG94℄ but is basi ally a
reformulation of the E-measure with parameter

β

presented by Van Rijsbergen in [VR79℄:

(β 2 + 1) · r · p
β 2p + r
= 1 − Eβ=1 to get

Eβ = 1 −
Lewis and Gale dened

F 1 = Fβ=1

a measure whi h gives equal

importan e to re all and pre ision, and for whi h higher values

orrespond to better ee -

tiveness.
Comparable to the

onfusion matrix for the dierent kinds of out ome of a binary

lassi ation there are some diagrams that allow a qui k overview of the re all and pre ision
performan e of a method.
Most

ommonly used are the pre ision re all

method for given re all values. This kind of

harts whi h plot the pre ision s ore of a

hart allows to see quite easily how pre ision
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and re all are developing together. Further visualisation methods are ROC
plot true positives in the result set against the

urves, whi h

ontained false positives, both as per entage

of the total numbers of positive and negative hits. This kind of diagram is originating from
the eld of

ommuni ations, when it

Hen e the name, whi h stands for

omes to transmission of signals over noisy

hannels.

re eiver operating hara teristi s . In the business world
lift harts are a widespread visualisation tool. They

 in parti ular for marketing analysis 

plot the number of true positives against the result sets per ental size relative to the entire
size of the data set.

2.3 Web Do uments and Text Mining
Classi ation of web do uments often

omes down to or is based on

do uments, web mining (WM) on a do ument level is
and the

lustering of web do uments often relies on

lassi ation of text

losely related to text mining (TM)

lustering texts.

As one large eld of appli ation for CE is to aid WM, it is interesting to see how
do uments

an be represented for WM purposes and how

lustering and

lassi ation

methods operate on these representations. The inuen e of CE on the representations is
dierent and will be dis ussed in more detail in

hapters 4 and 5.

2.3.1 Do ument Representations
The simplest representation of do uments for mining tasks is to build an

inverted index

of

ontained words. An inverted index lists the words found in all do uments and

ontains for

ea h entry the referen es to the do uments whi h the word appears in. A good

omparison

for su h an index is the index of a book, as for example it

an be found at the end of this

thesis. Whether listing all appearan es of all words or just the appearan es of interesting
words at relevant positions is just a matter of the intended purpose. A book will very likely
list only interesting or relevant terms, a database with a full text sear h option will build
a

omplete index of all words. But even for a full text sear h usually stop word redu tion

and stemming are performed in order to redu e the size of the index both in terms of words
and referen es. The

on epts of stop words and stemming will be des ribed in more detail

in 2.3.2.
An inverted index

onsiders only the presen e or absen e of a word in a do ument,

thus a do ument is te hni ally represented by a set of words.

As it does not

over any

mean to dedu e some notion of importan e of the words in the do ument, it is used in
WM environments merely as a data stru ture to qui kly retrieve single do uments whi h
ontain a parti ular word. A higher analysis of the do uments is di ult to base on the
index alone. The

bag of words

ommon representation.

model for a text is already a more suitable and also very

Opposite to the set approa h of the index, the bag of words

stores how often ea h word appears in a do ument. A

ommon way to implement bag of

words is through ve tors. Enumerating the words of the do ument (e.g. in lexi ographi al
order) allows to assign ea h word to an entry in a ve tor.

Hen e, for

n

dierent words

2.3 Web Do uments and Text Mining
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an be stored in an

n-dimensional

ve tor.

As for the

index, a stop word redu tion and an appli ation of stemming algorithms prior to the bag
of words

onstru tion

an redu e the dimension of the ve tor drasti ally.

ne essary espe ially when

This step is

onverting a whole set of do uments into their bag of words

representations, as for an in reasing number of do uments, the dimension of the ve tor
spa e

an be ome very high. The reason for this lies in the need to measure the similarity

or dissimilarity between do uments: to be able to

ompare two do uments, they usually

have to live in the same ve tor spa e, thus requiring the ve tors to provide entries for all
the words appearing in the do ument

olle tion  even if a word does not appear in the

parti ular do ument the ve tor represents.
Not withstanding this drawba k, the bag of words model for do uments is one of the
most preferred and used as it allows the appli ation of ve tor based algorithms. Further, the
ve tor representation even opens up all the possibilities that ome along with a ve tor spa e,
for example a variety of distan e and similarity measures, the possibility of transforming
the whole spa e into another

oordinate systems or applying other geometri

onstru tions.

Other representations and analysis methods are built on top of the bag of words model.
Knowing the number of words per do ument, again with the assumption of having at
hand a whole set of do uments, allows the

al ulation of entropy values, e.g.

Shannon's information theory [Sha48℄ or the

TF-IDF

based on

(term frequen y-inverse do ument

frequen y) [SM83℄ value, or to analyse orrelations between do ument
2
appearan e, e.g. using the χ test [YP97℄.

ategories and word

The bag of words model does not take into onsideration the word order or word

Bi-grams

 or more general

n-grams

 try to nd a

ontext.

ompromise between preservation of

ontext and the benets of remaining in a ve tor based environment. An n-gram builds
n-tuples of

onse utive words in a text.

Common values for n are 2 and 3, resulting in

the parti ularly denominated bi- and tri-grams respe tively. The n-grams

an be retrieved

from a text by sliding a window with a length of n words over the text and storing the
visible text fragments as entries of the ve tor.
A

ommonly adapted alternative to the ve tor storage are in this

matri es .
entry aij

The

bi-gram proximity matrix

ase the

proximity

(BPM) is a square matrix in whi h the value of

orresponds to how often the i-th word is followed immediately afterwards by the

j-th word. Likewise the

tri-gram proximity matrix

a three dimensional matrix of

ubi

(TPM) realises the same

on ept with

shape for word triples.

An alternative to building the n-grams on the basis of words is to use

hara ters as

atomi elements for the tuples. This hara ter based variation is sometimes referred to as

mer

k-

k

hara ters to determine the text fragments.

ontext and the words are preserved to a

ertain degree by the overlap of the single

hara ter tuples and the restri ted number of

ombinations appearing in real language.

The

and uses a window with a xed length of

This approa h has the advantage of being relatively tolerant to mistakes in spellings and
exions of words as a subset of the k-mers of a word is very likely not ae ted by a spelling
mistake or the

hanges due to exions. In fa t, for longer words and a small

are good that most k-mers remain un hanged and thus allow to assert a

k

the

han es

ertain degree of

agreement between the original word and a misspelled or exed version of it.
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2.3.2 Case Folding, Stemming and Stop Words
As several te hniques and approa hes are based on words, there are three
are interesting in this

ontext:

on epts whi h

ase folding, stop word redu tion and the pro ess of stem-

ming. All of them are intended to redu e the amount of data to analyse by redu ing the
number of dierently spelled but semanti ally equivalent words.
Representing a text or a word as a string raises the problem that small and
are

onsidered to be dierent

dieren es in

hara ters. A

ordingly two strings are dierent if there are

apitalisation though they might

the other hand, a word

apital letters

ontain the same

an appear with a small or a

hara ter sequen e. On

apital rst letter simply due to its

position in a text, e.g. at the beginning of a senten e or in a title. These positions, in
general, do not
use

hange the meaning of the words though. TM appli ations therefore often

ase folding

or lower
English a

to unify the writing of words by

onverting them

ompletely in upper

ase writing. This pro ess is not without drawba ks. In languages dierent from
apital letter might hange the meaning. For example, in German a

apital letter

marks nouns and the word Weg (path, way) is semanti ally dierent from weg (away,
missing).
people or

Dieren es might o

ur also in English, for instan e, if it

omes to names of

ompanies: General Motors has a dierent meaning than the words general

and motors.

Stop words

are words whi h appear very frequently in texts, but are not meaningful

by themselves. Typi al examples are adje tives, prepositions or other parti les. They are
needed to

onstru t synta ti ally and semanti ally

for an index, as they

orre t senten es, but they are useless

ontribute to the meaning only in

ombination with other words.

Therefore they are ltered from an inverted index or similar data stru tures.

Common

pra ti e is to use a manually reated and language dependant list of stop words for ltering,
though this lists vary very mu h from appli ation to appli ation.

E.g.

in [Ran07℄ it is

estimated that the English stop word list used by the Google sear h engine

onsists of 36

words, the internal stop word list of the MySQL database server used for text indexing
onsist, a

ording to its manual, of 544 entries [MyS07℄.

Even though they lter out a lot of words from a single do ument, stop words do hardly
redu e the number of dierent words. Staying with the example of Google: if the estimate
given above is

orre t, the sear h engine's inverted index for English words is shortened by

36 entries  a negligible redu tion

onsidering the total number of English words. So, stop

word redu tion mainly redu es the spa e needed to store the referen es to do uments, not
so mu h the amount of words in the index itself.
Another pro edure to redu e the number of dierent words is

stemming .

Stemming is

the pro ess of redu ing exions of words to a stem  either the grammati al ground form
of the word (e.g.
is

to go for gone or went) or an arti ially

omputationally more

onstru ted stem whi h

onvenient (e.g. berr for berry and berries). As

reating a

omplete list of all words, their grammati al ground form and their exions is di ult and
very time

onsuming, the se ond approa h is probably more

TM appli ations.

It is realised by applying a so

alled

ommonly used in WM and

stemming algorithm.

Stemming

algorithms use a set of rules to dedu e the stem of a given word. The rules are set up in a

2.4 Further Reading
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way to work for most words of a language, but they never

over all

ases of exions. One of

the most prominent algorithms in this eld is the Porter-Stemmer [Por80℄ for the English
language.

However, there exist a variety of other stemmers, also for other languages.

Opposite to the stop word redu tion, stemming does not redu e the number of referen es
in an index. The referen es are simply atta hed to the word stem instead of the original
version. The list of dierent words in the index is redu ed remarkably though.
Further linguisti

operations, like re ognition of multi word expressions, resolution of

synonyms, disambiguating homonyms or part of spee h tagging, are rarely used at this level
of do ument representation.

pro essing

They involve the need for a sophisti ated

(NLP) system whi h often

natural language

auses too mu h overhead.

2.3.3 Methods
A ategory of algorithms frequently used for lustering and lassi ation tasks of web or text
do uments are instan e based methods. These methods refer to a portfolio of do uments
and de ide the

lass or

in the portfolio. A

luster of new do uments by

assign an unseen do ument to a
known do uments. The most

k-means

omparing them to the do uments

ording to a similarity or distan e measure, instan e based algorithms

approa h. For

lass or

luster by evaluating its similarity/distan e to the

ommon instan e based

lustering method is the so

lassi ation tasks, instead, the

k nearest neighbour

alled

algorithm is

very wide spread.
Another group of algorithms is formed by statisti al methods.
probability they dedu e from e.g.
s heme.

The

Naïve Bayes

ategory and works with

(NB)

orrelations of words and

Based on models for

ategories a

lassi ation

lassier is the most prominent representative of this

onditional probabilities and, as the name says, is based on the

Bayes theorem.
We will des ribe some of those methods in more detail later on in
will merely be needed in the

ontext of

hapter 7. As they

lustering web do uments with respe t to their

underlying template, we will des ribe them dire tly in the s enario we use them in.
Less used methods for text

networks

Another important topi

rule dedu tion systems, arti ial neural
support ve tor ma hines .

lassi ation are

and kernel based methods like
in the

ontext of WM are algorithms to determine a relevan e

ranking of the retrieved do uments. Google's PageRank and Kleinberg's HITS are the most
prominent and representative algorithms in this eld and have already been mentioned in
the introdu tion. In the environment of CE algorithms, ranking the extra ted

ontents has

never been dealt with and so far is of no signi an e.

2.4 Further Reading
While providing the reader with enough ba kground knowledge to follow the ideas and
algorithms dis ussed and developed in this thesis, the
in this

on epts and te hniques dealt with

hapter are mu h ri her both in theory and pra ti e.
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Basi

Terms and Con epts

The rst address for further reading in the eld of te hnologies and formats for web do uments are

ertainly the re ommendations and quasi-standards published by the W3C. In

addition to the already mentioned te hni al papers about the formats for HTML [RHJ99℄
and XHTML [W3C07℄, the Consortium provides a vast amount of information and tutorials. Best starting points are

ertainly the web sites of the

orresponding working groups

at [CSP08℄ and [Pem08℄ respe tively.
A

essing XML do uments via SAX is des ribed in most books on XML. Brownell

[Bro02℄ is one of the few authors dealing with SAX only. However, the homepage of the
SAX proje t [Meg08℄ provides itself several resour es and a brief introdu tion.
Like SAX also the DOM is dealt with in most XML books in more or less detail. A
good introdu tory des ription

an be found in [Spe99℄. The spe i ations of the Do ument

Obje t Model are lo ated at the W3C and are spread over several do uments [W3C98℄,
[W3C00℄ and [W3C04℄. The

onsortium's working group provides some additional publi-

ations on the DOM at [HWW08℄.
A good introdu tion to WCMS is given by Bü hner, Traub, Zahradka and Zs hau in
[BZTZ00℄. The te hni al realisations of templates are diering too mu h from system to
system to oer a single and

omplete resour e for further reading. The arti les of the portal

ContentManager [Zs 08℄ oer brief introdu tions to the topi , usually without being too
spe i

and restri ted to a single WCMS. Abiteboul, Buneman and Su iu deal with the

general task of publishing data on the web in [ABS00℄. Aside from other related topi s
they also des ribe the abstra t layout of a web site management system, whi h in its
fun tionality

orresponds to a WCMS.

There is a vast amount of books dealing with IR and its evaluation. Classi al introdu tions are the already mentioned book of Van Rijsbergen [VR79℄ or the one of Salton and
M Gill [SM83℄. More modern and very good introdu tions are given by Witten, Moat and
Bell in [WMB94℄, Witten and Frank in [WF00℄ or Berthold and Hand in [BH03℄. Ferber
[Fer03℄

on entrates more on the appli ation of DM in the area of text

olle tions, similar

the book of Heyer, Quastho and Wittig [HQW06℄. When fo ussing on WM and sear h
engines, the book of Liu [Liu07℄ is an ex ellent overview of the

urrent state of resear h

and pra ti e. In [Cha03℄ Chakrabarti is emphasising more on sear h engines, dis ussing
the related te hniques and algorithms in a more detailed manner. Dealing with very different aspe ts, some of the
interesting as well.

hapters on Internet

omputing and WM in [Sin04℄ might be

Chapter 3
Related Work
CE is a topi

whi h is rarely addressed dire tly and on its own. Often it is merely a tool to

support other tasks, therefore the methods to perform CE are frequently developed within
other appli ations. One typi al s enario is to extra t the main
the performan e of a text

lassi ation system. This in lusion in other systems is probably

also the reason why the CE methods themselves are rarely
In this

ontent in order to improve

ompared with ea h other.

hapter we will follow the development of CE in literature and will position it

among other, similar tasks.
reate a quite

By outlining the similarities and dieren es, we will try to

lear prole of what CE is and to provide a rough

lassi ation of existing

algorithms. A part of this prole analysis is represented by the

olle tion of appli ation

s enarios where CE is useful.
The publi ations on the appli ation of CE often
algorithms.

ome along with suggestions for CE

We will take a look at the more important and well developed approa hes

among those algorithms. After a quite

omplete survey of CE and TD algorithms follows

an overview of approa hes and te hniques whi h are useful to evaluate CE or to
do ument

reate the

olle tions whi h serve TD as training sets.

3.1 Content Extra tion and Related Topi s
This

hapter starts with a glan e at the development of CE and a survey of related topi s.

We will outline the similarities and dieren es of CE with the

lose by eld of information

extra tion (IE) and address the question of appli ations whi h benet from CE.

3.1.1 The Problem of Content Extra tion
As mentioned already in the introdu tion, CE is the task to identify the main
a do ument. The main

ontent is dened in opposition to the additional

navigation elements, related links or

ommer ials. In

ontent in

ontents su h as

hapter 4 the problem and task of

CE will be spe ied more formally. Until then, this intuitive notion will be su ient to
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understand the related work dis ussed in this

hapter  espe ially be ause none of those

works formulates a pre ise denition of CE itself.
The spreading use of WCMS was already mentioned earlier as one reason for an in rease
in the amount of additional and redundant

ontent. Gibson, Punera and Tomkins [GPT05℄

analysed the phenomenon in 2005 to quantify the amount of template generated

ontent on

the web. Based on an analysis of several large web sites, they estimated that the template
generated
histori

ontent makes up approximately 40 to 50% of the

ontent on the WWW. Using

data of the same web sites they were even able to determine a growth rate of

template

ontents of approximately 6% per year.

Gibson et al.

further provided a rough

lassi ation of solutions whi h address the

task of dete ting and ltering template generated

ontents. They dierentiated between

lo al te hniques, whi h operate on single do uments and are based mainly on heuristi s,
and global te hniques, whi h are based on multiple do uments and exploit the fa t that
template generated

ontents appear more frequently.

The lo al, single do ument based approa h of CE is basi ally the more universal solution, as it

an be applied on virtually every HTML do ument.

do uments whi h have not been

In parti ular also on

reated by a WCMS and do not have an underlying tem-

plate stru ture. The works of Rahman, Alam and Hartono from 2001 [RAH01℄ probably
des ribe the rst solution for single do ument CE. In addition to formulating for the rst
time the task of nding and extra ting the main
and Hartono

oined in this

ontent in a do ument, Rahman, Alam

ontext the term of  ontent extra tion for the pro ess of build-

ing a faithful reprodu tion of the original pages with the important

ontent inta t. Later

on Gupta et al. pi ked up and established the term CE in several of their publi ations on
the Crun h framework [GKNG03℄, whi h will be presented in more detail in 3.2.1.
The te hniques Gibson, Punera and Tomkins used to
generated

al ulate the ratio of template

ontents in a web do ument, instead, are based on a multi do ument approa h.

Multi do ument solutions are usually more reliable in their extra tion performan e, but
an only operate on do uments based on a

ommon template.

The algorithms Gibson

et al. employed will be des ribed in 3.3.8 and are based on the works of Bar-Yossef and
Rajagopalan [BYR02℄. It is

ommonly agreed that Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan were the

rst to des ribe the problems indu ed by template based web do uments in the environment
of sear h engines and that they formulated the task and ne essity of template dete tion
within a set of do uments.
The a tual theoreti

problem of using a set of web do uments to dedu e a tem-

plate stru ture was analysed in more detail in 2003 by Yang, Ramakrishnan and Kifer
in [YRK03℄. They assumed a s enario of a web template whi h is lled with data from
a ba kground database and further
data items

onsidered the possibility that some attributes of the

an have null values. An attribute with a null value is omitted in a generated

web page and thus does not
ertain table

reate the lo al frame embedding the data either.

ells or formatting instru tions might be missing for the a

The task to dedu e from a set of given web do uments a
impli it template information is the basi
do ument based CE.

Hen e,

ording web pages.

ommon s hema des ribing the

idea underlying wrapper indu tion and multi

3.1 Content Extra tion and Related Topi s

Yang et al.

show that nding an unambiguous s hema for template des ription is

equivalent to nding an unambiguous list of
is
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onsistent with respe t to a set

POS

union-free regular expressions (UFRE) whi h
NEG of negative examples.

of positive and a set

UFRE are dened similar to regular expressions, but do not allow the use of the union
operator

|

or any other mean to dene alternatives.

The

onsisten y of the list of the

expressions with the positive and negative examples demands that they des ribe all the
words in the

POS

and none of the words in

NEG.

The negative examples are

automati ally from the positive examples by swapping the slot
intentionally

reated

ontents, whi h in this way

auses the ambiguity the negative examples are meant to prevent. Thus, the

demand for unambiguity of the s hema states that for ea h example in

POS

exists exa tly

one expression in the list of UFRE whi h des ribes this word.
By redu ing the SAT-problem to the problem of nding a

onsistent UFRE for a set of

positive and negative examples and to the problem of nding an unambiguous

onsistent

UFRE for a set of strings they show that those problems are NP- omplete. The idea of
the redu tion is to formulate the SAT

lauses of

onjun tive normal form into positive and

negative string examples in a way that the entire expression of SAT is satisable if and
only if exists an UFRE whi h is

onsistent for these examples.

3.1.2 Wrappers
IE is the pro ess of extra ting stru tured data from do uments on the WWW. To harvest
stru tured data is a typi al task in s enarios where web pages always present data of a
similar type or kind, su h as online

atalogues, telephone lists, produ t des riptions or the

results of online sear h engines. These pages are mainly generated via WCMS and are based
on templates whi h are lled with database stored information about the listed or presented
items.

Wrappers

are programs whi h are extra ting again the original information from a

ompiled web page, thus, they extra t a

ertain target data from the do ument

ontext.

The web do uments suitable to harvest information from are generally subdivided into
two

ategories:

detail pages

and

list pages

in detail. Using the example of an online
a single arti le from the

[Liu07℄. A detail page des ribes one single item
atalogue, an a

ording detail page would present

atalogue with all the data available. A list page instead is usually

appearing as part of the navigation stru ture and lists a briefer des ription for several
items. For example, the

atalogue web site would list all produ ts from the same

ategory,

providing an overview of information like the name of a produ t, its pri e, manufa turer,
a small image and a hyperlink to the

orresponding detail page. The essential dieren e

between detail and list pages is that a detail page is equivalent to one entry in the database,
while a list page

ontains several data items. However, wrappers

an be built for both kinds

of web do uments.
Liu [Liu07℄ further subdivides the

reation of wrappers programs into three

reating wrappers manually, through wrapper indu tion and by automati

Manually reated wrappers
the sour e

ategories:
extra tion.

are hand made by a human expert after analysing extensively

ode of some web pages

ontaining the target data [GRVB98℄. Looking for pat-

terns, the expert tries to nd a way to lo ate the nested data in the web pages. On e the
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patterns have been established, spe i

and dedi ated wrapper programming languages or

development frameworks like Jedi [HFAN98℄, TSIMMIS [HMGM97℄, Minerva [CM98℄ or
+
the Lixto proje t [GKB 04℄ with its extra tion language ELOG [BFG01℄ aid the expert in
realising the wrapper itself.

Wrapper indu tion
It

is the rst step to automate the

reation pro edure for wrappers.

orresponds to a supervised learning pro ess. Providing the wrapper learning algorithm

with do uments for whi h the target data has been previously outlined, it dedu es the
patterns for extra tion itself. A standard approa h is to automati ally look for the so

landmarks
fragments.

in the

alled

ode: sequen es of tags or parti ular words whi h delimit the information

Being able to learn and

onrm the extra tion patterns of a wrapper on a

training set larger than a human programmer

an handle, wrapper indu tion leads to more

robust results, whi h might even be able to deal with ex eptions and spe ial
intermediary step to full automation is to aid the human user in the pro ess of

ases.

An

reating the

training data. Algorithms nding and ltering similar do uments are used to streamline
the sear h for suitable training do uments.
Full

automati extra tion

is rea hed when the algorithms are able to dedu e the data

items from the training set without the need to previously outline the target data. The
pro ess is usually based on determining the template stru ture (see also 3.3) and its

ontent

slots. In a se ond step the data found inside the slots of the do uments is interpreted by the
program as the data items from the database ba kground and is used to build a wrapper.
It is still left to a human user to atta h a semanti
eventually

he k the results for

data, automati

extra tion

meaning to the extra ted data and

orre tness. But, leaving aside this interpretation of the

an be a hieved without human

suitable to operate on large amounts of data.

The

ontribution. It is therefore

omputational

osts, though, might

restri t the size of the training set, as the learning pro ess often involves the alignment of
multiple strings or DOM trees.
One approa h for automati ally building wrappers is parti ularly interesting in the
ontext of CE: the
an analysis
to

XWRAP elite

system of Han, Buttler and Pu [HBP01℄. It in orporates

omponent to nd those nodes in the DOM tree of a do ument whi h are likely

ontain important stru tured

ontents. The overall system is aiming at the development

of wrappers for nding parti ular and stru tured or semi-stru tured information in web
do uments and

onverting them into XML les. XWRAP's mode of operation is des ribed

as a three step pro ess,

onsisting of the phases of do ument preparation, primary

lo ation and obje t separation. The se ond step is of parti ular interest in the
CE. Han et al. developed three heuristi s to pin-point the primary

largest tag ount

(LTC),

highest fanout

(HF) and

system, LSI is

loser to nding a main

this method in more detail in
Another topi

to mention is

ontents in a do ument:

largest size in rease

and HF are methods to nd in parti ular the stru tured

ontent

ontext of

(LSI). While LTC

ontent for a wrapper indu tion

ontent in the sense of CE. We will take a look at

hapter 6.

wrapper veri ation .

It belongs to the task of maintaining

wrappers and is dis ussed e.g. by Kushmeri k in [Kus00℄. As the template stru ture of a
web site may

hange due to a relaun h or a

hange of style, a wrapper built to t them will

very likely fail with a new layout. Veri ation that a wrapper is still working, re ognition

3.1 Content Extra tion and Related Topi s
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of a failure and eventual provision of an option to x it are the pro edures needed to
monitor and maintain wrappers in a produ tion environment. The re ognition of a failure
in orporates some mean of measuring the performan e of wrappers. The evaluation models
for wrappers developed in this

ontext unfortunately

annot be translated to the evaluation

of CE. For a wrapper program it is legitimate to demand a perfe t extra tion and thus to
use a binary evaluation basis for

orre tly and wrongly extra ted data. The data to be

extra ted by a CE method is usually not dened as

learly as for wrappers. We will dis uss

this problem in more detail when dealing with the evaluation framework in
Wrappers and CE programs have a lot in
on web do uments and the IE

hapter 5.

ommon: the extra tion paradigm, operating

hara ter. The dieren e is represented by the data in the

fo us of the two approa hes. Wrappers head for stru tured or at least semi-stru tured data.
Ideally, they

an be used to feed their output into a database, by asso iating the atomi data

items of the extra ted data to table

olumns in a relational database s heme. CE, instead,

is aiming at the dis overy and extra tion of unstru tured or, at most, weakly stru tured
texts. Even though also the text in a single slot of a template

ould be des ribed as the

single attribute of a data set, wrappers are usually not suitable for this dete tion task.
The irregularity of the stru tures within the text might
immediately or the dedu ed rules will not

onfuse the learning algorithm

orrespond to the main

ontent in new and

previously unseen do uments.

3.1.3 Re ognition of Named Entities
Named entities

(NE) are words or sequen es of words whi h denote the name of a lo ation,

a person or a

ompany or whi h

ontain information about a date, time, phone number,

e-mail address or an amount of money in a

ertain

urren y. The

in a parti ular appli ation depend on the s enario and the
do usually
NE

lassify the words a

ategories of NE used

ontext of the appli ation and

ording to some domain spe i

terminology. In general,

an be said to be expressions whi h represent instan es belonging to a given set of

ategories.

In some publi ations, NE are also referred to as

named tokens

or simply as

tokens in a text.
Dis overing and outlining or extra ting the NE in a do ument is dierent from the aim
of the wrappers in 3.1.2. NE usually do not appear in the semi-stru tured way ne essary for
building and utilising a wrapper. It might be di ult or impossible to nd the landmarks
signalling the beginning and the end of NE. As they

an appear even in

ontinuous text,

re ognition solutions apply other methods to dis over the NE.
Witten, Bray, Mahoui and Teahan [WBMT99℄, for example, used a
up do uments with dierent

ategories of NE to dedu e individual

New entities are assigned to the

orpus of marked

ompression s hemes.

ategory whi h provides the best performing

ompression

s heme.
While the task of identifying NE
it

an aid nding the main

used a

an be

onsidered a very spe i

ontent or information in a text.

kind of CE itself,

Paradis and Nie [PN05℄

olle tion of positive and negative examples for NE to determine the informative

parts in web do uments whi h in turn helped a

lassi ation pro ess. They used a very
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spe i

s enario in whi h it was possible to dierentiate between

very likely help in

ategories of NE whi h

lassifying a do ument and those whi h represent a kind of noise and

therefore might mislead the

lassi ation algorithm.

The system of Paradis and Nie is an example where NE re ognition

an help to a

om-

plish a CE task. However, the problem in general is dierent from CE as NE are usually
short and appear as part of the text. NE re ognition is a tually even independent from
web do uments. CE, instead, is a problem spe i

to the web environment and it usually

en ompasses the dis overy of an entire text. But, CE

an aid NE dis overy tasks when

they are performed on web do uments. Being able to fo us on spe i

parts of the text in

a web do ument might improve at least the time performan e of NE re ognition.

3.1.4 Text Summarisation by Extra tion
The aim of

omputer based text summarisation is to provide a shorter version of a text,

whi h is still providing all or the major part of the information

ontained in the original

text. A reason driving the development of text summarisation software is the problem that
human users are often
time  a problem
Automati

onfronted with too mu h information to handle in the available

ommonly referred to as

information overload .
natural language pro essing

text summarisation is a eld of

(NLP)

an be

subdivided into extra ting or abstra ting approa hes. Abstra ting text summarisation is a
eld of resear h

losely related to text understanding. It

orresponds very mu h to a text

summary as made by a human author. Abstra ting summarisation algorithms analyse a
text and then formulate a new, shorter text with the same or at least the essential part
of the information. A

ordingly it requires an at least basi

understanding of syntax and

semanti s of a language and in parti ular of a given text. Extra ting approa hes, instead,
reuse partial or entire senten es of a given text to express the important issues in fewer
words. Des ribed in a dierent way: an extra ting text summarisation solution does not
formulate a new text, but simply shortens an existing one by omitting

ertain parts while

maintaining the meaning.
This extra ting approa h shows parallels to CE. Also CE appli ations, in fa t, strip
o

ertain parts of the textual

ontents of a web do ument in order to shorten the text.

Even though the intention is not to provide a brief summary of the text, but rather to free
the text from additional
of CE appli ations.

ontents, the parallels

an be used when it

The evaluation framework introdu ed in

omes to evaluation

hapter 5 is in orporating

evaluation measures whi h are similar to the ones used for extrinsi

evaluation [GS93℄ of

text summarisation by extra tion, e.g. as des ribed by Mar u in [Mar99℄ or by Dorr et al.
+
in [DMO 04℄.

3.1.5 Appli ations Using Content Extra tion
CE is used in a variety of appli ations. As mentioned already before, CE algorithms are
rarely developed as su h but usually in

ombination with an appli ation based on or bene-

ting from the CE part. Web mining, improving a

essibility, web page restru turing and

3.1 Content Extra tion and Related Topi s
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streamlining, personalisation and web site stru ture analysis are some of the appli ations
whi h may in orporate CE algorithms.

We will now take a short look at some spe i

appli ations to give examples for where CE is used in pra ti e.
Finn, Kushmeri k and Smyth [FKS01℄
fa tual arti les. For not getting their

lassied web do uments into opinionated or

lassier

onfused by additional

ontents whi h did

not belong to the a tual arti le, they in orporated a CE algorithm.

+
Pinto et al. [PBC 02℄ used a CE related te hnique to lter from a set of do uments
those pages whi h are not arti le pages.

They distinguished between arti le pages and

web pages whi h serve mainly navigational purposes but do not

ontain mu h information.

Looking for data to feed into a question answering system, they improved the performan e
of the system by

leaning the input data from unsuitable do uments via a CE approa h.

+
Vieira et al. [VdP 06℄ observed a general improvement in
of web do uments after passing them through template
essentially extra ting the main

lassi ation and

lustering

leaning lters. Those lters were

ontent.

The IsaWiki system of Vitali, Di Iorio and Campori [VdC04℄ allows a personalisation
of virtually any do ument on the web. To prevent the users from destroying the stru ture
of their personalised

opy by editing layout

riti al regions in a do ument, the write a

is restri ted to those regions whi h a tually

ontain relevant

ess

ontents. To dis over zones

whi h are interesting for editing, Vitali et al. also involved methods to dis over the main
ontent.
Several appli ations like Crun h (see also 3.2.1), the system of Buyukkokten, Gar iaMolina and Paep ke [BGMP01℄ or the

ore- ontent

lipping approa h of Mantratzis, Orgun

and Cassidy [MOC05℄ aim at optimising web pages for presentation on devi es other than
the standard

omputer s reens.

Freeing pages from unne essary

lutter or restru turing

their layout serves in parti ular the presentation of do uments via s reen readers for visually
impaired users or appli ations running on small s reen devi es, su h as PDAs and mobile
phones.
CE is, to a

ertain degree, related also to the topi

of analysing the HTML markup of

web pages to dedu e the presentation to the web user. In [HMS02℄ Henzinger, Motwani and
Silverstein listed

urrent

hallenges for web sear h engines.

Even though the

hallenges

were formulated already some years ago, most of them remain unsolved till the present
day.

Among those

hallenges is the problem of divergen e between how HTML

stru tured in the sour e
This divergen e

ode is

ode and how it is nally rendered and presented to the user.

orresponds to the possibility to mark up words in a more prominent way

than how they are presented on the s reen.

Vi e versa it is possible to display

texts in key positions on the s reen and provide them with a
user's attention, while the sour e
presentation and sour e

ertain

ertain layout to attra t the

ode hardly reveals this feature. The dieren es between

ode might mislead sear h engines and, hen e, are often exploited

for sear h engine spamming [GGM05℄,

ausing irrelevant web sites to be listed for

ertain

queries.
The stru ture imposed on the text by the markup  Henzinger et al. refer to most web
do uments as being

vaguely stru tured data

 might suggest hints for su h attempts. The
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task

ould also be reformulated as nding the most prominent

ontent. Hen e, CE

ould

nd appli ation in the eld of preventing sear h engine spamming as well.

3.2 Single Do ument Content Extra tion
CE methods whi h are based on single do uments perform the extra tion by analysing
only the do ument at hand. No further information is used ex ept for what the do ument
itself provides. Therefore the algorithms are usually based on heuristi s and assumptions
of what makes up the main

ontent of a do ument.

The major advantage of these methods is that they

an be used out of the box: no

adaptations  optional adjustments of the parameters left aside  or training phases are
ne essary. As most of these methods are additionally quite fast they are perfe tly suitable
for on-the-y extra tion. This is an important feature for all s enarios where a CE system
is installed as a transparent layer between the user and the WWW. These systems are
often realised as lo al proxy servers or browser extensions and perform the extra tion
task whenever a web do ument is re eived from the web and before passing it on to the
requesting

lient. Hen e, in an on-the-y system the CE operation must not take too long.

The heuristi s underlying the single do ument methods are usually based on user experien e and an analysis of a wide range of do uments. A
in most

ases.

ordingly, they work quite well

However, if a do ument does not satisfy the underlying assumptions the

methods might fail miserably. A

ommon assumption is, for instan e, that the main

tent is a long text with no or few tags. If the main

ontent of a web page

on-

onsists only

of a few words or maybe even of an image, a CE algorithm based on the afore mentioned
assumption will lo ate no or a wrong main

ontent.

The rst resear h work about single do ument based CE was presented by Rahman,
Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ in 2001. They des ribed the problem and some fundamental
properties a CE system should

omply with.

They also presented a CE appli ation whi h involved an analysis of the HTML stru ture
of do uments in order to segment a web page into zones. The overall pro ess is des ribed
only vaguely, but

omprises an analysis of the proximity of the single zones, the

ation of the zones into dierent
or detailed

ontent types like summarised

ontents and nally an NLP based analysis of the

ontent, table of

ontent itself. In orporating

the results of these analyses, Rahman et al. suggested to nd semanti ally similar
fragments of the same kind and to label them as the main

lassiontents
ontent

ontent of a web page. Though

they presented s reenshots of a system demonstrating the des ribed pro ess, the authors
provided absolutely no information about the implementation details or the in orporated
algorithms.
However, several other appli ations have been developed sin e this rst approa h to
the problem and most have been des ribed and presented better and in more detail. We
are now going to take a

loser look at solutions, whi h are based on parti ular approa hes

or whi h are representative for an entire

ategory of CE algorithms.
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3.2.1 Crun h
The aim of the

Crun h

framework is to rewrite HTML do uments for displaying them

on small s reen devi es or to improve a

essibility via s reen readers. Hen e, it addresses

spe i ally the impa t that the in reased use of additional
a

essing web do uments: additional

ontents

ontents has on these ways of

ause s reen readers to take mu h longer

to read a do ument and diminish the available spa e for the main

ontent on the small

s reens of mobile phones and PDAs.
Gupta, Kaiser, Neistadt and Grimm introdu ed Crun h in [GKNG03℄ as a framework
bundling a

olle tion of heuristi s to nd the main

formations of a web do ument.

ontent and perform some other trans-

The framework is set up as a proxy server performing

extra tions and transformations on-the-y.
As mentioned above the extra tion pro ess is based on a

olle tion of heuristi s. Oper-

ating on the nodes of the DOM representation of an HTML do ument, the heuristi s are
all designed to dis over
whi h

hara teristi

stru tures of additional

ontents. The main lters

ome along with Crun h are intended to remove advertisements and dis over link

lists by determining the link-ratio (see also 3.2.4).
relo ated in the do ument. All deleted links

Those link lists are then deleted or

an, for example, optionally be appended at

the end of the do ument in order to keep the web page navigable within the

ontext of its

web site. Other operations aim at simplifying tables, e.g. by removing empty

ells, or at

unifying the layout of text blo ks. Aside from the lters whi h are in orporated by default,
Crun h provides a plug-in me hanism to keep it extensible for new heuristi s and lters.
+
In other publi ations [GKG 05, GKS05, GBKS06℄ the Crun h framework has been
rened further. One improvement is a genre
web do ument, it is allo ated to a genre

lassier for web pages. Before pro essing a

ategory like international news web site, shopping,

te h news, et . Assuming that layout and style of all web sites whi h belong to the same
genre are similar, the parameters for the extra tion pro ess in Crun h are set to values
whi h have been dis overed to provide the best results for do uments belonging to this
kind of genre. So, the parameters are xed a

ording to the genre and, thus, the style of

a do ument.
Crun h is written in Java and publi ly available. The latest version 2.0
along with the sour e

an be found

ode and further information about the proje t at [KGB05℄. Version

3.0 seems to be under development but is not yet available.

3.2.2 Body Text Extra tion
A

ommon alternative to using the DOM tree of a do ument as basis for a CE algorithm is

to tokenise its sour e

ode into a sequen e of atomi

elements and operate on these tokens.

The rst approa h making use of this te hnique was the

Body Text Extra tion

algorithm

(BTE).
In the

ontext of using the WWW as a repository of information for digital libraries,

Finn, Kushmeri k and Smyth analysed in [FKS01℄ whether a news web do ument presents
an opinion or reports fa ts. As they realised, that additional

ontents often mislead the
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lassi ation into fa tual or opinionated arti les, they in orporated BTE as a pre-pro essor
for extra ting the main

ontent of a web do ument.

The BTE algorithm is based on the assumption that the main
ontinuous blo k of text

ontaining few or no HTML tags.

ontent is a single

To nd this blo k the rst

step is to tokenise all the text segments in the do ument into words using white spa e
hara ters as delimiters. Then, after having represented all HTML tags as another kind

B0 , . . . , BN −1 of N word and tag
tokens. The idea underlying BTE is to nd two token indi es i and j in the token sequen e
of a do ument, for whi h the number of text tokens between i and j and the number of
tag tokens before i and after j is maximal.
of token, the whole do ument

an be seen as a sequen e

By assigning the tag tokens a value of 1 and the word tokens a value of 0, solving the
optimisation problem be omes equivalent to maximising the fun tion

Ti,j =

i−1
X

Bn +

(1 − Bn ) +

n=i

n=0

Finn et al.

j
X

N
−1
X

dened as:

Bn

n=j+1

also introdu ed the interpretation of the

tag tokens as a fun tion in whi h a

Ti,j

umulative distribution of the

ontinuous plateau would represent the main

in a web do ument. Figure 3.1 shows how a do ument

ontent

an be represented as a fun tion

following this method. The example demonstrates quite ni ely how the main ontent

auses

the graphs to show a plateau approximately between the tokens with the indi es 600 and
1000.
The BTE algorithm itself has not been tested, but it seemed to perform well in the
appli ation it was designed for. However, the main drawba k of the algorithm is its limitation to nd exa tly one

ontinuous blo k of tokens. If the main

ontent

onsists of several

parts s attered a ross the whole do ument and is possibly interrupted by other, additional
ontents BTE is bound to make a mistake. Either, it will dis ard fra tions of the main
ontent by

utting them o from the main blo k together with the intermediate additional

ontents. Or BTE makes the opposite error and in ludes the additional
extra t together with the enveloping parts of the main

ontents into the

ontent.

A simple referen e implementation of BTE as a Python module is available at [Fin05℄
together with a short explanation of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3.1 outlines the formal

algorithm as it has been implemented in this module. The Python module further uses a
more

ompa t representation for the token ve tor to

ombine sequen es of

onse utive tag

or word tokens and thereby speeds up the pro ess a bit.

3.2.3 Do ument Slope Curve
The largest drawba k of BTE

ertainly is the restri tion of extra ting one

ontinuous blo k
+
from the do ument only. Pinto, Branstein, Coleman, Croft, King, Li and Wei [PBC 02℄
extended the BTE idea for usage in their QuASM system to look for several plateaus in
the

umulative tag distribution fun tion and thereby basi ally over ame this weakness.
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umulative tag token distribution in a web do ument represented as a

fun tion. The arrows mark the plateau whi h

orresponds to the main

ontent.

QuASM is a question answering system based on web do uments. Instead of providing
do uments

ontaining the information tting to a sear h query of a user, QuASM tries

dire tly to give an answer to a user formulated question.
QuASM does not take into

information for answering questions.
ontains an arti le and

When

rawling web pages,

onsideration every do ument as a possible sour e to extra t
Instead, it rst determines whether the do ument

onsequently any useful information at all.

For this purpose Pinto et al. tokenised the do ument in the same way as Finn et al.
were doing for BTE. But, instead of maximising the fun tion
at the fun tion des ribing the
fun tion as

Ti,j ,

umulative tag token distribution.

do ument slope urve

(DSC)

d(i) =

i
X

d

they took a

loser look

They referred to this

and formally dened it as:

Bn , for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

n=0

In the

urve representation they interpreted long regions with a low slope as

on the basis of the same assumption of the main

ontent,

ontent being mainly text with few

interspersed tags. Having transformed the original problem into an analyti al task it is
su ient to look at the

urve alone and dis over the above mentioned regions of low slope.
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Algorithm 3.1: Finn's BTE algorithm.
Data: B : Token ve tor of an HTML do

ument of length

N,

where

Bi

orresponds

to the i-th token and has a value of 1 for tag tokens and 0 for word tokens.

Result:
begin

Index tuple
main

tindex = (i, j)

with

i≤j

denoting the token range with the

ontent

tindex ← (0, N − 1);
Tmax ← 0;
// ount tag tokens till index i
lookup0N[0℄ ← B0 ;
for i = 1 . . . N − 1 do
lookup0N[i℄ ← lookup0N[i-1℄ +Bi ;
// ount tag tokens after index i
lookupN0[N-1℄ ← BN −1 ;
for i = N − 2 . . . 0 do
lookupN0[i℄ ← lookupN0[i+1℄ +Bi ;
// Sear h optimum
for i = 0 . . . N − 1 do
for j = i . . . N − 1 do
Ti,j ← lookup0N[i℄ + lookupN0[j℄;
for k = i . . . j do
// Add word tokens
Ti,j ← Ti,j + (1 − Bk );

if Ti,j > Tmax then
tindex ← (i, j);
Tmax ← Ti,j ;

return tindex
end
This goal is a hieved by applying a windowing te hnique. The window size depends on
the do ument length in terms of tokens. For do uments of up to 200 tokens the window
is set to a size of 8 tokens.

For longer do uments a larger window is applied, up to a

maximum size of 50 tokens for do uments

1

ontaining 5000 or more tokens .

The window is passed over the slope urve of the do ument with an overlap of half of the
window length l. If the average slope of the do ument se tion within the

urrent window

is less than 50% of the average slope of the entire do ument, the se tion is de lared to be
a low slope se tion. For a window starting at index
to

i

this

ondition formally

orresponds

he king if:
1 The

paper does not mention how to in rease the window size for do uments with a length between
200 and 5000 tokens, but a linear in rease seems an obvious approa h.
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d(i + l − 1) − d(i)
1 d(N − 1) − d(0)
< ·
l
2
N
If three

onse utive se tions have been de lared to have a low slope, they are

to be the beginning of a low slope region, whi h

ontinues until three

onsidered

onse utive se tions

have an average slope of more than 50% of the average slope of entire do ument.
Having outlined low slope regions in this way, QuASM uses them for two tests before
onsidering a do ument to be suitable for further pro essing and for harvesting information
for question answering.
In the rst test, the length of the low slope regions in terms of tokens is summed up. If
the amount of tokens in low slope regions makes up less than 10% of the tokens in the entire
do ument, the do ument is

lassied as not

ontaining an arti le and hen e is dis arded

from the list of possible sour es of information for QuASM.
In a se ond step the average slope of the se tions in the low slope regions is
again and on e more

al ulated

ompared to the average slope of the entire do ument. If the average

slope of the sele ted se tions is less than 50% of the average do ument slope the do ument
is nally a

epted as

ontaining an arti le and passed on for further pro essing.

se ond test is not motivated any further.
he ked regions is probably intended to

This

Re he king the slope properties of previously
over su h

onse utive windows with a high slope does not o

ases in whi h the end rule of three

ur or is met too late in the do ument.

As the low slope areas in the do uments are not used further in the pro esses of the
QuASM system, it be omes obvious that this adaptation of BTE was never intended to
perform CE, but simply for the binary
arti les and those whi h do not.

0.862 and a pre ision of 0.688 for their
of whi h 87 were really

lassi ation of do uments into those

Given this intention, Pinto et al.
lassi ation task on a

olle tion of 188 do uments

ontaining arti les, while the others did not.

However, it is fairly straight forward to
approa h, by simply

ontaining

observed a re all of

onstru t a CE algorithm out of this DSC

onsidering the low slope regions as main

ontent. The algorithm in

3.2 determines for ea h token in the do ument whether it lies in a low slope region, hen e it
is general enough to realise both, the original purpose and extra tion of the main

ontent.

3.2.4 Link Quota Filter
Link Quota Filters

(LQF) are implementations of an intuitive heuristi

for identifying and

removing link lists and navigational elements. Those elements typi ally

onsist mainly of

hyperlinks and little or no other text. Vi e versa, normal text as found in the main body
of an arti le might

ontain hyperlinks but usually with an overall low ratio

the entire text.

ordingly, if a part of a do ument

A

ompared to

onsists mainly of hyperlinks it is

very likely to be a navigational element or a link list.
The determination whether a do ument fragment
by

al ulating the ratio of hyperlink

onsists mainly of hyperlinks is done

ontent to the overall

algorithm 3.3  or alternatively to the none-hyperlink

ontent  as demonstrated in

ontents.

sometimes also referred to as the link/text removal ratio [Gup06℄.

The resulting ratio is
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Algorithm 3.2: DSC algorithm.
Data: B : Token ve tor of an HTML do

ument of length

N,

where

Bi

orresponds

to the i-th token and has a value of 1 for tag tokens and 0 for word tokens.

Result: L:
begin

Ve tor of length

N

denoting whether token

i

is in a low slope region.

is 1 for token in low slope regions, 0 otherwise

// Create do ument slope urve
d[0] ← B0 ;
for i = 1 . . . N − 1 do
d[i] ← d[i − 1] + Bi ;
// Determine window size
w ←= 8;
if N > 5000 then
w ←= 50;
else if N ≥ 200 then
w ←= ⌈0.00875 · N + 6.25⌉;
// Determine low slope regions
stotal ← d[N − 1]/N ;
// History for last two windows
h ← [0, 0];
// Flag if urrently in low slope region
lr ← 0;
for i = 0 . . . N − 1 − w, stepwidth w/2 do
si ← (d[i + w − 1] − d[i])/w ;
// Determine if low slope se tion
ls ← 0;
if si < 0.5 · stot then
ls ← 1;
// Che k history and update low slope region status
if lr = 0 then
if (ls = 1) ∧ (h[0] = 1) ∧ (h[1] = 1) then
lr ← 1;

else
if (ls = 0) ∧ (h[0] = 0) ∧ (h[1] = 0) then
lr ← 0;

for j = i . . . i + w − 1 do

L[j] ← lr ;
// Update history
h ← [ls, h[0]];
return L

end

Li
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Algorithm 3.3: Linkquota fun tion.
Input: n: DOM node
Output: q : quota of links to overall text
begin

C ← des endants (n) ;
ttot ← 0 ;
tlink ← 0 ;
forea h m ∈ C do
if ¬isBlo kNode (m) then
if isTextNode(m) then
ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;
else if isLinkNode(m) then
ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;
tlink ← tlink + length(getText(m))

else

;

ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;
tlink ← tlink + Linkquota( m ) · length(getText(m))

;

else

C ← C \ des endants (m);

q ← tlink /ttot ;
return q

end

Implementations of LQF are relatively wide spread and

an be found in several varia-

tions. These depend on the three ingredients referred to above: the do ument fragments
observed by the lter, how the

ontents in these fragments are in orporated to

the link/text removal ratio and the threshold value for this ratio.

al ulate

While the threshold

ratio usually is a parameter, the do ument segmentation and the way to

al ulate the link

ratio ai t the algorithms in some details. A very simple LQF is outlined in algorithm 3.4
and it

an easily be adapted to dierent ways of

al ulating the link quota or to

onsider

nested blo ks as well.
Gupta in orporated a Link Quota Filter in Crun h [GKNG03℄, whi h
link/text removal ratio, by

al ulates the

ounting the words in- and outside the hyperlinks within the

s ope of parti ular DOM stru tures, mainly table

ells. The approa h does not

words themselves, but estimates the number by dividing the number of
respe tive parts of the DOM stru ture by a
number is preset to be ve, but may be
this aspe t Gupta's approa h

onstant number of

ount the

hara ters in the

hara ters per word. This

hanged via parameters of the algorithm. Under

an be redu ed to

ounting and

omparing the number of

hara ters inside and outside hyperlink an hor texts. The default threshold in Crun h is
preset to a value of 0.35 but this setting may be altered by the user as well.
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Algorithm 3.4: A simple LQF algorithm
Input: D: Do ument, t threshold
Output: D′ : modied do ument without link list blo
begin

ks

N ← des endants (D) ;
forea h n ∈ N do
if isBlo kNode(n) then
if Linkquota(n) > t then
C ← des endants(n) ;
forea h m ∈ C do
if ¬isBlo kNode (m) then
if isTextNode(m) then
deleteNode(m);

return D
end

The most obvious drawba k of this implementation is its restri tion on table

ells as

only notion of do ument fragments. As nested table stru tures used to be a major design
approa h for laying out web pages, the solution is
have di ulties with modern layouts.
do uments solely by

div-layers

in

ertainly histori ally motivated but will

The re ent tenden y to realise the layout of web

ombination with CSS formatting instru tions renders

this approa h unsuitable for a large number of today's web sites.
Possibly this is one of the reasons, why Mantratzis, Orgun and Cassidy [MOC05℄ extended the list of DOM obje ts whi h form do ument fragments. They added other blo k

div as well as table and tr. Mantratzis et al.
stru turally signi ant elements , as they highly inuen e the

level elements su h as the above mentioned
referred to those elements as

layout of a web do ument. Another major
into a

hange in their LQF implementation is to take

ount the ee t of stru turally signi ant nested elements.

link/text removal ratio
blo k stru tures to a

This means that the

al ulated for one DOM element inuen es the ratio of all parent

ertain degree. In this way the algorithm is supposed to be able to

handle link lists whi h are built in a more

omplex manner, e.g.

onsisting of several nested

tables. For one of the stru turally signi ant elements to be

lassied as the root element

of a link list it has to satisfy two

ontained non-empty an hor

elements over all

in link elements over the
ording

hara ters

hara ters in the entire text has to be above 0.4. The ratios of

nested blo ks are taken into a
of the a

onditions: the ratio of the

ontained elements has to be higher than 0.5, the ratio of the

ount but redu ed by a fa tor whi h represents the distan e

hild element to the potential link list root node in the DOM tree.

Considering the nested elements might have drawba ks, though: a short text
polluted by nested link lists with a high link/text removal ratio. Hen e,

an get

hoosing a suit-
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able inuen e fa tor of the nested blo ks be omes a
unfortunately did not mention their

ru ial parameter. Mantratzis et al.

hoi e for this fa tor.

A general problem with all kinds of Link Quota Filters is that they are spe i ally
designed to lo ate link lists but are not
ontent.

A

ordingly,

apable of dete ting any other kind of additional

ontents like headers, footers, fun tional and layout elements are

very likely not re ognised as additional
lists. Therefore, a LQF

ontents, as they do not fall in the

an only be part of a larger system  as in the

ategory of link
ase of Crun h 

and should not be the only way to approa h the problem  as suggested by Mantratzis et
al.

3.2.5 (K-)Feature Extra tor
The link quota lters in 3.2.4 were based on analysing DOM blo k stru tures. Two other
approa hes also using blo ks as obje ts of analysis are the
and its extended version

K-FeatureExtra tor

FeatureExtra tor

algorithm

of Debnath, Mitra and Giles dis ussed in

[DMG05a℄ and [DMG05b℄ respe tively. Both algorithms segment a do ument into blo ks
and sele t for extra tion those blo ks whi h are parti ularly ri h in a ertain kind of ontent,
e.g. in text for

lassi al CE appli ations.

Quiet obvious, the denition of blo ks and the way how to split a do ument into these
blo ks is a
and the

entral element of the algorithms. A blo k

orresponds to a sub-tree in the DOM

riteria for building blo ks are based on parti ular elements in the do ument whi h

dene the root node of a blo k. The elements Debnath et al. list as the ones denoting
blo ks are

table, tr, p, hr2

and

ul.

shown in algorithm 3.5, they assign
to the kinds of

After re ursively splitting a do ument into blo ks as
ertain features to the blo ks. The features

orrespond

ontent in luded in a blo k. As typi al features the authors list the presen e

of smaller, nested blo ks, text, images, applets or

ontained JavaS ript

are dete ted and re ognised via the type and element name of their a

ode. The features

ording DOM nodes.

FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor are designed to nd those blo ks whi h are
ri h in a

ertain feature. Obviously, for

lassi al CE tasks the desired feature is text, so,

the algorithms extra t those blo ks whi h

ontain mainly text. As the desired feature

be in orporated as a parameter, the algorithms are very exible and
for nding the primary text
of main

ontent, but also to lo ate and extra t blo ks of another kind

ontent, like images, tables or even JavaS ript

Referring to the ratio of the desired
for this

ontent to all

ode.
ontent in a blo k as the probability

ontent, the FeatureExtra tor algorithm rst lters and dis ards blo ks with a

probability of less than 0.5. In a se ond step the remaining blo ks are then ranked a
to their probability and the highest ranked blo k is
blo k presumed to

ontain the main

hosen to be the

winner blo k , i.e.

the

onsists of three blo ks. The rst of

ontains two hyperlinks, an image and three words, the se ond blo k

2 Their

ording

ontent.

Let us for example assume a web do ument whi h
whi h

an

an be used not only

onsists of a

works do in fa t list the horizontal ruler element as a blo k stru ture, even though it is by
denition an empty element in HTML and does not ontain any ontent. As su h it is unsuitable as root
node for a blo k of ontent in do uments adhering to the W3C spe i ations for HTML.
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Algorithm 3.5: De omposing a do ument into blo ks a ording to Debnath et al.
Input: d: DOM node (rst alled with root node of a do ument), T : Set of blo k
dening HTML elements.

Output: B :
begin
B←D

Set of blo ks.

;

forea h t ∈ T do
forea h b ∈ B do
if b hasChildNode(t) then
B N ← getBlo ks( b,t );
B ← (B \ b) ∪ B N ;

return B
end
fun tion getBlo ks (b,t);
begin

B ← ⊘;
C ← des endants( b );
forea h m ∈ C do
if elementType(m) = t
B ← B ∪ {m};

then

return B
end

hyperlink and four words and the last blo k of a hyperlink, an image and no words. As we
are interested in text, the desired feature is the presen e of words. A ording to Debnath
3
et al., the probability for words in the rst blo k is
= 0.5, for the se ond blo k
2+1+3
4
0
= 0.8 and for the last blo k 1+1 = 0. In the rst step, FeatureExtra tor dis ards blo k
1+4
number three, as it has a probability for words of less than 0.5. From the remaining two
blo ks, the algorithms sele ts the se ond as winning blo k. It is extra ted as main

ontent

be ause it is the purest blo k for the desired feature.
As not all main

ontents of all web do uments

onsist of a single blo k, the FeatureEx-

tra tor algorithm has been extended to the K-FeatureExtra tor. Instead of simply hoosing
one single winning blo k, the blo ks with a probability high enough to pass the rst lter
are

lustered using a k-means

probability for the desired feature is
set are

3 The

3

luster analysis . Afterwards the
hosen as the

onsidered to be part of the main

luster with the highest

winner set , so again all blo

ks from this

ontent.

paper omits the detailed settings for the luster analysis. After inquiring the topi with the
authors, Mr. Debnath stated that setting the parameter k = 3 had empiri ally been found out to work
well.
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3.2.6 elISA
The

elISA system is a rule based approa

an XML based format to

h for analysing the stru ture of web pages. It uses

apture an expert's knowledge for dete ting the main

ontent.

Thanks to an elaborated me hanism for turning the rules into an appli able extra tion
system based on XSLT, new heuristi s

an easily be adopted by formulating them as an

additional rule in XML syntax.
Vitali, Di Iorio and Campori introdu ed elISA in [VdC04℄ as a part of the IsaWiki
system. The aim of IsaWiki is to allow users to annotate and even
publi

web server.
a

hange virtually every

HTML do ument on the web independently from write permissions on the hosting
It is implemented as a

entral server.

lient side browser extension, whi h is ba ked by

Whenever a user a

esses a web do ument via the browser, IsaWiki

he ks if a modied version has been stored on the
system in orporates the
page. For editing a
editing

entral server. If this is the

hanges of the modied version into the

ase, the

urrently viewed web

urrently viewed do ument, IsaWiki provides the user with in-pla e

apabilities for

ertain regions of the do ument.

The role of elISA in this

ontext is to nd those regions in a do ument, whi h the

user will be oered to edit. Based on the thought that modern web pages have a quite
ompli ated and sometimes even fragile layout stru ture, the IsaWiki user is supposed to
be able to edit the

ontents of a do ument only, not the stru tures supporting the layout.

This requirement implies the need that IsaWiki is
ontent  among whi h the main

The indi ations on how to nd the dierent
heuristi

apable of identifying dierent kinds of

ontent is the most prominent.
ontents in a do ument are spe ied as

rules. While the above mentioned Crun h framework uses dierently formulated

and hard- oded heuristi s to identify the main

ontent, the rules of elISA are formulated in

a uniform way. They are expressed in an XML based format and do all have a very similar
and simple syntax stru ture. By applying an XSLT stylesheet the rules are transformed into
an XSLT stylesheet themselves, whi h in turn

an be applied to an XHTML do ument. The

advantage of the meta-stylesheet of elISA is the simpli ity, extensibility and adaptability
of the le

ontaining the rules. The editors do not need to have a deep insight into XSLT

syntax and XPath fun tionality, but

an maintain the original XML rules easily. To render

hanges or new rules operational it is enough to issue a re ompilation of the XML sour e
ode using the meta-stylesheet.
The rules used in [VdC04℄ to des ribe

ontent and non- ontent regions were derived

from best pra ti e re ommendations des ribed in web design literature and experien es
gained from an analysis of the stru tures of representative HTML pages. The rules were
not intended to

over all possible

system. The rule set is

ases, but to provide a starting point for the IsaWiki

ertainly meant to evolve and to be extended.

For evaluation purposes Vitali et al. manually annotated 100 do uments from dierent
ba kgrounds to outline
sour e

ontent, layout, navigation, form, footer and logo regions in the

ode. Using elISA with a set of 19 rules the system managed to

most of the rst four region

orre tly identify

ategories. The poorer performan e for re ognition of logos
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...
<RULE ontext="IMG">
<CALL name="AttrSr " sele t="./sr "/>
<CHECK>
<WHENEVER test=" ontains(l ($AttrSr ),'logo') or
ontains(l ($AttrSr ),'main') or
ontains(l ($AttrSr ),'home')">
<SET attr="border">3</SET>
<SET attr="alt">"logo"</SET>
<SET attr="elISAtype">"logo"</SET>
</WHENEVER>
</CHECK>
</RULE>
...

Figure 3.2: Example of an extra tion rule formulated in the XML syntax of elISA.

and footers was explained to be due to the various possibilities to realise these regions and
to a hieve similar visual results with dierent HTML

ode.

In [Di 07℄ Di Iorio des ribed another appli ation for elISA. Segmenting web do uments
and sorting the segments into one of the ve groups of
dynami s and meta data, he introdu ed the

Pentaformat

ontent, stru ture, presentation,
on ept to

apture the

hara -

teristi s of a do ument in a dedi ated stru ture.

3.2.7 Other Appli ations
The

Opera Mini

Browser is a Java ME (Mobile Edition) based browser for mobile phones

and hand held devi es.

Instead of

onta ting HTTP servers dire tly to request a web

do ument, Opera Mini uses a spe ialised proxy server hosted by the Opera
a relay.

The purpose of the proxy is not only to have a single point for

the WWW, but to enhan e the performan e of phones and PDAs when a
do uments.

It

ompany as
onne ting to
essing web

ompresses the data to speed up data transfer and restru tures the web

pages for s reens with a low resolution.

The latter modi ation allows to display also

those pages whi h were designed for resolutions mu h higher than the ones of the small
s reens the devi es usually provide.
The whitepaper [WJ05℄ about the Extensible Rendering Ar hite ture (ERA) underlying
the Opera Mini browser des ribes the general pro esses of preparing and rendering standard
web pages for mobile phones and

ontains hints to the in orporation of CE te hniques, even

though on a very small s ale. The te hni al details behind the extra tion pro ess, however,
are not explained at all. In pra ti e, the system

auses at most minor and very

onservative
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ontents of a do ument, a behaviour hinting to the

areful use of simple

heuristi s.
The approa h of

entrally ltering and restru turing web do uments before displaying

them on mobile phones has re ently be ome more popular and some other appli ations
like the TeaShark browser [Tea07℄ are based on similar

on epts. However, more and more

web sites provide dedi ated web do uments for mobile devi es, a development fostered
also by the W3C Mobile Web Initiative [W3C06a℄. In many
possibility of an anyway utilised WCMS to publish the same

ases, web sites exploit the
ontent with dierent layouts

via the template me hanism. So, the overhead of ontent analysis and extra tion is a tually
be oming less ne essary in this
To a
well.

ontext.

ertain degree, some browser extensions

In parti ular, those appli ations whi h blo k

from external advertisement servers fall in this
the

an be

onsidered CE appli ations as

ommer ial banners or

ategory.

odes loaded

They do not perfe tly mat h

on ept of CE, but are more lters removing parti ular kinds of additional

However, some approa hes are

ontent.

apable of learning and adapting the lter rules, e.g. the

solution developed by Kushmeri k in [Kus99℄.

3.3 Multi Do ument Template Dete tion
The CE methods dis ussed up to this point operate on single and isolated do uments. They
involve impli it or expli it assumptions on how the main
looks like or how a do ument is
in these

ommonly stru tured. In fa t, the notion of main

ases is usually restri ted to textual main

or even if it

ontent of a web page usually

onsists of a table stru ture

ontent. If the main

ontent

ontent is an image

ontaining several small texts, the single do ument

methods might fail very likely.
A eld of resear h

template re ognition .

losely related to the lo al CE approa h is the one of TD and
The problem

an be des ribed briey as the task of analysing a

olle tion of web do uments in order to dedu e the stru ture of a

ommon underlying

template. Knowing the template stru ture, in turn, allows to lo ate the main
TD

ontent. So,

an be a basis for multi do ument CE.
A rst step in this dire tion was already taken by the genre dete tion me hanism in

Crun h [GBKS06℄.
but still heuristi

In this

ase, a global approa h was used to dedu e a more spe i

assumption on the presumable stru ture of the do uments, and thereby

hoose better parameter settings.

Other algorithms are looking more spe i ally at the

do uments at hand to gain a deeper insight and, hen e, base their extra tion pro ess in
parti ular on the do uments in the

olle tion.

3.3.1 Page Partitioning
In 2002 Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan [BYR02℄ rst des ribed the problem of template disovery as a task of web IR and web DM. They gave a formal denition for templates,
des ribed the impa t of template based do uments on typi al WM tools and introdu ed
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an algorithm to

lean template data from web do uments, thereby improving the pre i-

sion of WM tools operating on those do uments. The
denition and dete tion me hanism is that of

entral

pagelets .

on ept in their template

Pagelets are self- ontained regions

in a do ument like the navigation menu, a sear h fun tion, an advertisement or the main
ontent.
The authors started by dening the three so- alled

Hypertext IR Prin iples ,

whi h are

important assumptions underlying most hypertext or referen e based IR methods.

The

Relevant Linkage Prin iple (a hyperlink referen es a relevant resour e),
the Topi al Unity Prin iple ( o- ite do uments or do uments with large ommon bibliography are related to ea h other) and the Lexi al Anity Prin iple (similar text and

prin iples are the

links indi ate a mutual relevan e of do uments).

These three prin iples, so Bar-Yossef

and Rajagopalan argued, are often violated on the web, espe ially by template based
do uments. Dete ting the template stru tures and a

ordingly ignoring their

ontents in

a WM pro ess might re tify the situation.
To a hieve this aim, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan des ribed, additional to the above
mentioned pagelets, also templates as a stru tural
template is a
are

hara teristi s of web do uments.

A

olle tion of HTML do uments whi h have the same look and feel and whi h

4

ontrolled by a single authority .

Given these denitions in the paper, the use and

appearan e of pagelets and templates are
pagelets as they

an easily

learly

orrelated. Templates favour the use of

ombine dierent sour es of

ontent and provide fun tionality

a ross an entire web site. Vi e versa the organisation and management of pagelets without an underlying management system is di ult, on a large s ale even impossible. The
requirement of an underlying management system in turn favours the use of templates.
Altogether, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's denition of pagelets and templates is one of
the few attempts to give a formal denition of templates.
intuitive approa h to templates and their
In addition to the general, semanti

Most other works adopt an

hara teristi s.

denitions of what pagelets and templates are, Bar-

Yossef and Rajagopalan propose a synta ti

denition for pagelets. A pagelet is dened to

be a DOM node whi h does not have a pagelet as an an estor node and does not
any

hild node with at least

k

links. In the

ontain

ourse of their works the authors report that in

k to a value of 3. A ording to the synta ti denition
they dened a simple page partitioning algorithm to lo ate the pagelets in a web do ument.
their experiments they

hose to set

The formal denition of a template is built on top of the denition of pagelets:
template
onne ted

onsists of a set of identi al pagelets, whose original pages form an undire ted
omponent. In other words, a template is a

stru ture and whi h o

olle tion of pagelets with the same

ur throughout a set of do uments. Further, the do uments in this

olle tion are required to be

onne ted at least indire tly by hyperlinks, so for ea h two

do uments in the set it has to be possible to nd a sequen e of links

4 The

a

onne ting them.

single authority as ontroller of a template is required to onsider also spe ial ases like web site
mirrors or a idental similarities on one hand and the ase of several web sites managed by the same
WCMS on the other hand.
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The pagelets of a template
re urrent fragments

orrespond to the stru ture of the template and denote the

ausing the

in whi h the pagelets o
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ommon look and feel. The requirement, that the pages

ur form an undire ted

onne ted

formalise the demand for a template to be under the
this denition of templates does not ne essarily

omponent, is an attempt to

ontrol of a single authority. Note that

orrespond to the intuitive approa h of a

framework do ument. The templates of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan
ode fragment or a frequently used slot
the intuitive template

on ept

orrespond more to a

ontent in a framework do ument. Consequently,

ould be represented as a

notion of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan all

olle tion of templates in the

overing the same pages.

In pra ti e, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan relax the stri t requirement of identi al pagelets
in a template and dene a template as a group of pagelets whi h are at least approximately
identi al. To model this approximate identity they use

shingles

Glassman, Manasse and Zweig in [BGMZ97℄. A shingle

orresponds to the idea of n-grams

for do ument representation as des ribed in 2.3.1.

as des ribed by Broder,

Shingles are basi ally all tuples of n

onse utive words. Opposite to the approa h for do ument representation, the frequen y
of a shingle/n-gram is not of importan e in the

ontext of pagelet similarity. A

ordingly

the shingles for a pagelet are stored in a set stru ture rather than a ve tor, and two pagelets
are approximately identi al if their shingle sets are equal. The intention of this approa h
is to avoid that a small perturbation in the text of a pagelet

auses it to be treated as

entirely dierent.
Given these denitions, the task of TD on a graph of hyperlinked do uments

(VG , EG )

orresponds to nding all the templates

part of the do uments in

T

and their pagelets

p1 , . . . , pk

whi h are

VG .

The example in gure 3.3 shows ve do uments

d1

to

d5

whi h all

ontain pagelets.

Identi al pagelets are denominated with the same index, so all pagelets labelled
identi al in the above mentioned notion.
and

d3

whi h form a

pagelets. Likewise

p3

do uments whi h are

G =

onne ted

Given that

p1

o

urs in the do uments

omponent satises the template requirements for

qualies as a template. Instead neither

p2

nor

p4

p1 are
d1 , d2
the p1

appear in a set of

onne ted. Hen e, they are not templates.

As the denition of templates is sensitive to re urrent

ontents, dupli ate pages in a

olle tion have to be removed prior to the appli ation of any TD algorithm. Otherwise, all
the pagelets in the dupli ates appear more frequently and might lead to a dete tion of non
existent templates. The authors refer on e again to the works of Broder et al. [BGMZ97℄,
whi h provide a suitable algorithm for the purpose of dupli ate do ument dete tion.
On e the do uments have been ltered from dupli ates, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan
present two TD algorithms: one to be applied on a lo al level, another one for appli ation
on a global s ale. The lo al TD algorithm is intended for usage on small data sets with
few do uments. The lo ality of this algorithm is not to be

onfused with the lo ality of

CE algorithms that operate on a single do ument only.
After the do uments in

G have

been de omposed into their pagelets and their shingles,

the lo al algorithm uses the shingles to sort and group the pagelets. At this point, ea h
group already resembles a template. As mentioned above, the algorithm is designed for
appli ation on small sets of do uments. In this kind of set the requirement that the web
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Figure 3.3: Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's template
form a

pages

onne ted

omponent for pagelet

p1 ,

riterion: do uments

hen e, qualifying

p1

d1 , d2

and

d3

as template.

ontaining the pagelets of a template are linked to ea h other might easily be violated

as there are few links to tie the pages together. Following this thought the lo al algorithm
does not

he k this

onstraint of the denition.

The global s ale algorithm, instead, is meant to operate on larger sets and a
requires the templates to

omply fully with the denition. Its rst step is to

the pagelet shingles whi h o
those shingles are

ur at least twi e in the do ument set.

onsidered to be template

ontaining these template

ordingly
olle t all

The pagelets of

andidates. In a se ond step, the do uments

andidate shingles are

he ked for being linked to ea h other

using a breadth rst sear h algorithm. By nding the undire ted
among the pages, the pagelet groups of the template

onne ted

omponents

andidate are partitioned into the

nal templates. The templates found in this way fully satisfy the formal denition.
For evaluation purposes Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan

Clever sear h system
of pagelets. The

5

ompared the performan e of the

[KRRT06℄ when applied on data sets of entire pages versus data sets

ore of the Clever system is mainly based on Kleinberg's

HITS

algorithm

[Kle98, Kle99℄ . HITS uses the referen es in hyperlinked systems or similar stru tures to
dedu e network nodes whi h are good sour es for information (so- alled
those nodes whi h referen e several good authorities (so- alled

hubs ).

authorities )

and

The results of Bar

Yossef and Rajagopalan's experiments showed mu h more pre ise results when sear hing
authority pages related to a set of given topi s.
Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan explain further, that their notion of template dete tion in
the sense of nding groups of pagelets

an be seen as an appli ation of the

frequent item

set problem. The latter is a lassi al DM problem appearing often in onne tion with
market basket analysis , as dis ussed e.g. by Agrawal, Imielinksi and Swami in [AIS93℄ and
Agrawal and Srikant in [AS94℄.
5 There

are a tually several publi ations whi h refer to the Clever system, when basi ally they mean
the HITS algorithm.
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3.3.2 InfoDis overer
Lin and Ho developed
to the main
redundant
and

InfoDis overer

[LH02℄ whi h is based on the idea, that  opposite

ontent  template generated

ontents appear more frequently. To nd this

ontent, they disassemble the web pages of a training set into blo ks of text

al ulate an entropy value for ea h of those blo ks.

The entropy value is based on

the frequen y of the words in the text blo ks. A too high blo k entropy value indi ates
redundant
template

ontents, whi h a

ording to the underlying assumption are dedu ed to be

ontent.

While the idea of partitioning a web page into blo ks is similar to the page partitioning of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan, InfoDis overer is based on another understanding of
templates and uses a dierent algorithm for the blo k building. The blo ks in the notion
of Lin and Ho

orrespond to visual

omponents of a web do ument, rather than to the

ontent and fun tional oriented pagelets. Instead of dening the blo ks over the number of
hyperlinks in the

6

hild nodes, they use the approa h outlined in 3.6 whi h is based mainly

on HTML tables .
For the purpose of generality, they assume all do uments of a web site to be based on
the same template. On e a

rawler has grabbed all the do uments of a site and stored them

in a training set, they begin to break down the do uments into so- alled
All table

ells and some similar stru tures in a do ument are

blo k and are represented by the texts

ontained in them.

ontent

Nested tables form

ontent

blo ks on their own and are ex luded from their parent's stru ture. The
are stored in a simple tree stru ture, where an internal node
blo k  for example a table

ontent blo ks .

onsidered to be a

ontent blo ks

orresponds to a

ontent

ell  and leafs

orrespond to the text nodes appearing in the

DOM sub-tree of this table, without being

ontained in nested tables. Lin and Ho report

a downstream renement of the granularity of the tree until the

lassi ation of

ontent

blo k is unambiguous, but do not illustrate the te hni al details of this pro ess.
On e the blo ks have been found, InfoDis overer
the words in the

ontained texts after

al ulates the blo k features, i.e.

leaning them from stop words and applying the

Porter stemming algorithm [Por80℄. Lin and Ho des ribe the remaining features roughly

7

as meaningful English keywords .
The entropy

al ulation is a two step pro ess. First the entropy values of the features

are estimated by analysing the term frequen y of the words in the do uments of the training
set. For this purpose the authors grouped together the features of the
ea h do ument and thereby built a

feature-do ument matrix

ontent blo ks of

(F-D matrix).

For further

al ulations or reuse in other IR system, they suggested to use term frequen ies or term
weight values (e.g. TF-IDF) for the entries in this feature-do ument matrix. The entropy
6 While

nowadays ertainly a bit outdated, the major part of web do uments did make use of tables
stru tures to realise the layout of a web do ument when the arti le was written. Lin and Ho have a tually
ondu ted an analysis of the prevalen e of table based layouts at the time of publi ation and laim that
this kind of layout stru ture was used for about 70% of the web do uments. However, the on ept ould
ertainly be generalised from table ells to other HTML blo k elements, su h as div.
7 The paper also overs briey the aspe t of extending the approa h to oriental languages su h as Chinese
 a detail of no importan e to the InfoDis overer algorithm.
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Algorithm 3.6: Building blo k tree stru tures in InfoDis overer
Input: n: DOM node
Output: n′ : onverted node for InfoDis overer's tree stru ture of blo
begin
C ← des endants (n) ;
forea h m ∈ C do
if isTableNode(m) then
C ← C \ des endants (m) ;
n′ .addChildNode (Blo kBuilding (m))
else if isTextNode(m) then
n′ .addChildNode (getText(m)) ;

ks

;

return n′
end
of a feature then

orresponds to the probability of a term and

an be estimated by the

term weights a ross the do uments, if they are normalised to a range between 0 and 1.
Using Shannon's entropy formula [Sha48℄ Lin and Ho arrived at dening the entropy of a
feature

Fi

as:

H (Fi ) = −

n
X

wij log2 wij

j=1

where

wij

is the entry in the

i-th

row and the

j -th

olumn of the F-D matrix, i.e. the

i in do ument j of the training set8 . A normalisation of the entropy
[0, 1] is a hieved by using the number n = |D| of do uments in the

term weight for feature
values to the interval
training set

D

as base for the logarithm, so:

H (Fi ) = −

n
X

wij logn wij

j=1

The

ontent blo k entropy is a

ordingly estimated to be the sum of the feature en-

tropies and is normalised by dividing by the number

k

of dierent features in the

ontent

blo k:

k
1 X
H (Fi )
H (CBl ) = ·
k j=1
where the sum

overs all the features whi h are present in the

On the basis of this denition, a

ontent blo k is

of a template if it has an entropy value above a

CBl .

lassied as being redundant and part

ertain threshold, as high values

to a blo k appearing on many web pages. Vi e versa, a
8 Note

ontent blo k

orrespond

ontent blo k with a low entropy

that limx→0 x log x = 0, so terms with a zero entry in the matrix do not ause problems.
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value is found only on few pages and thus
the threshold value

t

is stated to be

annot be template generated. The

ru ial to the algorithm.

To solve the problem of an appropriate value for
gorithm to nd a good threshold  the authors
The threshold value is in reased from

0.0

to

1.0

the threshold adds new features, the pro ess is
Lin and Ho assume the

hoi e of

t

Lin and Ho propose a greedy al-

onsidered it even an optimal threshold.
in steps of

0.1.

As long as the in rease of

ontinued. If no new features are added,

riti al boundary between informative and redundant blo ks to be

rea hed.
InfoDis overer is evaluated on dierent data sets of web do uments. The

ontent blo ks

of these do uments were manually labelled to be either informative or redundant. Using the
above des ribed way to nd an optimal threshold setting, InfoDis overer performed very
well in identifying the informative
a hieved perfe t values of

1.0

threshold setting ranged from

ontent blo ks. For most tested s enarios, it a tually

for both, re all and pre ision.

0.1

to

The value of the optimal

0.7.

3.3.3 ContentExtra tor
The idea to nd redundant blo ks in a

olle tion of web do uments is also used by Debnath,

Mitra and Giles in [DMG05a℄. The dieren es of their

ContentExtra tor

algorithm lie in

the way to build the blo ks and how to measure redundan y.
Instead of Lin and Ho's

ontent blo ks Debnath et al.

use a blo k stru ture, whi h

is similar to the one used in their works on the (K-)FeatureExtra tor and has already

9

been des ribed above in 3.2.5 .

The blo ks are built as shown before in algorithm 3.5

and, equally, also the blo k features are identied in the same manner as des ribed above.
The features

over aspe ts as the number of

elements and the number of words in

ontained elements like JavaS ript or image

ontained text blo ks. A dieren e to the approa h

of (K-)FeatureExtra tor lies in the handling of the text blo ks. To dierentiate the texts
beyond the number of words, they
the words of the whole do ument
of nding the main

ontent, text would be the desired feature again and a blo k would be

represented by a binary ve tor
To be able to a

onsider an additional binary ve tor noting whi h of
orpus are present in a given text. So, for the purpose

v

of the words appearing in the blo k.

ount also for similar

ontent blo ks, Debnath et al. dene a blo k sim-

sim(Bi , Bj ) using the lassi al approa h of al ulating
feature ve tors vi and vj as des ribed e.g. in [SGM00℄:

ilarity measure
the blo k

sim(Bi , Bj ) = cos(vi , vj ) =
Two blo ks are

9 As

osine between

hvi , vj i
|vi | · |vj |

onsidered identi al if their similarity is above a

their pra ti al realisation Debnath et al.

the

hose the value of

ǫ

ertain threshold

ǫ.

In

equal to 0.9.

a matter of fa t, the works on ContentExtra tor were a tually published rst and ontain suggestions for an early version of the FeatureExtra tor algorithm. A more detailed des ription and the lustering
extension of winning andidate blo ks was then added later in [DMG05b℄.
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Being able to measure the similarity of blo ks and to treat similar blo ks as identi al,
they

al ulated the

inverse blo k-do ument frequen y

(IBDF) for ea h

ontent blo k

Bi

in

order to dis over redundan y:

i

IBDF = f
S i is the set of all do uments
sim(Bi , Bj ) > ǫ as above and f is said
where

blo k is

lassied as primary

is below a threshold



1
i
|S | + 1



ontaining the blo k

Bi

or a similar blo k

to be a linear or logarithmi

fun tion. A

Bj

with

ontent

ontent if it appears in few do uments, so if its IBDF value

θ10 .

ContentExtra tor is evaluated in the same way as Lin and Ho's InfoDis overer on a set
of web do uments for whi h the primary
all the data sets involved in the
for retrieving the relevant
value.

ontent blo ks have been manually outlined. On

omparison ContentExtra tor a hieves a higher F1 s ore

ontent blo ks, usually resulting from a mu h higher pre ision

Another aspe t evaluated is the

umulative exe ution time of the algorithms for

large sets of up to 500 do uments. Again, ContentExtra tor performs mu h better than
InfoDis overer. The reason for the time improvement is not stated

learly, but might result

from ContentExtra tors ability to work reliably even with a small training set to

al ulate

the IBDF values. InfoDis overer instead needs to analyse the whole do ument set in order
to

al ulate its entropy values. However, the proposal for the FeatureExtra tor algorithm

is stated to be still faster. The reason for the faster performan e in this

ase

ertainly is

that no training set is needed as it is a single do ument algorithm.

3.3.4 Site Style Trees
The Site Style Tree (SST) approa h of Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄

ombines the tree stru tures

of the DOM with layout and formatting attributes of the nodes to nd redundant parts of
the analysed do uments. A

ordingly it fo uses mu h more on the visual aspe ts of web

do uments than the other TD solutions.
Given the task of
predened

lassifying web pages with produ t des riptions and reviews into

ategories about the produ t type, the intention of the SST was to purify the

data from lo al noise, i.e. the additional
the

ontents. Aim of this puri ation was to improve

lassi ation results, as the additional
For this purpose, Yi et al.

ontents might mislead the

lassier.

developed the SST to analyse the stru ture of a sample

of web pages from the same origin, i.e. the same web site. Ignoring the header part of
the HTML do uments  as it does not

ontribute any visual

ontent  they build an SST

starting from the body element. An SST is dierent from the DOM tree, as it

ontains

two dierent kinds of nodes: style nodes and element nodes.
The

style nodes

basi ally

apture the entire sequen e of sibling element nodes o

at a given level of a sub-tree in the DOM. The
10 The

ontained

element nodes

urring

are similar to the

fun tion nally used for f and the spe i value hosen for θ in the experiments is missing in the
paper. Neither is made lear the purpose for involving the fun tion f .
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Figure 3.4: The DOM tree of a simple do ument and the a
stru tures in the PST

orrespond to style nodes, the oval stru tures to element nodes.

element nodes of the DOM as they

ontain the name of the element and its representation

related attributes. But, instead of dire tly referring to
are style nodes, whi h

ording PST. The re tangular

apture the entire sequen e of

hild element nodes, their

hildren

hild elements in a single stru ture.

Building an SST for a single do ument is a straight forward pro ess based on the DOM
representation of the do ument. Yi et al. refer to su h a single do ument SST as a

Style Tree

(PST). Figure 3.4 shows a very simple do ument in its DOM and its PST

representation. To
element node are
o

Page

urren es.

ombine several PSTs into an SST, all possible

hild style nodes for an

olle ted and atta hed to the node together with the number of their

As two style nodes are

onsidered to be equal if and only if they

ontain

the same sequen e of element nodes with the same attributes, there is no need to perform
omplex tree alignments; therefore the

omputational

omplexity of building the SST is

kept low. The result of this pro ess is a tree stru ture uniting all the PSTs of a web site
in a single SST.
The next step in the pro ess is to identify the nodes of the SST whi h
noise and those whi h are meaningful. To a hieve this, the rst step is to
ree ting the

importan e

in

m

do uments, if

E

has

E,

al ulate a value

of an element node. Similarly to InfoDis overer, Yi et al.

the entropy of the nodes to dedu e importan e. Given an element node
nodes to appear with

orrespond to

l

hild style nodes and

the importan e of

E

pi

E

hose

whi h appears

is the probability for the i-th of these

is:

( P
− li=1 pi logm pi
NodeImp(E) =
1

m>1
m=1

As this importan e value does not in orporate the importan e of the hild nodes yet, the
se ond step is to build a

omposite importan e

for the nodes. This

omposite importan e

is ne essarily dened dierently for internal nodes and leaf nodes in the SST, as leaf nodes
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do not have

hild nodes. For an internal element node

and their probability

pi

of o

urren e with

E,

the

E,

again with

l

hild style nodes

omposite importan e is:

CompImp(E) = (1 − γ )NodeImp(E) + γ
l

l

l
X

(pi CompImp(Si ))

i=1

γ

is stated to be an attenuating fa tor and Yi et al. set it to a value of 0.9 during their

experiments. Further, this equation involves a
is dened as the average
style node

S

with

k

omposite importan e of style nodes, whi h

omposite importan e of the

element nodes

ontained element nodes, e.g. for a

Ej :
k

1X
CompImp(S) =
CompImp(Ej )
k j=1
As already said, leaf element nodes do not have further atta hed style nodes, so the
omposite importan e is dened in this
be words, links, image les et .

E

an element node
features

E

ai

whi h appears in

m

ontents would

pij

to appear in the

ontext of

E

l

Given

dierent

in page

j,

omposite importan e of:

CompImp(E) =
H(ai )

ontents. A tual

dierent do uments and has altogether

ea h of whi h with a probability of

is assigned the

where

ase via the a tual

and are referred to as the features of the node.

(

1−
1

is on e again the entropy of

H(ai ) = −

1
l

ai

m
X

Pl

i=1

H(ai ) m > 1
m=1

in the

ontext of

E,

so:

pij logm pij

j=1

On e the

omposite importan e of the nodes is found, ea h element node in the SST

is marked as being either

noisy

or

meaningful .

A node is dened to be noisy, if the

omposite importan e of itself and of all its des endants is below a given threshold t. Vi e
versa a node is meaningful if it is not noisy and does not

ontain any noisy des endants.

Note, that it is possible and even normal to nd nodes in an SST whi h are neither noisy
nor meaningful. All the nodes whi h

ontain

hildren from both sets fall into this third

ategory. To further redu e the size of the SST, the so- alled maximal meaningful and noisy
nodes are determined, whi h

orrespond to root nodes of

ompletely noisy or meaningful

sub-trees. In the SST it is enough to keep these maximal nodes as it is known that they
ontain only noise or meaning.
For the nal task of eliminating the noise in a given web do ument, this parti ular
do ument is turned into a PST. Then its element nodes are mat hed to those in the SST
and the nodes falling on noisy nodes are deleted, while the meaningful nodes are kept. If
a PST node mat hes an SST node whi h has been de lared neither noisy nor meaningful,
the de ision for extra tion is relayed to the next level in the tree, i.e. the mat hing of the
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ounterpart in the SST are

onsidered to be presumably

meaningful and are kept as well.
The authors mention a few implemented options for ne-tuning the SST algorithm.
Visually similar style nodes, for example, are merged under

ertain

onditions. The leaf

nodes in the DOM tree are not used as leaf nodes in the SST but rather their parents in
order to avoid a too ex essive fragmentation of the tree, and small and rare element nodes
with an entropy value below a threshold of

0.1 are ignored when determining the noisy and

meaningful nodes.
The SST approa h was tested on a
ele troni

produ ts from ve similar

olle tion of web do uments des ribing

onsumer

ategories a ross ve dierent web sites.

Starting

from a random sample of 20 pages from the web sites to empiri ally set a value for the
threshold
SSTs

t

to separate noisy from meaningful nodes, the nal training set for building the

onsisted of 500 randomly

and a Naïve Bayes
lustering and

hosen pages. Yi et al. then applied a k-means

lassier(NB) on the page

olle tion. They

lustering

ompared the results of the

lassi ation s heme when applied on the original do uments, when applied

on the do uments after having

leaned the template data by using SST and nally when

applied on the do uments after they were

leaned by the page partitioning approa h of Bar-

Yossef and Rajagopalan as des ribed in 3.3.1. Yi, Liu and Li observed an improvement of
F1 for k-means
SST data

lustering and of F1 and a

leaning. Also in

signi ant improvement in

ura y in lassi ation with NB, when employing

omparison with the page partitioning approa h, SST yields a
lassi ation and

lustering performan e.

3.3.5 RTDM Tree Edit Distan e
Reis, Golgher, da Silva and Laender introdu ed in [RGdL04℄ a similar but more exible
tree based solution, whi h does not look for exa tly equal sub-trees only but
similar sub-trees as well. Their resear h work is
fast algorithm for

ontributions. First, a

omputing a tree mat hing for HTML based DOM trees. Se ond, the

denition of a pattern
a heuristi

omposed of three

onsiders

on ept for trees whi h is similar to regular expressions. And third,

based solution to dedu e from a mat hing of a tree pattern to a DOM tree,

whi h nodes of the do ument

ontain the title and the main text of a

The algorithm introdu ed to nd a tree mapping is

restri ted top-down mapping ).

alled

ontained arti le.

RTDM

(an a ronym for

The original form of the algorithm is presented in 3.7 and is

based on the works of Yang on dis overing synta ti al similarities in programs via the parse
trees [Yan91℄ and the e ient bottom-up tree distan e algorithm of Valiente [Val01℄. It
is a restri tion of the top down tree mapping problem as the algorithm looks for identi al
sub-trees only on the same level and within the s ope of the same parent node.
in

This,

ombination with the introdu tion of a threshold for pruning too expensive mapping

options, leads to a quite good performan e of the algorithm in pra ti e. The
ost in the worst

ase is, however, still of quadrati

omputational

order.

When working with a set of do uments whi h has been downloaded from a web site
automati ally, Reis et al. suggested a pre-pro essing step in order to dete t groups of do uments whi h are based on dierent templates. If a TD algorithm is applied to do uments
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whi h are based on dierent templates, it will not be able to dete t typi al

ommon stru -

tures in the do ument. Hen e, building groups of do uments whi h are all based on the
same template allows to apply the TD algorithm individually for ea h group and thereby
to dete t the dierent template stru tures.

Algorithm 3.7: RTDM
Input: Two DOM (sub-)trees T1 and T2 with dire
threshold

Output:
begin

t

hild nodes

ε

Tree edit distan e for

(T1 , T2 )

m =length (t1 );
n =length (t2 );
M[0, 0] = 0;
for i = 1 . . . m do
C(1,i) ←des endents (t1P
[i]);
M[i, 0] ← M[i − 1, 0] + k∈C(1,i) ∪{i} delete (t1 [k]);

for j = 1 . . . n do

C(2,j) ←des endents (t2P
[j]);
M[0, j] ← M[0, j − 1] + k∈C(2,j) ∪{j} insert (t2 [k]);

for i = 1 . . . m do
for j = 1 . . . n do

P
del ← M[i − 1, j] + k∈C(1,i) ∪{i} delete (t1 [k]);
P
ins ← M[i, j − 1] + k∈C(2,j) ∪{j} insert (t2 [k]);
sub ← M[i − 1, j − 1];
if sub > ε then
sub ← ∞;
else if identi alSubTrees (t1 [i], t2 [j] then
sub ← sub + 0;

else
if isLeaf (t1 [i]) then

sub ← sub+repla
e (t1 [i], t2 [j]);
P
sub ← sub + k∈C(2,j) insert (t2 [k]);
else if t2 [j] is leaf then
sub ← sub+repla
e (t1 [i], t2 [j]);
P
sub ← sub + k∈C(1,i) delete (t1 [k]);

else

sub ← sub + RT DM(t1 [i], t2 [j], ε);

M[i, j] ← min(del, ins, sub);

return M[m, n]
end

t1 [i]

and

t2 [j],
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To dis over those do ument groups with dierent underlying templates, the authors
proposed to build a similarity matrix based on RTDM for all do uments in the
By applying a hierar hi al

olle tion.

lustering method with a similarity threshold of 80% the do -

uments in the training set are grouped together and the formed groups are assumed to
ree t eventual dieren es in the underlying templates.
The

on ept the authors introdu ed to employ as a tree mat hing pattern is the

extra tion pattern

(ne-pattern). Those patterns

node

an be seen as a kind of regular expressions

for ordered and labelled trees. They oer the possibility to use parti ular wild ard nodes
whi h

an be mapped onto arbitrary nodes or even entire sub-trees. The kinds of allowed

wild ard nodes

over the

ases of nodes for optional sub-trees (?

-node), for arbitrary

label nodes (. -node), for an iteration of nodes (+ -node) and for an optional iteration (*node). The question whether an ne-pattern mat hes (or a
by

epts) a given tree is answered

omputing a mapping with the RTDM algorithm and a parti ular

ost model

ost-model.

onsiders the wild ard nodes in a pattern and might assign an innite

ertain mappings. If the overall mapping has less than innite

The

ost for

ost, the pattern mat hes

the tree.
An ne-pattern for a given DOM tree

orresponds to the DOM tree itself. To nd an

ne-pattern, whi h a tually mat hes an entire set of trees, Reis et al.
pro ess. On the basis of tree mappings, they dene a way to
a new ne-pattern whi h a

epts all trees a

used an iterative

ombine two ne-patterns into

epted by the original two patterns. Applying

this iterative pro ess to all do uments in the initially

reated

Reis et al.

ording templates of the do uments

in the

reated ne-patterns

orresponding to the a

lusters of the training set,

lusters.

To nally de ide whi h parts of a new and previously unseen do ument belong to the
template framework, on e again a mapping is

omputed between this do ument and the ne-

pattern. The text nodes whi h are mapped onto wild ard nodes are dedu ed to
to

ontents. A heuristi

orrespond

is then used to nd those text nodes whi h are most likely the title

and the body of a news text. The body is dened to be the longest text

ontaining more

than a 100 words, the title to be a text with a length between one and 20 words, whi h
has the largest interse tion with the body. The idea underlying the latter requirement is
that the words in the title most likely appear again in the main text.
The overall algorithm was evaluated by its

apability to extra t news from 35 dierent

online news magazines. On average about 88% of the news were extra ted

orre tly, 9%

were extra ted erroneously and 3% were not extra ted.

3.3.6 Do ument Frequen y Based Filter
A very simple approa h based on the do ument frequen y of text fragments was used
by Ma, Goharian, Chowdhury and Chung in [MGCC03℄. Considering the text fragments
in web do uments only, they developed an alternative and less

ompli ated approa h for

dete ting redundan y.
The authors segmented web pages a
namely the table tags

tr

and

td.

ording to a quite small predened set of tags,

The texts

ontained in ea h of the resulting do ument
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segments are

onsidered to be an information unit.

unit the do ument frequen y and stored it with the a
data stru ture.

Ma et al.

al ulated for ea h

ording text fragment in a suitable

The ltering pro ess itself is pretty simple.

have a do ument frequen y above a

then

ertain threshold are

All text fragments whi h

onsidered redundant, therefore

template generated and are hen e deleted from the do ument set.
The intended purpose of this task was to improve a
olle tion of web pages. For evaluation Ma et al.

11

the top ten ranked results for given queries

ura y of sear h operations on a

ompared the number of relevant pages in

, based on e on the unltered and on e on the

ltered do uments. They observed an improvement in pre ision in most
evaluation

overed how well the segmentation

table. Ex ept for one web site, the so- alled

ases. A further

orresponded to the underlying template

template table dete tion ratio

rea hed a value

of 1, i.e. a perfe t dete tion ratio.
While the algorithm itself is quite simple, the works are interesting also under another
aspe t. It is one of the few papers addressing the topi

of data

leaning. Espe ially entropy

based TD algorithms are sus eptible to arti ial redundan y. Dupli ates of web pages ause
dierent do uments frequen ies and skewed entropy values. To remove dupli ates, Ma et
al. pre-pro essed their data with

I-Mat h ,

a hash based algorithm for dupli ate do ument

dete tion [CFGM02℄. To further dete t the o
set, they tried to

luster the do uments a

urren e of dierent templates in the training

ording to their underlying templates. However,

the attempt turned out to be too unreliable and they nally de ided against adopting it.

3.3.7 LAMIS and WISDOM for Web Stru ture Mining
In [KCLH02℄ and [KLHC04℄ Kao, Lin, Ho and Chen pi ked up the ideas of InfoDis overer's
feature entropy [LH02℄ des ribed in 3.3.2 and

ombined it with Kleinberg's HITS algorithm

[Kle98, Kle99℄ to analyse the stru ture of an entire web site.
The primary intention of

LAMIS

is to harvest the informative stru ture from the hy-

perlink network between the pages of a web site. The informative stru ture is dened to
be a set of index pages and a set of arti le pages whi h are referen ed by the index pages.
The informative stru ture
web site.

an be interpreted as the main hyperlink stru ture of an entire

For this reason, the index pages are

onsidered to be

table of ontent

pages whi h provide links to the arti les. Given this division the arti le pages

(TOC)

orrespond

to Kleinberg's notion of authorities, i.e. sour es of good information, and the TOC pages
orrespond to hubs, i.e. pla es whi h refer to good authorities.
The problem with nding the TOC and arti le pages via HITS is that intra-site redundan y appearing among pages of a web site

an inuen e the pro ess of determining

hubs and authorities. Kao et al. gave an example where an advertisement page gets a very
high authority value, simply be ause it is referred to by many other pages due to
template generated
11 Looking

ontent.

This topi

12

drift

, they said, is a

ommon

ommon problem of the

at the pre ision among the rst ten results is a ommon evaluation measure for IR system
whi h provide a ranking. In literature it is often denominated as pre ision10.
12 Topi drift is a term used for a web page whi h is drifting into another ategory due to the link
stru ture. An example ould be a web page about poetry appearing in the result set of a sear h for the
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HITS algorithm whi h was observed by Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan as well. To over ome
this drawba k, Kao et al. proposed to in orporate weights in the link stru ture of the web
pages. A link is supposed to get a higher weight if it is more informative.
To analyse how informative a link is, they used the same prin iples as in the InfoDisoverer system. The
to the

ontents of the links are split into features, whi h

on ept of meaningful words. For ea h feature they

al ulate a normalised entropy

value whi h is based on a normalised F-D matrix. A feature
out of

n

do uments with a frequen y of

wij

H (Fi ) = −

a

orrespond again

Fi

whi h appears in the

j -th

ordingly is assigned an entropy value of:

n
X

wij logn wij

j=1

The entropy of a link an hor is the average of the entropy value of its features. Using the
entropy

H(A)

of a link an hor, Kao et al. atta h a weight of

(1 − H(A))

to the a

ording

link before using the HITS algorithm. They show that this pro ess remarkably improves
the a

ura y of HITS on a web site level for dete ting hubs and authorities.

On e the hubs have been found, the authors used on e again the

lassi al InfoDis overer

to extra t the informative blo ks and in orporated the same greedy algorithm for nding
an optimal entropy threshold. After the informative blo ks have been determined, all pages
referen ed by the hyperlinks in these blo ks are

onsidered arti le pages.

The authors named the pro ess des ribed above LAMIS for Link Analysis of Mining
Informative Stru ture and it was tested on snapshots taken from several web sites. The
system performed quite well in re ognising TOC and arti le pages when
a manually labelled

ompared with

lassi ation. Also the informative stru tures extra ted in this way

were quite similar to the manually

reated ones and did simplify the link graph of the web

pages signi antly while maintaining the general stru ture.
In the

WISDOM

system [KHC05℄, instead, Kao, Ho and Chen adapted the idea of

informative stru tures to the s ope of single web do uments. This so

formative stru ture

is dened to be a DOM sub-tree

the do ument and by the stru ture

alled

intrapage in-

omposed by the informative blo ks in

arrying them. WISDOM (for Web Intrapage Informa-

tive Stru ture Mining based on the Do ument Obje t Model) is designed to automati ally
re ognise and extra t the informative stru ture of a page.
Though developing several new
tive blo ks in a do ument,

on epts, the basi

olle t them in an

idea of WISDOM is to nd informa-

information overage tree

and perform some

ltering, merging and expansion operations to retrieve the intrapage informative stru ture.
All of those steps are again heavily based on the entropy

al ulation of features (meaningful

words) as it was used in InfoDis overer. The main a hievement of WISDOM is to improve
a

ura y when sear hing for dedi ated arti le and TOC blo ks in do uments.

Java programming language. This an happen simply be ause a famous Java programmer's homepage
features not only Java-related information but also a link to his favourite poetry web site.
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3.3.8 Methods to Determine the Usage of Web Templates
Though the primary obje tive of their work was not to dete t template stru tures, Gibson,
Punera and Tomkins [GPT05℄ needed to develop algorithms
to estimate the ratio of template generated

apable of doing so in order

ontents on the web. The aim of their analysis

was to measure the amount of template material and its evolution on the web in the last
years. Template material, in the authors' notion, is
web pages. The purpose of this

ommon

ontent whi h is present a ross several

ontent, they say, lies mainly in the domain of

formatting, navigation and branding of web sites.
Gibson et al. proposed two algorithms for determining a ratio of template generated
ontent. The rst algorithm is based on a DOM analysis, while the se ond uses the mere
text

ontents of a web do ument. Both approa hes take ideas from the works of Bar-Yossef

and Rajagopalan and the SST algorithm of Yi, Liu and Li mentioned in 3.3.1 and 3.3.4,
respe tively.
The rst TD algorithm analyses the nodes in the DOM tree of a do ument and assigns
to ea h node a so
attributes, its

alled

template-hash .

The template-hash represents the node element, its

ontent and all nested elements. Counting the o

hashes, it is possible to easily

urren es of the template

ount how often a node and its sub-tree appear in identi al

shape a ross all web pages of a web site. In a se ond step, the algorithm de lares a node
in a do ument to be a template node, if its frequen y in the web do ument
is between a lower and an upper threshold.
do ument fragments to be de lared template

olle tion

The lower threshold prevents rarely found
ontent. This ree ts the

ommon hypothesis

that template stru tures appear more frequently. Hen e, the nodes with a low do ument
frequen y simply appear too seldom to be part of a template stru ture. In the experiments
of Gibson et al. this lower threshold was set to a frequen y of 0.1. The upper threshold
is intended to avoid

onsidering small DOM tree stru tures as template data, whi h o

often by themselves. An example given in this

ontext is the

br

ur

element, whi h is found

often and always has the same template hash, but does not ne essarily belong to a template.
However, in pra ti e the authors used an upper threshold frequen y of 1. In this way they
ignored the impli ations of the previous thought again with the reason that these items will
not inuen e the overall result remarkably

13

. Aside from a

ertain frequen y, a template

node has to follow the maximal noise rule used in the site style trees, that it is not
of a template node itself. The basi
adopting a te hnique to
small and rarely

hanging

ombine several template nodes, if they are separated only by
ontents.

The text based approa h does not use the do ument stru ture but only the text
of a do ument.

14

elements

By rst removing all HTML tags,

, this TD algorithm

pre-pro essing, the algorithm
13 In

hild

algorithm was ne-tuned and made more exible by

omments and

reates what is referred to as

ontents of

detagged ontent .

ontents

s ript-

After this

ondu ts two passes on the training data.

fa t, in the ase of the br element no a tual ontent is added, as it is by denition an empty element.
authors do not mention the removing of the ontent of style elements. However, their deletion
an be assumed in analogy with the s ript elements.
14 The
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In a rst step only a random sample of P pages from the overall training set is
ered. Passing a window of length W
al ulated a hash value for the

hara ters over the texts in the sample, Gibson et al.

urrently visible

the DOM-based approa h, again the o
option for downsizing the amount of

onsid-

ontent. To identify redundant text, as in

urren es of ea h hash value are

ounted. As an

olle ted data, they introdu ed another parameter D

15

and used a parti ular sele tion me hanism to store only 1 out of D hash values

. After all

do uments from the random sample have been pro essed, only those hashes whi h o

ur

at least F times are kept. In their experiments, the four parameters were set to W = 32,
F = 10, D = 0 and P = 200, whi h
reating hashes for ea h 32
olle ted data and

orrespond to using 200 do uments for this rst pass,

hara ters window, not to use the option of downsizing the

onsidering only those hashes whi h o

ur at least ten times.

Afterwards, in a se ond step all do uments in the training set are s anned for fragments with the same hash values as found in the rst pass. By
ontinuous fragments, on e more, a
its volume

an be

ombining overlapping or

on ept of redundant template

ompared with the remaining

ontent is dened and

ontents of the do ument.

Using these two algorithms to dete t the rate of template generated

ontent in

ol-

le tions of web do uments, Gibson et al. analysed a sample of 200 web sites whi h were
required to

ontain at least 200 web pages ea h. The type of web sites was manually deter-

mined and labelled a

ording to seven dierent

ategories like news,

portal web sites. The do uments in total and in the single
the rate of

ontained template generated

atalogue, private or

ategories were analysed ea h for

ontent, leading to the results already mentioned

in the introdu tion: approximately 40 to 50% of the
plate generated. However, the results in the single

ontent bytes on the web are tem-

ategories vary very mu h. Comparing

further the obtained ratio to the ratios found in older versions of the same web sites taken
from a web ar hive [Ar 08℄, the development showed that the ratio of template

ontent on

the web is in reasing annually by 6 to 8%. The paper further dis ussed the results in more
detail and introdu ed a visual representation of template ri h web site stru tures. These
topi s are omitted here as they fall outside the main s ope of this thesis.

3.4 Evaluation of Content Extra tion Algorithms
The resear h work presented in 3.2 and 3.3 is a quite omplete list of CE and TD algorithms.
If an algorithm is listed in the bibliography but has not been mentioned here it is solely
be ause it represents merely a variation of one of the other approa hes.
Most of the publi ations on CE and TD also address the evaluation of the developed
algorithms. The resear h

arried out on evaluating CE solutions

small, though. A general and obje tive measure whi h allows to
dierent CE solutions does not exist. A
publi ations are hardly ever
15 To

an be

onsidered very

ompare the entire range of

ordingly the algorithms presented in the dierent

ompared with other solutions.

make sure to keep the same hashes a ross all do uments, they demand the hash of a text fragment
to be zero modulo D.
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A further problem for
ben hmark do uments.
standard

omparing the evaluation results is the la k of a

olle tion of

Ea h approa h is evaluated on a dierent set of do uments.

A

olle tion of do uments for evaluation like the TREC data sets for IR tasks

16

provided by the Text Retrieval Conferen e

has not been developed.

Going ba k to the rst problem, the measures applied to evaluate a CE system are
quite dierent, but

spe i

indire t

,

an be generally divided into four

and

IR based

ategories:

human user, appli ation

evaluation. We will look at the dierent approa hes and

des ribe some s enarios in whi h they are applied. Of parti ular interest for an evaluation
measure is how generally appli able and obje tive the approa h is, if and how it

an be

automated and how suitable it is for large s ale testing.
Before going into the details, the works of Rahman, Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ need to
be mentioned again. They listed general requirements a CE system for HTML do uments
should

omply with.

Being generi

enough to work with any website, a fast extra tion

algorithm and a non intrusive design are the most important aspe ts for the extra tion part

17

of su h a system

. By non intrusive design Rahman et al. meant, that the system neither

requires to be installed on the web server, nor that

hanges to the web do uments need to

be made in order for the system to operate on them su
a CE system should a

ordingly be to

he k its

essfully. The rst step in evaluating

omplian e with these requirements.

3.4.1 Human User Evaluation
The easiest and most dire t way to evaluate a CE system is to have human users judge its
performan e. As human users have a very intuitive approa h to nding the main
in a do ument, they

ontent

an easily rate the performan e of a CE system when being provided

with both the original do ument and the

reated extra t.

All publi ations whi h employed human user evaluation were settled in the

ontext

of software systems whi h were in fa t intended to aid a human user when intera ting
with do uments on the WWW via small s reen devi es like handhelds, PDAs or mobile
phones. Given the aim of these systems, the user based evaluation approa h is a self-evident
solution.
Already Rahman et al.

hose su h a way to evaluate a CE system they des ribed in

[RAH01℄. Giving an example of a web do ument, they show how their system de omposes
the do ument into single

ontent fragments and how those fragments are

the

ontent, table of

ategories of detailed

the top bar of the web page.

lassied into

ontents and other navigation elements, like

In the presented paper they give only one example of a

single do ument and its analysis. No massive testing has been done and neither has any
obje tive measure been employed in judging the performan e.

The evaluation was not

intended for

omparing the system with other approa hes, but rather for demonstration

purposes. A

ordingly it is impossible to base a

16 The

omparison on su h an approa h or to use

TREC onferen e series [oST08℄ provides several data olle tions for dierent text retrieval s enarios.
17 Other riteria involve rapid deployment, e onomi al use of network resour es and easy ongurability,
whi h are more general features applying not only to CE systems.
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it for a large s ale evaluation. However, it might be possible to get a rst impression of
the performan e of a CE system and to spot obvious aws during the development phase
of a CE algorithm.
In order to bring the results of a human user evaluation in a more
Chen, Ma and Zhang [CMZ03℄ requested the users to
system into the

lassify the performan e of a CE

ategories perfe t, good and error. Using a

sele ted from 50 popular web sites, they

omparable form,

orpus of 200 web do uments

omputed a segmentation and

lassi ation of

the web pages and presented the results to the user. If the user found the segmentation
to be without any error, the extra tion was
tained few smaller mistakes the result was

onsidered perfe t. If the page analysis

on-

onsidered to be still good and an extra tion

whi h led to a loss of information or an unusable web page was de lared to be an error.
Providing this rough s ale for judging the performan e, allows to

ompare systems to a

ertain extent. Nevertheless, as the users might still have their own subje tive idea of how
a web do ument should be segmented, at whi h point a web page is
and whi h segments are important, also the predened

onsidered unusable

ategories bear a

ertain degree of

subje tivity.
One way to over ome this aw is to not ask the user for their judgement dire tly,
but rather measure some se ondary indi ations for the su

ess of the extra tion pro ess.

Buyukkokten, Gar ia-Molina and Paep ke [BGMP01℄ gave the users ten tasks to full and
measured the time they needed to a

omplish their assignments. All the ten tasks were

about nding some parti ular information within the pages of a web site. The tasks were
assigned to dierent users and divided for some to be done with and for some without
the help of the CE systems.
and distra ting

It turned out that CE redu ed the amount of additional

ontent signi antly and allowed the users to fo us and

mu h faster. In some

omplete the tasks

ases Buyukkokten et al. observed a speed up of 83% for nding the

relevant information.
If the experiments are designed

arefully this or similar approa hes really do allow

to obtain quite obje tive results based on human users' experien e with a CE system.
However, the general aw of human user evaluation remains: it is very time

onsuming

and thus expensive. Espe ially the obvious la k of automation renders these approa hes
unsuitable for large s ale evaluations.

3.4.2 Appli ation Spe i Evaluation
As the major part of CE algorithms has been developed in

onjun tion with larger appli-

ations, the evaluation is sometimes spe i ally tailored to the needs of these appli ations.
The above mentioned work [BGMP01℄ of Buyukkokten et al.

ontained another evalua-

tion measure, whi h  though still user based  falls more into this
spe i

evaluation.

ategory of appli ation

The intention of their system was to streamline web do uments for

presenting them on PDAs. In addition to nding information faster, they also wanted to
help nding information more dire tly.

For this purpose they

olle ted data about how

many I/O intera tions were ne essary to arrive at a given information. As an I/O intera tion they

onsidered any operation with the stylus pen used for intera ting with the
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PDA. Buyukkokten et al. observed a redu tion of up to 97% of the user intera tions when
applying their CE system.
Gupta [Gup06℄ developed four measures for evaluating the performan e of the Crun h
framework. Two of those measures ree ted the intended appli ation of Crun h to improve
displaying web pages on small s reen devi es (su h as PDAs or mobile phones) or to
enhan e the a

essibility of web pages to s reen readers. For the so- alled s reen reader

test two s reen reader software pa kages were used to read a do ument. Under both s reen
readers Gupta

ompared the time needed to read the do ument on e in its original version

and on e after it had been ltered by Crun h. The test is supposed to measure the time
benet for a visually impaired user when using Crun h to a

ess a web do ument. The

onstrained devi e test instead aimed at the improvements for users with small s reen
devi es. In this test the amount of relevant
320x240 and 640x480 pixels was

ontent visible on s reens with resolutions of

ompared again between do uments in the original and

in the ltered version. The experiment setup was restri ted to
words of the main

onsidering the number of

ontent visible on the s reen without s rolling.

The last two tests reveal a problem of this kind of evaluation measures: it might be
di ult to dene what a good performan e is. Gupta assumed a better performan e of
Crun h if the used s reen reader software was presenting the do ument faster or more
words tted on a small s reen.

As long as the CE lter is working ne, this is

But as soon the lter removes also some of the relevant

orre t.

ontent the a tual performan e

be omes worse. The measures will not ree t this, though. There might still t a lot of
words on a small s reen and the s reen reading time is

ertainly improving when the text

is be oming shorter.
The third test ree ted Crun h's te hni al layout as a proxy server. Its intention was
to test performan e and s alability of the implementation.
dierent

For this purpose a setup of

lients was used, whi h requested dierent numbers of web pages simultaneously.

Measuring the time needed to load the do uments with or without Crun h ltering the
data allowed to get an insight into how fast the system

an handle a do ument and how it

performs under stress.
In general, appli ation spe i

tests are very interesting, as they allow the evaluation

of CE systems under the very aspe t they are intended to be used for. The results provide
a very spe i

method for

that the results

omparing the performan e of dierent systems. A drawba k is

an hardly be

onsidered for other appli ations or even to dedu e a general

performan e. Automation might still be an issue as well, as the results of a CE pro ess
might need to be interpreted and adapted to the target measure, e.g. Gupta's
devi e test requires a user to

onstrained

ount the words visible on the s reen.

3.4.3 Indire t Evaluation
If CE is used to pre-pro ess data for other algorithms and if for those algorithms exist standard evaluation measures, the CE performan e

an be measured indire tly by measuring

the improvements in the performan e of the downstream algorithm.
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The fourth measure used to evaluate Crun h is falling into this

ategory. In the News+
blaster test, Crun h is used as a lter for the Newsblaster [MBE 01, MBC 03℄ system.

+

Newsblaster is an IR and information analysis system,
and

reating multi do ument summaries of news published by dierent sour es and in dif-

ferent languages.

The system

rawls news web sites and linked do uments, and is able

to de ide whether a do ument
for

apable of tra king news web sites

reating a news summary.

ontains an arti le and
Passing the

ontent

rawled pages through Crun h improved the

performan e of Newsblaster in the sense that its
do uments a tually

onsequently a suitable

rawler was mu h more fo used on web

ontaining arti les. The rate of web pages

rawled but then dis arded

as unsuitable was redu ed drasti ally thanks to the prior applian e of CE.
Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄ evaluated their SST approa h by looking at the improvements
in

lustering and

these tasks by
and

lassi ation of web do uments.

Following the idea that CE supports

leaning the data from disturbing noise, they expe ted the

lassi ation to obtain better results.

luster analysis

The advantage of this approa h is that the

evaluation takes pla e in the world of IR and DM, where obje tive evaluation measures
are well developed, eld tested and

ommonly a

epted.

The do uments were

lustered

using a k-means algorithm on e in the original, unltered version, on e using Bar-Yossef
and Rajagopalan's PagePartitioning and on e using SST. The same data was used for a
lassi ation task based on a Naïve Bayes

lassier. The performan e in both

ases was

measured using the F1 measure, to see the improvements in re all and pre ision.
Provided the downstream algorithm allows the usage of appropriate performan e measures, the indire t evaluation pro ess
a very obje tive measure for

an be automated very well and the results allow

omparing dierent CE solutions. A problem with this ap-

proa h is that it does not dire tly look at the performan e of the CE algorithm. In
s enarios even a bad CE performan e
on the output data.

ertain

an boost the performan e of other algorithms based

An extreme example

ould be a CE approa h whi h eliminates all

ontents ex ept some navigation stru ture, whi h, due to some sub menu entries, is perfe tly

orrelated to the

lassi ation of the do uments. The

lassier approa h as used by

Yi et al. would yield perfe t results, while the extra tion of the main

ontent in its true

sense is an entire failure.

3.4.4 Evaluation based on Information Retrieval Measures
Dire tly using IR measures to evaluate CE is the aim of the last
for judging an extra tion system. The basi
even though never stated
a do ument. So, CE

ategory of approa hes

idea underlying all the evaluation methods 

learly  is that the main

ontent is the relevant information in

an be seen as the IR task of retrieving this relevant information and

ltering out all additional and irrelevant

ontents.

This approa h is similar to measuring the performan e of wrappers. Kushmeri k, Weld
and Doorenbos provided in [KWD97℄ and [Kus00℄ manually extra ted information as a gold
standard. As for a wrapper it is
possible to

al ulate a su

omprehensible to perfe tly extra t the desired data, it is

ess rate based on the results of ea h single extra tion pro ess.

If the en apsulated data was outlined perfe tly the wrapper was su

essful, otherwise
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unsu

essful. This interpretation allowed to determine an a

For CE this approa h is not suitable, as already slight

ura y value for the wrapper.

hanges in the extra ted

would lead to a failure under the evaluation aspe t. But in reality it hardly
overall su

ontent

hanges the

ess if a few words too mu h or too little are extra ted. Even for a human expert

it might a tually be di ult to outline pre isely whi h

ontents belong to the main

ontent

and whi h do not.

Lin and Ho's InfoDis overer [LH02℄ was evaluated using an IR approa h whi h addresses
this problem. As des ribed in 3.3.2, InfoDis overer segments a web do ument into blo ks
and de ides for ea h blo k whether it is informative or redundant. So, the items extra ted
by the algorithm are always entire do ument blo ks. To

ompare those extra ted blo ks

with the a tual main ontent, Lin and Ho manually labelled the blo ks in a set of do uments
to

ontain either informative or redundant information. The extra tion pro ess was then

interpreted as a binary
two

lassi ation task in whi h the blo ks were assigned to one of those

lasses. To do so a ross all the manually analysed do uments, the

not evaluated on ea h single do ument, but on the set of all blo ks o
do uments. In this way it was possible to
nding the relevant main

lassi ation was
urring a ross all

al ulate a global re all and pre ision rating for

ontent blo ks in the do uments.

Debnath, Mitra and Giles [DMG05a, DMG05b℄ pi ked up this idea of do ument blo k
based evaluation for their ContentExtra tor and (K-)FeatureExtra tor algorithms, whi h
have been des ribed in 3.3.3 and 3.2.5, respe tively. As those algorithms operate on blo k
stru tures as well, it tted their approa h. The do ument segmentation is
dierent way, but the

al ulated in a

on ept remains un hanged. They manually de ided for the blo ks

of a do ument whether or not they were main

ontent. Afterwards this

lassi ation was

used to evaluate the results of ContentExtra tor and (K-)FeatureExtra tor. Dierent from
Lin and Ho they integrated the resulting re all and pre ision ratings into the F1-measure
to

hara terise the performan e with a single value. Additionally they

onsidered the time

performan e of the algorithms to demonstrate that their approa hes performed signi antly
faster than InfoDis overer.

While the IR approa h is obje tive and

an be automated  with respe t to the initial

reation of a gold standard  it still has a few drawba ks if it is performed in the way of
InfoDis overer, ContentExtra tor and (K-)FeatureExtra tor. First of all, not always the
main

ontent

Ho use table

an be perfe tly aligned with predened blo k stru tures; espe ially Lin and
ells as main blo k stru ture, whi h

ontradi ts

urrent trends in web design

and, hen e, might not appear in a modern HTML do ument at all. Additionally none of
the blo k based evaluation measures seems to take into a

ount the amount of

in a blo k for the evaluation. Under this measure a blo k with no
as important as a blo k
in

ontent is

ontent

onsidered

ontaining long texts. When developing the evaluation measures

hapter 5 these problems are dis ussed in more detail together with proposals for their

solutions.
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3.5 Stru tural Similarity of Web Do uments
Comparing web do uments and nding similarities is an essential part of most TD algorithms. Knowing the similarities of the do uments
generated parts of the do uments and allows
plate slots and their

orresponds to re ognising the template

onversely to dedu e the lo ation of the tem-

ontents. Cruz, Borisov, Marks and Webb distinguished in [CBMW98℄

three dierent kinds of similarity measures for web do uments: tag frequen y based measures, parametri

fun tions and measures based on edit distan es.

measures have been developed very well and

Espe ially the latter

an be generally subdivided in tree edit dis-

tan es and dedu ed approa hes operating on paths and sequen es. As mentioned already
in

hapter 2 any distan e measure

an be turned into a similarity measure. Therefore we

will look not only at dedi ated similarity measures, but also at distan e measures for web
do uments.

3.5.1 Tree-based Similarity
The DOM tree is generally

onsidered to represent best the stru ture of a web do ument.

It

ontained tags, their a

overs all

ontents, the

ording elements and brings out the

hierar hy of these elements as well. Additionally, trees are well studied stru tures and a
wide range of algorithms for

omparing trees has been developed. Furthermore, DOM trees

have parti ular features whi h are useful in this
ordered on the basis of their

ontext: the nodes have labels and are

orresponden e to elements or texts appearing in a sequen e

given by the do ument. Further, the tree is rooted as the do ument root element is xed by
the W3C spe i ation and there are
kind of

ertain restri tions on whi h elements

an have what

hild nodes due to the HTML do ument type denition (DTD). The knowledge

of these features and restri tions allows to spe ialise general tree algorithms in order to
improve performan e and redu e

omputational

omplexity.

Before going into tree mat hing algorithms for HTML do uments, it has to be mentioned that already XML do uments have most of the above listed features. Therefore, it
is possible to apply any XML do ument mat hing algorithm to HTML do uments. One
representative to be mentioned here is
The authors basi ally

diX

of Al-Ekram, Adma and Baysal [AEAB05℄.

onverted Valiente's bottom up algorithm [Val01℄ for dete ting iden-

ti al sub-trees to suit tree mat hing for XML DOM trees. However, as HTML is a spe ial
ase and ideally a parti ular XML format, further spe ialisations

an be made.

The RTDM algorithm of Reis, Golgher, da Silva and Laender [RGdL04℄, whi h has
already been des ribed in 3.3.5, is one of those spe ialisations.
used in RTDM to

The major restri tions

al ulate a tree mat hing are twofold: it is a top down approa h and

identi al sub-trees are found only if they have the same parent.

In

ombination those

two restri tions eliminate the possibility to mat h identi al parts of two trees if they are
spread in dierent sub-trees or have a dierent distan e to the root of the tree. A further
introdu tion of a threshold parameter, used to prune o sub-tree mat hings whi h are
too expensive, allows to speed up the algorithm in pra ti e.
omplexity remains quadrati

though.

The theoreti al worst

ase
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A dierent approa h to speed up tree mat hing is proposed by Shi, Niu, Zhou and Gao
in [SNZG06℄ and

omprises a redu tion of the tree size. Their aim is to identify parallel

versions of web do uments in dierent languages.

For this purpose they need to align

multiple DOM trees in order to nd whi h do uments

orrespond to ea h other. Working

with an adaptation of a tree mat hing algorithm used for natural language pro essing they
redu e the size of the trees prior to the alignment. By stripping o all unne essary DOM
nodes like

omments or pro essing instru tions, merging text nodes with their parents

and unifying image nodes with the texts

ontained in the

alt

attribute, the DOM tree is

redu ed both in depth and number of nodes.
Zhai and Liu [ZL05℄ base their works on the same restri ted tree mat hing algorithm
of Yang [Yan91℄ as Reis et al. did for RTDM. But instead of aligning the whole do ument,
they make a pre-sele tion of ertain sub-trees in the do ument. Using rendering information
obtained from the API of the Internet Explorer web browser, they enri hed a simplied
version of the DOM tree with s reen lo ations for ea h element. As wrapper development is
the main target of their appli ation, they used this additional information to identify what
they

alled

and are

data regions.

These are regions whi h have a

entral position in a do ument

onsidered to be suitable for IE. The relatively small DOM sub-trees of the data

regions were aligned to extra t patterns for generating a wrapper on this data.

3.5.2 Path-based Similarity
In [But04℄ Buttler dis usses several ways to measure the similarity between XML do uments.

Tree edit distan es are stated to be probably the best but also very expensive

approa hes to measure the similarity between do uments. After having looked briey at
other solutions to

al ulate a similarity he proposes a new approa h based on DOM paths.

DOM paths as an approa h to ta kle the problem of the high

omputational

osts for

aligning DOM trees was already dealt with earlier by Joshi, Agrawal, Krishnapuram and
Negi in [JAKN03℄. Their approa h tries to

apture the tree stru ture by looking at the

tree paths whi h appear in a do ument. As a tree path they

onsider only those paths in

the DOM tree whi h lead from the root node to a leaf node. An entire do ument is then

18

disassembled into the bag of paths

(BOP) o

urring in its DOM tree. A bag of paths

ontains ea h path and how often it appears, but no information about the order in whi h
the paths have appeared in the do ument. For a whole

olle tion of do uments, Joshi et

al. further removed those paths, whi h are too rare or o

ur in nearly all do uments. This

feature sele tion was based on too high or too low do ument frequen ies of the a
paths. The do ument frequen y of the paths also serves for
do uments.

pi

al ulating the similarity of

fj (pi ) of path
frequen ies fmax = maxi,j fj (pi ).
tor (dj1 , dj2 , . . . , djN ), where the

The similarity of two do uments is based on the frequen ies

in do ument

dj

and on the maximum of the o

urring

Ea h do ument dj is represented as an N -dimensional ve
f (p )
dij = fjmaxi . A similarity for two do uments dj and dl is nally
18 The

ording

term is derived from the bag of words model used for text mining.

omputed by:
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PN

SimBOP (dj , dl ) = PNk=1
k=1

min(djk , dlk )
max(djk , dlk )

Even though Buttler did not refer to this approa h of Joshi et al., he suggested himself
a variation to the bag of paths te hnique.
do ument by the paths o

Starting from a general representation of a

urring in its DOM tree, he developed a way to also handle a

partial mat hing of paths, while keeping the

omputational

ost low. To a hieve this he

makes use of the shingling te hnique suggested by Broder, Glassman, Manasse and Zweig
in [BGMZ97℄ already mentioned in the des ription of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's TD
algorithm in 3.3.1. The idea is not to

ompare

omplete paths but rather breaking them

up into smaller pie es of equal length  the path shingles. The advantage of this approa h
is that two paths whi h are diering only for a small part, but are quite similar for the
rest, will have a large agreement on the shingles. So, if
for a do ument

D,

the path shingle similarity

SimP S (D1 , D2 ) =

an be

ps(D)

provides the path shingles

omputed by:

|ps(D1 ) ∩ ps(D2 )|
max(|ps(D1)|, |ps(D2 )|)

3.5.3 Sequen e-based Similarity
Path based similarity measures
stru ture, as they

an be

onsidered a verti al approa h to simplify the tree

onsider all parent- hild relations, but ignore, to a

ertain extent, infor-

mation about the sibling relation between nodes. Sequen e based similarities, instead,

an

be interpreted as a horizontal view of the trees. As obviously the sequen e in whi h the
tags appear in the sour e

ode ree ts the hierar hi al stru ture, this sequen e

an be used

for alignment. Parent- hild relations, however, are more di ult to tra k in a sequen e 
in parti ular a ross several hierar hy levels.
Representing the web do uments as sequen es allows to map the tree alignment problem
into a string or sequen e alignment problem.

But if the problem is simply redu ed to

omputing the longest ommon subsequen e (LCS) of the sequen es the
high. The

omplexity remains

ommonly adopted algorithm of Hirs hberg [Hir75℄ for determining the LCS still

has quadrati

time

omplexity. For

ases where there are few mat hes between the two

sequen es Hunt and Szymanski redu ed the problem in [HS77℄ to
is the number of mat hes and
omputational

n the length of the longer sequen

O((n+r)·log(n)), where r

e. It is probably due to the

omplexity that there are no approa hes using LCS to

ompare do ument

stru tures.
Also Lindholm, Kangasharju and Tarkoma take a dierent approa h in [LKT06℄. They
represent an XML do ument as a sequen e of XAS events as des ribed in [KL05℄. Those
events are similar to the noti ations of a SAX parser and
tag, a

orrespond to e.g.

a start

lose tag, an attribute and its value or a text fragment. Instead of looking for an

optimal mat hing, they use a heuristi

for sequen e mat hing based on the algorithms

xdelta [Ma 00℄ and rsyn h [Tri99℄ whi h allows to

ompute good alignments of sequen es
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at linear time

ost. The mat hed sequen e is transformed ba k into an XML do ument

whi h provides the

ommon part of both original do uments.

Another approa h was re ently proposed by Chakrabarti, Kumar and Punera in [CKP07℄.
They

ombine the site-level TD algorithm [GPT05℄ of Gibson et al. to produ e training

sets for a

lassier, whi h in turn is supposed to learn typi al template

After being trained, the

hara teristi s.

lassier is said to be able to assign a templateness s ore to ea h

single node in the DOM tree of a do ument. Chakrabarti et al. report that the
is even

lassier

apable of generalise the results from the templates of few analysed web sites to all

templates on the web.

3.5.4 Other Approa hes
In the

lass of do ument similarity measures based on tag frequen y distribution analysis

(TFDA) Cruz, Borisov, Marks and Webb [CBMW98℄ des ribe a weighted sum of dieren es
between tag frequen ies in two do uments. To

ompute the distan e, the do uments are

rst passed through a lter to eliminate everything ex ept the HTML tags. In a se ond
step the frequen y for ea h kind of tag in the do ument is
naturally have a frequen y of zero. Provided there exist
being the frequen y of the
an be

k -th tag in do

N

omputed; not o

urring tags

dierent kind of tags and

Fk,i

ument i, the distan e fun tion for two do uments

omputed by:

dT F DA =

N
X

(Fk,1 − Fk,2 )2 · wk

k=1

The parameters

wk

are weights for tags and the sum of the weights is restri ted to be 1.

The weights allow to give dierent importan e to dierent kinds of tags, e.g. to promote
tags whi h provide the general stru ture, like
like

b

or

i.

div

and

td,

over presentation oriented tags,

As Cruz et al. further represented the frequen ies in per entages, and thus the values
of

Fk,i

in a do ument add up to be 100, the distan e

10.000. This allows normalisation and an easy

dT F DA

annot ex eed the value of

onversion into a similarity measure.

When referring to the pro ess of nding parametri

fun tions to

al ulate similarities

of web do uments, Cruz et al. distinguish three steps. The rst one is to nd a suitable
data stru ture for representing the stru tural aspe ts of web do uments. The se ond is,
to dene the parametri

fun tions themselves, whi h operate on those data stru tures and

whose values, in the third and last step, are aggregated into the nal distan e or similarity
measure.
As an example of a data stru ture they give a simple string format whi h represents
using numbers to show the

ul lists in an HTML do ument represented by bra es and
number of ontained li entries. For the parametri fun tions

the examples are then to

ount the length of the entire string, the number of opening

the hierar hies of the unordered

bra es or the sum and average of the numbers of the

li

elements.

The values of these
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fun tions are

ompared for two do uments, the dieren es are weighted and in orporated

into a rather lengthy formula for a distan e.
The authors state that building a parametri

fun tion distan e involves a lot of knowl-

edge about the stru tures and a good portion of heuristi s. Indeed, the results
very mu h but allow at the same time to tailor a very s enario spe i

an vary

distan e measure.

An entirely dierent approa h is taken by Fles a, Man o, Mas iara, Pontieri and
+
Pugliese in [FMM 05℄. Though based on the sequen e of tags appearing in a do ument, it
is dierent from other sequen e alignment approa hes as des ribed in 3.5.3. Starting from
the sequen e of tags, they use a tag en oding fun tion to assign a unique value to ea h
kind of tag. In a se ond step a do ument en oding fun tion uses the tag values and the
tag sequen e as basis to generate a sequen e of numeri
Having

values representing the do ument.

onverted a do ument in this way into a time series, they adopt the dis rete Fourier

transformation to analyse

hara teristi

frequen ies in the do uments and to

ompute a

distan e fun tion.

3.6 Summary
Having looked at related resear h work, we

an say that CE  though its exa t task is rarely

formally dened  has similarities to wrapper engineering, dis overy of named entities and
text summarisation by extra tion. The high level division into single and multi do ument
based TD approa hes we adopted is made by other authors as well. Several CE solutions
have been developed to an extent that they are ready to be employed and some even
provide referen e implementations. Also most TD algorithms are presented in su ient
detail.
However, evaluation is an open topi . No publi ation provides an obje tive and generally appli able evaluation measure for CE. This gap is devastating to the development
of new CE algorithms and the assessment of existing ones.

A

ordingly, our rst task,

after formalising the pro ess of CE, will be to develop suitable evaluation measures and
to

ompare the algorithms des ribed in this

hapter. Only on e the performan e of these

algorithms is known and their weak points are dete ted, it is possible to systemati ally
develop new approa hes whi h
For the purpose of

an over ome the drawba ks of existing solutions.

omparing web do uments from a stru tural point of view, sev-

eral distan e and similarity measures
omparing do uments a

an be found. Their performan e in the

ontext of

ording to their underlying templates has hardly been addressed,

though. Further, the few attempts of applying do ument distan e or similarity measures
for

reating and

leaning sets of training data for TD algorithms have not been evaluated at

all. Buttler's statement that tree edit distan es are the best measure to

ompare web do u-

ments has never been analysed under the aspe t of dete ting underlying templates. Hen e,
in

hapter 7 we will

ompare several approa hes for

to their templates under dierent distan e measures.

lustering web do uments a

ording
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Chapter 4
Content Extra tion
The topi

of CE was already the

entral part of the last

hapters. We used it so far without

a pre ise denition and adopted a very intuitive approa h to explain what CE a tually is.
In this

hapter we will go into the details of the general problem of dening the main

ontent of a do ument, take a more diversied look at the dierent kinds of
formalise the

ontent and

on ept of CE.

4.1 The Main Content of a Do ument
CE has been dened in the pre eding
in a web do ument. Finding the main
additional

ontent also

ontents. Examples for additional

tion and said to

orresponds to identifying the other,
ommer ials

ontents.

hara teristi s of the main

ontent of a web do ument  though intuitively

are di ult to des ribe formally. A general denition of what makes up the main
annot be given. Even if in other publi ations the terms prin ipal, primary or
are used, the des ribed

ontent

ontents were already given in the introdu -

omprise navigation elements, layout stru tures, link lists,

and template generated
The

hapters as the pro ess of nding the main

ore

lear 
ontent
ontent

on ept is always the same and with it remain the di ulties to

apture it formally.
Intuitively, the main

ontent is the

what the do ument is supposed to
main

ontent only. Conversely it

entral information of a do ument. It is, so to say,

ommuni ate and a do ument might well

ontain the

an be stated that a do ument without a main

ontent

does not make any sense.
In general, the main

ontent may have dierent forms. In most

ases it will be text,

as text still is the predominant method to transmit information on the WWW. Hen e,
the resear h in this thesis fo uses mainly on the extra tion of text

ontents. There are,

however, web sites or parts of web sites whi h provide dierent kinds of main
photo

ommunity will have pi tures as main

deal with movies or animated images. Software
83

ontent. A

ontent for most do uments, video portals
olle tions will provide binary programs
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or sour e

ode, while digital online libraries will feature ele troni

do uments, more likely

in a PDF format than in a pure HTML format.
In parti ular the last two examples of a software

olle tion web site and a digital library

are interesting, be ause very likely the main ontent will not be visible in a rendered version
of the do ument. Instead, the pages will provide some additional information about the
program or the do ument the user is about to download. While
information makes little sense by itself, it is

ertainly this additional

losely related to the main

ontent and, in this

ase, it is the only dire tly visible part of it. Depending on the point of view, this
related meta data might even be
There are other

onsidered to be a part of the main
entral

whi h is found more and more often in the

lear.

ontent is extended and enri hed 

either by the authors or even by the users. After all, user generated
other, more

ontent.

ases, where the separation of main and additional ontents is not

Good examples are all the web sites, where a

losely

ontent is a s enario

ourse of the booming Web 2.0. But there are

lassi al examples for this phenomenon.

One representative is the Slashdot [MB08℄ web site, whi h

olle ts news, rumours and

stories from the IT world. While the a tual news are usually quite short, the web site allows
the users to dis uss and
and

omment the news. Opposite to most other sites, the dis ussions

omments are dire tly in luded in the do ument of the news arti le. Figure 4.1 shows

an example of su h an arti le and the following dis ussion. The

omments are organised

in a style similar to newsgroup messages and it is more the rule than the ex eption that
the

ontributions of the users are mu h longer than the original message. Again, while the

dis ussion without the reported news is making little sense, it
the dis ussion is a tually be oming a part of the main
appre iate the dis ussions very mu h and might

an be debated, whether

ontent. Some users will

ertainly

onsider them more entertaining, more

interesting or even more informative than the initial news.
A se ond example is taken from a
quite

lassi al news web site and demonstrates another

ommon situation: an arti le whi h is enri hed with further but optional information.

Figure 4.2 shows su h an arti le whi h was published on the BBC news web site. It reports
about a new step in redu ing the size of the stru tures on
main arti le
an additional

overs the te hnologi al ba kground and

omputer

hips.

While the

onsequen es of this development,

ontent is blended into the arti le. A small box provides an explanation of

how mi ro pro essors work. This extension to the arti le is general ba kground information.
Depending on who reads the arti le, it

an be

onsidered part of the main

additional

ontent. A user with a good knowledge of

aspe ts of

omputing s ien e will see it as an additional

interesting to him and the do ument
the reader instead has no

ontent or an

omputing te hnologies and te hni al
ontent, whi h is not parti ularly

ould perfe tly persist without this information. If

lue about how a

omputer works, and whi h purpose there

be in redu ing some to him unknown stru tures on a

omputer

hip, this extension

be extremely useful. For this user the arti le without the explanation of how a
pro essor works would provide far less information, a
onsidered as a part of the main

ordingly the extension

ould
ould

omputer
ould be

ontent.

These examples demonstrate quite ni ely, that even with the intuitive approa h it is
not always easy to dierentiate between main and additional

ontent: the user's interest

4.1 The Main Content of a Do ument
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Figure 4.1: Slashdot news arti le with user dis ussion.

and ba kground knowledge inuen e the dierentiation. The dieren e between main and
additional

ontent might even be simply a matter of taste.

Some users like the oer of

related links, others may be annoyed by su h extras.
Summarising the observations we

an state that it might be di ult to outline the main

ontent in a do ument. The de ision whi h parts of the do ument to in lude also depends
on the user and is therefore to a
an intrinsi

feature of the main

ertain extent subje tive. Considering this observation as
ontent, we will, from now on, refer to the main

those parts of the do uments whi h are
this ideal expert
between
the main

ontent as

entral due to an expert's notion. On one hand,

omes along with the ne essary ba kground knowledge to distinguish

ontents essential for the do ument, extended
ontent and unrelated additional

ontent.

ontents whi h are still related to

On the other hand, we rely on the

expert to be able to put himself in someone's pla e who has less expertise and to evaluate
the

ontributions of the

losely related optional

ontents under this aspe t. In the

ourse

of this thesis we will always try to strike a balan e between keeping only the ne essary
parts of a do ument for the main

ontent while not ex luding too mu h of the

losely
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Figure 4.2: Additional information embedded in a BBC news arti le.

related

ontents by taking a too spe ialised point of view. The aim of this attempt is to

nd a denition for the main
ba kgrounds

ontent of a do ument, whi h most people from dierent

ould agree upon.

4.2 A Formal Denition of Content Extra tion
Following the analysis of what is  or better

ould be  the main

ontent,

omes the

question of how to dene exa tly the CE pro ess. Leaving aside the di ulties to pre isely
x the main

ontent of a do ument, we assume that the main

ontent is known. When

talking about CE methods so far, we des ribed the pro ess as outlining the main
as extra ting the
These des riptions
to a hieve a

ore

ontent or as removing the additional

ontent,

ontents from the do ument.

orresponded to the pra ti al approa hes taken in the dis ussed systems

ertain aim by utilising a CE algorithm. The pra ti al realisations and their

intended purpose will be des ribed and dis ussed in more detail in 4.3.

4.2 A Formal Denition of Content Extra tion

However, in the
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ontext of the pra ti al approa hes a formal denition of CE is never re-

ally given  probably be ause the task is intuitively
in the environment of a spe i

lear and does not need to be formalised

appli ation. In the light of des ribing

hara teristi s of

CE algorithms and of developing obje tive ways for evaluating the extra tion of a known
main

ontent (always with respe t to the un lear shape of this main

ontent), a formal

denition of CE is needed.
To remain as general as possible, we base the denition on the string representation
of a web do ument, i.e.

the sour e

represented in the sour e
ular are

ode.

After all, ea h do ument

learly visible in the HTML

1

ode . Looking at a do ument in this way the main

ontent is nothing else but a subsequen e of this
does not ne essarily need to be
fragments of the sour e

ontent is somehow

ode. As mentioned above we fo us on texts and these in parti ode string. Note, that this subsequen e

ontinuous. So, CE is after all a way to mark the a

ode. These markings whi h delimit the main

ontent

ording

an be most

simply realised by denoting the positions in the string.
Hen e, CE

an be seen as a fun tion from the sour e

ode of an HTML do ument to

a set of pairwise indi es determining at whi h position in the string representation of the
do ument the fragments of the main

fCE

formally as a fun tion

ontent start and end.

We a

ordingly dene CE

with:

fCE : D → {(si , ei ) : 1 ≤ si ≤ ei ≤ |D|, i ∈ I}
where

D

is the sour e

ode of a do ument represented by

the start and end position respe tively of the rst and last
ontent, with

1 ≤ si ≤ ei ≤ |D|.

enumerate the main

The index

of main

ontent to a

ertain extent. Every

ording representation in the sour e

sour e

hara ters,

si

and

ei

are

is from a nite indexing set

I

allowing to

ontent parts of a do ument, as there might be several of them.

Though mainly fo ussing on textual main
a

i

|D|

hara ter of a part of the main

ode via the a

ording

img

ontents, this denition also suits other kinds

ontent represented in a web do ument has an

ode. Images, for example,

an be lo ated in the

element, links to PDF les via the an hor tag

a

whi h

denes the hyperlink to the do ument. For external resour es it might even be enough to
solely outline the URL representing the lo ation of the a

ording le.

Apart from the pra ti al impli ation of this denition to suit all those dierent kinds
of CE tasks, there is yet another reason supporting this approa h.
template based do uments, the index tuples
slot for the main

orrespond to the lo ation of the template

ontent. Thus, the denition

do uments  be motivated as ree ting the

When dealing with

an  for the s enario of template based

orresponden e of CE to a reverse engineering

of template stru tures.
There is, however, one kind of
whi h is dynami ally

ontent whi h is di ult to

reated via JavaS ript on the

lient side. While the s ript

might still be possible to lo ate in the HTML sour e
dynami
1A

aspe t and to de ide whether it

apture in this way:

ode, it is di ult to

reates main or additional

ontent

ode itself
apture its

ontent. The AJAX

spe ial ase might be parti ular hara ters en oded in HTML entities. They an, however, be
onsidered to be onverted into a de oded form.
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te hnology used in the Web 2.0 environment allows even to

onta t the web server and

obtain further data after the do ument is displayed in a web browser. Dynami ally
ontents are big hallenge for CE algorithms in the future. So far, no approa h is
handling this problem. Hen e, we will negle t this spe ial

reated

apable of

ase also in the formal denition.

4.3 Content Extra tion in Pra ti e
A

ording to the formal denition, an algorithm for CE will have to determine the index

tuples and use them to outline the main

ontent. Though the above denition basi ally

allows to des ribe the operational hara teristi s of all CE solutions, an outline of the main
ontent in the form of the index tuples will rarely o

ur. Considering the dierent environ-

ments of appli ations that involve CE, the indi es are hardly ever

omputed expli itly and

basi ally never form the nal results of the algorithms. Instead, the observed lo ations of
the main

ontent are used immediately for a further pro essing of the do ument. We will

now give a short overview of several approa hes how appli ations realise the CE pro ess.

Extra tion:
of the

The main

ontent found in a do ument is properly extra ted and taken out

ontext of the surrounding do ument stru ture.

tered to remove the remaining embedded tags,
onverting the main
orresponds to the

The extra t is usually l-

omments or other HTML stru tures,

ontent thereby basi ally into a plain text format. This lter

reation of the detagged

ontent as mentioned by Gibson et al. in

[GPT05℄. CE implementations based on this prin iple might be adopted by appli ations that operate on text only and do not need or are even unable to handle HTML
formats. Very basi

s reen readers and text mining appli ations are examples in this

environment.
This parti ular approa h

orresponds best to the interpretation of CE as a task of IR

within a single do ument, as in this

ase the CE solution denitely tries to nd the

relevant parts of the do ument for the query What is the main
keep this interpretation in mind in the

CE by Marking:

The

These tags

ourse of developing the evaluation measures.

losest to the formal denition of nding index tuples is

the option to simply mark the main
tags.

ontent?. We will

ertainly

ontent by wrapping it into spe ial markup

an have a proprietary and appli ation spe i

form or

an be

XML/SGML tags, living in their own namespa e for not interfering with the HTML
ode. In the latter

ase a

riti al issue might be to pay attention that the do ument

remains well formed and that the main ontent markup does not spread a ross several
hierar hy layers of the HTML do ument.

This problem

an be

ir umvented by

simply adding more tags and splitting the main ontent fragments into several smaller
ones that

omply with the hierar hy or by using spe i

the main

ontent, as for

HTML

omments to outline

omments the hierar hy restri tion does not apply.

When analysing do uments on the web it
ated do uments do seem to mark the main

an be observed, that some WCMS generontent exa tly in this way. They outline

4.3 Content Extra tion in Pra ti e

the
It
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ontents in the slots of a template with

omments or dedi ated tag stru tures.

an be assumed that these marks are left either by web designers to indi ate the

intended lo ations of the template slots where a programmer then in orporated the
design with the WCMS, or the programmers themselves left the marks for purposes of
testing, debugging and analysis. As these marks are very individual, not system spei

and do not appear in all

ases, they are not useful for CE. It is an option, though,

to use them for implementing spe ialised and tailor-made CE systems operating on
do uments whi h are all based on the same template with a known marking.
A general disadvantage of this marking approa h is that it remains impossible to
outline sub element stru tures like attribute values of HTML elements. Marking e.g.
only the URL referring to the image-le in the a

ording

img element

annot be done

without violating the HTML or the URL syntax.

CE by Deletion:

Instead of outlining the main

ontent in a dedi ated way to mark its

position in the do ument, it is possible to operate on the additional

ontents. The

main

ontents. The

ontent

an, after all, be outlined by simply removing all other

advantage of this approa h is, that the HTML stru ture of the do ument

an be

left untou hed. Only the text fragments are altered or  when working with a DOM
representation  the text nodes in the DOM tree are deleted. An appli ation s enario
for this approa h are pre-pro essors for more sophisti ated s reen readers, whi h are
able to handle HTML data, or WM appli ations, whi h benet from being able to
fo us their analysis on the main

ontent without sa ri ing the knowledge of the

HTML stru ture.

CE by Hiding:

Though very similar to CE by deletion at the rst sight, there is a signif-

i ant dieren e when solely hiding the additional
Namely that they are still present and
ne essary. Hiding additional
into

an be a

essed by downstream appli ations if

ontents is te hni ally realised either by wrapping them

omments, or by modifying the presentation style to render them invisible. The

CSS spe i ations a tually provide an a
di ult intervention in the sour e

CE by Repla ing:
main

ontents, instead of deleting them.

ording formatting instru tion, so that no

ode is ne essary.

A third way to handle the additional ontents in order to promote the

ontent is to repla e them. Substituting the text with white spa e

hara ters

is very similar to deleting it. Some browsers, however, do distinguish between empty
HTML elements and elements whi h
Hen e, removing the

ontain white spa e when rendering a do ument.

ontents entirely might result in a dierent rendering and altered

layout of the do uments. This risk is redu ed by repla ing the
spa e. Another s enario is to repla e the
or dedi ated

ontents with white

ontents with predened alternative ontents

hara ters, e.g. the three point ellipsis. This allows a visual impression

of how mu h additional

CE by Restru turing:

ontent has been removed.

An option rarely used is to restru ture the entire do ument, on e

the lo ations of the main

ontent fragments are known. Mainly those appli ations
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pre-pro essing HTML do uments for s reen readers or small s reen devi es make
use of su h te hniques. Instead of removing or hiding the additional
simply move them to less prominent lo ations.

ontents, they

Moving the navigation menu and

lists of related links to the end of the do ument allows the user to get to the main
ontent rst, but maintains all possibilities of navigating the web site and a
all

ontents. However, the restru turing might also

parts of a do ument if they are

essing

omprehend the removal of some

onsidered entirely uninformative, like elements whi h

purely serve layout purposes.
All these dierent ways to realise CE

omply with the denition given in 4.2, even if the

observed ee ts might be dierent. The CE solutions des ribed in

hapter 3 are all based

on one or the other of those approa hes. Thus, the formal denition we gave  though it
appears to be very simple  des ribes all pra ti al CE appli ations well enough to ree t
reality.

Further, it provides a theoreti al model whi h allows the development of more

obje tive evaluation measures.

Chapter 5
Evaluating Content Extra tion
As CE algorithms often represent only a part of larger appli ations, they are rarely evaluated on their own. Moreover, as we have seen in the
used to extra t the main
re tly. This

hapter on related work, the methods

ontent have hardly ever been

ompared with ea h other di-

hapter des ribes a framework for measuring, evaluating and

performan e of CE methods based on obje tive

omparing the

riteria. The framework is designed to be

platform independent and extensible for both the evaluation data and the measures to be
employed.
We will further use it to evaluate the performan e of existing single do ument CE
algorithms. Thereby we will also provide a rst and dire t
presented in 3.2 for lo ating the main

omparison of the approa hes

ontent in web do uments.

5.1 Motivation for New Evaluation Measures
In

hapter 3, talking about related work, we have seen several approa hes of how CE

methods have been evaluated and on few o

asions even have been

ompared with ea h

other. Already there, we mentioned a few drawba ks of the solutions involving the dierent
ways of evaluation. To motivate the development of a new evaluation approa h, we will
now look at these drawba ks in more detail. We will in parti ular pay attention to how
they

an hinder a large s ale evaluation or may even

The main drawba ks of the approa h of employing

ause distorted or wrong results.

human user evaluation

are twofold:

subje tive results and la k of automation. As we observed that the per eption of what belongs to the main

ontent is subje tive, any CE evaluation measure will have a subje tive

note. While this is an intrinsi
aspe ts.

problem, human user evaluation

ontains further subje tive

Even if the user is provided with a gold standard for the main

ontent, whi h

the CE algorithm is supposed to extra t from the do ument, there remains a

ertain spa e

for interpretation. How many mistakes may a CE algorithm make before the extra tion
is

onsidered a failure? Whi h deviations in the extra tion are exa tly to be

onsidered a

mistake? Are all mistakes of equal gravity? These are just some of the questions for whi h
it is di ult to give detailed and spe i

instru tions to the user in order to eliminate sub91
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je tivity entirely. A

ordingly, a

omparison between CE methods under human evaluation

is di ult, even more so if dierent people are involved in the evaluation pro ess.
The se ond drawba k  the la k of automation 

auses other di ulties.

To get a

general impression of the performan e of a CE system, a large sample of dierent do uments
should be
evaluation.

onsidered. This is pra ti ally impossible when asking human users to do the
The time needed to

gold standard for the main
long. A

ompare in detail a do ument in its original version, a

ontent and the extra t

reated by the CE system is quite

ordingly, it would take a huge workfor e and still a remarkable amount of time

to evaluate the performan e of even a single system. Thus, human evaluation is rst of all
simply too time

onsuming and too expensive to run it on a large s ale.

Human evaluation is, however, a useful approa h to analyse in detail the spe i

draw-

ba ks or advantages of single systems. During the development pro ess of a CE appli ation
or after an automated evaluation of an existing system, a human expert might be able to
spot spe i ally where a system fails or where it performs well. During the development
phase, this analysis

an fo us on a

ouple of test do uments.

mated evaluation pro ess, instead, the user

After a large s ale auto-

an take a look at those do uments where the

results are parti ularly good or bad. Insights like The system tends to fail in re ognising
the headline of the do ument or Commer ials embedded into the main

ontent are not

removed from the do ument might be easy to obtain for a user. Knowing these details
an help improving the performan e of a system or in sele ting the right kind of system
for a given appli ation ba kground.
Another approa h for evaluation are the
of tests

appli ation spe i tests .

While this kind

an be tailored to ree t exa tly the requirements of an intended appli ation

environment for CE, they most of all la k generality. Even if a CE algorithm works well for
one appli ation does not ne essarily mean that it will also work well for another appli ation.
Furthermore, the individual development of a measure and an automati
an be quite di ult and time

way to apply it

onsuming as well. Beyond this problem, it is espe ially

ne essary to pay attention on how to dene a good performan e.
Gupta's s reen reader testing[Gup06℄ is an example where the test is spe i ally designed for the intended appli ation, but also for a spe i
the Crun h framework by how mu h faster a do ument

extra tion approa h. Evaluating

an be read by a s reen reader after

it has been ltered perfe tly ree ts the s enario Crun h was designed for. If the do uments

an be read in less time, Crun h had performed well. When trying to generalise the

approa h to other CE systems, the results might be questionable. An extreme example is
a lter whi h simply removes all

ontents from a do ument. Su h an output is obviously

not in the intention of a CE system. The s reen reader test instead will attest the system
to have done a phenomenal job as the do ument

an be read in no time at all. For Crun h

the s reen reading evaluation made sense, as the system was designed to be quite
removing

ontents. It rather extra ts too mu h than too little

areful in

ontent. Other approa hes

do not behave in this way.
The

indire t evaluation

partially suers from the same problems. If a parti ular system

is performing better due to the employment of CE methods, it does not ne essarily mean
that the extra tion was done in a good way. A good example of distorted indire t evaluation

5.1 Motivation for New Evaluation Measures

results

an easily be given in the
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ontext of WM. A standard approa h for

do uments is to use a Naïve Bayes (NB)

lassier.

Employing the Bayes theorem, this

lassier dedu es from a set of training do uments the
ea h single feature  in this

ase a feature

that the do ument belongs to a

ertain

lassifying web

onditional probabilities of nding

orresponds to a word  in a do ument, given

ategory. For a new do ument NB analyses the

probability of this do ument to belong to a

ategory, given the words

ontained in it.

Using a CE algorithm to lter the web do uments prior to using them for training or
before

lassifying a new do ument should improve the performan e of this

fa t, this approa h was su
an NB

lassier to perform better when pre-pro essing the do uments with the Site Style
hosen unlu kily, the

an easily turn out the other way. Sele ting a large number of do uments from few

web sites, and using the web sites

ategories as gold standard for

lassi ation is a

approa h to obtain large sets of training and evaluation data for
are quite high, that the do uments

ontain some referen e to the

lassiers. The

ategory spe i

additional

These hints for the

ontents whi h are

han es

ontaining

ommon to all do uments in this

ategories are dis overed by an NB

ommon

ategories themselves, e.g.

via the navigation menu, small modi ations in the template stru ture or by

ategory.

lassier and are strong indi ators

if they appear in a previously unseen do ument to put it in the a
an NB

In

essfully taken by Yi, Liu and Li in [YLL03℄. They observed

Tree algorithm. If the set of do uments used for evaluation is instead
results

lassier.

ording

ategory. Hen e,

lassier trained on su h data will base its judgement mainly on those additional

ontents.
When in orporating a good CE system as a pre-pro essor, these hints will be removed,
as they denitely do not belong to the main
hints are missing and the NB

the CE algorithm is doing a good job. It
data is biased and the NB
the training set.

ontent. A

lassier will quite

ategory indi ating

an be argued that in this

ase the original input

lassier using the unltered do uments will be overtted on

However, the point is that the

appli ation might be ome

ordingly the

ertainly tend to perform poorer  though

ombination of CE and a downstream

omplex and interwoven in a way that it is not

hanges in the performan e are

aused.

lear how the

A separate and individual evaluation of both

systems does not give rise to this problem.
The

ategory of

IR-based evaluation measures

was already mentioned in 3.4.4 to be

the approa h whi h allows best to measure the performan e of a system in an automated,
obje tive and CE-spe i

way. The publi ations mainly using this evaluation approa h are

the ones of Lin and Ho on InfoDis overer [LH02℄ and Debnath, Mitra and Giles on ContentExtra tor and (K-)FeatureExtra tor [DMG05a, DMG05b℄. All these systems operate
on the DOM tree representation of web do uments. They in orporate a segmentation of
the do uments into blo ks whi h

orrespond to nodes and their sub-trees in the DOM.

Ea h individual blo k is then de ided to be either main or additional
is equivalent to a binary
standard for the blo k

lassi ation of blo ks, the authors in all

ontent.

As this

ases provided a gold

lassi ation and employed measures like re all, pre ision and F1.

While it seems that this evaluation approa h takes very well into
very task a CE system has to full, the results in some

ases might not

with the a tual performan e of CE algorithms. The problem

onsideration the
orrespond at all

an again be des ribed best
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Table 5.1: The

onfusion matrix for blo k based evaluation of a CE algorithm whi h has

made one mistake.
blo k
main
blo k

main

a tually is

ontent

additional

ontent

lassied by CE as

ontent

additional

ontent

4 (TP)

1 (FN)

0 (FP)

5 (TN)

with an example. A web do ument is segmented into ten blo ks, of whi h ve belong to
the main

ontent and ve to the additional

lassies all the blo ks
is wrongly

ontents.

We assume, that a CE algorithm

orre tly ex ept for one mistake: one of the main

lassied as an additional

ontent. The

ontent blo ks

onfusion matrix for su h an out ome

looks like the one in table 5.1. The relative good performan e of the system is also ree ted
by a pre ision rating of 1, a re all rating of 0.8 and a F1 s ore of 0.89. Hen e, the overall
performan e of the system seems to be quite satisfying.
If the blo ks and their

ontent are spe ied in more detail, the pi ture might

In our example the ve main
text, an image with its a
additional

ontent blo ks

ording text label and the body of a news arti le.
an be said to

The ve

ontain the main navigation, a related links list, a

ommer ial banner, the header and some
ontents were identied

hange.

ontent blo ks shall represent the title, the subtitle, a teaser

opyright notations. Anyway, as the additional

orre tly their form does not matter any further. For the main

ontent blo ks instead it matters, whi h one has been wrongly
with the subtitle or the image, the do ument

an still be

lassied. If it is the blo k

onsidered to be dealt with quite

well and the evaluation ratings ree t this fa t.
If instead it is the blo k with the arti le text, whi h is wrongly

lassied as additional

ontent, the evaluation ratings are entirely distorted. This blo k will very likely
most of the

ontent and

an be

onsidered the

entral part of the main

ontain

ontent. Without

the arti le text the other blo ks are very likely not making mu h sense any more. In this
ase, an F1 rating of 0.89 does not ree t the performan e of the system at all.
The reason behind this distorted result is that the blo k length is never
ing the evaluation. A blo k
and a
of

ontaining hardly any

onsidered dur-

ontent is having the same importan e

ordingly the same weight in the evaluation s heme as a blo k whi h

ontent.

Hen e,

lassifying

orre tly virtually empty blo ks whi h do not

per eption of the do ument very mu h
heavily ae t the

ontains a lot
hange the

an easily balan e mis lassi ation of blo ks whi h

ontent of the do ument.

A further problem with the blo k based approa h is, that it is not

ompatible with

all extra tion methods. Those methods whi h do not build blo ks or are able to extra t
text nodes from the DOM tree only partially

annot be evaluated straight away by the

lassi ation result for blo ks. The most important question to answer in this

ase would

be how to evaluate a blo k whi h was extra ted only partially. The evaluation approa hes
found in the a

ording publi ations of Lin and Ho and Debnath et al. did not go into this

detail as their blo k based CE methods do not

ause this problem.

5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extra tion

Summarising, we
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an say that none of the evaluation methods proposed so far is really

adequate to measure the performan e of a CE system. The IR based approa h is the most
promising but needs to be based on more appropriate data stru tures.

5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extra tion
As most other performan e measure we will base our evaluation approa h on a
with a gold standard. The latter is

omparison

reated by experts and will serve as referen e for what

a CE algorithm is supposed to extra t. On the basis of this referen e data we will develop
evaluation measures whi h

ompare the gold standard with the extra ted

already mentioned we will fo us on textual main
di ult to adapt the des ribed te hniques to

ontents.

As

ontents. It should, however, not be too

ontents of dierent formats.

5.2.1 Creating a Gold Standard
In order to be able to measure the performan e of a CE algorithm on a parti ular do ument,
we need rst of all independent experts to dene what exa tly is the main
this do ument and thereby to
experts to employ in this task.

ontent of

reate a gold standard. It remains the question of whi h
Two pra ti al approa hes

an be taken: human experts

or dedi ated and spe ialised CE programs whi h are suitable to extra t the main

ontent

from a parti ular do ument format of a single web site.
Employing human experts to outline the main

ontent in a do ument allows to

gold standards for very dierent kinds of do uments.

reate

The term experts in general is

a tually a bit exaggerated. As we mentioned already in the introdu tion, every halfway
experien ed web user is

apable of nding the main

there remains the tri ky de ision of whi h
part of the main

ontent in a web do ument. However,

losely related

ontents might still be

onsidered

ontent. To over ome this problem we will adopt the approa h suggested

in hapter 4 about the denition of CE, i.e. the expert will strike a balan e between keeping
only the ne essary parts of a do ument whi h
o

losely related

ontents. Hen e, we

ontain the main

ontent and not stripping

an rely on the expert user to provide a good gold

standard. In this way, the human user approa h

an provide diverse evaluation do uments

overing a wide range of do ument types. As the main problem of involving human users
remains, namely that it is a very time

onsuming task, this approa h will not provide large

amounts of data.
The spe ialised

ontent extra tors instead aim exa tly at the

data for massive tests. A spe ialised

reation of evaluation

ontent extra tor is a program whi h is parti ularly

designed to work on one type of do ument only  or better on do uments whi h are all
based on the same template. The implementation of su h an extra tor is again to be based
on the knowledge or a do ument analysis of a human user.
user formulates the way of re ognising the main
pattern for extra ting the main
large

Just that in this

ontent in a way that allows to

ase the
reate a

ontent automati ally. This pattern is then applied to a

olle tion of web do uments. The development of spe ialised CE solutions

an make
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use of tools similar to the ones for wrapper generation. Using landmarks like parti ular
words or tag

ombinations in the sour e

ode to identify the slot of the main

ontent is a

ommon and well performing method.
As the spe ialised
up the main

ontent extra tors are based on a human's opinion of what makes

ontent as well, they also suer from the same kind of subje tivity as the rst

approa h of humans outlining the main

ontent manually for ea h individual do ument.

Hen e, we will have to keep in mind that all gold standards are after all nothing more
but a very good guess on whi h parts of the do ument make up the main

ontent. It is

important to keep this problem in mind when evaluating CE algorithms. After all, the
algorithms are developed following some notion of what denes the main

ontent and how

to lo ate it. So, if an algorithm tends, for example, to always extra t too mu h, it might
simply be due to a dieren e in the underlying notions of main

ontent of the algorithm

designer and the expert providing the gold standard. Hen e, we usually

annot expe t a

perfe t mat h.

5.2.2 Comparing Gold Standard and Extra ted Contents
On e a gold standard for the main ontent of a do ument has been established, the next task
is to nd a way to

ompare it with an extra t

between the two notions of the main

reated by a CE algorithm. To distinguish

ontent in the further

refer to the gold standard provided by an expert simply as the
extra ted by a CE system as the

extra ted ontent .

ourse of this thesis we will

main ontent

and the text

A primary obje tive in an evaluation pro ess must be to measure how similar the extra ted

ontent is to the expert's main

ontent. Clearly, it should reward large a

ordan e,

while both possible deviations  extra ting too mu h or extra ting too little  should be
penalised.
The interpretation of CE as a do ument level IR task of retrieving the relevant
tent suggests to handle CE like a binary
additional

ontent. The

lassi ation of

ontents into main

on-

ontent and

lear advantage of bringing CE into the IR world is  as already

mentioned for the blo k based IR evaluation  the wide range of evaluation measures that
has been developed for IR methods. A
known and a
The blo ks

ordingly, we will base the evaluation on the well

epted re all, pre ision and F1 measures.
reated during a web do ument segmentation pro ess have already turned

out not to be ne-grained enough for a reasonable evaluation pro ess. As it is not

lear

whi h level of granularity is needed we take four dierent approa hes to dene the atomi
items, i.e. the smallest unit of

ontent, whi h

an be retrieved in the extra tion pro ess.

The approa hes ree t four dierent models for representing web do uments, whi h have
a dierent resolution of the do ument

Chara ter Sequen e:

Ea h

hara ter is a fragment of the do ument and as su h

be part of the relevant main
evaluation a

ordingly

and the extra ted

ontents themselves.

ontent or of an irrelevant additional

ontent.

ompares the agreement between the a tual main

ontent on a

hara ter level.

an
The

ontent

The addition of representing the

5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extra tion

ontents not only by the

hara ters

ontained in it, but as a sequen e of

ree ts that not only the right amount of
the

hara ters have to be in the

This approa h is
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hara ters has to be extra ted, but that

orre t order as well.

ertainly the most ne-grained one and is

denition of CE in 4.2.

It is

only partially and takes the

hara ters

losest to our formal

apable of dete ting whether a word was extra ted

orre tly extra ted part of it into a

ount for the overall

extra tion performan e. Though it is theoreti ally possible that a CE system extra ts
words only partially, it will usually not o
in extra ting only a part of a word. Words
unit of information in a text whi h

ur in pra ti e. There is simply no sense
an probably be

onsidered the smallest

annot be divided further without altering or

destroying its information. The advantage of su h a ne resolution for evaluation is
instead that longer words inuen e the performan e more and that even pun tuation
marks or other parti ular symbols are taken into a

ount.

To apply re all, pre ision and the F1 measure we have to nd a way to determine
the overlap of relevant and retrieved items, hen e of extra ted and main
Given the

hara ter sequen e representation of the

extra ted and the main

ontents and the fa t that the

ontent do not ne essarily need to be a

in the do ument, the best way to

ontent.

ontinuous sequen e

al ulate the overlap is to determine the longest

ommon subsequen e (LCS). The LCS is a sequen e of hara ters whi h
in both texts, possibly interrupted by other interspersed

an be found

hara ters, and there is no

longer sequen e with this property. Considering this longest subsequen e to be the
interse tion of relevant and retrieved items, the
an then be based on the length of the
the extra ted

ontent

e

and their

hara ter sequen es

ommon subsequen e

r=

The spe ial

al ulation of re all and pre ision

ases of an empty main

c

m

of the main

ontent,

by:

|c|
|c|
, p=
|m|
|e|

ontent or extra ted

ontent

an be handled as

des ribed in 2.2.4 for empty result sets and empty sets of relevant items.

Word Sequen e:

We just mentioned words to be the probably smallest unit of infor-

mation in a text.
to

A way to model a text on a slightly higher level is a

ordingly

onsider single words as the items retrieved by CE systems when answering the

question What is the relevant

ontent?.

The string representation of the text in

a web do ument is tokenised into words and, given the gold standard for the main
ontent, it is again possible to
ditional

lassify ea h single word as being either main or ad-

ontent. While all the following evaluation measures are based on words as

the smallest unit of the

ontent, there are still dieren es in how they are

in order to model a do ument.

onsidered
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The rst approa h is to maintain the order of the words as they appear in the text,
thereby

onstru ting a sequen e of words. The biggest dieren es between the word

sequen e and the

hara ter sequen e model is, that pun tuation marks and word

length are not taken any more into

onsideration. This model

orresponds best to all

do ument representations whi h are based on words and whi h maintain the word
ontext at least to a

ertain degree.

A

ommon representative for this do ument

model are the n-grams whi h group n words together to form a fragment of the
do ument.
The agreement between the a tual main
the extra ted

ontent a

ontent provided by a CE algorithm

ording to the gold standard and
an be

omputed, similarly to the

hara ter based measure, via the LCS approa h. The only dieren e is, that the LCS
is dened on word sequen es instead of

hara ter sequen es. The re all and pre ision

are again dened in the same way as above via the sequen e lengths.

Bag of words:
into

The next step to a more

oarse-grained evaluation measure is not to take

onsideration the word order. This

do ument, whi h simply

orresponds to the bag of words model for a

ounts how often ea h word o

urs in a do ument.

There are two reasons for developing a measure based on this model.

First, this

do ument model is among the most wide spread in the domain of text mining. And
se ond, while ignoring the word order will not hange performan e very mu h for most
CE algorithms in

omparison to the word sequen e approa h, it allows to

systems whi h restru ture the web do ument. If some

onsider

ontent is moved to another

pla e in the do ument, the sequen e based measure will result in a lower s ore, as
the longest
ontents.

ommon subsequen e of the agreement is not

apable of handling moved

If, instead, the word order is ignored, a restru tured do ument

an be

handled as well.
In

hapter 2 we said that a bag of words

an be represented as a ve tor by enu-

merating all possible words. Hen e, if the main

m = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mn )
where mi and ei ount

and the extra ted
how often the

the interse tion of the two
where

ci = min(mi , ei ).

ontents

The ve tor

c

i-th

ontent is represented by a ve tor

ontent by a ve tor

word appears in the respe tive

an be given by a ve tor

ontents,

c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ),

formulates the agreement of the two

by taking the minimum appearan e of a word in both
re all and pre ision

e = (e1 , e2 , . . . , en ),

ontents. The

ontents

al ulation of

an be done by summing the number of words whi h appear in

the ve tors:

Set of Words:

Pn
Pn
ci
ci
i=1
, p = Pni=1
r = Pn
i=1 mi
i=1 ei
Ignoring further how often the words appear in the

modelling the

ontents leads to

ontent as a set of words. The IR interpretation of CE is a

ordingly

5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extra tion
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ree ted by retrieving from a set of words the relevant ones, i.e. those words whi h
appear in the main ontent. This approa h

orresponds most

losely to an appli ation

ba kground in whi h the main fo us is on indexing the terms in the do uments, e.g.
for building an inverted index data stru ture.
The re all and pre ision measures in this
are dened on sets anyway. Thus, if

m

ase do not need to be adapted, as they

is the set of words in the main

ontent,

e

the

set of extra ted words, the interse tion of relevant and retrieved words is the normal
interse tion of sets and re all and pre ision are a

r=

ordingly given by:

|m ∩ e|
|m ∩ e|
, p=
|m|
|e|

The four above ways to model the main and the extra ted

ontent and a

ordingly how

to measure re all and pre ision are all suitable to evaluate CE. The level of granularity
be omes
model.

oarser in small steps from the

hara ter sequen e model to the set of words

Based on the denitions of re all and pre ision all four models

an be used to

al ulate the F1 measure as well.
However, it is possible to arti ially
provide a
whi h

onstru t

ases in whi h those measures will fail to

orre t evaluation of the performan e of a CE algorithm. One

ase is a do ument

ontains twi e exa tly the same text, on e as main and on e as additional

If a CE algorithm extra ts wrongly the additional

ontent.

ontent, none of the des ribed measures

will be able to noti e this mistake and will attest a perfe t re all and pre ision rating.
The impli ations arising from this problem an however be negle ted for several reasons.
First, from a semanti

point of view the question arises, why the same text should appear

twi e in a do ument, on e as main
rare

ontent and on e as additional

ases where su h kind of redundan y

an o

ontent. There might be

ur in a redu ed way, for example, due to

a do ument whi h mentions itself via its title and its teaser text in a related links list. But
even then, the additional

ontent would be so

an be said to a tually belong to the main

losely related to the main

ontent that it

ontent and the denition of the gold standard

is questionable. Se ond, from a pra ti al point of view most appli ations will not suer
if the

orre t text is extra ted but from the wrong pla e in the do ument. In the most

extreme

ase where the two texts are simply

on atenated and lo ated at the same pla e

in a do ument it is a tually even impossible to de ide whi h one nally has been extra ted,
when simply looking at the results. And last, from a realisti

point of view, experien e in

analysing web do uments suggests that there simply are no su h do uments.
While the measurements of re all, pre ision and F1 are

ertainly the most important in-

di ators for the performan e of a CE algorithm, there are a few additional measures we will
employ in the

omparison. They are intended to estimate stability and time performan e

of the algorithms.
The stability

riterion implies the idea that a CE method should a hieve a similar

performan e on similar do uments. In other words, the

riterion is supposed to measure
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the reliability of a method. So, for testing the stability we have to look at a
similar do uments. A method is employed to extra t the main
ompared with the gold standard for the main

olle tion of

ontents and its results are

ontent. Distilling the F1 measure from this

omparison we look at how mu h the performan e diers between the do uments. To do
so, we

onsider the F1 s ores of the single do ument extra tion as results of a probability

experiment and use them to
do uments for whi h the

f,

i-th

al ulate an estimate for the standard deviation.
do ument has an F1 value of

then the standard deviation

The standard deviation

σ

fi

Given

n

and the average F1 value is

an be estimated by:

v
u
u
σ=t

an be

n

2
1 X
fi − f
n − 1 i=1

al ulated for ea h of the dierent do ument models

orresponding to the dierent levels of granularity.
Obviously, the smaller the standard deviation is, the more stable is the CE method.
Note, that a high stability on its own does not say anything about the quality of an
algorithm. An algorithm s oring always an F1 value of 0 is extremely stable, but performs
parti ularly poor. On the other hand, a high standard deviation indi ates u tuations in
the performan e of a method. Thus, even if it s ores relatively high F1 ratings on average,
it might deliver very bad results even for similar do uments.
As all the algorithms dis ussed in this thesis are at least
work with any website and
for their

on eptually generi

enough to

an be realised as a non intrusive system, we have to

onsider

omparison only the last quality aspe t mentioned by Rahman, Alam and Hartono

[RAH01℄: the algorithm has to be fast. For those algorithms des ribed in literature with
enough detail it is possible to analyse their time

omplexity from a theoreti al point of view

and determine their runtime behaviour. However, not for all algorithms the des riptions
are detailed enough and not always the worst

ase

omplexity ree ts the behaviour in

pra ti e. To be further able to also evaluate algorithms that
in all

ome as a bla k box, we will

ases take a look at the time performan e by simply measuring the time needed to

pro ess a do ument.
The time aspe t is parti ularly important for systems that need to do the extra tion
on-the-y in time

riti al appli ations. If CE is, for example, employed as a pre-pro essor

for a s reen reader or a small s reen devi e the users are
long for the results.

ertainly not willing to wait too

The extra tion pro ess has to be fast enough for not delaying the

transmission of web do uments to the nal browser too mu h.
As the do ument length will most likely inuen e the time needed to nd and extra t
the main

ontent, we need to normalise the pro essing time with respe t to the do ument

length in order to get

omparable results. This normalisation

an be a hieved by braking

down the pro essing time to se onds per kB. Even though, none of the methods we will deal
with operates on a byte level, it is the most neutral dimension to normalise the pro essing
time for do uments with dierent length.

However, the assumption does not seem too

far fet hed that the number of HTML elements, tags, words, blo ks or whatever other
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stru tures are used as basis for the extra tion pro ess in rease more or less linear with the
byte length of the do ument.
Summarising our evaluation measures we have: the re all, pre ision and F1 measure
to evaluate the quality of a CE algorithm, the F1 standard deviation to measure its stability and the normalised pro essing time to measure the time performan e. To determine
re all, pre ision and F1 we will use dierent underlying models to

over dierent levels of

granularity in the evaluation pro ess.

5.3 Implementation of an Evaluation Framework
The evaluation framework we will dis uss in this se tion provides all fun tionalities ne essary to evaluate and

ompare CE systems. We will briey dis uss some de isions made

about the design of the framework and some aspe ts of its implementation.

The most

fundamental de ision is to in orporate the CE systems as HTTP proxy servers. While this
approa h might seem a bit

umbersome at the rst sight, we will see that in this way we

are very exible in evaluating dierent kinds and ar hite tures of CE systems.

5.3.1 Design De isions
To keep the implementation of the evaluation framework as simple as possible, the idea is
rst of all not to provide a full evaluation environment, but rather an API whi h allows to
qui kly draft programs for

reating and managing sets of test do uments, running evalua-

tion tests with dierent CE algorithms and storing the results in a simple format whi h

an

be analysed with other tools. As CE systems and appli ations might appear on dierent
platforms and as in the future other evaluation measures might be developed, platform
independen e and extensibility of the framework are the main issues for the design.
In more detail: the platform independen e has to have two qualities. First and most
important, the framework must be independent from the evaluated CE algorithm. Implementations of CE systems

an

ome along in dierent programming languages, for dierent

operating systems and in dierent environments. Separating the evaluation framework from
the CE systems under these aspe ts is stri tly ne essary simply for being able to evaluate
as many dierent CE

ongurations as possible. This also requires  as demanded for the

CE systems themselves  a non intrusive design. CE systems might be bla k boxes with no
possibility to a

ess their fun tionality via an API. The evaluation framework is intended

to be able to integrate virtually any appli ation whi h operates on HTML do uments.
The se ond independen e quality to aim for is the possibility to keep the evaluated
and the evaluating appli ation physi ally separated on dierent ma hines. The intention
behind this requirement is that a high demand of system resour es due to the operations
of the evaluation framework should not interfere with the time performan e of the CE
system.
The solution for realising platform independen e is to involve Internet te hnologies.
Given the fa t that we are working with web do uments the approa h to use web te h-
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niques is nearly a self-evident solution. Modelling all the intera tions between the evaluation framework and CE systems via standard network proto ols is, in fa t, the solution for
both independen e issues. Obviously when
and the evaluation system

ommuni ating over a network, the CE system

an be physi ally separated.

Furthermore, as most modern

programming languages and operating systems provide the means for network

ommuni-

ations, the platform independen e under this aspe t is a hieved as well.
Some of the existing appli ations for CE already

ome along as a proxy server (e.g.

the Crun h framework), others

an easily be wrapped into su h a server. A ordingly
+
we use the HTTP proto ol [FGM 99℄ for the ommuni ation with the CE systems. The
evaluation framework is then using the proxy with CE
and thereby lo ate their main

apabilities to retrieve do uments

ontent. We will get to the implementation details of this

approa h later on. The point is, that this

on ept separates the framework entirely from

the CE implementations, guaranteeing a maximum freedom on both sides.
Another, further platform independen e aspe t, though of minor importan e, is a hieved
by using the platform independent Java programming language to nally implement the
framework. In this way the platform independen e goes even beyond the

onne tion with

the CE systems and allows to use the evaluation framework on dierent operating systems.
The requirement for extensibility

omes in two variations as well:

extension of the

employed evaluation measures and extension of the used evaluation data. The rst issue
bears in mind the development of other evaluation measures whi h
porated easily.

This demands a modular design for the framework.

three relatively independent
do ument management

omponents should be su ient: an evaluation

omponent and a

The interfa es between these

an then be in orA subdivision into

omponents

omponent, a

omponent for intera ting with the CE systems.
an be kept quite simple and be restri ted to the

ne essary intera tions. By subdividing the tasks so
between evaluation, do ument management and

learly, the mutual interdependen e

ommuni ation with the CE system is at

an absolute minimum. For example it would be no problem to modify the

ommuni ation

omponent in order to use the API of a CE system dire tly. For the evaluation this

hange

would be entirely irrelevant. Likewise, an ex hange or extension of the evaluation measures
does ee t neither the do ument management nor the

ommuni ation

omponent.

The se ond extensibility fo uses on the possibility to extend, rearrange and manage
the set of do uments used for the evaluation pro ess. A simple but yet powerful way to
organise the test do uments in

evaluation pa kages

is the answer to this requirement. The

organisation of do uments in pa kages allows to easily

ongure test s enarios whi h

an

even be run in a bat h mode to evaluate the performan e of dierent CE appli ations.
The simpli ity of the pa kage
ations for

on ept should also allow to easily

reate dierent appli-

reating evaluation data. Following the remarks in 5.2.1 on how a gold standard

an be obtained, it should be possible to

reate the pa kages in both ways: automated and

via a user interfa e for human experts.
Therefore, the data formats used by the evaluation framework for input and output
are kept as simple as possible.

A pa kage of test data simply

le and the les for the evaluation pro ess.

Those les

HTML do uments, an expert's notion of their main

onsists of a des ription

omprise the sour e

ode of the

ontent in a plain text format and the
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meta information. To link a do ument with its additional les, they all share the same
name using solely dierent extensions. This simple le based format allows an easy and, if
ne essary, even manual re ompilation and adaptation of test pa kages. As the
of data

an be ome quite large very qui kly, the les are additionally

1

olle tions

ompressed using the

standard zip-format .
Measuring the performan e of a single CE system on all the do uments in one of the
evaluation pa kages is what we will
words, an evaluation run

onsider from now on as an

an basi ally be

evaluation run .

In other

ompared to a test of the behaviour of a

ertain

system in a given s enario.
To store the results of an evaluation run, the measures taken for ea h do ument in a
pa kage of the pro essing time, pre ision, re all and F1-measure, we use again a simple and
platform independent format. As the downstream evaluation and also the presentation of
the results should be possible with other appli ations, we save the results of ea h evaluation
run in a CSV ( omma separated values) le format. This text based format is a very wide
spread format for storing tabular data in a platform independent way. Several appli ations,
in parti ular for data analysis, are

apable of handling CSV les.

5.3.2 Implementation Chara teristi s
The design de isions outlined already the three big

omponents whi h

hara terise the

implementation and are visualised in the overview in gure 5.1: management of the data
pa kages,

ommuni ation with the CE systems and evaluation. The data pa kage

ponent provides all the ne essary fun tionalities for
olle tions whi h represent single test s enarios. The
takes

reating and handling the do ument
ommuni ation

omponent, instead,

are of the intera tion with the CE systems via the HTTP proto ol.

omponents are intensively used by the evaluation
of the evaluation pro ess,
extra tion pro ess,

om-

Both these

omponent. The latter, being the heart

ontrols how the dierent kinds of data are handled, orders the

omputes the evaluation measures and stores the results.

Going more into the details, the data management

omponent provides all the fun -

tionalities ne essary to work with the test data pa kages. Aside from the data stru tures
for the pa kages themselves, it also
test do ument
a

ontains stru tures for the evaluation do uments. Ea h

onsists of the sour e

ode of the web page, the main

ontent as plain text

ording to the gold standard and some additional meta data. Among the meta data of

the do uments is the language and the URL of the original web do ument. Several fun tionalities are arranged around these

entral data stru tures to work with them as shown

in gure 5.2.
The
exports

reation of pa kages is supported by the options to
reated by a Firefox extension.

ompile pa kages from the

This extension is meant to support a human

expert in dening a gold standard for web do uments and is des ribed in more detail in
1 The

de ision to use the zip-format was based on the general availability of tools for this format on all
ommon operating systems and the possibility to handle the le format quite easily via interfa es provided
by the standard Java API.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the

5.4.1 in the

ontext of a tually

omponents of the evaluation framework.

reating evaluation pa kages.

pa kages is to gather the results of spe ialised
be used to generate large pa kages.

Another option to

reate

ontent extra tor programs, whi h

Finally, new pa kages

an be

an

reated by sele ting

do uments from existing pa kages and re ombining them in a new test s enario. A reliable
and simple me hanism to save an entire pa kage to the le system of a
essential fun tionality. As the
gold standard for the main
pro ess

olle ted data of the sour e

ontent

omputer is an

ode of the do ument and the

2

an easily be ome quite large , the saving and loading

ontains a transparent layer for

ompressing the data in a zip le format.

management fun tionality for a pa kage, instead,

The

omprises methods to add, remove and

hange do uments in a test pa kage. An important feature for the evaluation pro ess is
the possibility to easily iterate over all the single do uments in a pa kage.
As gure 5.3 shows, the

ommuni ation

omponent is simpler. Be ause we assume the

evaluated CE systems to be wrapped in an HTTP proxy server, the
only two main elements:

a

lient and server implementation.

evaluation framework takes both roles.

omponent

ontains

This is ne essary as the

On one hand, it provides a do ument as a web

server, and on the other hand it requests the CE system to retrieve it. Only in this way it
has full

ontrol of the original do ument and of the version it retrieves from the CE proxy.

Client and server are always handling one do ument at a time.
2 Hardly

any of the HTML les in the test pa kages has a size of less then 30 kB. The average les size
for storing only their sour e ode is already somewhere between 50 and 70 kB. Hen e, the mere sour e
odes for one pa kage of 1000 do uments makes up around 50 to 70 MB of data.
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omponent for managing the evaluation pa kages.

Figure 5.3: Details of the

ommuni ation

omponent.
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Figure 5.4: Details of the evaluation

Whi h do uments the
system is

ommuni ation

ontrolled by the evaluation

in an evaluation run, this

omponent.

omponent has to serve and request via the CE

omponent. Apart from

omponent is responsible for

ontrolling all the pro esses

al ulating the evaluation measures

and saving the results to CSV les. These two main fun tions are depi ted in gure 5.4.
As the proposed evaluation measures are based on unstru tured text, the rst step
before the a tual evaluation is to strip o all tags,

omments, style and s ript elements.

After resolving further the HTML entities into Uni ode hara ters and redu ing superuous

3

whitespa e

we have a string representation of the extra ted

to the plain text format of the expert's main
The next step taken by the evaluation
evaluation measures.
main

omponent is to prepare the text for the dierent

For the word based measures it splits both the extra ted and the

ontent into word tokens.

To

al ulate pre ision and re all it is essential to nd

the interse tion of the extra ted and the main
elements.

ontent, whi h is equivalent

ontent.

ontent for dening the extra ted relevant

To determine this interse tion for the methods based on the

the word sequen e, we

hara ter and

al ulate the LCS using the algorithm of Hirs hberg [Hir75℄. The

interse tion for the measures based on a set of words is based on the set stru ture provided
by the Java API, the interse tion of bags of words

an be

al ulated based on ve tors as

des ribed above.
As the evaluation of a single do ument is independent from the evaluation of all other
do uments, the pro ess is suitable for parallelisation. Hen e, the evaluation

omponent

makes massive use of parallel threads: ea h do ument is evaluated in a single thread. As
3 As

umulative whitespa e is ignored in the presentation of HTML do uments it is usually used to
layout the sour e ode. As su h, it does not ae t the ontent and a ordingly we ignore it.
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Figure 5.5: Pro ess of an evaluation run.

the main issue of

omputing the evaluation measures is to nd the LCS for words and

hara ters, CPU usage is the bottlene k of the pro ess. The parallel approa h
optimal use of the ability of modern

an make

omputers to handle several pro esses in parallel

due to multi- ore or hyperthreading te hnologies.
ommuni ation pro ess with the CE system or

However, for not interfering with the

ausing delays in the network transa tions

and thereby inuen ing the measurement of time, the parallel pro esses for

al ulating

re all and pre ision are not started before all do uments have been passed through the CE
system.
The results of the parallel

omputation of the evaluation measures are

handled again by a entral part of the

olle ted and

omponent. The results are then formulated in a CSV

format and written to the le system for downstream pro essing with other appli ations.

5.3.3 An Entire Evaluation Run
To explain how the

omponents work together in detail, it is best to follow a step by

step example of an entire evaluation run. As said above, an evaluation run is the pro ess
of evaluating the performan e of a single CE system on all the do uments in a single
evaluation pa kage.

The overall pro ess is visualised in gure 5.5.

numbered to follow more easily the
The rst step

1

The single steps are

ourse of the entire pro ess.

is to load the data for the evaluation s enario, i.e.

do uments. Afterwards the evaluation

omponent takes over

the pa kage of

ontrol and starts to iterate
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2

over the do uments in the pa kage

. Ea h single do ument has to be passed through

the extra tion pro ess. To do this, the
server

3

ommuni ation

omponent laun hes a minimal web

, whi h serves exa tly the one do ument that has to undergo extra tion, before the

server shuts down itself. In the next step the framework issues the proxy
retrieve and impli itly lter

4

the do ument from the previously laun hed server. During

this pro ess the time between the
web server till the

apable of CE to

ompletion of serving the do ument on the side of the

ompletion of re eiving it from the proxy at the side of the

lient

5

is

measured to estimate the time needed for the extra tion. The ltered do ument is passed
ba k to the evaluation

omponent together with the time measured for the extra tion

pro ess.
On e all do uments have been ltered, the results are pre-pro essed
detagged

6

to

standard and the extra ted
other. The

omparison and

ontent have the same form and

an be

ompared with ea h

omputation is done for ea h do ument in a separate thread to

use e iently the resour es of multi- ore pro essor ar hite tures. Ea h thread
the text

reate the

ontent, resolve HTML entities and redu e superuous white spa e. Now the gold

7

tokenises

ontent into words for the word based evaluation measures. Afterwards it omputes

the LCS for the word and the

hara ter sequen es, the

ommon word appearan e for the

bag of words based measure and the interse tion of the set based do ument representation.
These values are used to determine re all, pre ision and the derived F1 measure for all the
dierent do ument models. As soon as a thread has nished all the

al ulations, it reports

its results to a

And on e all threads

entral instan e

have reported that they

ontrolling the parallel pro esses.

ompleted their task, the results are

data stru ture and exported to a CSV le

9

ompiled

8

into a single

.

5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Do ument Algorithms
The rst appli ation for whi h we use the evaluation framework is to

ompare several of the

existing single do ument CE algorithms we have mentioned in the related work
This

omparison has three main goals.

First, to develop some realisti

hapter.

and interesting

test s enarios, se ond, to establish an obje tive ranking of the existing algorithms under
the developed evaluation

riteria, and third, to estimate how well the evaluation measures

ree t the performan e of CE systems.
Espe ially the last goal is a tri ky issue, as there is no reliable referen e measure for
omparison. Hen e, the approa h we will take is to use the simplest way of human evaluation and

he k that the evaluation results obtained by the evaluation framework do not

ontradi t the subje tive impression of the extra tion performan e.

5.4.1 Creating Test Data
To generate test data, we need to
mine their main

ontent.

olle t HTML do uments and have an expert to deter-

We will take both of the des ribed above ways for

reating a
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Figure 5.6: The Firefox browser with the a tivated extension for outlining the main ontent.

gold standard for the main

ontent: employing a human user and

onstru ting spe ialised

extra tor programs.
The human expert is asked to look at dierent web do uments and outline the main
ontent. A self implemented extension to the Mozilla Firefox browser supports the user
in the task and allows him or her to save an HTML do ument together with its meta
information and the sele ted text of the main
extension is lo ated in a sidebar and
main

ontent and several

ontent. As

an be seen in gure 5.6, the

onsists of a large text editor

ontrols to handle the meta data. The user

text in the web do ument by highlighting it with the mouse and
omponent. On e the main

ontent has been

omponent for the
an repeatedly sele t

opy it into the editor

ompletely transferred into the editor and

the meta data settings of language et . have been made, the browser extension provides
the fun tionality to store the HTML sour e
main

ode of the original do ument, the outlined

ontent and the meta data to the le system. A separated Java program is used to

ompile the single les into a pa kage stru ture as used by the evaluation framework.
This approa h was used to

reate a very diversied test pa kage.

It

onsists of a

olle tion of 65 do uments from a variety of web sites with dierent ba kgrounds. In luding
e- ommer e online shops, newspapers portals with short news ashes and full arti les,
manuals and referen es, the

olle tion

overs a wide range of dierent web pages

ontaining
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Table 5.2: Overview of the automati ally generated test pa kages.
Pa kage

Web site

URL

Language

Do uments

bb

BBC online

http://news.bb . o.uk

English

1000

Chip online

http://www. hip.de

German

361

e onomist

E onomist. om

http://www.e onomist. om

English

250

espresso

L'espresso

http://espresso.repubbli a.it

Italian

139

golem

Golem

http://golem.de

German

1000

heise

heise online

http://www.heise.de

German

1000

repubbli a

La Repubbli a.it

http://www.repubbli a.it

Italian

1000

slashdot

Slashdot

http://slashdot.org

English

364

spiegel

Spiegel online

http://www.spiegel.de

German

1000

telepolis

Telepolis

http://www.telepolis.de

German

1000

wiki

Wikipedia

http://de.wikipedia.org

German

1000

yahoo

Yahoo! news

http://news.yahoo. om

English

1000

zdf

ZDF heute.de

http://www.heute.de

German

422

hip

textual main

ontents. To redu e the impa t of making an unlu ky

whi h represent outliers

hoi e of do uments

aused by extreme forms of single arti les, ve typi al pages from

ea h website were in luded in the pa kage, if possible relating to dierent topi s.
The spe ialised extra tors for parti ular web sites are based on the Java networking
API, the SAX oriented HTML parser mentioned in 2.1.2 and the pa kage management
fun tionality of the evaluation framework.
wrappers for lo ating the main

They are basi ally equivalent to hand

oded

ontent in web do uments. To build the pa kages it is then

su ient to download several do uments from the a
ontent. Also the meta data of the do uments

ording web sites and extra t the main

an be harvested or extra ted automati ally.

Pa kages

reated in this way allow massive testing of a CE method on do uments with

dierent

ontents but similar stru ture, thus, they provide a good base for evaluating the

stability of the method.
The pa kages
used to

reated with this approa h are listed in table 5.2.

reate the pa kages have in

All the web sites

ommon that they provide textual main

kind, the style and the length of this

ontents; the

ontent, instead, varies. The do uments also

over

a large range of dierent layouts and web design te hniques to ree t several dierent
s enarios: the do uments of some the web sites are quite ri h in additional
onsist of little more than the main
main

ontent, in others the main

in graphi s, others

ontents, others

ontent; some have a quite stru tured or fragmented

ontent

onsists of a single blo k of text; some are ri h

ontain only few images; some do uments are written are in English,

others in German and yet others in Italian.
In most

ases the main

ontent is quite obvious to spot. The only tri ky

ase is repre-

sented by the do uments of the slashdot pa kage. As already mentioned in 4.1, the main
arti le of those do uments is always extended by a rather lengthy dis ussion thread
by the slashdot users. We will

onsider the dis ussion not to be part of the main

reated
ontent.
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reated gold standards forms altogether

14 pa kages with a total of 9,601 do uments available for the evaluation of CE algorithms.
Appendix A

ontains more details about the pa kages and how the gold standards were

obtained.

5.4.2 Algorithms
Not all single do ument CE algorithms have been developed to an extent that they are
ready to be used.

Some of the papers we found dealing with CE remain vague about

implementing the proposed

on ept, even less provide a referen e implementation.

more developed algorithms were already presented in 3.2, a
algorithms takes into

ordingly our

The

omparison of

onsideration only those approa hes, namely Crun h, BTE, DSC,

LQF, FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor.
But even most those algorithms are presented only in theory and it was impossible
to nd an implementation.

Only the Crun h framework

as an independent appli ation [KGB05℄.
implementation in Python [Fin05℄.
s rat h, following as

an be downloaded and run

For BTE exists a publi ly available referen e

The other algorithms had to be implemented from

lose as possible the des riptions in literature.

Where des ription

details were missing, small gaps were lled at best knowledge to follow the ideas of the
algorithms. In the
ne essary to

ase of the FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor algorithms it was

onta t the authors to

larify some open questions.

The CE algorithms were implemented in Java.

Beyond having a very ri h standard

API, espe ially in the eld of web te hnologies, this allowed to reuse some of the

ode

written for the evaluation framework. Furthermore, there are several available libraries for
standard tasks: the JTidy program, for instan e, to

orre t synta ti al errors in HTML

do uments and to build DOM tree representation.
So, while the theoreti

ba kground of the algorithms has been des ribed in detail in

hapter 3 about related work, here we will take a look at the algorithms from a pra ti al
point of view. We will des ribe a few implementation details and give an example of how
they nd the main

ontent of a web do ument using the news arti le from the Yahoo

web site shown in gure 5.7. This web page is
evaluation, but

ertainly not representative for a general

an help to get a subje tive impression of the performan e and to possibly

dis over some weak points of the algorithms. For this purpose we will always take a look
at the general shape of the web do ument and in detail how the upper part of the main
ontent is ae ted.
The evaluation framework was designed to in orporate the CE lters as proxy servers
in a network environment. Hen e, it is ne essary to provide a simple proxy server, whi h
needs to be

apable of modifying web do uments when forwarding them. The option of

modifying a do ument will be used by the CE lters to remove the additional

ontents.

Under this aspe t, Crun h is the easiest appli ation to test as it is designed as a ready to
use proxy server itself. We use version 2.0 with standard settings. The output of Crun h
for our example web page from Yahoo is shown in gure 5.8.

The

hanged layout and

the removal of images are due to the rewriting and restru turing that is part of Crun h's
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Figure 5.7: Original form of the Yahoo news arti le prior to any CE.

extra tion pro ess. Beyond this, the example shows

learly how Crun h removes text lists

and link lists with its internal LQF. Con erning the other kinds of

ontent Crun h is quite

onservative and rather removes too little than too mu h of them.
For the other algorithms we will use a very simple, self implemented and Java based
HTTP proxy with a standardised interfa e for

ontent lters.

ommuni ating with the proxy via this interfa e.

The CE algorithms are

For an easier in orporation with this

proxy we use a reimplementation of the BTE algorithm in Java whi h follows exa tly the
Python referen e implementation. This has the additional advantage that all algorithms are
realised in Java. Hen e, none of them should have parti ular advantages or disadvantages
in time performan e due to the underlying programming language. The tokenisation of a
web do ument in word and tag tokens as required for BTE or DSC is based on the HTML
parser mentioned in 2.1.2 for lo ating tags and a fun tion to split up strings at white spa e
hara ters for distinguishing single words.

5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Do ument Algorithms
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Figure 5.8: The Yahoo news arti le ltered with Crun h.

The result of the BTE extra tion of our example do ument

an be seen in gure 5.9. It

extra ts far too mu h; only the navigation menu at the top of the page has been removed.
Optimising the extra t to

ontain most words while ex luding most tags seems not to work

very well with the Yahoo page. The additional
and

ontents are probably too ri h in words

ontain relatively few tags.

Unlike the publi ations on Crun h and BTE, the paper introdu ing the DSC algorithm
mentions no referen e implementation. Further, the approa h was originally not intended
for CE at all but served solely for distinguishing between do uments whi h
arti le as main

ontain a text

ontent versus those whi h do not. Hen e, we have to provide an imple-

mentation of the algorithm ourselves. To do so, we

an exploit the do ument tokenisation

developed for BTE and use it to build the do ument slope

urve. Following pre isely the

des ription of the algorithm as in 3.2.3, the extra t generated by DSC on the Yahoo arti le
looks like in gure 5.10. It seems DSC tends to extra t too little of the main

ontent as the

headline and the rst paragraph are missing. However, the result is very pre ise  most of
the additional

ontents have been removed as well.
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Figure 5.9: The Yahoo news arti le ltered with BTE.

Also for FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor we have to implement the algorithm
based on the des ription in the related literature [DMG05b℄ alone. The DOM a
do ument is realised via the a

ording fun tions of JTidy. An e-mail ex hange with Sandip

Debnath, one of the authors of the algorithm,
page segmentation and that the employed
with a setting of

k = 3,

laried a few open questions about the web

k -means

i.e. to form three

lustering algorithm has to be used

lusters. Therefore, following the des riptions

losely and using the original setting of forming three
implementation should

ess to a

orrespond quite

lusters, the performan e of our

losely to the one of the original paper. In gure

5.11 the extra t of the K-FeatureExtra tor algorithm is shown. Applied to our example
do ument, it seems to perform quite well as it extra ts the entire arti le body. The headline
is missing, though, and also some additional

ontents in the footer remained undete ted.

As the LQF extra tors may have several variations, we will use only one representative,
general algorithm whi h follows the formal des ription as given in 3.2.4. The extra tion
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Figure 5.10: The Yahoo news arti le ltered with DSC.

is based on a blo k lo al link/text removal ratio, whi h does not take into
nested blo ks. If this ratio of links is above a
as not being part of the main

onsideration

ertain threshold the entire blo k is dis arded

ontent. As threshold we use ratios of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 to

evaluate dierent settings. This

orresponds to removing those regions in a do ument for

whi h more than a quarter, more than half or more than three quarters of the text resides
in hyperlinks. The ee t of LQF on the example web page

an be seen in gure 5.12. As

expe ted, it eliminates navigation menus and link lists very well but it fails to remove any
additional

ontent whi h is not

hara terised by a high rate of hyperlinks.

Ex ept the above mentioned CE algorithms we will further use a proxy whi h serves
the do uments un hanged. This plain method for CE will always s ore a perfe t re all
as it

ertainly extra ts all relevant

pre ision as it extra ts all irrelevant
not using CE at all and allows to

ontents, but it will perform poorly
ontents as well. This pseudo-method

onsidering the
orresponds to

laim from any CE algorithm to perform better than this

alternative, hen e, it will serve as a baseline in the evaluation pro ess
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Figure 5.11: The Yahoo news arti le ltered with K-FeatureExtra tor.

So, with Crun h, BTE, DSC, FeatureExtra tor, K-FeatureExtra tor, LQF with the
three threshold settings and the plain method as baseline, we will evaluate altogether nine
dierent methods for CE.

5.4.3 Evaluation Pro ess
The evaluation pro ess is set up as follows. We

ondu t an evaluation run for all possible

ombinations of pa kages and algorithms. Hen e, we
les

9 · 14 = 126

CSV

ontaining altogether all the results for ea h single do ument.

Those results are then
and

reate a total of

ompiled into a graphi al presentation to allow an easier analysis

omparison of this huge amount of data. To do so, we

ompute for ea h evaluation run

an average value for re all, pre ision and F1 separately for all levels of granularity, as well
as an average for the pro essing time per kB and the estimate for the standard deviation of
F1 over all the do uments. Further, to allow the dire t

omparison of the performan e of

the dierent methods, we integrate the average values of ea h measure a ross all methods
on erning the same pa kage. That is, we take, for example, the F1 performan es of all
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Figure 5.12: The Yahoo news arti le ltered with LQF and a threshold of 0.25.

methods on the same pa kage and plot them in a single diagram, to see how the methods
perform in dire t

omparison. To see the inuen e of the dierent levels of granularity, the

performan e values based on the

hara ter sequen e, the word sequen e, the bag of words

and the set of words are displayed in the same graph. Continuing our example of the F1
performan e, we will obtain as a result the
CE method. The

ombination of the

hara teristi

urve of the F1 s ores for ea h

urves of several CE algorithms in one

hart shows

the relative and absolute performan e of the methods at all levels of granularity.
The

hart in gure 5.13 shows an example of how these

performan e of all of our nine CE methods

urves look like for the F1

on erning all levels of granularity. The

is read as follows: the title of the diagram tells that the

hart in this

hart

ase plots the F1

performan e on the heise pa kage. Ea h CE method is represented by a line with a dierent
olour; the assignment of

olours to the extra tion algorithms is indi ated in the legend.

FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor are abbreviated by
other methods are abbreviated as before.

fe

and

kfe

respe tively; the

The granularity of the performan e measures

an be read from the labels on the x-axis: CS for the

hara ter sequen e, WS for word

sequen e, BoW for bag of words and SoW for the set of words model underlying the
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Figure 5.13: F1 performan e of the CE algorithms on the heise pa kage.

do ument representation. The y-axis shows the a tual performan e and ranges from 0 to
1 a

ording to the possible values of F1.

5.4.4 Results
Having explained how to read the

harts of the evaluation results, we

attention on the a tual performan e of the CE methods.

an now fo us the

Most of them perform in a

omparable manner a ross the mayor part of the evaluation pa kages.

The results for

the heise pa kage shown in gure 5.13 are quite typi al and representative for most other
pa kages.

So, the

onsiderations that follow

an be observed in the heise

hart but are

valid for nearly all the samples.
Looking at the results in general, the rst thing to noti e is that the dierent levels of
granularity do not inuen e the resulting performan e very mu h. On the heise pa kage
in parti ular, the relative performan e of the CE algorithms remains un hanged under all
do ument models: the algorithms are always ranked in the same order independently of
the granularity. With few ex eptions this behaviour

an be observed in most

ases  at

least for the average F1 s ores.
Also the ranking of the algorithms itself is quite typi al and is

onrmed by the results

on most other pa kages, in parti ular the result that DSC s ores the highest F1 values.
While the gures 5.13 to 5.21 illustrate some the evaluation results graphi ally for the
more signi ant pa kages, table 5.3 gives a very

ompa t but

omplete overview of the
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bte
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
plain

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

bb

hip

Table 5.3: Word sequen e F1 s ores for all pa kages and CE algorithms.

0.676 0.262 0.736 0.835 0.532 0.674 0.409 0.842 0.113 0.749 0.927 0.853 0.602 0.875
0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772
0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847
0.147 0.015 0.002 0.035 0.273 0.264 0.141 0.099 0.067 0.002 0.143 0.236 0.109 0.015
0.677 0.276 0.697 0.035 0.200 0.580 0.357 0.097 0.077 0.689 0.823 0.593 0.673 0.491
0.834 0.502 0.732 0.667 0.926 0.791 0.387 0.826 0.135 0.790 0.906 0.690 0.708 0.579
0.826 0.502 0.720 0.666 0.806 0.787 0.381 0.816 0.127 0.775 0.906 0.752 0.670 0.578
0.798 0.473 0.694 0.665 0.735 0.767 0.374 0.816 0.118 0.749 0.906 0.785 0.644 0.571
0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514

word sequen e based F1 performan e of all methods on all pa kages. It

an be seen in this

table, that the telepolis, wiki and zdf pa kages are the only ones where DSC is outperformed

4

by other methods . However, on the telepolis pa kage DSC is obtaining very good results
and is inferior to the other CE methods merely be ause they perform extraordinarily well.
Also on the do uments taken from ZDF heute it is se ond to BTE only by a narrow margin.
So, the wiki pa kage is the only one, where DSC shows signi ant drawba ks. But as we
will see soon, wiki pages are problemati

in general in a CE

ontext.

In the performan e ranking of the algorithms, the se ond position after DSC is not as
lear. BTE, LQF and Crun h show their weak and strong sides, depending on the pa kage.
We will now take a

loser look at these algorithms. As on the heise pa kage Crun h is

better than LQF, whi h is in turn better than BTE, we will look at the algorithms in this
order.
Crun h a hieves good results not only on the heise but also on most other pa kages.
However, on some do uments the performan e seems to drop remarkably, e.g. on the
pa kage. An explanation for this outlier in performan e
outdated in version 2.0.

hip

ould be that Crun h is slightly

The in orporated heuristi s are based on assumptions about

how web pages are designed and

oded  but design and

oding guidelines have

sin e the publi ation of Crun h and its latest update in 2004.

hanged

Another observation is

that Crun h performs better than LQF on the major part of the test pa kages. This is
not very surprising, as Crun h involves an LQF implementation itself.
heuristi s might then slightly improve the results in most

The additional

ases. The observation that the

additional heuristi s do not always lead to an improvement might be as ribed to fa t that
the assumptions underlying those heuristi s do not t the do uments in these
reason for the failure of the heuristi s might be on e more the
4 Looking

ases.

A

hanges in web design.

at the gures, BTE seems better also on the manual pa kage. However, a dieren e in F1
s ores of 0.006 is so small, that the two methods an be onsidered of equivalent quality for this pa kage.
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The dierent versions of LQF, instead, are doing usually a quite reliable job.

Their

performan e is pretty good on all of the test pa kages. The threshold setting, remarkably,
inuen es the results surprisingly little. Quite often there is hardly any dieren e between
the F1 values for the thresholds of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. If a dieren e o

urs it is usually the

0.25 threshold whi h performs slightly better. Higher settings probably prevent additional
ontents with some but not too many links from being removed. The biggest drawba k of
LQF is its in apability to re ognise those additional

ontents whi h do not

onsist mainly

of hyperlinks.
Also the BTE algorithm usually delivers good results, though not always at the same
height as Crun h. In few pa kages it even outperforms DSC, on others instead it is falling
far behind. On average BTE a hieves the same ranking as LQF in relation to the other
methods. When looking at the individual pa kages, instead, the performan e of the two
approa hes varies noti eably. The reason that sometimes it is LQF and sometimes it is
BTE obtaining better results is very likely found in the two very dierent approa hes for
lo ating the main

ontent. BTE ee tively looks for a long text, while LQF ex ludes parts

of the do ument whi h

ontain too many links.

A

ordingly, it depends on the kind of

do ument whi h one of the algorithms performs better.
All of the so far mentioned methods s ore good results. Leaving aside the wiki pa kage,
they are in parti ular always a hieving better F1 s ores than the plain method. Hen e,
they more or less really do manage to lo ate the main

ontent. This observation

annot

be made in general for the FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor.
FeatureExtra tor in parti ular shows a remarkably bad performan e. It a hieves nearly
always the worst results, ex ept for one

ase where K-FeatureExtra tor performs still worse.

And while K-FeatureExtra tor apart from this one ex eption seems a mu h better approa h, it still has quite often an F1 s ore below the one of the baseline of the plain
method.
These results seem quite

onfusing, given the observations of Debnath et al.

evaluating their algorithm in [DMG05b℄. They
based re all and pre ision measures in most test

when

al ulated very high s ores for the blo k
ases for both of their algorithms. Also

the performan e of K-FeatureExtra tor on our example Yahoo web page seemed better.
Looking at the details of the algorithms and the evaluation method of Debnath et al.
explains the divergen e between the observed results. Both algorithms look for blo ks in
the do ument whi h are parti ularly pure with respe t to a
a textual main

ontent, as in our

need to look for those blo ks

ertain desired feature. For

ase, the desired feature is text.

ontaining preferably only text.

like headlines or teaser texts, usually

ontain no other

So, the algorithms

Now, while short blo ks,

ontent beside text and not even

other HTML elements, the arti le body  and thus the major part of the main
is frequently a bit more stru tured. It very likely

onsists of several paragraphs,

hyperlinks or uses simple formatting instru tions like
itali

writing. These small stru tures

ontains

hanging the font style to bold or

ause the main arti le blo k to be less pure than the

headline or teaser and, thus, might ause it to be dis arded. This ee t o
often in pra ti e and FeatureExtra tor eliminates all
headline. The blo k

ontent 

urs a tually quite

ontents from a do ument ex ept the

lustering me hanism in K-FeatureExtra tor partly

ounterbalan es
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this behaviour. However, this balan e is not very stable and
wrong side. If the 100% pure text blo ks form a
less pure blo ks of the arti le body form another

an easily be tipped to the

luster on their own, while the slightly
luster, the same results

as for FeatureExtra tor: headline and teaser remain, all the other

an be observed

ontents are deleted.

The fa t, that Debnath et al. observed nevertheless a good performan e is probably due
to their evaluation method and an unlu ky

hoi e of test do uments. In the motivation

for new evaluation measures we have already seen an example of when blo k based IR
measures like F1, re all and pre ision
the example we used then was

an

ause distorted and de eiving results.

While

onstru ted and not based on an existing do ument for

the sake of simpli ity, the des ribed problem is very real for the two FeatureExtra tor
algorithms. Both algorithms very likely
main

lassify most blo ks

ontent, but simply fail on the largest blo k of main

that the do uments used for evaluation in [DMG05b℄
main

orre tly into additional and
ontent. Additionally it seems

onsisted of one pure text blo k for the

ontent only, so the sample tted perfe tly to the algorithm. But for some few, other

web do uments, also the evaluation in the paper of Debnath lists some extreme drops in F1
performan e, whi h

orrespond more to the results we

an see here. So, FeatureExtra tor

and K-FeatureExtra tor really do have a bad CE performan e and our evaluation measures
ree t this very well.
When

hoosing a CE algorithm for a parti ular appli ation, for whi h the impa t of

missing or superuous data is known, it is also interesting to take a

loser look at pre ision

and re all separately. After all, pre ision gives the ratio of superuous data in the result and
re all provides information about the ratio of missing data. Using again the heise pa kage
as quite representative for all pa kages, we look at the respe tive re all and pre ision harts
in gure 5.14 and 5.15.
The pre ision performan e is quite interesting. All methods are more pre ise than the
baseline of the plain method. And the ranking under F1 seems to

orrespond to the gain

in pre ision  ex ept for FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor. As already explained
above, those two algorithms might be quite pre ise, but tend to extra t far too little.
This behaviour is also ree ted in the harts in 5.15 showing the re all s ores. Espe ially
FeatureExtra tor falls far behind the other methods. DSC and Crun h loose points under
the re all measure as well, but not of the same magnitude. This observation

learly shows

the tradeo between pre ision and re all. A method s oring high in re all usually is poor
in pre ision, a

ommon problem in the eld of IR. However, it seems that with little loss in

re all the methods usually a hieve a quite good improvement in the pre ision rating. And
DSC seems  in the light of the F1 measure  to strike the best balan e between a loss of
re all and the gain in pre ision.
So far we looked mainly at the evaluation results on the heise pa kage.
again to table 5.3 above, we

an say that most other pa kages are

variations in the order of the CE algorithms

Referring

omparable, with slight

oming se ond to DSC. In addition to the

relative performan e of the algorithms, also the absolute s ores for F1, re all and pre ision
are similar  in parti ular the extra tion performan e of DSC is settled on a
high level.

onstantly

In appendix B the evaluation results for all pa kages, all CE methods and
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Figure 5.14: Pre ision performan e of the CE algorithms on the heise pa kage.

Figure 5.15: Re all performan e of the CE algorithms on the heise pa kage.
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Figure 5.16: F1 performan e of the CE algorithms on the slashdot pa kage.

all evaluation measures under the dierent do ument models are listed with all details in
tabular form.
However, it is worth take a look at two parti ularly interesting pa kages in detail:
slashdot and wiki. They are of parti ular interest, be ause they reveal some of the typi al
problems of CE algorithms.
Figure 5.16 shows, that the F1 performan e of the CE methods on the slashdot pa kage
is in general mu h lower than on all other pa kages.

This is due to the fa t that we

ex luded the users' dis ussion and remarks on the original news arti le from the main
ontent. Under the aspe t of style and appearan e, these dis ussions and remarks t very
well the des ription of the main

ontent and as the news arti le is additionally very short

its appearan e does not dominate the web page. All heuristi s whi h look for a longer text
will a

ordingly tend to extra t also the user dis ussion, if not even ex lude the short main

ontent. Hen e, we

an dedu e that short main

if the do uments are polluted with additional
The F1 s ores

ontents are di ult to retrieve, espe ially
ontents

ontaining longer texts.

on erning the pa kages built from Wikipedia do uments are presented

in gure 5.17. Also the wiki pa kage turns out to be very tri ky for all the algorithms and,
at least in the light of the F1-measures, it nearly seems best not to use any CE method
at all. Only BTE a hieves better results than the plain method. Taking into a

ount that

basi ally all methods try to identify parts in a do ument with little links or long texts with
no tags, it be omes obvious, that a wiki arti le with its stru tured and, thus, fragmented
ontent and its usually high rate of in-text-links is the worst s enario possible.
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Figure 5.17: F1 performan e of the CE algorithms on the wiki pa kage.

The problem of the methods with the wiki pa kage be omes obvious when looking at
re all and pre ision separately, as shown in the gures 5.18 and 5.19. While pre ision, in
omparison to the baseline, improves only a little or even de reases for some algorithms,
the re all rate drops drasti ally. So, here the usually observed tradeo between re all and
pre ision does not seem to apply.
It remains to look at the stability of the algorithms, i.e. the estimates for the standard
deviation

on erning the F1 values within ea h pa kage.

We see those values in gure

5.20 for the heise pa kage.

In addition to being representative again, this is one of the

largest pa kages as well. A

ordingly it provides a large base of experiments to estimate

the standard deviation.
The

hart shows that the standard deviation of the F1 measure roughly ranges from

0.1 to 0.15 for all methods. An observation whi h

5

pa kages .

an be made in all automati ally

reated

Con erning stability, the generally bad performing FeatureExtra tor and K-

FeatureExtra tor are an ex eption again. Espe ially the instable behaviour of the latter
underlines the remark of above on the fragile out ome of the
to their purity. This

lustering of blo ks a

ording

ould explain as well, why the performan e of K-FeatureExtra tor

seemed dierent for our example Yahoo do ument: it might simply be one of those

ases

where the unstable algorithm delivered quite good results.
5 The

form.

standard deviation in the manual pa kage is higher as the do uments have a mu h more varied

5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Do ument Algorithms

Figure 5.18: Pre ision performan e of the CE algorithms on the wiki pa kage.

Figure 5.19: Re all performan e of the CE algorithms on the wiki pa kage.
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Figure 5.20: Stability of the CE algorithms on the heise pa kage.

Figure 5.21: Time performan e of the CE algorithms on the heise pa kage.
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Looking lastly at the time performan e of the algorithms in gure 5.21, we

an say

that DSC and FeatureExtra tor are the fastest, though the dieren es with other methods
are negligible.

Only BTE peeks out, by being on average mu h slower in pro essing a

do ument. On some pa kages the pro essing time of BTE is even beyond one se ond per
kB. Considering an average do ument size of 50 to 70 kB, BTE will take about a minute to
lo ate the main

ontent. Its in orporated approa h of formulating CE as an optimisation

problem and nding a solution to it turns out to be expensive for long do uments. This
renders BTE unsuitable for use in an on-the-y system.

5.5 Summary
The evaluation framework and the in orporated evaluation measures have proved to work as
intended and the results

orrespond quite well to the subje tively per eived performan e of

the CE algorithms. The dierent levels of granularity used for evaluation measures showed
to be more or less equivalent.

However, in

omparison with the blo k based evaluation

measures, they ree t far better the real performan e of CE algorithms and are less prone
to deliver misleading results.
Considering the existing CE methods, it is ironi ally DSC whi h is the best performing
CE algorithm, as it originally was not even intended to be used for CE. The results of
Crun h are very good as well, but demonstrate in some
a single do ument CE algorithm
to drop signi antly under

ases how the heuristi s underlying

an be ome outdated and

ertain

ause the system performan e

ir umstan es. The LQF extra tors on the other hand

revealed to be relatively stable and surprisingly tolerant to the threshold setting.
The performan e of the two FeatureExtra tor algorithms is quite disappointing. Given
the observations and evaluations in the original paper of Debnath et al. one would have
expe ted far better results.

This demonstrates quite impressively, how important the

development of new evaluation measures was in order to obtain reliable results. Finally,
BTE is a good algorithm but it is too slow for being in orporated in time

riti al systems.

Beyond the performan e of the algorithms it turned out that short or very fragmented
textual main

ontents are di ult to lo ate, as shown by the do uments taken from the

Slashdot and Wikipedia web site.
In the next

hapter we will develop three new single do ument CE algorithms.

In

doing so, we will pay attention to the observed problems in order to over ome some of the
di ulties.
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Chapter 6
New Single Do ument Algorithms
In this

hapter we will develop, des ribe and nally evaluate three new CE algorithms:

largest pagelet, largest size in rease

and

ontent ode blurring.

The rst two algorithms

are based on work in the related elds of wrapper generation and TD. They represent a
variation of the original CE task. The aim of this variation is to lo ate the smallest DOM
sub-tree whi h

ontains all of the main

some additional
will motivate this

ontents as well.

ontent fragments, even if this sub-tree

ontains

Before going into the details of those algorithms, we

on ept of modifying the sear h for the main

ontent to nding a single

DOM sub-tree. For this purpose we will des ribe a few appli ation s enarios where this
slightly modied version of CE
Content

an be of interest.

ode blurring, the third algorithm presented, is instead a lassi al CE algorithm

whi h is again aiming at outlining the main

ontent as good as possible. It is an entirely

novel algorithm, based on the idea to nd those parts in a web do ument whi h have a
uniform format as a homogeneous format is quite

hara teristi

for the main

ontent. It

also in orporates some te hniques whi h parti ularly aim at helping with the problemati
do uments we have seen in the last hapter. We will develop three variants of this algorithm
and see that on most do uments it performs better than the methods we have seen so far.

6.1 Lo ating the DOM Sub-Tree of the Main Content
The rst two algorithms we will develop in this
DOM sub-tree whi h still

overs all of the main

ontent sub-tree seems, at rst sight,
hapter. After all, the results in
better, are those

hapter try to nd the smallest possible
ontent.

The aim of nding this main

ontradi tory to the observations made in the last

hapter 5 reveal that the CE approa hes whi h perform

apable of lo ating also split up and distributed main

ontents. The best

example is the

omparison between DSC and BTE, whi h are both based on the same data

stru ture and

on eptual idea: DSC being able to deal with fragmented and distributed

main

ontents is in general the better CE solution.

We will now des ribe four s enarios to elu idate this apparent

ontradi tion of intro-

du ing the variation of the CE task of nding a single DOM sub-tree. In these s enarios
129
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the pro ess of lo ating a parti ular node in the DOM tree whi h is the root of all of the
main

ontent fragments

an be interesting or even more important than outlining the main

ontent as pre isely as possible.

Ex hange of the underlying template framework:
quite often provide a single slot for the main

The templates used by WCMS

ontent. Even though the

this slot might later on be enri hed on-the-y and extended with
lated information, the arti le or text whi h makes up the main

ommer ials or re-

ontent is usually not

fragmented or split up to anti ipate this modi ation. Hen e, the main
ally resides in a single DOM sub-tree. Extra ting

ontent in

ontent usu-

ontents from one template based

do ument and in luding them in another template stru ture gives rise to the need
of identifying the root node of the main

ontent slot in the rst do ument. Copying

ontents from one do ument into another one while maintaining the stru ture of the
ontent is mu h easier when dealing with DOM sub-trees, as there is no need to pay
attention to the resulting do ument having a synta ti ally

orre t HTML stru ture.

Personal information management and e-learning suites are examples of appli ations
that

an benet from this s enario of information integration.

an in lude the main

These appli ations

ontent of a do ument and its stru tured DOM sub-tree into

their own repository without having to bother about the additional

Dis overy of regions for editing:

ontents.

In 3.2.6 we mentioned the IsaWiki system. It allows

to personalise and edit arbitrary web pages in a Wiki style. To preserve the general
stru ture of the web pages, editing is restri ted to those regions whi h
the

ontribute to

ontent and do not serve stru tural purposes. To nd these regions the rule-based

elISA algorithm

lassies do ument blo ks into

ommer ial, et . The do ument blo ks

ategories like

ontent, navigation,

orrespond to DOM sub-trees. Hen e, pro-

viding additional information about the sub-tree whi h

ontains the main

or at least whi h part of the do ument has to be analysed more
presen e of the main

ontent

arefully for the

ontent supports this task and might improve the performan e

of elISA and related systems.

Pre-pro essor for other CE method:
ontains the main

ontent

Lo ating a DOM node whi h most

ertainly

an also be suitable to aid other CE methods. By nar-

rowing the fo us of downstream CE methods on

ertain parts of the do ument, the

extra tion pro ess might be faster and more reliable.

Template analysis:

The last s enario we des ribe in this

template that underlies an HTML do ument.

ontext is the analysis of the

As the main

ontent

ertainly

on-

tributes most data for the nal do ument, nding and outlining the root node of the
main

ontent slot allows deeper insights into the stru tures of a template. It might

allow e.g. to re ognise the stru tures outside the main

ontent sub-tree as being most

likely template indu ed. This appli ation might serve TD tasks and is, in a
way,

omplementary to the pre-pro essing s enario for CE appli ations.

ertain
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In all these appli ations it is useful to pin-point a DOM node whi h is a
an estor to all main
requirement.

ontent fragments and for whi h none of its

ommon

hild nodes satises this

The algorithms we will des ribe in 6.2 and 6.3 are promising to full this

task. Given the spe ied s enarios we demand from su h algorithms to a hieve a high if not
even perfe t re all. Under this

onstraint they should also improve the pre ision s ores in

omparison to the alternative of not using CE at all, i.e. the plain method in our previous
experiments. A high re all and an improved pre ision

orrespond exa tly to fullling the

des ribed task of narrowing the fo us on those parts of a do ument whi h
the main

ertainly

ontain

ontent.

6.2 Largest Size In rease
The XWRAP elite system of Han, Buttler and Pu [HBP01℄ has already been mentioned
earlier during the dis ussion of related work in 3.1.2. It was said to be of parti ular interest
in the

ontext of CE as it

omprises a pre-pro essing phase to lo ate the primary

While nding the primary
on

ertain HTML sour e

We will now take a

ontent.

ontent in XWRAP is supposed to help the system fo ussing

ode regions for building a wrapper, it is itself a variation of CE.

loser look at how the pre-pro essing phase of XWRAP is working and

turn it into a CE lter.

6.2.1 Con ept and Idea
Han et al. developed three heuristi s to nd the main or primary

largest tag ount

(LTC),

highest fanout

(HF) and

ontent in a do ument:

largest size in rease

1

(LSI) .

The rst two heuristi s aim parti ularly at nding stru tured or semi-stru tured data in
web do uments, as this is the type of data wrappers sear h for. LTC

ounts the number of

tags ontained in a DOM sub-tree; a large number of tags orresponds to a highly stru tured
ontent. HF slightly renes this approa h by
nodes. A DOM sub-tree with more dire t
to the highly stru tured

ontents. For

not very useful, as a textual main
the additional

the textual main

lassi al CE appli ations, those two approa hes are

ontent is usually not very stru tured. Quite opposite,

mu h visible text

instead, namely LSI, is intended to nd a single node

ontent.

and, presumably, main

In order to nd a part of the do ument

ontent, Han et al.

ontaining

ontaining the most

al ulate for ea h node in the DOM tree how

ontent the node adds to the do ument.

relatively to the overall visible

By looking at this in rease

ontent of the parent node, it is possible to nd the node

ontributes more strongly to the

ontents of the do ument. For the

phase of XWRAP, this information is important in
1 Note

hild

ontents very likely will be mu h more stru tured.

The third heuristi

whi h

omparing the number of immediate

hildren is more likely an immediate root node

ontent lo ation

ombination with LTC and HF, as

that the largest size in rease algorithm is entirely dierent from the on ept of latent semanti
indexing whi h is ommonly abbreviated by LSI as well.
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otherwise the primary

ontent lo ation phase might result in nding highly stru tured

DOM sub-trees whi h do not

ontain any text

ontent.

For us it is instead interesting to analyse the suitability of LSI to support CE. Interpreting the node with the largest size in rease as the root node of the main

ontent, allows

turning the LSI algorithm into a CE method.

6.2.2 Adaptation and Implementation
There is not mu h adaptation work to do in order to use LSI for CE tasks. The algorithm,
as it is shown in 6.1,
largest size in rease.

an straight away be used for lo ating the DOM node with the
The only gap to ll in the work of Han et al.

measure the amount of visible

getText()

works.

is the way how to

ontent in a sub-tree, i.e. to dene how exa tly the fun tion

With this detail missing in the original publi ation, we will take the

straight forward approa h of

ounting the number of

in the entire sub-tree. Superuous white spa e
onsideration, in the same way as texts in

hara ters in the visible text nodes

hara ters will obviously not be taken into

style

and

s ript

nodes will be ignored.

Algorithm 6.1: LSI: nding the node with the largest size in
Input: D: DOM representation of a do ument
Output: n: DOM node with the largest size in rease
begin

rease

N ← nodes(D) ;
lsi ← 0 ;
n ← rootNode(D) ;
forea h m ∈ N do
vm ← length(getText(m)) ;
C ← des endents (m) ;
vcmax ← 0 ;
// Find largest hild size
forea h c ∈ C do
vc ← length(getText(c)) ;
if vcmax < vc then
vcmax ← vc ;

// Determine size in rease of node
si ← vm − vcmax ;
if lsi < si then
n←m;
lsi ← si ;

return n
end
On e the node whi h adds most visible
pro ess

ontent to the do ument is found, the extra tion

orresponds to deleting all visible text

ontents whi h are not

ontained in the

6.3 Largest Pagelet

a
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ording DOM sub-tree. The easiest way to realise this is to traverse the DOM tree and

remove all text nodes. When

oming a ross the main

ontent root node as indi ated by

LSI, the traversal does not des ent into this sub-tree. A

ordingly the texts in this sub-tree

are not removed.
The algorithm an easily be implemented in Java by using the DOM tree fun tionality
+
for HTML do uments, whi h is provided by the JTidy pa kage [GTG 08℄. In this way, the
CE adaptation of LSI
the last

an easily be in orporated into the proxy framework developed in

hapter, thereby allowing to evaluate and to

ompare LSI with other approa hes.

6.3 Largest Pagelet
We are now going to use another algorithm from the related work

hapter as a basis for

CE. The Page Partitioning [BYR02℄ of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan was dis ussed in 3.3.1
and is intended to lo ate pagelets.

Pagelets are des ribed as self- ontained regions in a

web do ument, i.e. regions whi h en apsulate a
or another atomi

ontent, a navigation menu, a fun tion

element. Looking at this informal des ription, also the main

ontent

represents one of those self- ontained regions. As it usually will be the largest of them, we
reate a single do ument CE lter based on extra ting the largest pagelet (LP).

6.3.1 Con ept and Idea
The Page Partitioning algorithm was developed in the

ontext of dis overing template

stru tures. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan understand templates as
self- ontained regions, i.e.

the pagelets.

building bri ks of a web page as they
thereby a template

olle tions of re urrent,

So, in their notion pagelets are somehow the

an be reused on dierent do uments and provide

hara teristi .

In order to dis over templates  whi h was the original intention of the approa h  it
is a

ordingly ne essary to lo ate the pagelets in a web do ument. This in turn requires

a formal des ription of pagelets. To des ribe what makes up a pagelet from a synta ti al
point of view, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan use the following denition: a pagelet is a DOM
node whi h does not have a pagelet as an estor node and does not
with at least

k

ontain any

hild node

links. The requirement that a pagelet has no pagelet node as an an estor

formulates a kind of maximality
pagelets as well, as they

riterion. Otherwise all

ertainly will not

ontain any

hild nodes of a pagelet would be
hildren themselves whi h have

k

or more links.
Using the number of hyperlinks

ontained in

hild nodes as a

hara terisation for self-

ontained regions seems at rst sight a strange approa h. In parti ular, navigation menus
an be

onsidered a pagelet from the semanti

des ription. But, given the synta ti

de-

nition, they will very likely be split up in smaller fragments.
However, for the

on ept of textual main

ontent, the pagelet des ription seems to t

quite well. Hen e, dete ting the pagelets in a single HTML do ument and looking for the
one whi h

ontains the most text is an interesting approa h to nd the main

ontent.
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6.3.2 Adaptation and Implementation
Based on the synta ti

denition of pagelets, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan developed the

Page Partitioning algorithm as shown in 6.2. Starting from a queue
node of a do ument, they
it has

he k for ea h pagelet

hild nodes with at least

as a pagelet and all its
Otherwise, if no

k

ontaining the root

andidate node in the queue, whether

links. If this is the

ase, the

urrent node is dis arded

hild nodes are added to the queue as new pagelet

hild node has

k

or more links, the node is

andidates.

lassied to be a pagelet itself.

Algorithm 6.2: Page partitioning of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan
Input: D: HTML do ument, k threshold of number of hyperlinks per pagelet.
Output: P : set of pagelet nodes.
begin
// Start with root node in queue
q.append(rootNode(D)) ;
P ←⊘;
while ¬isEmpty(q) do
n ← q.pop();
C ← des endents (n) ;
if ∃c ∈ C : ountLinks(c) ≥ k then
forea h c ∈ C do
q.append(c) ;

else

P ← P ∪ {n};

return P
end

The Page Partitioning algorithm does not need to be adapted for using it in the CE
environment. The only additional work is to nd the largest among the pagelets determined
by the Page Partitioning algorithm. As we are again interested in text, we sear h on e
more for the DOM sub-tree whi h
as for the LSI implementation,

ontains most visible text in terms of

s ript

and

are ignored when determining the amount of

style

hara ters. Just

ontents and white spa e

hara ters

ontent. Also the extra tion pro ess

an be

realised, as done for LSI, by using a tree traversal to remove the text from all DOM nodes
whi h are not

hildren of the node that represents the largest pagelet.

An important parameter for the Page Partitioning algorithm is
in

hild nodes whi h

auses a pagelet

k,

the number of links

andidate to be split in smaller pagelets

Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan used a value of

k = 3,

andidates.

but did not motivate this de ision

further. Hen e, we will also take a look at other settings during evaluation.

6.4 Content Code Blurring
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6.4 Content Code Blurring
After LSI and LP, whi h have been adaptations and translations of other algorithms for CE
purposes,

ontent

ode blurring is an entirely novel algorithm. Further, it is a traditional

CE algorithm in the sense that it fo uses on outlining the main

ontent as good as possible

 not ne essarily xing it to the sub-tree of a parti ular DOM node.
The idea underlying

ontent

ode blurring is to take advantage of the visual impression

a web page is supposed to a hieve. Additional

ontents su h as

ommer ials, navigation

menus, fun tional and design elements are usually highly formatted and
short texts. The main
formatted text.

ontent on the other hand is

As in the sour e

indi ated by a tag, we will a

ontain little and

ommonly a long and homogeneously

ode of an HTML do ument any

hange of format is

ordingly try to identify those parts of a do ument whi h

2

ontain a lot of (visible) text and few or no tags , i.e. areas with a lot of

ontent and little

ode.
To give an example, gure 6.1 shows a fragment of an HTML do ument as it is rendered
by a web browser and its sour e

ode form. Even in this quite small fragment we

an see a

main ontent and several additional ontents. The main ontent is the text in the paragraph
and reports about a list of alternative sear h engines. Additional

ontents appear in the

shape of meta information about the date and time of publi ation, an image logo and a
fun tional element to add user
learly how the additional

omments. The sour e

ontents

are mu h ri her in markup

ode of the do uments ree ts quite

onsist of mu h shorter texts and, at the same time,

ode.

6.4.1 Con ept and Idea
So, the idea and aim of
whi h

ontain a lot of

ontent

ode blurring is to lo ate those regions in a do ument

ontent and little

ode. To formalise this task we rst of all need

to formalise what is a region in a do ument, what exa tly we mean by
and how to measure the amount of
The question of what is

ontent or

orresponds to

ode

ode in the regions.

ontent and what is

erally speaking, all the tags in the sour e

ontent and by

ode

ode

an be answered quite easily. Gen-

orrespond to

ode while everything else

ontent. The tags after all provide the stru ture, the layout and the for-

matting of a web do ument, the text outside the tags makes up the

ontent. There are,

however, a few ex eptions from this simple rule:

•

HTML

omments are ignored for obvious reasons, even though they form a part of

the sour e

•

ode.

White spa e like blanks, linefeeds and tabulators may be part of the text in their
fun tion to separate single words. But in the major part of

urrently found HTML

do uments they are also used to layout and prettyprint the sour e
2 We

ode. Commonly,

will not dierentiate between the dierent kinds of tags, even if ertain kinds of tags have a stronger
inuen e on the layout than others.
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Figure 6.1: A fragment of an HTML do ument and its sour e

ode.

the intention behind this white spa e is to improve the readability and maintainability
of the

ode. In this fun tion blanks, linefeeds and tabulators are neutral

whi h are neither

•

The data in

ontent nor

s ript

and

ode, a

style

hara ters

ordingly we will ignore them.

elements is usually en apsulated in

as su h, will be ignored as stated above.

omments and,

But even if this behaviour is

best pra ti e not all web pages follow it. In the latter

onsidered

ases the style denitions or

6.4 Content Code Blurring

the s ript
onsidered
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ode do look like
ode

ontent, while in fa t they are not. Neither

an they be

on erning our notion as they usually do not ae t the layout of the

do ument at the same lo ation as they are dened in the sour e
even if they are not en apsulated in

omments,

3

ode. Therefore,

s ript and style elements and their

ontents are disregarded in the pro ess .

•

HTML entities are basi ally some kind of
Tri kier even, several

ode, though they do represent

a ter when the do ument is displayed in a browser appli ation. A
resolve them to single

Having treated those spe ial
ontent or

har-

ordingly we will

hara ters prior to further operations on the do ument.
ases and stripped o the ignored parts, we now have a

version of the do ument in whi h we
it is

ontent.

hara ters are nally meant to be resolved to one single

an determine

learly and for ea h part of it whether

ode.

The next question we posed is, how to turn the do ument into a stru ture for whi h
we

an dene the

on ept of regions.

We will take two dierent approa hes here.

rst approa h is to strike a new path for do ument representations in the CE
by determining for ea h single
based

hara ter whether it is

ontent or

ode. It is this

ontext
hara ter

on ept of regions whi h requires in parti ular the above mentioned handling of white

spa es and HTML entities. So, a do ument is turned into a sequen e of
hara ters.

ode and

ontent

The se ond approa h is based on a token sequen e like the one underlying

BTE and DSC. Ea h tag and ea h word
a

The

orrespond to a token. The whole do ument is

ordingly represented as a sequen e of tag and word tokens.
In the end, both ways lead to a representation of a do ument as a sequen e of elements

whi h are either
ontent or

ve tor .

ontent or

ode elements.

ode. The sequen e

reation of the

ontent

ode. Indeed, as long as the tags

ode ve tor will su

Now, based on this ve tor of atomi
way to
DSC

hara terised as a ve tor of atomi

ontent ode

An advantage that omes along with this do ument representation is the robustness

to invalid or badly formatted HTML
the

an be

We will refer to this ve tor from now on as the

al ulate the amount of

an be identied,

eed.

elements, we need to dene our regions and the

ontent and

ode therein.

The windowing approa h of

ould be a solution, but the problem with moving a window of xed width by always

the same oset is that the window positions do not take into

onsideration any do ument

stru ture. The window might be positioned in an unlu ky way and sli e o parts of the
main

ontent whi h are then grouped together with parts that are mainly

ode. Thus, we

will adopt a more exible approa h.
We will form regions, whi h are based themselves on the
of

ontent or of

ode. A

ordingly, it is immediately

riteria of

lear whether to retain or to dis ard

a region in an extra tion pro ess. To determine these regions, we will
atomi

element a ratio of how mu h it is surrounded by other

So, we determine for ea h
3 This

onsisting mainly

hara ter or ea h token how many

al ulate for ea h

ontent or

ontent and

ode elements.
ode

hara ters

also means that ontent ode blurring  like all other CE and TD algorithms  is in apable of
dealing with ontent dynami ally reated by lient side JavaS ript.
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or tokens surround it. If the
we

ontent ode ratio

is high for several atomi

elements in a row

an say that we have found a part of the do ument with a relatively uniform format,

as a high ratio implies that there are few tags in a part of the do ument whi h mainly
onsists of text.
How mu h an element is surrounded by
ontent or

ontent or

ode depends on the appearan e of

ode elements in its neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is dened individually

for ea h atomi

element and

orresponds to a symmetri

range of entries in the

ontent

ode ve tor. To further relax the sharp boundaries of this neighbourhood and to allow an
inuen e even beyond neighbourhood borders, we will use an iterative pro ess inspired by
the blurring lters in image pro essing appli ations.

6.4.2 Blurring the Content Code Ve tor
Before starting the pro ess of determining the
representation of the

ontent

ontent

ode ratio we will transform the

ode ve tor into a more suitable format. We will represent it

as a ve tor of oating point values. Ea h entry in the ve tor is initialised with a value of

1

if the a

ratios

ording element is of type

an be interpreted as the

by their neighbourhood.
ontent, a value of

0

ontent and with a value of

ontent

A value of

1

0

for

ode. These initial

ode ratio of the elements prior to being inuen ed
means that 100% of the

means that 0% of the elements are

onsidered elements are

ontent.

To obtain the a tual ratios whi h in orporate also the surrounding element values we
al ulate a weighted and lo al average of the values in the neighbourhood of ea h entry, i.e.
for ea h atomi

element. Based on these lo al average values, we

represents for ea h element the individual ratio of
If all the elements in a neighbourhood had a
average will be

1.

ontent and

ontent

reate a new ve tor whi h

ode in the neighbourhood.

ode ratio of

1, also the neighbourhood
0. In a

The same is valid for neighbourhoods with an initial ratio of

mixed neighbourhood the value for a single entry will be somewhere in the interval between

0

and

1.

The pre ise value depends on the values of the surrounding elements.

are mainly

ontent, the ratio will be high, if they are mainly

If they

ode, the ratio will be low 

exa tly the ee t that we intended to a hieve.
The weights in the average

al ulation are used for modelling a stronger inuen e of

near elements and a weaker inuen e for those lo ated further away. We

hoose the weights

ording to a Gauss distribution with parameters µ = 0 (ree ting the pivot element as
1
entre of the distribution) and σ = δ , where δ is the range of the neighbourhood.
2
Roughly speaking, it an be said that the range δ indi ates the dire t inuen e of an

a

the

element.
The inuen e of elements beyond the neighbourhood boundaries is a hieved by iteratively repeating this pro ess of

al ulating weighted, lo al neighbourhood averages.

ea h iteration we use the resulting ve tor of

ontent

In

ode ratios as input for the next step.

The iteration is stopped as soon as the values start to settle.
Visually the whole pro ess

orresponds to

onstru ting a one dimensional image from

the atomi elements, in whi h ea h pixel represents a single element, initially being oloured
white if it represents

ontent and bla k if it represents

ode. The iterative

al ulation of
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Figure 6.2: A Gauss lter blurs an image by spreading the
its neighbour pixels a

the

ontent

ording to a Gauss distribution.

ode ratio

hen e the name

olour information of a pixel to

ontent

orresponds to applying repeatedly a Gaussian blurring lter 
ode blurring. Gaussian lters

an be found in nearly all image

pro essing programs. They a hieve the blurred ee t in an image by spreading the
value of a pixel to its neighbour pixels a
demonstrated in gure 6.2:

ording to a Gauss distribution.

the upper image represents a very simple one dimensional

image with one bla k pixel surrounded by white pixels. The Gauss
this image determines how the
is the blurring ee t whi h

urve plotted beneath

olour is spread a ross the neighbour pixels and the result

an be seen in the lower image.

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the same blurring ee t on a more
generated in the des ribed above way from the sour e
initial example from gure 6.1. The rst image
ode ve tor, a white pixel a

ontent element.

an be re ognised quite

omplex image whi h was

ode of the HTML fragment of our

orresponds to the original ve tor and is a

sequen e of bla k and white pixels. A bla k pixel represents a
ontent

olour

The ee t is

ode element in the

ontent

The region of the long text of the main

learly by the longer white region whi h is interrupted

only by bla k pixels for the few tags inside the main

4

ontent . The se ond image in gure

6.3 demonstrates what happens when blurring the image: the abrupt transitions between
bla k and white are smoothed into shades of grey.
initially mainly bla k end up being

The parts of the image whi h were

oloured in darker shades, those whi h have initially

been mainly white will remain in lighter shades. Translated into the
bright areas have a high ratio of

ontent to

dark ones have a low ratio and are ri h in

ode and, a

ontent

ode ratio, the

ordingly, are ri h in

ode. However, the ee t, as

ontent, the

an be seen in the

last three images in gure 6.3, is less strong with every iteration and shows a

onvergen e

of the shades.
The shades of the image after the last appli ation of the blurring lter an be interpreted
as the nal
to

ontent

ode ratio. The brighter the shades, the higher is the ratio of

ode. Translating the shades ba k again into numeri
4 the

ontent

values, we have a value of

longest interruption orresponds to the tag of the hyperlink and its attribute for the URL.

1

for
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Figure 6.3: Blurring a

ontent and
be

loser to

0 for
0.

hara ter ve tor interpreted as greys ale image.

ode. A brighter grey

orresponds to value

Finding the regions in a do ument whi h
sele ting those elements whi h have a high

ontain mainly

ontent

loser to

1,

a darker grey will

ontent then

ode ratio, i.e. values

orresponds to

1.

loser to

We

will use a xed threshold for this ratio and sele t all elements of the do ument whi h have
a

ontent

ode ratio above this threshold as being part of the main

ontent.

Looking again at our example in gure 6.3: the bright areas in the last image have a
high

ontent

pixels whi h

ode ratio, the dark ones have a low ratio. Due to the repeated blurring, the
orrespond to the short texts in the additional

ontents be ame very dark. On

the other hand, the pixels representing the few tags whi h appeared in the main
be ame quite bright. If now we extra t only those texts, whi h have a high
ratio value, we get exa tly the main

ontent

ontent

ode

ontent we were looking for in our example.

Altogether, the iterative blurring pro ess has all the properties we want: ea h element
is assigned its own, individual
elements, while

ontent

ode ratio and it is inuen ed by the surrounding

onversely inuen ing them as well. Additionally, the elements that are

loser to the pivot element have a stronger inuen e than those being further away.

6.4.3 Adaptation and Implementation
Though the visual interpretation of blurring a bla k and white image is very des riptive,
our implementation of the
blurring the

ontent

ontent

ode blurring algorithm performs the

ode ve tor without the overhead of

al ulations of

reating an image representation.

Instead, it uses the ve tor representation of oating point numbers as des ribed above and
assigns the

0.

ontent elements an initial value of

1

and the

ode elements an initial value of

The operations of the blurring lter are then applied to this ve tor.
As soon as a

The stop

ertain stop

riterion is met, we stop the iteration of the blurring pro ess.

riterion we will use is a low rate of

hanges in the nally extra ted text. This

means, we determine, after ea h step of the iteration, the
main

ontent given the

urrent

ontent

ontent whi h would be de lared

ode ratio of the atomi

elements.

And if this

ontent extra t is be oming stable, the iteration is stopped. Other possible stop

riteria

ould be to x an absolute number of iterations or to require the

ontent

ode ratio to be ome small.

hanges in the
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The extra tion itself is based on the nal values of the
above a

ertain threshold

t they

are

onsidered main

and are repla ed with a previously dened
outlines the formal denition of
hara ter based

ontent

ontent

ontent elements. If their value is

ontent, otherwise additional

hara ter

r,

5

ontent

usually a blank . Algorithm 6.3

ode blurring and in ludes the

reation of the

ode ve tor. We will refer to this initial form of the algorithm as

CCB.
This basi

ontent

ode blurring algorithm is then further extended by a few down-

stream renements, in order to be able to handle spe ial
to extra t for ea h
rounding

ontent element with a

ontent

ases.

The rst adaptation is

ode ratio above the threshold all sur-

ontent elements as well. This extension of the extra tion ranges till the next

ode elements and it is intended to maintain
parti ularly ne essary for the

ontinuous text blo ks between tags. It is

hara ter based CCB, as otherwise it might happen that

words are extra ted only partially, if some

hara ters are above the threshold while others

are below.
This adaptation is also intended to support the re ognition of short main
task whi h was problemati

ontents  a

for most CE algorithms. In fa t, due to this modi ation, it

is enough if only a single element of a short text is

onsidered main

ontent to extra t the

entire text blo k.
Another problem we dis ussed in
fragmented

hapter 5 was the one of the wiki pa kage: highly

ontents whi h additionally

ontain a lot of in-text hyperlinks

CE heuristi s. We will introdu e a variation of CCB to

ontradi t most

ope with this problem as well.

The most prominent feature of Wikipedia arti les is the high number of in-text hyperlinks. They

ontribute most strongly to the fragmentation, whi h is problemati

also

for the attempt of CCB to nd areas with few tags. Thinking of our initial idea of text
blo ks with uniform layout, we

reate an

adapted CCB

(ACCB) whi h ignores an hor-tags

entirely. After all, hyperlinks are not inuen ing the format intentionally. The visual inuen e they have on the do ument is more a side-ee t of the ne essity to referen e another
do ument.
At the rst glan e, this approa h might seem too spe ialised, overtted for the Wikipedia
pages and even

ounterprodu tive for other kinds of HTML do uments. LQF for example

uses the presen e of hyperlinks as a sure sign for additional

ontents. Hen e, ignoring the

hyperlinks might weaken the general performan e of the CCB approa h. For this reason
we will

ompare the performan e of ACCB with the original CCB. We will not make this

dierentiation for the token based do ument representation, though, as it is mu h less
ae ted by the

hange of a single token.

So, for evaluation we will

onsider three variations of

ontent

ode blurring: the

har-

a ter based version in its original form (CCB), the one with the adaptation of ignoring
hyperlinks (ACCB) and the token based version (TCCB), whi h ignores hyperlinks as well.

5 The

option of repla ing the additional ontents with any other hara ter an be used to get a visual
impression of the removed ontent when looking at a ltered do ument in a web browser.
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Algorithm 6.3: CCB
Input: D: HTML do
w:

weight ve tor of length

repla ement

masked by

2δ + 1, SC :

stop

hara ter

Output: D′ HTML do
begin

D[i] is the i-th hara
riterion, t: threshold, r :

ument with resolved entities, where

ument, where all

hara ters in additional

ontents are

r

// Creating the ontent ode ve tor
k ← 1;
for i = 1 . . . |D| do
if ¬( isComment (D[i]) ∨ isWhiteSpa e (D[i]) ∨ isS ript (D[i]) ∨
isStyle (D[i])) then
if inTag (D[i]) then
c[k] ← 0;

else

c[k] ← 1;
k ← k + 1;

// Iterative blurring

repeat
for i = 1 . . . |c| do

ctmp [i] ← 0;
for j = −δ . . . + δ do
ctmp [i] ← ctmp [i] + c[i + j] · w[j];
c ← ctmp ;
until stop riterion SC is met ;
// Extra tion pro ess
k ← 1;
for i = 1 . . . |D| do
if ¬( isComment (D[i]) ∨ isWhiteSpa e (D[i]) ∨ isS ript (D[i]) ∨
isStyle (D[i])) then
if inTag (D[i]) then
D ′ [i] ← D[i];

else
if c[k] > t then

D ′ [i] ← D[i];

else

D ′ [i] ← r ;

k ← k + 1;

else

D ′ [i] ← D[i];

return D′
end

ter,
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6.5 Evaluation
Now that the adaptation of LSI and LP for CE purposes and the new

ontent

ode blurring

method and its variations have been developed and des ribed from a theoreti al point of
view it is time to evaluate their performan e. For evaluation we will use again the evaluation
framework developed in the last

hapter. For

omparability the evaluation will be made

on exa tly the same data and using the same evaluation measures.
During evaluation we will have to dierentiate between the performan e of LSI and LP
on one hand and CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the other. As mentioned already above, we
would wish and expe t LSI and LP to provide very good results under the re all measure,
while the F1 performan e is of se ondary importan e  as long as it is above the baseline of
the plain method. This would
the main
the

orrespond to an extra tion in whi h the algorithms lo ate

ontent very well, even if some additional

ontent

ontents have not been removed. For

ode blurring algorithms, instead, the primary aim is to deliver good F1 results

 espe ially in

omparison with DSC, whi h is so far the best among the evaluated CE

algorithms.

6.5.1 Fixing the Parameters
Before pro eeding to the evaluation, we need to x the parameters for LP, CCB, ACCB
and TCCB. For this purpose we use the evaluation framework as well. Using a small set
of do uments we look at the performan e for dierent parameter settings and

hoose the

one whi h provides on average the best results.
The parameter in LP

orresponds to the number

is required to split up pagelet

k

of links in nested stru tures whi h

andidates into smaller stru tures.

node whi h is analysed for being a pagelet
least

k

ontains a

In detail: if a DOM

hild node whi h in turn

hyperlinks, the node is dis arded as possible pagelet and all its

pagelet

andidates. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan used a setting of

ontains at

hild nodes be ome

k = 3.

However, sin e

the publi ation of the Page Partitioning algorithm some time has passed and the web has
always shown qui k

hanges in design prin iples and habits. Therefore, the number of links

in do uments might have in reased and a
in a pagelet.
between

3

and

Hen e, we evaluate the LP

11

ordingly also the

hara teristi

number of links

ontent extra tor with dierent settings for

k

in the Page Partitioning algorithm.

The results obtained for LP are very irregular. For some do uments, high settings for

k

a hieve better results, on other do uments, instead, low settings of

even, if high settings for

k=7

k

are better. Worse

is a good balan e, whi h on average performs best.

The

ontent

ode blurring algorithms have two main parameters:

neighbourhood and the threshold value.
atomi

k

perform well, low settings seem to fail and vi e versa. Choosing
the range of the

The range denes the dire t inuen e of the

elements on their neighbourhood; the threshold provides the minimum

ode ratio an element has to rea h for being de lared part of the main

ontent

ontent.

During the evaluation it be ame evident quite soon, that a threshold of 0.75 is a good
setting for all neighbourhood ranges and all variations of the algorithm.

Keeping the
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a

b-r40
b-r40

t

b-25
run h

ds
lsi
lp-7
plain

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table 6.1: Evaluation results of new single do ument algorithms: average F1 (WS).

0.924 0.703 0.890 0.875 0.959 0.916 0.419 0.968 0.177 0.861 0.908 0.682 0.732 0.929
0.923 0.716 0.914 0.876 0.939 0.841 0.420 0.964 0.160 0.858 0.913 0.403 0.742 0.929
0.914 0.842 0.903 0.871 0.947 0.821 0.404 0.918 0.269 0.910 0.902 0.660 0.758 0.745
0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772
0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847
0.886 0.070 0.842 0.838 0.554 0.645 0.376 0.877 0.076 0.722 0.942 0.764 0.781 0.574
0.954 0.698 0.835 0.863 0.319 0.603 0.322 0.918 0.177 0.893 0.931 0.574 0.060 0.623
0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514

threshold xed allows an easy exploration of settings for the range.

Here a range of 40

empiri ally showed to be a good hoi e for the hara ter based algorithms CCB and ACCB,
while for the token base TCCB a range setting of 25 results in a good performan e.

6.5.2 Results
After having xed the parameter settings based on a few experimental runs, we
and

an evaluate

ompare the new algorithms with the ones we have evaluated in the last

hapter.

Table 6.1 provides a qui k overview of the average F1 results for the word sequen e based
evaluation.

The table also lists the results for DSC and Crun h, as DSC was the best

performing CE algorithm and Crun h a hieved quite good re all values. Hen e, we will
ompare CCB, ACCB and TCCB with DSC and the LP and LSI algorithms with Crun h.
We will rst look at the performan e of the LSI and LP algorithm, before onsidering the
ontent

ode blurring implementations. The results in the table highlight immediately that

LSI and LP have extreme problems under

ertain

ir umstan es. LSI shows a very bad F1

performan e on the hip pa kage, LP, instead, fails on the do uments of the yahoo pa kage.
This

learly shows the problem with heuristi

assumptions about how to lo ate the main

based, single do ument CE approa hes. The
ontent do not always hold and in these

ases

the extra tion pro ess fails entirely.
Looking at the stru ture of the do ument, the reasons for the failures be ome quite
obvious in both
too long main

ases. As shown in gure 6.4, the

hip do uments usually

ontent and some quite verbose additional

omprise a not

ontents in a side bar.

Both

regions are DOM sub-trees whi h split up quite early in the DOM tree. Hen e, the subtree of the additional

ontents in reases remarkably the amount of text in its parent node.

LSI quite often makes the mistake of simply sele ting this wrong bran h of the DOM tree
as main

ontent, be ause it

ontributes largely to the visible text.

mistake is shown in gure 6.5: the main

ontent, in this

The result of su h a

ase, has been removed entirely.
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Figure 6.4: A do ument from the

hip web site in its original form.

Figure 6.6 outlines the two sub-trees in the DOM tree of a hip do ument whi h
the additional and the main
sub-trees

ontent region. The gure illustrates quite

ontribute strongly to the visible

ontain

learly that both

ontent. For other algorithms, these additional

ontents are not as problemati . Even though they are quite ri h in text, they are also
ri h in hyperlinks and other formatting instru tions.
re ognise these nodes as additional

A

ordingly, the other algorithms

ontents quite easily.

The problem of LP with the yahoo pa kage has another reason. However, also in this
ase the bad performan e is

aused by a parti ular stru ture of the DOM trees. The main

ontent and a list of related links are settled together as sibling nodes in a

div

element.

Figure 6.7 shows su h a yahoo do ument. The high number of links in the related links list
auses this

div element to be dis

arded as a pagelet

andidate and it is split up by the Page

Partitioning algorithm. Unfortunately this splits also the main ontent. As the main arti le
is subdivided into several paragraphs whi h are dire t

hildren of the

div

node, the text is
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Figure 6.5: LSI often extra ts the

ontent ri h side bar of

hip do uments.

segmented into several pagelets. The LP algorithm then sele ts the largest pagelet whi h
a

ordingly

orresponds to the longest paragraph of the main

ontent, as demonstrated in

gure 6.8. The longest paragraph, however, represents only a small fra tion of the main
ontent, hen e, LP obtains a very low re all s ore. This problem will always o
a pagelet stru ture is nested in the pagelet

andidate

ontaining the main

But even apart from those two heavy failures of LSI and LP, the

ur whenever
ontent.

on epts do not

onvin e in general. Their attempt to a hieve a high re all value and to possibly restri t the
sear h for the main

ontent to

ertain DOM sub-trees is not very su

essful either. While

the methods in general do rea h a quite high re all value, there are better solutions under
this aspe t. In table 6.2 we
was already said to be quite

ompare the average re all of LSI and LP with Crun h, whi h
onservative and

areful in removing additional

ontents. It

an be seen, that Crun h is signi antly outperformed only on the wiki pa kage and merely
by LSI. In all other s enarios, Crun h delivers better or equivalent re all results. Therefore,
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Figure 6.6: DOM tree of a hip do ument with the two sub-trees of the main ontent region
and the

ontent ri h side bar.

Crun h is a better

andidate for a pre-pro essor to redu e the sear h for the main

Certainly, it does not atta h the main

ontent.

ontent to a parti ular DOM sub-tree as needed for

some other appli ations mentioned in 6.1, but LSI and LP seem too unreliable and fragile.
Finding suitable algorithms for the s enarios we des ribed above and whi h do require a
single DOM sub-tree as input will need some further resear h.
The results obtained for the

ontent

ode blurring algorithms look mu h more promis-

ing. First of all, when looking at the average F1 values in table 6.1, we
ACCB does not show a signi ant drawba k in

an noti e that

omparison to CCB. So, the adaptation of

ignoring hyperlink tags during the

onstru tion of the

a drop in the performan e of the

ontent

ontent

ode ve tor does not

ode blurring approa h.

We

ause

an dedu e that

ACCB  though also improving the F1 performan e on the wiki pa kage signi antly 
is not overtted for Wikipedia do uments. ACCB is a tually performing better for some
of the other pa kages as well. So, the adaptation, whi h was spe i ally introdu ed for
the parti ular

ase of a main

ontent with a high ratio of in-text links is useful for other

s enarios as well.
Se ondly, we

an say that ACCB in general performs better than DSC. The results in

gure 6.5.2 on the heise pa kage are quite typi al under this aspe t as the F1 performan e
urve of ACCB is well above the one of DSC for all do ument models. CCB and TCCB,
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Figure 6.7: A do ument from the yahoo web site in its original form.

instead do not show a

lear advantage or disadvantage in

omparison with DSC. On the

do uments of the heise pa kage they a tually obtain a lower F1 s ore. This is not always
the

ase and on average CCB, TCCB and DSC have a

omparable performan e.

Looking at the total of our 14 evaluation s enarios, ACCB obtains signi antly higher
F1 s ores than DSC for ve pa kages,

omparable results on six pa kages and worse results

only for three pa kages. Further, on four of the

omparable pa kages ACCB has slightly

higher F1 s ores, whi h might underline its tenden y to perform better. Among the pa kages where ACCB is inferior to DSC is the anyway problemati

slashdot pa kage. Though
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Figure 6.8: Due to the DOM stru ture LP extra ts only one paragraph of the main

ontent

of a yahoo do ument.

a

b-r40
b-r40

t

b-25
run h

ds
lsi
lp-7

zdf

yahoo

wiki

omparison
telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table 6.2: Re all for LSI, LP and Crun h in dire t

0.927 0.913 0.952 0.894 0.929 0.930 0.717 0.962 0.905 0.902 0.911 0.566 0.838 0.921
0.925 0.875 0.948 0.894 0.890 0.806 0.706 0.954 0.748 0.889 0.911 0.295 0.838 0.921
0.914 0.833 0.949 0.878 0.913 0.882 0.681 0.892 0.908 0.897 0.898 0.557 0.866 0.669
0.993 0.988 0.982 0.963 0.981 0.944 0.815 0.996 0.911 0.978 0.998 0.731 0.996 0.999
0.900 0.902 0.909 0.860 0.936 0.859 0.601 0.938 0.750 0.924 0.822 0.510 0.887 0.803
0.975 0.272 0.968 0.901 0.988 0.755 0.816 0.991 0.521 0.934 0.996 0.907 0.985 0.858
0.982 0.952 0.895 0.937 0.303 0.640 0.522 0.963 0.315 0.843 0.985 0.494 0.038 0.686
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Figure 6.9: Average F1 performan e of CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pa kage in
omparison with DSC.

ACCB a hieves better re all values for slashdot do uments, it is mu h less pre ise. The
problems with the short main
hara ter based

ontent

pa kage, DSC itself is
This is also the

ontent and long additional text

ontents seems to ae t the

ode blurring stronger than DSC. Interesting is, that on the same

oming se ond to the TCCB when

onsidering the F1 performan e.

ase for the spiegel pa kage, where ACCB is outperformed by DSC, but

TCCB is better than DSC. So, the question arises whether in these
based approa h has ex eptional drawba ks in
might be a hint that a more sophisti ated
improve the results of the
hara ter and token based

ontent

ases the

hara ter

omparison to a token based approa h. This

onstru tion of the

ontent

ode ve tor

ould

ode blurring idea. A solution somewhere between the

onstru tion of the ve tor might deliver still better results. Re-

du ing the inuen e of long words and attribute values in tags

ould be an approa h worth

pursuing.
When looking in more detail at the pa kages where ACCB performs better than DSC,
the results in table 6.2 show that the key to the su

ess of ACCB is a better re all. It is

usually slightly less pre ise than DSC, but it a hieves better re all values and, as a result,
in the light of F1 it rea hes a better tradeo between re all and pre ision. This explains
also the observations for the slashdot pa kage: ACCB extra ts the user
and more

ompletely than DSC. But as they are not

omments better

onsidered to be part of the main

ontent, ACCB is punished for this extra tion in the pre ision measure.
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Figure 6.10: Time performan e of LP, LSI, CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pa kage
in

omparison with DSC, LQF and Crun h.

However, the re all of ACCB is not perfe t either.

If parts of the main

ontent are

highly formatted, i.e. marked up with any kind of tags, they might not be re ognised as
main

ontent, espe ially if they are positioned

ontents.

This problem ae ts all

nomenon whi h

ontent

lose to other highly stru tured additional

ode blurring implementations and is a phe-

an typi ally be observed for the headlines of news arti les. They usually

follow a se tion of additional
the rest of the main

ontents, have a short text themselves and are separated from

ontent by some other formatting instru tions. However, it is worth to

note that DSC suers from the same problem, even to a higher degree. The improvements
of ACCB in re all are also due to a better performan e exa tly in these tri ky
adaptation of always extra ting
help in some of the

ontinuous

ases. The

ontent element sequen es entirely seems to

ases.

Looking at the pro essing time in gure 6.10, the token based approa hes DSC and
TCCB are

omparably fast. ACCB and CCB need longer to pro ess a do ument, simply

due to the mu h longer

ontent

ode ve tor. However, both ACCB and CCB are reasonably

fast. Their time performan e is similar to the LQF lters and still faster than Crun h whi h
have also been in luded in the graph of gure 6.10 for
Finally, also under the aspe t of stability, the

ompleteness of

ontent

omparison.

ode blurring algorithms are

ompetitive with DSC. As shown in gure 6.11, on the heise pa kage ACCB is even slightly
more stable than DSC, and this tenden y is

onrmed by most other pa kages.
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Figure 6.11: Stability of CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pa kage in

omparison with

DSC.

6.6 Summary
In this

hapter we looked at several new algorithms. Two of them, namely LSI and LP,

were dedu ed from existing algorithms in other appli ation s enarios in order to lo ate the
DOM sub-tree

ontaining the main

ontent. One motivation for this CE variation in our

ontext was the idea to restri t the sear h for the main

ontent to a

ertain part of the

do ument.
However, the empiri al results showed that those two algorithms are not suitable for
this task.

We observed situations and do ument stru tures where LSI or LP might fail

entirely to lo ate the main

ontent. Even when looking at the general re all performan e,

the Crun h framework seems to perform far better in situations where a restri ted part of
the do ument is needed for further downstream CE algorithms.
A question arising from these results is how suitable LSI and LP are in their original
ontext. If LSI might indi ate wrong DOM sub-trees for building a wrapper upon their
ontents, or if LP fragments a web page too mu h also XWRAP and Bar-Yossef and
Rajagopalan's TD algorithm might have problems under
Dierent from LSI and LP, the variations of the
designed as a

ertain s enarios.

ontent

ode blurring algorithm are

lassi al CE algorithm. They are based on the idea of nding those parts in

the do ument whi h have a homogeneous format, using the ratio of
the neighbourhood of atomi

elements. We used sour e

ode

ontent and

hara ters as atomi

ode in

elements

6.6 Summary
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for the CCB and the ACCB implementations and word and tag tokens for the TCCB
realisation of the
a te hnique

ontent

ode blurring

on ept.

In an iterative pro ess we employed

omparable to blurring lters in image pro essing for

ode ratio, and nally extra ted those parts whi h
adaptations were made to ACCB and TCCB to

al ulating the

ontent

ontain mainly ontent. Some additional
ope in parti ular with the observed

problems of do uments with a high rate of in-text hyperlinks.
Looking at the evaluation results, ACCB
CE algorithm to date.

an be said to be the best performing general

On most of our evaluation pa kages it is superior or at least

equal to DSC, whi h in the previous

hapter obtained the best results.

In parti ular,

on the Wikipedia do uments ACCB a hieves better results, thanks to the in orporated
adaptations.
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Chapter 7
Template Clustering and Dete tion
In the last

hapter we have developed some new single do ument algorithms. Even though

the ACCB algorithm improves the performan e of single do ument CE in
the existing approa hes analysed in

hapter 5, it still suers from the drawba k that it

needs to make assumptions about how the main

ontent looks like.

assumptions do not hold, the extra tion of the main
behaviour of LSI on the

omparison with

Therefore, if those

ontent will very likely fail.

The

hip do uments and of LP on the yahoo pa kage demonstrated

this problem of single do ument algorithms quite impressively.
TD approa hes, based on multiple do uments, do not suer from this problem. They
dis over the main

ontent indire tly by rst dedu ing a

ommon template stru ture of the

do uments in a training set and then, by using this knowledge, lo ate the main

ontent.

The need for a training set, though, is their biggest drawba k. The training set is a problem
for two simple reasons: rst of all, it needs to be

reated, and se ond, it needs to be of

good quality.
In most publi ations on TD the

reation of training sets is a manual pro ess. A human

user sele ts do uments whi h he judges to be based on the same template. The judgement
is usually made on the basis of the visual impression of the do uments and/or an analysis
of the sour e

ode. This approa h might be suitable for

ases where only few templates

have to be analysed. However, the biggest drawba k is that it
that it is too time

annot be automated and

onsuming for a large s ale appli ation where very many or

ontinuously

new templates have to be dete ted.
Another, alternative approa h is to download a large amount of les from the same
origin, i.e.

a parti ular web site.

The idea of this approa h is to assume that all the

do uments on this web site are based on the same or at least very similar templates. This
assumption, however, does not always hold and the training set is very likely

ontaining

noisy or polluted data  polluted in the sense that it in ludes do uments based on entirely
dierent templates or on no template at all.
Naturally, this noise inuen es the quality of the training set. If the training set

om-

prises do uments build on dierent underlying templates, the TD algorithms will almost
ertainly dedu e wrong template stru tures. Another tri ky issue is the presen e of dupliate or near dupli ate do uments in the training set. Those algorithms whi h are based
155
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on an entropy

al ulation for dis overing redundant

ontents, will suer from dupli ate

do uments as they distort the do ument frequen y of the
to work without problems, the training set should

ontents. So, for a TD algorithm

onsist only of do uments, whi h are

all mutually dierent, but whi h are based on the same template. Su h a purity of the
training set is a tually expressly assumed for most TD algorithms des ribed in literature,
e.g. by Lin and Ho for InfoDis overer [LH02℄.
In this

hapter we will start with developing a way to

reate high quality training

sets automati ally by dete ting dierent templates underlying the do uments. This aim is
a hieved by in orporating a

luster analysis based on distan e measures for the stru tural

similarity of web do uments. On e that this step is taken, we will bridge the gap between
CE and TD by des ribing a way in whi h it is possible to turn virtually any multi do ument
TD algorithm into a single do ument CE algorithm. This pro ess
training set from a single seed do ument and
We will

leaning it via the

omprises building a

luster analysis approa h.

onrm the appli ability of this approa h by using a basi

entropy based TD

algorithm to build a CE lter.

7.1 Clustering Template Based Do uments
Dis overy and removal of dupli ate or near dupli ate do uments is a topi
analysed already in other works and the methods developed in this
reliable results by now [CFGM02, BGMZ97, BDGM95℄.

whi h has been

ontext obtain quite

Cleaning a training set from

do uments with dierent underlying templates, instead, has hardly ever been dealt with.
As mentioned in 3.3.5, Reis et al.

[RGdL04℄ proposed to

luster the do uments in the

training set using a distan e measure based on the RTDM tree edit distan e algorithm.
They never tested the su
al.

[MGCC03℄ proposed a

ess of this approa h for the support of TD, though.

Ma et

lustering of the training set do uments as well. After some

attempts they dis arded their approa h altogether, as it showed to be too unreliable to
reate

lean data sets. In the end, they

these experien es, the automati
We will now ta kle this
a training set a

reation of high quality training sets remains a

hallenge and analyse several ways to

ording to their underlying template.

des ribe, develop and
measures in

reated the training sets in a manual fashion. Given
hallenge.

luster do uments in

The rst step we will take is to

ompare dierent distan e measures. Then we will use the distan e

ombination with dierent

lustering algorithms to see whi h

ombination

ree ts best the dete tion of the templates underlying the do uments.

7.1.1 Distan e Measures for Template Stru tures
Some distan e measures were already des ribed in 3.5 in the

hapter about related work.

We will mention them here again and des ribe them more formally to provide an overview
of all the distan e measures we are going to employ in the

luster analysis later on.

addition to these existing distan e measures, we will also develop two new ones.

In

These
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new distan e measures are based on an evaluation of tag sequen es and we will in lude
them in the

omparison with the existing measures.

With the approa hes whi h we present here, the list of distan e measures for web
do uments is far from being
dierent aspe ts of how to

omplete. But with the presented measures we

over several

apture the stru ture of a do ument and how to

ompare the

stru tural similarity of two do uments. Hen e, for our purpose the number of illustrated
approa hes will be su ient.
The fo us of the following part will be on des ribing roughly the
distan e measures and their
we will always assume
nodes of whi h
tags

li

D1

omputational

and

D2

omplexity. For the formulas in the denitions

to be two HTML do uments

i = 1, 2 respe
2 · ni , as in most

are leaf nodes, with

an roughly be estimated to be

orrespond to a pair of an opening and a

Tree Edit Distan es:

omputation of the

tively.

ontaining

ti

tags and

ni

ti

of

However, the number

ases a node in the DOM tree will

losing tag in the sour e

ode of the do ument.

Any tree edit distan e measure is based on

al ulating the

ost

for transforming a sour e tree stru ture into a target tree stru ture. For this purpose
elementary operations like inserting, deleting, repla ing or moving nodes or entire
sub-trees in the tree stru ture are asso iated with
two do uments

orresponds to the minimal

ertain osts. The distan e between

ost for

hanging one tree into another.

The hierar hi al top-down tree mat hing algorithm RTDM of Reis et al. [RGdL04℄
was mentioned already in 3.3.5 as a solution whi h is spe i ally tailored for HTML
do uments and whi h has proven to perform quite well in pra ti e.

Further, the

authors report the time performan e of the RTDM algorithm to be good in pra ti e.
Anyway, it remains of quadrati

order in the worst

ase.

We use a slightly modied version of the original algorithm, whi h requires only
linear spa e of degree
The improvements
linear spa e.

O(n1 ),

whereas the original algorithm needs quadrati

orrespond to

omputing the

Levenshtein distan e

spa e.

[Lev65℄ with

The algorithm in 7.1 shows how the modi ations are in orporated

into the RTDM algorithm. For parti ularly large do uments it turned out that this
modi ation remarkably sped up the distan e

al ulation in the nal appli ation.

In fa t, the original algorithm easily requires a lot of memory spa e and

auses the

operating system to swap some of the runtime memory to the hard disk  a pro ess
whi h is extremely time

Common Paths:

onsuming.

Another way to

ompare the stru ture of web do uments is to look at

the paths leading from the root node to the leaf nodes in the DOM tree. A path is
denoted e.g. by

on atenating the names of the elements it passes from root to leaf.

It is then possible to represent ea h do ument

D

by the set

p(D) of paths it

ontains.

A distan e measure is derived from the overlap of the path sets of two do uments 
the

ommon paths (CP). The approa h we use to

the interse tion of the two path sets:

ompute the distan e is based on
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Algorithm 7.1: RTDM (linear spa e)
Input: Two DOM (sub-)trees T1 and T2 with dire
threshold

Output:
begin

t

hild nodes

ε

Tree edit distan e for

(T1 , T2 )

m =length (t1 );
n =length (t2 );
M[0] = 0;
for i = 1 . . . m do
C(1,i) ←des endents (t1 [i]);

for j = 1 . . . n do

C(2,j) ←des endentsP(t2 [j]);
M[j] ← M[j − 1] + k∈C(2,j) ∪{j} insert (t2 [k]);

for i = 1 . . . m do

tmp ← M[0]; P
M[0] ← M[0] + k∈C(1,i) ∪{i} delete (t1 [k]);
for j = 1 . . . n do P
del ← M[j] + k∈C(1,i) ∪{i} delete (t1 [k]);
P
ins ← M[j − 1] + k∈C(2,j) ∪{j} insert (t2 [k]);
sub ← tmp;
if sub > ε then
sub ← ∞;
else if identi alSubTrees (t1 [i], t2 [j]) then
sub ← sub + 0;

else
if isLeaf (t1 [i]) then

sub ← sub+repla
e (t1 [i], t2 [j]);
P
sub ← sub + k∈C(2,j) insert (t2 [k]);
else if isLeaf (t2 [j]) then
sub ← sub+repla
e (t1 [i], t2 [j]);
P
sub ← sub + k∈C(1,i) delete (t1 [k]);

else

sub ← sub+RTDM (t1 [i], t2 [j], ε);

tmp ← M[j];
M[j] ← min(del, ins, sub);

return M[n]
end

t1 [i]

and

t2 [j],
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dCP (D1 , D2 ) = 1 −

|p(D1 ) ∩ p(D2 )|
max(|p(D1 )|, |p(D2)|)

Computing the paths for the do uments

n2 )

an be done in linear time of degree

O(n1 +

with respe t to the nodes. Using hashing, the interse tion of two resulting sets

an be

omputed in expe ted linear time as well, this time with respe t to the number

of paths whi h

orresponds to the number of leaf nodes.

Common Path Shingles:

A

ombination of the paths distan e with a shingling te h-

nique was proposed by Buttler in [But04℄, as already mentioned shortly in 3.5.2. The
idea of this measure is not to

ompare the

omplete paths but rather breaking them

up in smaller pie es of equal length  the shingles. The distan e is then based on
the

ommon path shingles (CPS). The advantage of this approa h is that two paths

whi h are diering only for a small part, but are quite similar for the rest, will have
a large agreement on the shingles. The shingling
does not add any substantial

ost to the

an be realised in a way that it

omputation in

omparison with the CP

distan e.
So, if

ps(D)

provides the path shingles for a do ument

D,

the CPS distan e

an be

omputed similarly as above by:

dCP S (D1 , D2 ) = 1 −

|ps(D1 ) ∩ ps(D2 )|
max(|ps(D1 )|, |ps(D2 )|)

Buttler suggested a shingle length between one and four path elements. As we are
parti ularly interested in the stru ture of a do ument we will use the maximum
re ommended setting and use shingles of length four.

Tag Ve tor:

Thinking of the o

urren e of tags as a typi al feature of a do ument  in

parti ular of a template based do ument  leads to the tag ve tor distan e measure
(TV). As the number of possible (i.e.
tion) tags is limited, the idea is to
dimension

N

by

omplying with W3C's HTML re ommenda-

onvert a do ument

D

into a ve tor

v(D)

of xed

ounting how many times ea h tag appears. This approa h entirely

ignores the order of the tags, but has the advantage that we
Eu lidean distan e to measure distan es in the ve tor spa e of

an use the standard

v(D):

v
uN
uX
dT V (D1 , D2 ) = t (vi (D1 ) − vi (D2 ))2
i=1

A

riti

often mentioned when using the Eu lidean distan e for

tering tasks is that it sensitive to ve tor length. When it

lassi ation or

lus-

omes to measuring tem-

plates of HTML do uments this might instead be a desirable ee t. The ve tor length
orresponds to the number of tags, whi h itself might be quite

hara teristi

for a
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template after all. The
ve tor and

omputational

ost

orresponds mainly to

O(t1 + t2 ).

al ulating the sum and is of order

Longest Common Tag Subsequen e:
the tags in the do ument.

reating the tag

The tag ve tor approa h negle ts the order of

To over ome this drawba k, we interpret the stru ture

of a do ument as a sequen e of tags. The distan e of two do uments

an then be

expressed based on their longest

ommon tag subsequen e (LCTS). The LCTS is 

equivalently to the denitions for

hara ter or word sequen es  the longest but not

ne essarily

ontinuous sequen e of tags whi h

|D| denotes the number
and D2 an be turned into
If

D1

a distan e measure by:

dLCT S (D1 , D2 ) = 1 −
Unfortunately, the

an be found in both of the do uments.

of tags in a do ument, the LCTS of two do uments

|l ts(D1 , D2 )|
max(|D1 |, |D2 |)

omputation of this distan e is expensive, as nding the longest

ommon subsequen e has quadrati

Common Tag Sequen e Shingles:

omplexity of

O(t1 · t2 ).

To over ome the

omputational

osts of the previ-

ous distan e measure we utilise again the shingling te hnique. Breaking up the entire
sequen e into a set of shingles

ts(D)

tag without having to look at the

allows to maintain a

ertain

again based on the overlap of sets and

orresponds to nding the

quen e shingles (CTSS): thus, we apply shingling to redu e the
for this distan e to

O(t1 + t2 ).

ontext for ea h

omplete do ument. The distan e measure is on e

The distan e

an then be

ommon tag se-

omputational

osts

omputed similarly to the

CPS distan e:

dCT SS (D1 , D2 ) = 1 −

|ts(D1 ) ∩ ts(D2 )|
max(|ts(D1 )|, |ts(D2)|)

The length of the shingles will need to be dierent from the CPS approa h, as we
have a very dierent underlying model to represent the template stru ture. As the
do ument model has similarities with the tokenisation of web do uments dis ussed
used by BTE and DSC, we will use shingles of length eight. This was the minimum
window length in the DSC algorithm, whi h in our tests performed quite well.

7.1.2 Clustering Te hniques
Cluster analysis is a vast eld of ongoing resear h.

The aim of a

form groups of similar obje ts, i.e. of obje ts whi h lie

luster analysis is to

lose to ea h other a

ording to

some distan e measure. We will apply three dierent te hniques to analyse how well the
HTML do ument distan e measures of above ree t the underlying template stru tures.
The te hniques will now be des ribed briey and by settling them straight away in our
ontext of grouping web do uments a

ording to the templates they are based on.
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a
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Multidimensional s aling (MDS) is a te hnique used to nd

onguration of data points in a (possibly low-dimensional) ve tor spa e whi h

represents best a given distan e matrix. In our

ase, this means the do uments are

mapped onto points in a ve tor spa e and the Eu lidean distan es between these
points resemble the distan es between the do uments as good as possible.
omes in two general variations: metri
on a (usually Eu lidean) metri

and non-metri

dierent way or even estimated. It is

MDS

for a distan e matrix whi h is in fa t based
if the distan es are

omputed in a

ommonly used to redu e the dimensionality of

data to the essential dimensions. The aim is often to obtain a 2D or 3D representation
of the data whi h allows a visual analysis.
The latter is our aim as well, when we are going to apply MDS on the distan e
matri es

omputed for the template based do uments.

all fullling the requirements of a metri

1

and

As the distan es are not

ertainly

annot be represented by

an Eu lidean distan e in a 2D spa e, we apply non-metri
result of a metri

prin ipal

omponent analysis [Pea01℄ as initial onguration we use

Kruskal's algorithm [Kru64℄ to obtain a stable

K-Median Clustering: k-means
The basi

lustering is a

idea is to start with a

ments to one of
in its

k

MDS. Starting with the

onguration.

lassi al approa h for

lustering data.

onguration assigning randomly ea h of the do u-

luster. For all the

lusters a

entroid is

omputed, i.e. a do ument

entre. In an iterative pro ess ea h do ument is now assigned to the

whose

entroid is

losest. This

reates new

lusters and thereby new

the next step of the iteration. The iteration pro ess is stopped if the
not

hanging any more or the

shows the result of a
the

entroids of ea h

assigned to the
In

k -means

used as

k -means

hanges of the
lustering for 3

luster and it

orre t

entroids for

onguration is

entroids be ome minimal. Figure 7.1
lusters. The darker points represent

an be seen quite

learly how all items have been

luster.

lustering the mean of the data items in ea h

entroid. As in our

luster is

omputed and

ase it is di ult to dene a mean do ument, we use a

ommon adaptation of the method whi h uses the median do ument as
hen e the name

k -median

entroid 

lustering. The median do ument is the do ument whi h

has the overall minimum distan e to all other do uments in the same
Though a standard method for

lustering,

k -means

luster.

lustering, and likewise

is known to have three mayor drawba ks. First, the number
rameter, implying a

luster

k

of

k -median,

lusters is a pa-

ertain knowledge of the data as it has to be xed a-priori. In

our experiments where the number of templates will be known this is not a problem.
In an arbitrary set of do uments, instead, it might not be possible to predi t the
number of dierent templates o

urring in the set, neither the number of

be formed. Se ondly, the result depends on the initial random
drawba k is usually over ome by

onguration. This

lustering the data items several times and aver-

aging the evaluations over all solutions.
1 It

lusters to

And thirdly, due to the use of

is e.g. possible, that two do uments have zero distan e, though they are not identi al.

entroids,
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Figure 7.1: The

Figure 7.2: A

luster

k -means

algorithm is using

entroids to form

onguration whi h has too

lusters.

ompli ated shapes for

k -means

lustering.

the

lusters

annot have

an example, where the
other

ompli ated shapes. The example in gure 7.2 shows su h
entroid of one

luster lies too

lose to the data items of an-

luster. Hen e, in the next step of the iteration the

orre t

lusters would be

destroyed and rearranged.

Single Linkage:

Unlike the previous method,

quire to x the number of
do ument forming a
only one

hierar hi al lustering

lusters a-priori as parameter.

luster on its own.

luster remains whi h

The

methods do not re-

They start with ea h

lusters are iteratively merged until

ontains all do uments. The information on whi h

lusters have been merged at whi h step during the iteration is represented as a tree
stru ture  the
ferent

luster

dendrogram .

This tree stru ture

ongurations, e.g. due to

an be examined to determine dif-

luster size, average distan e or number of
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Figure 7.3: Example of a dendrogram.

Figure 7.4: Single linkage

lustering

an handle also tri ky shaped

lusters.

lusters. An example of a dendrogram is given in gure 7.3 starting from the data
items A to H. It shows the iterative merging of
hierar hy. To obtain from su h a dendrogram a
three

lusters and their thereby

luster

onguration of, for example,

lusters it is enough to undo the last two merges. These

two tree nodes labelled

7

and

6

.

reated

orrespond to the

Removing these nodes, the pro ess results in

the three sub-trees

ontaining the elements

represent the three

lusters.

There are several ways to de ide whi h

{A, B, C}, {D, E}

and

{F, G, H}

whi h

lusters are merged in ea h step and thereby to

ompute the dendrogram. The single linkage approa h looks at all the distan es whi h
appear between do uments from dierent

lusters and merges those two

lusters

whi h feature the smallest inter- luster distan e of two do uments. This allows the
method to

apture also quite fan y shaped

by do uments

lusters, as long as they are

onne ted

lose to ea h other. In gure 7.4 we revisit the example of a

onguration whi h was impossible to dete t for
an handle this example perfe tly well.

k -means.

luster

The single linkage method
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Figure 7.5: A

luster

onguration whi h might be di ult for single linkage

luster-

ing.

However, we
while the
two
a

an easily give an example where single linkage will have problems,

k -means

approa h will have good

han es to su

lusters whi h have a series of a few do uments that

eed. In gure 7.5 we see

onne t the

lusters. This is

lassi al example where single linkage might deliver strange results, as the largest

intra- luster distan e might easily be greater than the smallest inter- luster distan e.
So, the

lusters might get merged at an early stage in the dendrogram be ause of the

short distan es of the data items whi h are

onne ted with the dashed line.

The two very dierent approa hes for building
are in a
in our

ertain way

lusters in

k -means

and single linkage

omplementary to ea h other. Hen e, the motivation to employ them

ase is to nd out, whi h of these dierent

on epts works better for template

lustering.

7.1.3 Experiments
To evaluate the dierent distan e measures and the two
a

orpus of 500 do uments

lustering algorithms we will use

olle ted from ve dierent German news web sites. The online

versions of Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Fo us, Frankfurter Runds hau (FR),
Spiegel and Stern served as sour e for this do ument
ea h of these web sites

ontributes 20 do uments from ve dierent topi al

far as possible, the topi s of the
The topi s

olle tion. As shown in table 7.1,

ategories are

ategories. As

hosen to be similar a ross the web sites.

omprise news about national politi s, international politi s, sports, business

and Internet or IT related matters.

The only ex eption to this rule is the web site of

the FR, whi h does not subdivide the
Hen e, in this

ategory of politi s into national and international.

ase we will use 20 do uments about politi s in general and 20 do uments

from the news about travelling and foreign
The idea for taking into the

ountries.

orpus not only do uments from dierent web sites but to

over also dierent se tions within the sites is to see how well the distan e measures
ope with the slight
of dierent

an

ur within the do uments

ategories. Further, to use similar topi s a ross the web sites allows to see how

well the distan es
While

hanges in the templates whi h usually o

an separate do uments with similar

ontents, but dierent layouts.

omputing the distan e matri es for the 500 do uments, we use the o

to take a look at the time needed to

asion

ompute the matrix for an in reasing number of
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Table 7.1: Web do uments used for evaluating template

lustering approa hes.

Web site

Topi

Category on web site

Do uments

FAZ

national politi s

Politik  Bund

20

(www.faz.de)

foreign politi s

Politik  Ausland

20

sports

Sport  Fuÿball

20

business news

Wirts haft

20

IT news

Computer

20

Fo us

national politi s

Politik  Deuts hland

20

(www.fo us.de)

foreign politi s

Politik  Ausland

20

sports

Fuÿball

20

business news

Boerse  Aktien

20

IT news

Digital  Internet

20

FR

politi s

Politik

20

(www.fr.de)

travelling

Reisen

20

sports

Sport

20

business news

Wirts haft

20

IT news

Multimedia

20

Spiegel

national politi s

Politik  Deuts hland

20

(www.spiegel.de)

foreign politi s

Politik  Ausland

20

sports

Sport  Fuÿball

20

business news

Wirts haft

20

IT news

Netzwelt

20

Stern

national politi s

Politik  Deuts hland

20

(www.stern.de)

foreign politi s

Politik  Ausland

20

sports

Sport  Fuÿball

20

business news

Wirts haft  Unternehmen

20

IT news

Computer

20

do uments.

The graph in gure 7.6 shows the time in se onds needed for

omputing

(symmetri ) distan e matri es depending on the number of do uments involved and using
the dierent distan e measures.
are very time
be

While obviously the RTDM and the LCTS approa hes

onsuming already for small do ument

olle tions, the other measures

an

omputed reasonably fast. CTSS sequen e shingling is on average taking twi e as long

as the CPS approa h, whi h itself is slower than the CP distan e measure by a fa tor of
about 1.5. The TV distan e is the fastest to be

omputed, probably be ause there is no

need to handle sets and determine their interse tion.
The resulting matri es for all 500 do uments are shown in gure 7.7 through a graphi al
interpretation. The do uments are arranged in the same order from left to right for the
olumns and top down in the rows.

The arrangement groups together do uments from

the same web site and within ea h site from the same topi

ategory. Ea h pixel in the

image represents the distan e between two do uments. The

loser two do uments are to
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Figure 7.6: Time needed to

ompute the distan e matrix with the dierent distan e mea-

sures, depending on the number of do uments.

ea h other, the brighter the pixels are
distan es between do uments. In all

oloured. Dark

olours, a

ordingly, represent large

ases the distan es have been normalised to

onvert

a distan e of 0 to white pixels and the largest distan e to bla k pixels.
The ve brighter large squares along the diagonal of the images

onrm quite well that

under all distan e measures the do uments based on the same template tend to have smaller
distan es than the do uments from dierent web sites. These bright squares
to the similarity entries of the matrix for do uments whi h are
site. Also the substru tures of the dierent topi

ategories

orrespond

oming from the same web

an be seen more or less

learly

for most distan e measures and web sites. They appear as a series of 25 smaller and still
brighter squares along the diagonal of the matrix.
However, not for all measures the dierentiation between the ve web sites is equally
lear. Espe ially the matrix based on the TV distan e measure shows very bright
also for do uments based on dierent templates.
ne essary normalisation of the

olours

As this might be an artefa t of the

olour range, we will also look at other indi ations for how

well the templates have been separated.

Dunn index (see e.g. [SMW03℄). The Dunn
distan e dmax o urring between do uments

One instrument for su h an analysis is the
index, in our

ase,

ompares the maximum

7.1 Clustering Template Based Do uments
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RTDM

TV

CP

CPS

LCTS

CTSS

Figure 7.7: Visual interpretation of the distan e matri es for 500 template based do uments
from ve web sites.
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based on the same template with the minimum distan e

dmin o

urring between do uments

based on dierent templates and is dened as:

IDunn =
The higher the value of

dmin
dmax

IDunn , the better the distan

e measure separates the do uments

based on dierent templates. In table 7.2 we see the Dunn index for all distan e measures
on our set of 500 do uments. The best results are a hieved by the two shingling measures
and the CP method. The TV distan e measure instead s ores the lowest value. So, the
impression of the visual matrix interpretation is reinfor ed also by the Dunn index: the
TV distan e does not ree t very well the underlying template similarities.

Table 7.2: Dunn index

IDunn

Distan e Measure

IDunn

RTDM

0.4657

TV

0.1031

CP

1.1691

CPS

1.2272

LCTS

0.6726

CTSS

1.2901

Now that the distan e matri es have been
the dierent

for all distan e measures.

omputed and analysed, it is time to apply

luster analysis methods. To get a rst idea on how the do uments

ould be

lo ated relatively to ea h other in a 2D ve tor spa e, we use the MDS method as des ribed
above. The resulting 2D mapping of the distan e data is shown in gure 7.8. Here the
lusters of the dierent templates

an be determined quite

learly as well, but it be omes

even more obvious that their separation is not always as distin tive as it

ould be expe ted.

However, mapping the data into a 2D spa e might redu e the dimensionality too mu h to
allow more than a rst visual analysis on how the data might be
now apply rst the
To evaluate the
sures: the

k -median
lusters

Rand index

and then the single linkage

lustered. Hen e, we will

lustering algorithm.

omputed by the two algorithms we use three dierent mea-

[Ran71℄, the

luster purity

and the

mutual information

(as explained

e.g. in [SGM00℄). We will rst take a short look at these measures and explain and formulate them, on e again, dire tly in terms of how they translate into the

ontext of web

do uments and their underlying template stru tures.

Rand Index:
a

Given a ground truth providing a  orre t

lustering of the do uments

ording to their underlying templates, the Rand index measures how often a

puted

luster

onguration agrees with the ground truth. In our

orresponds to the

luster analysis either

laiming

ase an agreement

orre tly two do uments to be

based on the same template (i.e. being grouped together in the same
laiming

om-

luster) or to

orre tly two of the do uments having dierent underlying templates (i.e.

7.1 Clustering Template Based Do uments
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RTDM

TV

CP

CPS

LCTS

CTSS

Figure 7.8: Using MDS to map the do uments into a two dimensional spa e while maintaining the distan es.
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putting them in dierent

lusters). A disagreement a

putting do uments together in a
to separate them in dierent
Therefore, if
index

IRand

orresponds to either

luster whi h have dierent underlying templates or

lusters though they are based on the same template.

A and D are the numbers of agreements and of disagreements, the Rand

is:

IRand =

Purity:

ordingly

The purity of a single

luster

A
A+D

ompared with a ground truth provides a measure

of how many do uments based on the same template are lying within the luster.
(i)
Given a luster cl and the number nl of do uments in luster l whi h a ording to
the ground truth a tually belong to luster i, the purity is:

P (cl ) = P

1

(i)
i nl

Purity is a measure to evaluate one
is ne essary to

i

luster only. So, for an entire

luster analysis it

ompute some kind of aggregation, e.g. the average purity.

Mutual Information:
onsensus of a

(i)

· max nl

Mutual information is another

lustering with a ground truth.

based on

g

dierent

lusters, the mutual information is:

ommon measure to evaluate the

Given a

olle tion of

dierent templates, whi h were grouped by the

k

MI =

As the results of the

g

n

do uments

luster analysis into

k

(h)

nl · n
1 X X (h)
nl logg·k Pk
(j)
(h) Pg
n l=1 h=1
j=1 nl
i=1 ni ·

k -median algorithm depend on the random initial

apply this algorithm 100 times and take the average performan e for
single linkage algorithm. Table 7.3 shows the results for a

onguration, we

omparison with the

lustering with

k set to 5.

RTDM

provides the best results, followed by the CP measure. However, no distan e measure, not
even the RTDM tree edit distan e algorithm, allows the
to generate a perfe t
Single linkage
ve

luster

entroid based

k -median approa

h

onguration.

lustering performs far better. Extra ting from the resulting dendrogram

lusters allows a perfe t

lustering under some measures as shown in table 7.4. All

measures ex ept RTDM and TV group together exa tly the do uments based on the same
templates. We

an dedu e that for those measures, single linkage is a better way to form

lusters for template based do uments.
As mentioned above, it is usually not known how many dierent templates o
a set of do uments.
Neither

Hen e,

an a hierar hi

k -median

ur within

lustering is in general unsuitable for this task.

lustering algorithm use a xed number

k

to dedu e

k

lusters
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lustering based on the dierent distan e measures for

(Average of 100 repetitions)
Distan e Measure

IRand

Avg. Purity

MI

RTDM

0.9608

0.9613

0.1444

TV

0.9399

0.9235

0.1354

CP

0.9560

0.9535

0.1432

CPS

0.9140

0.9057

0.1302

LCTS

0.9157

0.8629

0.1250

CTSS

0.9293

0.9218

0.1350

Table 7.4: Evaluation of single linkage
Distan e Measure

IRand

Avg. Purity

MI

RTDM

0.9200

0.9005

0.1287

TV

0.9200

0.9005

0.1287

CP

1.0000

1.0000

0.1553

CPS

1.0000

1.0000

0.1553

LCTS

1.0000

1.0000

0.1553

CTSS

1.0000

1.0000

0.1553

from the dendrogram. It needs a dierent
in this

lustering for ve

riterion to form the

ase is to dene a threshold distan e for whi h the

lusters

lusters. A typi al approa h

lusters are not merged any more.

To nd su h a threshold, we take a look at the distribution of distan es within ea h
distan e matrix. The graphs in gure 7.9 show the histograms of the distan e distributions
using a logarithmi
never o

s ale for the y-axis. Some of the measures show gaps (distan es whi h

ur) between higher and lower distan es.

measures show

In parti ular the CPS and the CTSS

lear gaps, the CP distan e measure even two gaps. LCTS, RTDM and the

TV distan e do not show su h a

lear gap in their distan e histogram, whi h

their lower s ores for the Dunn index and the more problemati

2D

orresponds to

onguration retrieved

when using MDS.
Assuming these distributions to be typi al, we will use
orrespond to the gaps.

As the CP, the CPS and the CTSS measure are normalised to

[0, 1], we

produ e distan es in the interval
into thresholds.

lustering thresholds whi h

an translate the gaps in the histograms dire tly

We will employ thresholds of 0.6 for the CPS measure, a threshold of

0.85 for the CTSS measure and thresholds of 0.7 and 0.9 for the CP measure. Based on
the threshold we

an now apply again single linkage, but this time without the need of

providing a priori the number of

lusters to be formed.

The 0.9 threshold for the CP measure turns out to be unsuitable and results in three
lusters only. However, table 7.5 shows that, apart from this ex eption, the gaps do really
orrespond to a separation of the ground truth
a

ordingly for a single linkage

lusters. So, hoosing the distan e threshold

lustering results in perfe t groups of do uments whi h are
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RTDM

TV

CP

CPS

LCTS

CTSS

Figure 7.9: Distribution of distan es for all distan e measures (logarithmi

based on the same template. Given this results, we have a hieved our aim of

s ale)

lustering

web do uments with respe t to their underlying templates.

7.1.4 Preliminary Results of Template Clustering
The

hosen thresholds should

ertainly be

onrmed on a larger set of do uments and tem-

plates. It is too early to generalise the threshold values to be suitable for all template based
do uments. However, the template

lustering experiments provide some very interesting

results.
The rst thing to noti e is, that the tree edit distan e measures  though often referred
to as the most suitable measures to

ompare HTML do uments and here represented by

the RTDM measure  are not the best approa h for

lustering templates. For this purpose,

some simpler measures perform signi antly better.
measure in

ombination with a single linkage

The CP, the CPS and the CTSS

lustering deliver perfe t results.

7.2 Automati

Training Set Creation
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Table 7.5: Evaluation of single linkage with a distan e threshold

hosen a

ording to the

gaps in the distan e histograms.
Distan e Measure

CP

CP

CTSS

CPS

Threshold

0.7

0.9

0.85

0.6

Clusters

5

3

5

5

IRand

1.0000

0.7600

1.0000

1.0000

Avg. Purity

1.0000

0.7778

1.0000

1.0000

MI

0.1553

0.1296

0.1553

0.1553

An explanation for this better performan e
tolerant towards parti ular

ould be that the simpler measures are more

hanges in the DOM stru ture of a do ument. If a stru ture

appears repeatedly but possibly in a variable number (e.g. the entries in a related links
list) or if the same blo ks of template generated

ontent appear in a dierent order, the

distan es of CP, CPS and CTSS are ae ted only little or not at all. A tree edit distan e
like RTDM, instead, will dete t relatively big
measure will a

hanges in the DOM tree.

The distan e

ordingly be ae ted mu h more.

Considering the

omputational

ost of the simple measures, the CTSS approa h is

slightly more expensive than the other two. The larger gap in the distan e histogram, the
MDS analysis and the Dunn index, instead, hint to a better separation of the

lusters when

using the CTSS distan es.
In any
feasible.

ase, the most interesting and important result is that template

The observation of Ma et al., that their template

reliable was probably due to an unlu ky and unsuitable
and lustering algorithm. The observations made here

lustering is

lustering approa h was not

ombination of distan e measure

onrm that single linkage lustering

based on some simpler distan e measures allows to separate do uments based on dierent
templates very well.

7.2 Automati Training Set Creation
Having solved the problem of

lustering web do uments a

ording to their underlying

template stru ture allows to dete t dierent templates within a training set for a TD
algorithm. Further, by knowing these

lusters, it is a tually possible to

lean the training

sets automati ally.
A parti ular appli ation of this automation is to onvert a multi do ument TD algorithm
into a CE algorithm whi h
approa h is, that we

an operate on a single do ument as input. The idea of this

reate a training set online and automati ally whenever

with a web do ument. In this way we
allows to

onfronted

an virtually apply TD on a single do ument. This

ombine the advantages of the two worlds of TD and CE. We will now des ribe

su h a method to bootstrap TD.
This pro ess of bootstrapping
ment for whi h the main

onsists of two phases. Provided an initial single do u-

ontent should be extra ted, we

olle t in the rst phase a set of
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do uments whi h are likely to be based on the same template. By
do uments a

lustering the

olle ted

ording to their underlying templates, we distinguish in the se ond phase

between the dierent template stru tures present in this set. Using the

luster whi h has

been formed around the initial do ument as the training set for a TD algorithm allows to
dete t the very template we are interested in, namely the one of the initial do ument. We
will now look at this pro ess in more detail.

7.2.1 Bootstrapping Template Dete tion
So, starting from the single do ument of a

lassi al CE algorithm we have to provide a set

of training do uments for a TD algorithm automati ally and without any user intera tion.
To bridge the gap between TD and CE algorithms, we already identied the two steps of
nding a set of do uments whi h are likely to be based on the same template as the initial
do ument and of ltering out those do uments whi h are not based on this template.
To realise the rst task we simply download the web do uments referen ed from the
initial do ument via its hyperlinks.

Re alling our remark from the introdu tion on the

in reased use of WCMS motivates this approa h. Web pages
usually have a high number of intra-site links whi h

reated by the same WCMS

onne t them. Furthermore, the do -

uments originating from the same web site are a good starting point for building a training
set as they are very likely based on the same or at least similar templates. Colle ting the
referen ed do uments

orresponds to a limited

rawling pro ess. A simple

with the initial do ument, parses it for all an hor elements
referen ed via their

href

rawler is fed

a and downloads the do

uments

attribute.

This set of do uments will most

ertainly

ontain do uments, whi h are based on dif-

ferent templates. Hyperlinks to external web sites, to internal pages whi h use a dierent
layout (e.g. a printer friendly layout for the same main

ontent) or to pages whi h serve

as navigation pages (e.g. the TOC pages as des ribed by Kao et al. in [KCLH02℄)
this

olle tion of do uments to

ontain several dierent template stru tures. To

do ument set from this noise, we apply a suitable

ause

lean the

luster analysis like the ones introdu ed

in 7.1. Clustering all referen ed do uments in luding the initial do ument groups the web
pages a

ording to their underlying templates.

initial do ument provides a

Sele ting the

luster whi h

ontains the

lean training set of do uments based on the same template.

The single steps of the overall pro ess of

rawling and

lustering the linked do uments and

building a TD training set for an initial do ument automati ally is summarised in gure
7.10.
A similar approa h of

lustering do uments to purify training sets is taken by Reis et

al. in [RGdL04℄. They use the top-down hierar hi al tree mat hing algorithm RTDM to
al ulate the similarities and form
already start with a given

lusters with a similarity threshold of 80%.

As they

olle tion of training do uments, they do not need to build

training sets on-the-y. They note, however, that

rawling and downloading all do uments

from the domain of a web site is a

ommon way to build training sets.

problems of RTDM to form reliable

lusters  as we have observed above  this approa h

auses an additional problem. The do ument set to be

Aside from the

leaned be omes large very qui kly,

7.2 Automati
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(a) The pro ess starts from a single seed
do ument for whi h the main ontent has
to be extra ted via a TD algorithm.

(b) In a rst step, all do uments referen ed
via hyperlinks are downloaded. These do uments might be based on dierent template stru tures.

( ) Comparing all of the do uments and
al ulating a distan e for their stru tural
similarity allows to luster the do uments
a ording to their underlying template.

(d) The luster whi h forms around the
initial seed do ument an then be used as
training set for the TD algorithm.

Figure 7.10: The pro ess of building a

lean TD training set for a single seed do ument.

hen e, the whole pro ess will take very long. Further, the paper of Reis et al. does not
mention any evaluation of how well this

lustering approa h works.

7.2.2 Entropy Based Template Dete tion
In 3.3 we already referred to several publi ations dis ussing TD algorithms. Some of them
 namely InfoDis overer, ContentExtra tor and to a

ertain degree also the pagelet based

approa h of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan  are segmenting the pages to nd redundant
pie es of information. For this purpose all approa hes

al ulate the entropy or a similar

measure for ea h of the segments found in the training set. Segments whi h appear too
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often a ross several do uments are

onsidered redundant and are de lared to be part of

the template framework or some other automati ally generated

ontent.

We use a simplied version of the algorithm of Ma et al. [MGCC03℄ to
the idea of training set generation for TD is working and to

onrm that

omplete the link to the CE

world in pra ti e. Given the ba kground of CE, we analyse only the texts appearing in the
web do uments of the training sets. We base the segmentation of a web do ument on its
DOM tree representation: ea h text node in the DOM tree is

onsidered a segment of the

web page. Counting in how many do uments the fragments appear in exa tly the same
form we

al ulate the do ument frequen y of the texts. If the do ument frequen y for a

text fragment of the initial do ument is too high, we remove it from the do ument. In this
way, all redundant texts are removed and the
ontent. This
In our

ontent whi h remains should be the main

orresponds to the fun tionality of a CE algorithm.

ontext, the algorithm of Ma et al. has an advantage beyond being well and fully

des ribed and its simpli ity to implement it. It does not really make use of the stru tures
of the web do uments  the algorithm is based solely on the text

ontents. Hen e, it should

be unbiased towards the stru tures dete ted and used by the distan e measures.
For evaluation purposes, the algorithm has been implemented and wrapped into a proxy
server as all the other CE algorithms. Thus, from a logi al aspe t of intera tion it is not
dierent from a single do ument approa h.

7.2.3 Evaluation of Bootstrapped Template Dete tion
To evaluate how well the bootstrapped TD algorithm works we will use on e again the
evaluation framework developed in

hapter 5. A few small adaptations need to be made to

the evaluation framework, though, in order to deal with the slightly

hanged environment

the TD algorithm expe ts.
As the TD algorithm will

olle t do uments during the extra tion pro ess, the evalua-

tion framework must provide this data as well. Certainly, the TD algorithms
dire tly the WWW to download the referen ed do uments, but, in this

ould

rawl

ase, it is di ult

to guarantee that the do uments will be exa tly the same in ea h evaluation run. Slightly
hanged additional

ontents, e.g. due to an additional

missing or temporarily unavailable do uments and
a web site redesign,

an

ause dierent

the evaluation framework has full
ess, the results are

ir umstan es for ea h evaluation run.

ontrol over all do uments the TD algorithm

Only if
an a -

omparable and independent of the time of the evaluation run. For

this purpose, the evaluation pa kages are extended to
whi h the main

ontent whi h lists the latest news,

hanges of the templates, e.g. due to

ontain not only the do uments for

ontent is to be extra ted, but also all the web pages referen ed by these

do uments. The supplementary do uments are stored in the evaluation pa kage together
with their full URL.
As the TD algorithm is implemented as a proxy server and entirely transparent for
ea h do ument request, the question remains, how to gain full

ontrol over all the data

it is reading from the Internet. The answer is to employ another proxy. Pretending the
CE proxy to be in a situation where it

annot a

ess the WWW dire tly, but has to use
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Figure 7.11: The evaluation framework simulates the web a

a relaying HTTP proxy itself, will

hannel all the network tra

ess for the CE proxy.

through a single point.

At this point we insert the evaluation framework again. It a ts as a proxy and a
all forwarded requests from the CE proxy.

epts

But, instead of relaying them to the real

web, it uses the do uments stored in the evaluation pa kage. Figure 7.11 shows the small
modi ation in the overall pro ess of an evaluation run as it was depi ted in gure 5.5.
In this way, in ea h evaluation run the TD algorithm sees always the same do uments. If
it requests a do ument whi h is not

ontained in the evaluation pa kage, the evaluation

framework proxy answers with an HTTP 404 error

ode, signalling the do ument was not

found.
As base line for
whi h

omparison we will employ again the plain pseudo-extra tion method

orresponds to not using CE at all.

For

omparison with the single do ument

methods we in orporate the results of the good performing DSC and ACCB approa hes.
Given, that the evaluation pa kages used for the single do ument algorithms are la king
the supplementary les, we need to

reate new training sets. We will use do uments from

three German and two Italian online news web sites with a gold standard for the text of
their main

ontent.

outlined main

The test data in these pa kages

omprises 746 do uments with an

ontent and 10,994 do uments referen ed by hyperlinks.

The do uments

used in these tests were dierent from the ones used for xing the distan e threshold for
the single linkage

lustering to avoid interferen es between the two experiments. Ex ept

for the do uments from Spiegel online, the evaluation data was also taken from dierent
web sites.
We

luster, for ea h of the do uments, the set of linked pages to determine training

sets for the entropy based TD algorithm we des ribed in 7.2.2.

The

lustering is based
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table 7.6: Average F1 results of the bootstrapped TD algorithm, DSC and ACCB

0.759 0.912 0.970 0.884 0.930
0.748 0.758 0.836 0.640 0.903
0.748 0.741 0.823 0.640 0.899
0.748 0.743 0.819 0.640 0.904
0.722 0.886 0.934 0.918 0.865
0.542 0.548 0.701 0.549 0.861

on distan es obtained from the three suitable distan e measures CP, CPS and CTSS.
The do ument frequen y threshold used for dis arding a text fragment

orresponds to

onsidering a text redundant if it appears in more than a third of the do uments in the
training set. Having extra ted the presumed main
we

ompare the remaining

ontent by eliminating redundant texts,

ontents with our gold standard. The same pro edure  without

the detour of building training sets  is used for the DSC, ACCB and the plain approa h
and, in their

ase,

orresponds to the original evaluation

on ept.

Table 7.6 summarises the results of the experiments, showing the average word sequen e
F1 s ore obtained for the CE pro ess on the web do uments of the ve dierent news web
sites. The

omplete results under all performan e measures

an be found in appendix B.2.

The rst point to noti e is that the performan e of the entropy based TD is always above
the alternative of not using CE at all. This demonstrates the appli ability of the approa h.
It suggests as well, that the generated training sets are suitable for the TD task. Otherwise
the results would be

omparable to the performan e of the plain method as no redundant

template information would be found and a

ordingly no texts would be removed.

Further, all the three underlying distan e measures lead to the same quality in the
results.

For some test do uments there are slight dieren es in performan e, but the

variations are not signi ant enough to derive a superiority of one of the approa hes. This
onrms again the

omparable performan e of the distan e measures in

lustering template

based do uments. It further allows to favour the simple path based CP distan e measure,
as it is slightly faster in

omparison to the other two measures.

Compared with DSC and ACCB the results are not as

on lusive. For the do uments

taken from the online versions of L'espresso and Telepolis the entropy based approa h
delivers better results than DSC, for the other three web sites the results are worse. In
omparison to the F1 s ores of ACCB the TD approa h is always inferior. Looking more
losely at the performan e in the re all and pre ision measures underlying F1
explain this observation.

an help to

The entropy based algorithm always s ores a very high, often

even a perfe t re all value, i.e. the extra tor almost

ertainly nds the main

pre ision instead is not as good, whi h means that some other

ontent. The

ontents are not ltered
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out even though they ought to be. Thus, the pre ision improvements

ompared with the

plain series are usually not of the same magnitude as those of DSC and ACCB. DSC and
ACCB however never s ore a perfe t re all. In the light of the F1 measure, this tradeo
of sa ri ing re all for improving pre ision favours the single do ument algorithms.
An explanation for the poorer pre ision performan e of the entropy based CE method
an be found in the way the extra tor is working. If a text fragment is
in the

reated by a WCMS

ontext of a parti ular do ument  e.g. a list of related links  it might not appear

in the same form on any other linked page found in the training set. A

ordingly, these

texts will not be dis overed as redundant and will not be removed from the do ument.
The problem, however, is

ommon to all entropy based TD methods and

an appear even

for perfe t training sets.
Looking at the results, the entropy based algorithm might be a suitable solution for
appli ations whi h require a high re all and whi h

an easily handle additional data. A

typi al s enario for su h an appli ation is streamlining web pages for displaying them on
small s reen devi es or pre-pro essing them for s reen readers. Mutilating the main ontent
by extra ting too little of it is obviously

ounterprodu tive in these

an easily ignore some wrongly extra ted additional
des ribed in the last

ases, while the user

ontent. Also some of the s enarios

hapter as motivation for the LSI and LP algorithms fall in this

ategory.
Another drawba k of the TD algorithms is the time they need. While most traditional
CE algorithms pro ess an HTML do ument within fra tions of a se ond, any algorithm
needing a training set takes longer as we
do uments,

an see in gure 7.12. Downloading the linked

al ulating the distan e matrix and applying the TD algorithm is very time

onsuming and renders this approa h so far unsuitable for an ee tive on-the-y extra tion
of the main

ontent.

7.2.4 Con lusions about Bootstrapping Template Dete tion
With the in orporation of the automati training set

reation into a TD algorithm, we man-

aged to bring together the two major benets from the worlds of TD and CE. Combining
the possibility of working out of the box and without the need of expli itly providing a
training set with the theoreti

underpinning of TD algorithms allows to

reate a new

lass

of CE algorithms. Already a variation of the simple algorithm of Ma et al. provides quite
good results.

Employing more sophisti ated web do ument segmentation methods and

more detailed algorithms for dete ting redundant information might improve the pre ision
s ore obtained by the bootstrapping approa h.
For time

riti al appli ations that need to perform CE on-the-y, the approa h is not

yet suitable, though. Crawling the linked do uments and
do ument

olle tion is a very time

to speed up the pro ess.

onsuming task.

Parallelising the

lustering the thereby

rawling pro ess and the

distan e matrix is a rst measure to take. Another possibility
of the generated training set, as the time
underlying the

lustering, is of quadrati

reated

There are, however, several ways

omplexity for

al ulation of the

ould be to limit the size

omputing the distan e matrix,

order. A further improvement

ould be to redu e
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Figure 7.12: Time performan e of ACCB, DSC and the

lustering TD algorithms.

the ne essity to download all referen ed do uments by sele ting only those links whi h
seem promising.

This would mean to guide the

rawling pro ess to retrieve do uments

based on the same template.
A dierent and quite applied issue is to build in a fallba k solution, in
training do uments for TD are found during the

ase no suitable

luster analysis. A qui k, easy and straight

forward solution would be to use a single do ument CE algorithm if the training set ontains
very few do uments or only the initial one. Depending on the s enario we
use ACCB or DSC for this purpose.

ould simply

Chapter 8
Con lusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have dealt with several topi s in the
summarise shortly the

ontext of CE. In this

ontributions and formulate the

on lusions whi h

hapter we

an be drawn

from the results. Afterwards we will take a look at possible dire tions in whi h to drive
future work. An interesting aspe t in this

ontext will be the role of CE for the Web-as-

orpus initiative and the relation of CE to HTML 5, for whi h the W3C has released the
rst working draft of the spe i ations in January 2008.

8.1 Results and Con lusions
The main results and

ontributions of this thesis fall in four

ategories: the survey of CE

algorithms and related te hniques, the obje tive evaluation of CE methods, the development of new single do ument CE algorithms and the automati

reation of training sets

for TD. We will now look at the results in these four areas separately.

Survey of CE Algorithms:

As the topi

of CE so far has rarely been addressed on its

own, an overview of the algorithms in this eld was still la king. Hen e, the

of urrently available CE and TD algorithms

is

by this thesis. While dis ussing related work in

ertainly the rst

survey

ontribution made

hapter 3, we have seen a wide range

of algorithms from both elds.
Also the

olle tion of dierent evaluation models

for CE methods is a result of this

survey. The dierent purposes, aims and appli ation

ontexts of the extra tion sys-

tems and algorithms revealed a wide range of dierent approa hes for evaluating the
performan e of a CE system. From involving human users over spe ialised and appli ation spe i
range of

tests to general purpose evaluation measures, we have seen a wide

on epts to

apture the performan e of a system or even to

ompare dierent

solutions.
All of these

existing evaluation measures proved to have drawba ks, though.

The la k

of subje tivity, the impossibility to automate the evaluation pro edure and, thus,
the in apability to evaluate a method on a large set of data, as well as problems of
181
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divergen e between evaluation result and a tual performan e were the main

riti s

for existing evaluation pro edures.

Evaluation of CE methods:

Given the la k of obje tive and adequate evaluation mea-

sures for CE, we have developed a way to map the evaluation of CE algorithms into
the domain of IR. This allowed us to use a

epted and eld-tested IR evaluation

measures for the purpose of dete ting the performan e of a CE system. The result is

obje tive and reliable measures to apture the extra tion performan e,
the stability and the time performan e of CE algorithms.

a

olle tion of

implemented our evaluation approa h

We

in a framework whi h is highly platform

independent and extensible for new evaluation measures. This framework allowed the
evaluation of all the CE methods and systems we
was to

ame a ross. Its rst appli ation

evaluate and rank the existing CE algorithms.

Comparing the results of this

evaluation with the subje tive impression we had of the extra tion performan e of
the algorithms, we

an say that the new measures ree t very well the per eived

performan e of the systems.
The

omparison of the existing algorithms revealed that

CE algorithm

DSC is the best performing

 even though it was never intended for this purpose. BTE is a good

CE solution as well, but it takes too long to deliver the results. The heuristi s of
Crun h, instead, might be slightly outdated and seem not to work properly on some
modern do uments. LQF has an intrinsi
whi h are not
su

problem in dis overing additional

ontents

hara terised by hyperlinks. However, these algorithms more or less

eed in nding the main

re all, but all of them

ontent.

Some are more pre ise, others have a high

an be said to be a better option than not using CE at all.

FeatureExtra tor and K-FeatureExtra tor, instead, do not

omply with this demand.

They fall far behind in their extra tion performan e and are not a serious option for
CE appli ations.

The reason that they delivered good results in the

omparison

with the InfoDis overer algorithm was due to blo k based IR measures employed for
evaluation. We provided some pra ti al examples to demonstrate the general problem
of this in the CE

ontext a tually quite frequently used evaluation approa h.

Other insights we gained during the evaluation were

CE algorithms have problems
in parti ular in

typi al s enarios where most

and tend to deliver poor results. Short main

ombination with long additional

adequate solution to dete t those

ontents,

ontents are one problem.

An

ontents is still missing. The se ond s enario for

whi h we dete ted a drop in performan e

onsisted of fragmented main

ontents with

a high rate of in-text hyperlinks. Wiki based web do uments are a good example of
it.

New Single Do ument CE Algorithms:
framework, was the

LP

Our next

ontribution, after the evaluation

introdu tion of new single do ument algorithms.

With

LSI and

we used ideas from other elds, like wrapper indu tion and TD, to nd the small-

est DOM sub-tree whi h still

ontains all of the main

ontent in a do ument. Evalu-

ation showed that the approa hes are not suitable in general. For both algorithms we
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found do uments on whi h their heuristi s make unsustainable assumptions about
the main

ontent and the CE fails entirely. An open question is, how the dis overy

of these problems ae ts the original environment of the algorithms.
The

ontent ode blurring approa h,

instead, turned out to be a very good CE algo-

rithm. It is based on the idea of nding homogeneously formatted regions in a web
do ument, as a uniform format is quite

hara teristi

for the main

ACCB form it even outperforms DSC in the major part of the

ontent. In its

ases. ACCB

along with some adaptations whi h have been spe i ally designed to handle
of fragmented main

omes
ases

ontent with a high rate of in-text links. During evaluation it

turned out, that this adaptation does not

ause drawba ks on other do uments and

might even improve the extra tion performan e in general. Hen e, given our results
we

an say that

moment.

ACCB is the best performing general purpose CE algorithm at the

Automati Creation of Training Sets for TD:

The problems of LSI and LP demon-

strated impressively how the heuristi s of single do ument algorithms

an fail. As

TD algorithms are not as sus eptible to this problem, our next step was to develop a
way to

transform multi do ument TD solutions into single do ument CE algorithms.

The most important prerequisite for bridging the gap between CE and TD was the
possibility to build training sets automati ally. This also requires a way to dete t
dierent template stru tures in a set of do uments.

sets a ording to their underlying templates

Clustering the web do uments in

promised to meet this requirement. The

few approa hes to this task, whi h were reported in related resear h work, had either
not been su

essful or had not really been analysed for their su

We have analysed several distan e measures and
do uments to see whether template

ess.

luster analysis methods for web

lustering was feasible. Comparing distan e mea-

sures based on tree edit distan es, DOM tree paths, tag ve tors and tag sequen es,
we dis overed that in

ombination with a hierar hi al single linkage

a tually the simpler distan e measures whi h perform best.
resulted even in a perfe t
tain

lustering of the templates.

lustering results of previously unseen quality

lustering it is

Given our data, they

Hen e, we managed to ob-

and thereby proved that template

lustering is feasible.
This insight was used to

implement an automati training set onstru tion

ple TD algorithm. First we used a limited web

rawler to nd

andidate do uments

for the training set, starting from the initial do ument for whi h the main
to be dete ted. Then we
lying templates and

lustered the retrieved do uments a

hose the

for a simontent is

ording to their under-

luster featuring the initial do ument as training set

for an entropy based TD algorithm.
The results of this pro ess are promising.
parti ularly high re all results.

The algorithm works well and s ores

Though not a hieving the same quality of ACCB

under the F1 measure, it shows that automating TD is possible.

Furthermore, as

our way of building the training set is entirely independent from the employed TD
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algorithm, we

an use it to turn virtually every multi do ument TD algorithm into

a single do ument CE approa h.

8.2 Future Work
The in orporation of the automati

training set

reation into more sophisti ated TD algo-

rithms and the evaluation of their performan e is one of the tasks for future work. Using
algorithms like InfoDis overer, SST or the approa h based on Page Partitioning, it would
be interesting to see the performan e of a high quality bootstrapped TD.
Improving the time performan e is another issue in this

ontext. Te hni al improve-

ments, like speeding up the bootstrapping pro ess by parallelising the

rawler and the

onstru tion of the distan e matrix, will already improve the situation. A further speedup
an be a hieved by optimising the
good separation of the

lustering algorithm in this very

lusters it might even be possible to omit

ontext.

Given the

al ulating the full dis-

tan e matrix. Restri ting the size of the training set and stopping the

rawling pro ess

when enough suitable do uments have been found is another option. This is parti ularly
promising in

ombination with guiding the

rawler to rst follow those URLs, whi h might

more likely lead to do uments that are based on the same template.
In the

ontext of single do ument CE algorithms there remain a few unsolved problems

as well. Dis overy of short main
ontents  remains a

ontents  espe ially in the vi inity of longer additional

hallenge. Ta kling CE from a more semanti

point of view would be

a pretty new approa h to single do ument CE. Instead of using synta ti
to dis over and outline the main
do ument

ontent, a basi

understanding of the

ould provide very good hints of what belongs to the main

hara teristi s
ontents of a

ontent and what

not. Hen e, in luding natural language pro essing is another dire tion in whi h CE

ould

be driven.
Also the ACCB algorithm
ontent

an benet from some ne tuning. The

onstru tion of the

ode ve tor and the settings of its initial values for the blurring pro ess seem to

be a good starting point for further renements. Using blurring lters dierent from the
one for Gaussian blurring and exploring better the parameter spa e might improve the
performan e still a bit as well.
A general problem,
the Web 2.0

ommon to both CE and TD solutions, are the developments in

ontext. In parti ular, the advent and adoles en e of the AJAX te hnologies

allows to modify do uments after they have been loaded and displayed in the browser.
This is a problem, as the apperan e of su h a do ument is dynami
from the HTML sour e
ode and XML

ode alone. The dynami

aspe ts are

and

annot be dedu ed

ontributed by JavaS ript

ontents whi h are downloaded from a web server in the ba kground while

the page is being displayed and whi h are then in orporated into the do ument.
behaviour is not

ompatible with the

This

lassi al CE and TD approa hes.

Another problem with modern web pages might be the option of personalisation. If
a web do ument has a unique look and layout for ea h user, it is di ult to make gen-
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eral assumptions about a template stru ture, and the CE algorithms might behave very
dierently for dierent users, even for the same main
A last interesting topi
tasks su h as

ontent

ontent.

to mention here is to evaluate the inuen e of CE lters on WM

lassi ation or IE. An open question is, if in the end a su

essful

CE serves or hinders these tasks. Both results are possible and it would be interesting to
know what happens under whi h

ir umstan es.

8.3 Content Extra tion and Web-as-Corpus
Web-as- orpus is the name of a spe ial interest group (SIGWAC) of the Asso iation for
Computer Linguisti s (ACL). The aim of the group is to develop methodologies to exploit
the vast amount of text on the WWW as a sour e for linguisti

data, i.e. as

orpus for

text analysis.
One of the major issues when using web do uments as data for linguisti

analysis

is the noisiness of the texts. Therefore, SIGWAC introdu ed in 2007 the CLEANEVAL

rd

ompetition for the 3

WAC workshop. The task of CLEANEVAL was basi ally to perform

CE on arbitrary web do uments, and thereby prepare them for in lusion in a web
The parti ipants to the

ompetition had to lter the main

orpus.

ontent out of a given set of web

do uments in English and Chinese language. In addition to extra ting the main

ontent

the task also demanded to dedu e a very rough stru ture of the text, outlining headlines,
paragraphs and lists.
Several resear h groups parti ipated to the

ontest and the

reated extra ts were

om-

pared with a gold standard using a Levenshtein distan e. The performan e was measured
as a per entage of similarity between gold standard and extra t  the pre ise algorithm
is not des ribed expli itly. However, leaving aside the stru ture dete tion, the evaluation
methodology seems quite similar to the one introdu ed in

hapter 5.

None of the algorithms analysed in this thesis parti ipated in the CLEANEVAL

ompe-

tition, though. It would be interesting to extend the winning algorithms of our evaluation,
like ACCB, DSC or a sophisti ated TD algorithm, to

ope with stru ture dete tion and run

them on the CLEANEVAL data. Chan es are good, that they might deliver

ompetitive

results.
In any

ase, the web-as- orpus proje t is an interesting appli ation for CE. And the

results of the resear h work following this tra k might provide interesting
for the CE and TD methods. Surprisingly, so far the two

ontributions

ommunities do not seem to be

aware of ea h other.

8.4 Content Extra tion and HTML 5
The topi

of CE itself might soon be ome more interesting in a dierent environment, too.

The rst working draft of the HTML 5 spe i ations [W3C08℄ has been published on the
22

nd

of January 2008. Among the newly introdu ed features are

on epts to dierentiate
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between the kinds of
of

ontent and to outline spe i

ontent are supposed to de lare whether a

prose.

The spe i

se tions in a do ument. The kinds

ontent is e.g.

se tions in a do ument extend existing

meta data, intera tive or
on epts like the quotations

or headlines by arti les, navigation, headers, footers and the so- alled aside se tions. The
semanti

denition of the arti le se tion

orresponds quite well to the main

the aside se tions ree t additional, but still related

ontents.

footer, instead, would typi ally be examples of additional
If the proposed

ontent, while

Navigation, header and

ontents.

on ept will be ome part of the eventual W3C re ommendation for the

HTML 5 spe i ations, CE might

hange its role.

On one hand it might be used as a

onverter from old do ument formats to the new HTML 5, on the other hand it

ould be

spe ialised to in orporate the new tags in the extra tion pro ess.
Converting do uments from old formats to new ones will probably be interesting even
on the long run.
and in

One reason are lega y do uments whi h simply will not be

onverted

ase of ne essity will have to be transformed on-the-y by external lters. Another

reason are new do uments whi h simply do not adhere to the spe i ations. One of the
lessons learned in the short history of the web is that format spe i ations are handled in
a very lax way by the

ommunity. Web do ument authors and even authoring software do

not or at least not always
A

omply with the de-fa to standards of the W3C.

hange towards spe ialisation of CE would mean, instead, that CE algorithms use

the additional information to operate in a more reliable but also more spe i
ould fo us on ategorising the
ontents as main

ontent,

way. They

ontents better than what the standard permits. Classifying

losely related

ontent or additional

ontent

an be done more

ne-grained, e.g. as suggested by Di Iorio's Pentaformat [Di 07℄.
This appli ation of CE may also be used for the purpose of sear h engine fraud dete tion.
After all, just be ause the author outlines

ertain

ontents as the main

ontent does not

ne essarily mean that they a tually are. Clearly an interest of introdu ing the new se tion
tags is to aid sear h engines in

1

reating a better index of web do uments . CE algorithms

an verify the tagging of a do ument to dete t manipulations and misleading markup.
So, even with the advent of HTML 5, CE will most likely not be ome obsolete; it might
a tually be ome even more useful. In any

ase, the development and the dire tion the new

spe i ations have taken underline the importan e of knowing the main

ontent in a web

do ument and thereby the importan e of CE.

1 This

is probably also one of the reasons why one of the editors of the working draft, namely Ian
Hi kson, is an employee of Google.

Appendix A
Test Data
The tables presented here des ribe how the evaluation pa kages for single do ument and
multi do ument CE algorithms have been
the main

omposed. Of parti ular interest might be how

ontent is determined for the automati ally generated evaluation do uments.

A.1 Evaluation Pa kages for Single Do ument Algorithms
The pa kages for evaluation of single do ument algorithms
mainly the original HTML sour e
are used in

ontain for ea h do ument

ode and the extra ted text for the main

ontent. They

hapter 5 and 6.

bb
Web site

BBC online

URL

http://news.bb . o.uk

Type

General news

Language

English

No. of do uments

1000

Main

ontent

Determination via spe ialised automati extra tor. The headline is identied via the embedding table element with a

lass

attribute of

om-

ments

sh, the arti le body is wrapped into the two
<!-- S BO --> and <!-- E BO -->.
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Test Data

hip
Web site

Chip online

URL

http://www. hip.de

Type

Produ t reviews and te hnology news

Language

German

No. of do uments

361

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

extra tor. The

tent slots are re ognised via parti ular
tle is wrapped into the

omments

omments.

<!-- mn-title -->

<!-- /mn-title -->, the main arti le in
<!-- mn-text --> and <!-- /mn-text -->.

the

on-

The tiand

omments

e onomist
Web site

E onomist. om

URL

http://www.e onomist. om

Type

E onomi al, politi al and business news

Language

English

No. of do uments

250

Main

ontent

Determination via spe ialised automati extra tor. The headline is identied via a

arti le text follows the rst
ment. Nested additional
via the

lass attribute

<!-- top-title -->. The
omment <!-ol --> in a p ele-

omment

ontents in the arti le are re ognised

info.

espresso
Web site

L'espresso

URL

http://espresso.repubbli a.it

Type

General news and reportages

Language

Italian

No. of do uments

139

Main

ontent

Determination via spe ialised automati

extra tor.

Several

nested elements indi ate the lo ation of the title, the teaser
and the main text. The title is embedded in an
element, the teaser in the rst
and the arti le text is
attribute

didas alia.

nised via the

b

div

Nested additional

data

headline

element following the title

ontained in a

lass attributes

h1

or

element with

lass

ontents are re og-

paging.

A.1 Evaluation Pa kages for Single Do ument Algorithms
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golem
Web site

Golem

URL

http://www.golem.de

Type

IT related news

Language

German

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

and a subtitle are

ontained in an

h3

extra tor. The title

and an

spe tively. They are further indi ated by the

artikelhead

for the title and

h4

element re-

lass attributes

artikelsubhead

for the subti-

tle. The arti le text, instead, is embedded between the
ments

<!--

ontent -->

and

om-

<!-- / ontent -->.

heise
Web site

Heise online

URL

http://www.heise.de

Type

Te hnology news

Language

German

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

main

extra tor. All of the

ontent is marked up via non-HTML tags

The nested additional
standard element

ISI_IGNORE.

HEISETEXT.

ontents are identied via another non-

adv or a span element with

lass attribute

manual
Web site

Manual sele tion of pages

URL

dierent sour es

Type

News, e- ommer e, manuals, referen es

Language

English, German, Italian

No. of do uments

65

Main

Manually

ontent

p.

reated pa kage.

Using a Firefox Extension (see

109), a human user outlined the main

ontent in a web

do ument in the browser window. The do uments were taken
from several dierent web sites, like online news, e- ommer e,
manuals, et .

From ea h web site several do uments were

taken to redu e the risk of in luding outlier do uments.
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Test Data

repubbli a
Web site

La Repubbli a.it

URL

http://www.repubbli a.it

Type

General news

Language

Italian

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination

ontent

The

main

whi h

are

omments

via

spe ialised

ontent

onsists

indi ated

by

marking

the

of

automati
several

parti ular
beginning

extra tor.

parts,

all

omments.
of

a

of
The

main

on-

<!-- inizio OCCHIELLO -->,
<!-- inizio TITOLO -->,
<!-- inizio SOMMARIO -->
and
<!-- inizio TESTO -->, the end of the fragments
is
indi ated
by
<!-- fine OCCHIELLO -->,
<!-- fine TITOLO -->, <!-- fine SOMMARIO --> and
<!-- fine TESTO --> respe tively. Embedded ommer ials
an be re ognised via the omments <!-- inserto --> and
<!-- /inserto -->.
tent

fragment

are

slashdot
Web site

Slashdot

URL

http://slashdot.org

Type

IT news and rumours

Language

English

No. of do uments

364

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

extra tor. The title

of slashdot do uments is obtained from the HTML

title

el-

ement by stripping o the prex SLASHDOT |. The short
main

ontent of a news is found in a

attribute

intro.

div

element with

lass

A.1 Evaluation Pa kages for Single Do ument Algorithms
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spiegel
Web site

Spiegel online

URL

http://www.spiegel.de

Type

General news

Language

German

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

extra tor. The title

title

element.

element with

lass at-

of a do ument is obtained from the HTML
The teaser text is indi ated by a

p

spIntrotext. The arti le text is embedded in a div
spArti leBody. As the arti le might ontain nested div elements with main ontent, the number of
opening and losing div tags is ounted to determine when
the main ontent div is losed.
tribute

element with id

telepolis
Web site

Telepolis

URL

http://www.telepolis.de

Type

General news

Language

German

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

main

However, this se tion

ontains additional

p

elements with

lass

HEISETEXT.

ontents. The main

h1, h2 or h3
attributes fliess

ontent inside it is found via
or

extra tor. All of the

ontent is marked up via non-HTML tags

headline elements
or

zitat.

wiki
Web site

Wikipedia

URL

http://de.wikipedia.org

Type

En y lopaedia

Language

German

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

ti le title is indi ated by an

h1

extra tor.

element with

The ar-

lass attribute

firstHeading, the arti le itself is embedded in the omments
<!-- start ontent --> and <!-- end ontent -->.
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Test Data

yahoo
Web site

Yahoo! News

URL

http://news.yahoo. om

Type

General news

Language

English

No. of do uments

1000

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati extra tor. The head-

ontent

h1 element. The main ontent is a div
storybody. As nested div elements indi ate
ontents, the number of opening and losing div

line is identied via an
element with id
additional
tags is

ounted and only the

ontents on the highest level are

extra ted.

zdf
Web site

ZDF heute.de

URL

http://www.heute.de

Type

General news

Language

German

No. of do uments

422

Main

Determination via spe ialised automati

ontent

main

ontent

extra tor.

onsists of a teaser and the main text.

The
The

is found in a div element with
lass attribute
arti le-box- ontent, the main text in a div element with
lass attribute artikel-inhalt-text.

teaser

A.2 Evaluation Pa kages for Multi Do ument Algorithms
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A.2 Evaluation Pa kages for Multi Do ument Algorithms
The evaluation pa kages used for multi do ument CE algorithms in

hapter 7 additionally

ontain all those do uments whi h are referen ed via hyperlinks. The extra tion rules for
the main

ontent are exa tly the same as for the single do ument pa kages. Hen e, the

tables merely list the number of do uments with an outlined main
of hyperlinked do uments in the pa kages.

espresso
Web site

L'espresso

URL

http://espresso.repubbli a.it

No. of do uments

18

Referen ed do uments

237

heise
Web site

Heise online

URL

http://www.heise.de

No. of do uments

197

Referen ed do uments

3206

repubbli a
Web site

La Repubbli a.it

URL

http://www.repubbli a.it

No. of do uments

112

Referen ed do uments

642

spiegel
Web site

Spiegel online

URL

http://www.spiegel.de

No. of do uments

371

Referen ed do uments

5827

telepolis
Web site

Telepolis

URL

http://www.telepolis.de

No. of do uments

47

Referen ed do uments

1082

ontent and the number
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Test Data

Appendix B
Evaluation Results
The following pages summarise the results of all the evaluation runs made in the
of this thesis. The results are presented in tabular form as the most

ontext

ompa t mean. The

evaluation results for single do ument CE algorithms are listed in B.1, the results for TD
based multi do ument approa hes in B.2.
The table list F1 measure, re all, pre ision and the estimate for the standard deviation
of F1 for the following underlying do ument models (see 5.2.2):

hara ter sequen e (CS),

word sequen e (WS), bag of words (BoW) and set of words (SoW). The pro essing time is
normalised to se onds per kilobyte. All experiments were

ondu ted on the same system

with a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 pro essor and 512 MB RAM, whi h was used to run the CE
appli ations.
There are few
whi h seems to

ases in whi h the plain method does not a hieve a re all value of 1.0
ontradi t the theoreti

ba kground.

in resolving the en oding of the HTML sour e
been resolved

ode.

orre tly when determining the main

This ee t is
Some spe ial

aused by problems
hara ters had not

ontent for the gold standard. As this

problem ae ts all CE methods equally the relative performan e is not ae ted.

B.1 Single Do ument Algorithms
The following results are

ompiled from the evaluation runs

of existing and new single do ument CE methods in
methods

omprise Body Text Extra tion (bte) (see 3.2.2),

hara ter based version (

b-r40), the adapted

the token based version (t

ondu ted for the

hapter 5 and 6.
ontent

omparison

The evaluated

ode blurring in the

hara ter based version (a

b-r40) and

b-25) (see 6.4), Crun h ( run h) (see 3.2.1), Do ument Slope

Curves (ds ) (see 3.2.3), Link Quota Filters (see 3.2.4) with a link quota threshold of 0.25
(lqf-25), 0.5 (lqf-50) and 0.75 (lqf-75), largest size in rease (lsi) (see 6.2), largest pagelet
(lp-7) (see 6.3), FeatureExtra tor (fe) and K-FeatureExtra tor (kfe) (see 3.2.5). The plain
method

orresponds to not using any CE lter at all and serves as baseline (see 5.4.2).

The evaluation pa kages

omprise the do uments taken from the web sites of BBC,

Chip, The E onomist, l'espresso, Golem, Heise online, La Repubbli a, Slashdot, Spiegel
195
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Evaluation Results

online, Telepolis, Wikipedia, Yahoo! news and ZDF heute online. The manual pa kage
onsists of dierent web do uments taken from a wide range of web sites. Details about
omposition and

reation of the single pa kages are given in appendix A.

a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

Table B.1: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average F1 (CS)

bb

size,

0.939 0.722 0.896 0.881 0.958 0.920 0.484 0.970 0.190 0.871 0.913 0.678 0.739 0.928
0.668 0.272 0.749 0.835 0.547 0.670 0.452 0.846 0.117 0.749 0.930 0.858 0.601 0.884
0.938 0.745 0.918 0.882 0.939 0.851 0.487 0.966 0.189 0.870 0.916 0.400 0.749 0.928
0.754 0.390 0.823 0.816 0.887 0.830 0.430 0.892 0.136 0.734 0.915 0.754 0.742 0.784
0.929 0.738 0.891 0.872 0.959 0.883 0.485 0.926 0.282 0.908 0.869 0.652 0.785 0.855
0.149 0.161 0.044 0.080 0.277 0.304 0.271 0.172 0.276 0.043 0.152 0.280 0.211 0.089
0.682 0.318 0.706 0.080 0.371 0.581 0.436 0.188 0.225 0.713 0.828 0.640 0.692 0.527
0.833 0.521 0.722 0.669 0.932 0.806 0.429 0.832 0.144 0.811 0.914 0.733 0.703 0.580
0.826 0.520 0.709 0.667 0.822 0.801 0.423 0.819 0.133 0.802 0.912 0.800 0.667 0.579
0.799 0.496 0.683 0.666 0.763 0.781 0.413 0.819 0.123 0.779 0.913 0.824 0.644 0.572
0.889 0.216 0.868 0.850 0.574 0.719 0.414 0.876 0.128 0.732 0.945 0.830 0.788 0.611
0.956 0.714 0.885 0.865 0.532 0.717 0.420 0.931 0.364 0.901 0.934 0.583 0.229 0.728
0.588 0.184 0.599 0.628 0.521 0.580 0.375 0.698 0.108 0.553 0.868 0.814 0.578 0.507
0.931 0.844 0.906 0.881 0.947 0.823 0.469 0.920 0.280 0.915 0.906 0.653 0.765 0.748
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a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table B.2: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average re all (CS)

0.937 0.925 0.958 0.898 0.928 0.934 0.872 0.965 0.940 0.906 0.919 0.559 0.850 0.919
1.000 0.999 0.991 0.968 1.000 0.998 0.905 0.999 0.999 0.973 0.997 0.809 0.999 1.000
0.936 0.895 0.948 0.898 0.890 0.815 0.863 0.956 0.900 0.895 0.918 0.291 0.849 0.919
0.994 0.993 0.999 0.959 0.981 0.947 0.937 0.996 0.970 0.982 0.998 0.752 0.999 1.000
0.902 0.923 0.915 0.868 0.938 0.865 0.792 0.941 0.917 0.925 0.838 0.552 0.894 0.808
0.083 0.100 0.027 0.069 0.166 0.196 0.246 0.146 0.216 0.023 0.088 0.197 0.165 0.049
0.655 0.791 0.823 0.069 0.399 0.755 0.721 0.164 0.649 0.793 0.819 0.596 0.816 0.559
0.994 1.000 0.998 0.965 1.000 0.977 0.946 1.000 0.998 0.985 0.997 0.689 0.999 1.000
0.995 1.000 0.999 0.968 1.000 0.983 0.950 1.000 1.000 0.987 1.000 0.861 0.999 1.000
0.995 1.000 0.999 0.968 1.000 0.987 0.960 1.000 1.000 0.989 1.000 0.917 0.999 1.000
0.985 0.770 0.997 0.936 0.988 0.867 0.911 0.991 0.945 0.945 0.999 0.985 0.989 0.925
0.987 0.966 0.958 0.960 0.542 0.789 0.681 0.979 0.695 0.849 0.988 0.500 0.147 0.831
1.000 1.000 1.000 0.969 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.926 0.838 0.950 0.887 0.911 0.894 0.835 0.897 0.932 0.898 0.906 0.548 0.879 0.669

a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table B.3: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average pre ision (CS)

0.943 0.602 0.853 0.918 0.991 0.913 0.391 0.984 0.118 0.856 0.934 1.000 0.672 0.950
0.514 0.160 0.619 0.766 0.382 0.524 0.354 0.758 0.064 0.627 0.897 0.942 0.441 0.804
0.943 0.646 0.917 0.919 0.998 0.912 0.397 0.985 0.126 0.863 0.942 1.000 0.688 0.950
0.618 0.247 0.718 0.739 0.811 0.751 0.312 0.819 0.077 0.603 0.869 0.774 0.602 0.654
0.964 0.625 0.894 0.931 0.989 0.923 0.423 0.931 0.191 0.917 0.936 0.874 0.720 0.943
1.000 0.472 0.630 0.447 0.970 0.938 0.636 0.628 0.489 0.616 0.988 0.777 0.460 0.654
0.938 0.279 0.734 0.447 0.401 0.721 0.454 0.624 0.213 0.744 0.933 0.793 0.633 0.729
0.726 0.358 0.584 0.528 0.873 0.703 0.311 0.733 0.081 0.702 0.866 0.826 0.556 0.420
0.714 0.358 0.568 0.524 0.703 0.693 0.305 0.716 0.074 0.689 0.862 0.768 0.514 0.419
0.676 0.336 0.536 0.523 0.623 0.663 0.294 0.716 0.068 0.657 0.862 0.763 0.488 0.412
0.840 0.127 0.821 0.823 0.431 0.661 0.331 0.849 0.072 0.673 0.921 0.751 0.667 0.493
0.928 0.576 0.846 0.828 0.540 0.693 0.454 0.900 0.271 0.976 0.919 0.965 0.734 0.667
0.429 0.103 0.442 0.477 0.357 0.423 0.258 0.563 0.059 0.399 0.787 0.704 0.418 0.350
0.940 0.934 0.895 0.929 0.990 0.799 0.407 0.973 0.220 0.963 0.942 1.000 0.700 0.960
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a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table B.4: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: stability (CS)

0.033 0.106 0.120 0.196 0.025 0.066 0.252 0.088 0.155 0.120 0.141 0.253 0.148 0.077
0.120 0.076 0.149 0.182 0.093 0.154 0.248 0.152 0.083 0.137 0.148 0.170 0.132 0.091
0.035 0.105 0.149 0.196 0.046 0.109 0.251 0.090 0.153 0.122 0.141 0.286 0.145 0.077
0.104 0.090 0.138 0.175 0.043 0.084 0.237 0.105 0.097 0.134 0.146 0.119 0.112 0.098
0.050 0.117 0.150 0.195 0.066 0.112 0.234 0.119 0.206 0.148 0.140 0.193 0.147 0.145
0.088 0.032 0.039 0.092 0.117 0.181 0.186 0.252 0.083 0.027 0.106 0.198 0.064 0.043
0.370 0.141 0.332 0.092 0.069 0.343 0.262 0.231 0.115 0.309 0.258 0.283 0.220 0.406
0.081 0.098 0.155 0.154 0.024 0.114 0.241 0.144 0.096 0.109 0.145 0.191 0.128 0.131
0.083 0.098 0.154 0.153 0.059 0.113 0.239 0.147 0.090 0.114 0.145 0.134 0.131 0.131
0.087 0.097 0.154 0.153 0.072 0.115 0.236 0.147 0.088 0.119 0.145 0.121 0.131 0.131
0.166 0.052 0.229 0.205 0.148 0.271 0.247 0.238 0.087 0.250 0.149 0.172 0.117 0.206
0.063 0.107 0.204 0.197 0.246 0.287 0.210 0.154 0.178 0.146 0.165 0.291 0.070 0.283
0.132 0.059 0.152 0.145 0.090 0.146 0.228 0.183 0.069 0.159 0.143 0.127 0.132 0.132
0.056 0.240 0.148 0.197 0.051 0.159 0.260 0.152 0.261 0.167 0.162 0.305 0.162 0.241

a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual
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e onomist
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bb

Table B.5: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average F1 (WS)

0.924 0.703 0.890 0.875 0.959 0.916 0.419 0.968 0.177 0.861 0.908 0.682 0.732 0.929
0.676 0.262 0.736 0.835 0.532 0.674 0.409 0.842 0.113 0.749 0.927 0.853 0.602 0.875
0.923 0.716 0.914 0.876 0.939 0.841 0.420 0.964 0.160 0.858 0.913 0.403 0.742 0.929
0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772
0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847
0.147 0.015 0.002 0.035 0.273 0.264 0.141 0.099 0.067 0.002 0.143 0.236 0.109 0.015
0.677 0.276 0.697 0.035 0.200 0.580 0.357 0.097 0.077 0.689 0.823 0.593 0.673 0.491
0.834 0.502 0.732 0.667 0.926 0.791 0.387 0.826 0.135 0.790 0.906 0.690 0.708 0.579
0.826 0.502 0.720 0.666 0.806 0.787 0.381 0.816 0.127 0.775 0.906 0.752 0.670 0.578
0.798 0.473 0.694 0.665 0.735 0.767 0.374 0.816 0.118 0.749 0.906 0.785 0.644 0.571
0.886 0.070 0.842 0.838 0.554 0.645 0.376 0.877 0.076 0.722 0.942 0.764 0.781 0.574
0.954 0.698 0.835 0.863 0.319 0.603 0.322 0.918 0.177 0.893 0.931 0.574 0.060 0.623
0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514
0.914 0.842 0.903 0.871 0.947 0.821 0.404 0.918 0.269 0.910 0.902 0.660 0.758 0.745
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Table B.6: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average re all (WS)

0.927 0.913 0.952 0.894 0.929 0.930 0.717 0.962 0.905 0.902 0.911 0.566 0.838 0.921
0.999 0.999 0.956 0.946 1.000 0.998 0.805 0.997 0.996 0.983 0.995 0.808 0.999 1.000
0.925 0.875 0.948 0.894 0.890 0.806 0.706 0.954 0.748 0.889 0.911 0.295 0.838 0.921
0.993 0.988 0.982 0.963 0.981 0.944 0.815 0.996 0.911 0.978 0.998 0.731 0.996 0.999
0.900 0.902 0.909 0.860 0.936 0.859 0.601 0.938 0.750 0.924 0.822 0.510 0.887 0.803
0.082 0.009 0.001 0.022 0.163 0.172 0.115 0.100 0.056 0.001 0.081 0.173 0.084 0.008
0.655 0.758 0.803 0.022 0.222 0.749 0.593 0.106 0.271 0.781 0.809 0.569 0.796 0.537
0.993 1.000 0.981 0.969 1.000 0.971 0.838 1.000 0.986 0.980 0.996 0.658 0.998 1.000
0.995 1.000 0.982 0.972 1.000 0.979 0.843 1.000 1.000 0.982 1.000 0.818 0.998 1.000
0.995 1.000 0.982 0.972 1.000 0.984 0.869 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.880 0.999 1.000
0.975 0.272 0.968 0.901 0.988 0.755 0.816 0.991 0.521 0.934 0.996 0.907 0.985 0.858
0.982 0.952 0.895 0.937 0.303 0.640 0.522 0.963 0.315 0.843 0.985 0.494 0.038 0.686
1.000 1.000 0.984 0.973 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.914 0.833 0.949 0.878 0.913 0.882 0.681 0.892 0.908 0.897 0.898 0.557 0.866 0.669
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Table B.7: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average pre ision (WS)

0.924 0.581 0.846 0.913 0.991 0.909 0.345 0.983 0.110 0.842 0.928 1.000 0.667 0.949
0.523 0.153 0.612 0.764 0.368 0.528 0.322 0.753 0.062 0.623 0.893 0.923 0.443 0.789
0.924 0.614 0.911 0.915 0.998 0.900 0.347 0.984 0.108 0.847 0.939 1.000 0.682 0.949
0.622 0.210 0.713 0.727 0.733 0.720 0.279 0.812 0.069 0.571 0.861 0.735 0.598 0.638
0.984 0.591 0.890 0.922 0.990 0.917 0.361 0.930 0.174 0.907 0.926 0.779 0.716 0.931
1.000 0.039 0.023 0.138 0.911 0.701 0.310 0.168 0.104 0.018 0.907 0.559 0.274 0.096
0.927 0.177 0.636 0.138 0.223 0.721 0.351 0.160 0.057 0.633 0.928 0.665 0.599 0.471
0.727 0.341 0.601 0.524 0.863 0.683 0.281 0.725 0.076 0.676 0.854 0.759 0.562 0.419
0.715 0.341 0.586 0.520 0.680 0.674 0.275 0.711 0.070 0.656 0.851 0.718 0.518 0.418
0.675 0.315 0.553 0.520 0.587 0.644 0.266 0.711 0.065 0.621 0.851 0.726 0.488 0.411
0.841 0.041 0.790 0.808 0.411 0.605 0.305 0.849 0.043 0.664 0.919 0.692 0.659 0.466
0.929 0.561 0.794 0.821 0.342 0.589 0.333 0.890 0.139 0.963 0.914 0.934 0.201 0.579
0.436 0.096 0.459 0.471 0.340 0.417 0.254 0.571 0.057 0.396 0.772 0.717 0.421 0.356
0.918 0.934 0.889 0.920 0.988 0.801 0.359 0.971 0.212 0.954 0.938 1.000 0.694 0.951
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Table B.8: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: stability (WS)

0.035 0.107 0.147 0.206 0.025 0.072 0.274 0.089 0.153 0.135 0.154 0.257 0.161 0.078
0.119 0.074 0.153 0.189 0.095 0.147 0.253 0.155 0.083 0.137 0.151 0.205 0.133 0.091
0.037 0.116 0.155 0.206 0.047 0.121 0.277 0.091 0.154 0.143 0.154 0.291 0.159 0.078
0.102 0.084 0.146 0.172 0.056 0.091 0.245 0.107 0.093 0.146 0.147 0.137 0.113 0.100
0.052 0.136 0.164 0.204 0.068 0.119 0.265 0.124 0.222 0.164 0.166 0.234 0.154 0.152
0.087 0.012 0.005 0.100 0.117 0.209 0.193 0.257 0.040 0.013 0.104 0.197 0.049 0.024
0.369 0.172 0.342 0.100 0.055 0.341 0.281 0.241 0.055 0.321 0.265 0.302 0.245 0.425
0.081 0.096 0.159 0.152 0.028 0.114 0.246 0.146 0.094 0.123 0.147 0.227 0.129 0.131
0.083 0.096 0.158 0.151 0.066 0.112 0.244 0.149 0.087 0.132 0.147 0.165 0.132 0.131
0.086 0.095 0.157 0.151 0.078 0.113 0.238 0.149 0.085 0.135 0.147 0.145 0.132 0.132
0.183 0.083 0.221 0.204 0.150 0.378 0.252 0.236 0.092 0.268 0.152 0.165 0.119 0.268
0.090 0.114 0.262 0.200 0.387 0.422 0.234 0.200 0.230 0.195 0.170 0.293 0.039 0.413
0.132 0.056 0.156 0.143 0.090 0.142 0.227 0.184 0.070 0.163 0.144 0.127 0.133 0.132
0.067 0.240 0.154 0.207 0.052 0.170 0.281 0.156 0.263 0.177 0.175 0.307 0.175 0.244
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Table B.9: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average F1 (BoW)

0.924 0.709 0.895 0.878 0.959 0.918 0.436 0.969 0.186 0.868 0.912 0.682 0.747 0.931
0.676 0.262 0.737 0.836 0.532 0.675 0.424 0.843 0.113 0.753 0.927 0.858 0.603 0.875
0.923 0.720 0.918 0.879 0.939 0.847 0.437 0.965 0.184 0.865 0.917 0.403 0.755 0.931
0.758 0.344 0.815 0.812 0.840 0.816 0.394 0.887 0.130 0.708 0.910 0.742 0.739 0.772
0.937 0.713 0.891 0.866 0.958 0.882 0.449 0.927 0.273 0.904 0.868 0.602 0.785 0.854
0.147 0.017 0.002 0.043 0.273 0.270 0.165 0.101 0.106 0.002 0.146 0.252 0.116 0.017
0.684 0.281 0.702 0.043 0.290 0.583 0.384 0.100 0.136 0.697 0.829 0.604 0.687 0.496
0.835 0.502 0.732 0.672 0.926 0.794 0.399 0.826 0.136 0.792 0.907 0.716 0.708 0.579
0.827 0.502 0.721 0.669 0.806 0.789 0.393 0.816 0.127 0.777 0.906 0.772 0.670 0.578
0.800 0.473 0.694 0.669 0.735 0.768 0.383 0.816 0.118 0.751 0.906 0.803 0.645 0.571
0.888 0.104 0.842 0.843 0.554 0.663 0.389 0.877 0.104 0.727 0.942 0.768 0.786 0.584
0.955 0.709 0.836 0.864 0.361 0.630 0.367 0.921 0.262 0.894 0.931 0.574 0.089 0.647
0.595 0.173 0.613 0.627 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514
0.914 0.847 0.907 0.874 0.947 0.828 0.423 0.921 0.276 0.912 0.907 0.660 0.767 0.751
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Table B.10: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average re all (BoW)

0.927 0.921 0.958 0.897 0.929 0.932 0.750 0.964 0.957 0.909 0.919 0.566 0.857 0.924
0.999 0.999 0.959 0.947 1.000 0.999 0.831 0.997 0.997 0.990 0.996 0.812 1.000 1.000
0.925 0.881 0.953 0.897 0.890 0.812 0.741 0.955 0.891 0.896 0.919 0.295 0.853 0.923
0.995 0.993 0.982 0.964 0.984 0.951 0.844 0.996 0.972 0.982 0.998 0.750 0.997 1.000
0.900 0.909 0.919 0.864 0.936 0.863 0.682 0.942 0.859 0.926 0.837 0.516 0.895 0.811
0.082 0.011 0.001 0.026 0.163 0.175 0.137 0.102 0.091 0.001 0.083 0.185 0.090 0.010
0.662 0.773 0.809 0.026 0.320 0.753 0.628 0.109 0.461 0.790 0.821 0.579 0.814 0.543
0.994 1.000 0.982 0.975 1.000 0.974 0.870 1.000 0.992 0.982 0.997 0.683 0.998 1.000
0.996 1.000 0.983 0.977 1.000 0.981 0.874 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.840 0.999 1.000
0.997 1.000 0.983 0.977 1.000 0.985 0.893 1.000 1.000 0.988 1.000 0.902 0.999 1.000
0.978 0.393 0.968 0.907 0.988 0.780 0.848 0.991 0.759 0.945 0.996 0.911 0.992 0.874
0.983 0.967 0.895 0.938 0.349 0.673 0.574 0.966 0.490 0.844 0.985 0.495 0.057 0.719
1.000 1.000 0.984 0.977 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.914 0.839 0.955 0.881 0.913 0.890 0.720 0.897 0.947 0.899 0.907 0.557 0.878 0.676
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Table B.11: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average pre ision (BoW)

0.924 0.585 0.851 0.916 0.992 0.911 0.358 0.983 0.115 0.848 0.932 1.000 0.680 0.952
0.523 0.153 0.613 0.766 0.368 0.528 0.335 0.753 0.062 0.626 0.894 0.929 0.443 0.789
0.924 0.617 0.914 0.918 0.998 0.907 0.361 0.984 0.122 0.854 0.942 1.000 0.693 0.952
0.623 0.212 0.713 0.729 0.736 0.727 0.287 0.812 0.073 0.573 0.861 0.752 0.598 0.639
0.984 0.595 0.899 0.926 0.990 0.922 0.400 0.932 0.186 0.909 0.934 0.791 0.721 0.939
1.000 0.045 0.025 0.188 0.911 0.717 0.363 0.179 0.158 0.019 0.920 0.605 0.284 0.112
0.935 0.180 0.640 0.188 0.312 0.724 0.383 0.173 0.100 0.640 0.933 0.677 0.611 0.477
0.729 0.341 0.602 0.527 0.863 0.686 0.290 0.725 0.076 0.678 0.855 0.789 0.563 0.419
0.716 0.341 0.586 0.523 0.680 0.676 0.283 0.711 0.070 0.657 0.851 0.736 0.518 0.418
0.676 0.315 0.553 0.522 0.587 0.646 0.272 0.711 0.065 0.623 0.851 0.741 0.489 0.411
0.842 0.061 0.790 0.813 0.411 0.619 0.314 0.849 0.058 0.667 0.919 0.696 0.664 0.474
0.930 0.569 0.795 0.823 0.382 0.614 0.399 0.892 0.198 0.964 0.915 0.935 0.293 0.598
0.436 0.096 0.459 0.473 0.340 0.417 0.254 0.571 0.057 0.396 0.772 0.717 0.421 0.356
0.918 0.938 0.893 0.923 0.988 0.807 0.374 0.974 0.216 0.956 0.942 1.000 0.702 0.957
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Table B.12: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: stability (BoW)

0.035 0.103 0.144 0.206 0.025 0.070 0.273 0.088 0.157 0.134 0.144 0.257 0.154 0.075
0.119 0.075 0.152 0.189 0.095 0.147 0.257 0.155 0.083 0.135 0.151 0.201 0.133 0.091
0.037 0.113 0.152 0.207 0.047 0.117 0.275 0.089 0.161 0.141 0.145 0.291 0.153 0.075
0.103 0.085 0.146 0.172 0.055 0.087 0.245 0.107 0.096 0.146 0.147 0.128 0.113 0.100
0.052 0.133 0.160 0.204 0.068 0.114 0.269 0.120 0.219 0.161 0.146 0.229 0.149 0.144
0.087 0.015 0.005 0.100 0.117 0.204 0.196 0.257 0.069 0.014 0.104 0.200 0.050 0.025
0.372 0.175 0.343 0.100 0.067 0.343 0.281 0.241 0.093 0.323 0.259 0.303 0.244 0.428
0.081 0.097 0.159 0.152 0.028 0.112 0.245 0.146 0.093 0.123 0.147 0.216 0.128 0.131
0.084 0.097 0.158 0.152 0.066 0.111 0.243 0.149 0.087 0.132 0.147 0.154 0.132 0.131
0.087 0.095 0.158 0.151 0.078 0.113 0.238 0.149 0.085 0.135 0.147 0.135 0.132 0.132
0.176 0.073 0.221 0.204 0.150 0.352 0.250 0.236 0.089 0.263 0.151 0.166 0.117 0.255
0.083 0.110 0.261 0.200 0.360 0.389 0.226 0.190 0.208 0.190 0.169 0.292 0.047 0.381
0.132 0.056 0.156 0.143 0.090 0.142 0.227 0.184 0.070 0.163 0.144 0.127 0.133 0.132
0.067 0.238 0.151 0.207 0.052 0.163 0.280 0.153 0.264 0.176 0.164 0.307 0.170 0.242
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Table B.13: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average F1 (SoW)

0.921 0.701 0.903 0.874 0.979 0.929 0.498 0.981 0.272 0.865 0.923 0.726 0.809 0.956
0.682 0.309 0.750 0.831 0.541 0.656 0.493 0.848 0.196 0.747 0.932 0.872 0.661 0.905
0.921 0.716 0.926 0.875 0.966 0.869 0.498 0.978 0.264 0.863 0.929 0.456 0.825 0.956
0.773 0.612 0.843 0.818 0.892 0.819 0.479 0.913 0.222 0.803 0.929 0.734 0.784 0.830
0.957 0.708 0.901 0.866 0.970 0.900 0.491 0.945 0.341 0.904 0.888 0.638 0.864 0.885
0.222 0.021 0.004 0.058 0.365 0.325 0.185 0.112 0.109 0.003 0.205 0.309 0.184 0.026
0.696 0.329 0.706 0.058 0.279 0.572 0.423 0.113 0.151 0.689 0.846 0.623 0.745 0.503
0.832 0.550 0.705 0.637 0.930 0.798 0.471 0.826 0.223 0.803 0.914 0.736 0.777 0.587
0.825 0.550 0.697 0.636 0.816 0.794 0.466 0.813 0.212 0.788 0.912 0.767 0.736 0.586
0.807 0.525 0.673 0.635 0.758 0.766 0.460 0.813 0.202 0.764 0.912 0.796 0.710 0.580
0.885 0.126 0.851 0.841 0.582 0.654 0.458 0.879 0.159 0.734 0.951 0.770 0.783 0.593
0.946 0.749 0.842 0.864 0.360 0.624 0.407 0.918 0.263 0.916 0.938 0.619 0.111 0.653
0.605 0.246 0.626 0.599 0.529 0.576 0.460 0.704 0.185 0.557 0.861 0.813 0.652 0.549
0.913 0.869 0.919 0.873 0.969 0.832 0.481 0.948 0.357 0.914 0.922 0.694 0.837 0.794
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Table B.14: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average re all (SoW)

0.957 0.952 0.950 0.894 0.969 0.957 0.757 0.982 0.950 0.916 0.929 0.619 0.878 0.958
1.000 0.999 0.941 0.944 1.000 0.999 0.833 0.998 0.997 0.987 0.997 0.836 0.999 1.000
0.955 0.916 0.947 0.894 0.938 0.851 0.747 0.976 0.873 0.905 0.929 0.346 0.876 0.957
0.993 0.993 0.973 0.956 0.988 0.954 0.838 0.997 0.965 0.981 0.998 0.745 0.997 0.999
0.937 0.935 0.917 0.865 0.956 0.895 0.683 0.967 0.837 0.928 0.862 0.573 0.924 0.849
0.129 0.014 0.002 0.036 0.232 0.221 0.154 0.113 0.096 0.002 0.122 0.233 0.126 0.015
0.702 0.778 0.803 0.036 0.339 0.760 0.632 0.121 0.408 0.798 0.840 0.624 0.838 0.558
0.994 1.000 0.974 0.970 1.000 0.978 0.866 1.000 0.991 0.982 0.997 0.722 0.998 1.000
0.995 1.000 0.974 0.974 1.000 0.984 0.871 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.863 0.999 1.000
0.996 1.000 0.975 0.974 1.000 0.987 0.890 1.000 1.000 0.988 1.000 0.917 0.999 1.000
0.978 0.380 0.950 0.907 0.992 0.783 0.839 0.991 0.701 0.956 0.997 0.894 0.996 0.873
0.983 0.976 0.879 0.930 0.367 0.678 0.572 0.966 0.429 0.882 0.987 0.535 0.073 0.705
1.000 1.000 0.976 0.973 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.944 0.871 0.948 0.879 0.956 0.913 0.722 0.943 0.944 0.906 0.922 0.602 0.903 0.733
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Table B.15: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average pre ision (SoW)

0.892 0.561 0.868 0.912 0.989 0.909 0.418 0.987 0.171 0.835 0.936 1.000 0.758 0.961
0.527 0.185 0.636 0.759 0.375 0.506 0.399 0.759 0.112 0.618 0.895 0.926 0.504 0.835
0.892 0.593 0.930 0.914 0.998 0.902 0.421 0.988 0.175 0.841 0.948 1.000 0.785 0.961
0.642 0.448 0.756 0.742 0.816 0.727 0.369 0.851 0.130 0.692 0.887 0.740 0.656 0.717
0.983 0.576 0.915 0.925 0.989 0.921 0.440 0.939 0.236 0.905 0.936 0.772 0.823 0.949
1.000 0.053 0.028 0.199 0.911 0.713 0.361 0.193 0.148 0.021 0.918 0.631 0.433 0.127
0.916 0.217 0.646 0.199 0.277 0.706 0.410 0.183 0.108 0.621 0.937 0.665 0.681 0.480
0.722 0.384 0.565 0.487 0.870 0.689 0.356 0.722 0.129 0.691 0.861 0.777 0.646 0.426
0.711 0.384 0.555 0.484 0.693 0.681 0.350 0.703 0.122 0.670 0.856 0.708 0.593 0.425
0.686 0.360 0.526 0.484 0.615 0.640 0.342 0.703 0.116 0.637 0.855 0.718 0.561 0.418
0.833 0.077 0.813 0.809 0.436 0.606 0.379 0.849 0.093 0.667 0.927 0.706 0.655 0.483
0.913 0.615 0.815 0.830 0.364 0.599 0.429 0.885 0.204 0.964 0.919 0.934 0.282 0.616
0.444 0.142 0.472 0.443 0.364 0.417 0.329 0.567 0.104 0.401 0.771 0.702 0.494 0.388
0.886 0.944 0.916 0.924 0.986 0.794 0.432 0.976 0.271 0.953 0.948 1.000 0.791 0.961
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manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table B.16: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: stability (SoW)

0.035 0.095 0.137 0.206 0.023 0.063 0.264 0.079 0.154 0.123 0.128 0.253 0.127 0.061
0.107 0.071 0.138 0.185 0.085 0.147 0.250 0.146 0.096 0.133 0.129 0.195 0.116 0.075
0.037 0.106 0.144 0.206 0.035 0.104 0.267 0.080 0.158 0.130 0.128 0.308 0.124 0.061
0.088 0.085 0.128 0.163 0.041 0.080 0.249 0.090 0.106 0.113 0.126 0.130 0.096 0.080
0.048 0.126 0.154 0.205 0.056 0.101 0.257 0.111 0.216 0.157 0.139 0.227 0.118 0.132
0.102 0.018 0.007 0.114 0.144 0.231 0.199 0.261 0.063 0.017 0.130 0.205 0.072 0.034
0.378 0.195 0.339 0.114 0.063 0.339 0.277 0.244 0.085 0.314 0.255 0.302 0.245 0.431
0.073 0.084 0.141 0.144 0.026 0.113 0.244 0.132 0.101 0.112 0.125 0.204 0.100 0.120
0.074 0.084 0.141 0.143 0.056 0.112 0.243 0.135 0.097 0.121 0.124 0.149 0.107 0.119
0.074 0.084 0.141 0.143 0.066 0.113 0.237 0.135 0.096 0.123 0.124 0.132 0.110 0.120
0.167 0.097 0.206 0.211 0.153 0.360 0.252 0.228 0.104 0.267 0.128 0.148 0.106 0.266
0.085 0.098 0.257 0.198 0.381 0.395 0.226 0.188 0.211 0.189 0.145 0.267 0.056 0.407
0.117 0.062 0.140 0.136 0.084 0.136 0.229 0.169 0.082 0.152 0.122 0.121 0.116 0.121
0.065 0.239 0.144 0.208 0.040 0.163 0.278 0.152 0.249 0.175 0.149 0.314 0.146 0.243

a

b-r40

bte
b-r40
run h
ds
fe
kfe
lqf-25
lqf-50
lqf-75
lsi
lp-7
plain
t

b-25

zdf

yahoo

wiki

telepolis

spiegel

slashdot

repubbli a

manual

heise

golem

espresso

e onomist

hip

bb

Table B.17: Evaluation results single do ument algorithms: average time in s/kB

0.000 0.008 0.015 0.016 0.009 0.012 0.020 0.014 0.013 0.015 0.052 0.028 0.013 0.000
0.049 0.404 0.411 0.412 0.162 0.381 0.413 0.043 1.901 1.000 0.183 0.329 0.180 0.134
0.007 0.008 0.015 0.016 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.011 0.013 0.016 0.052 0.024 0.013 0.000
0.027 0.012 0.014 0.033 0.033 0.032 0.047 0.048 0.019 0.018 0.077 0.073 0.024 0.028
0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.000
0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000
0.000 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.015 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.035 0.013 0.006 0.003
0.000 0.003 0.016 0.013 0.004 0.010 0.017 0.003 0.009 0.009 0.051 0.012 0.010 0.000
0.004 0.003 0.016 0.010 0.004 0.011 0.017 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.051 0.013 0.011 0.001
0.001 0.003 0.017 0.011 0.004 0.011 0.017 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.050 0.014 0.011 0.000
0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.007 0.002 0.000
0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.000
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B.2 Multi Do ument Algorithms
The results in this se tion are

ompiled from the evaluation runs

ondu ted for the

ison of multi do ument methods based on bootstrapping TD in
methods
the

omprise an entropy based TD algorithm using a the

ommon path shingle ( ps- luster) and the

distan e measures (see 7.1.1) for template
ontent

ode blurring (a

ompar-

hapter 7. The evaluated

ommon paths ( p- luster),

ommon tag sequen e shingle ( tss- luster)

lustering.

As referen e served the adapted

b-r40) (see 6.4), the Do ument Slope Curve algorithm (ds ) (see

3.2.3) and the plain method (see 5.4.2).
The evaluation pa kages

omprise the do uments taken from the web sites of l'espresso,

Heise online, La Repubbli a, Spiegel online and Telepolis, as well as all the web do uments
that were referen ed via hyperlinks. Details about size,

omposition and

reation of the

pa kages are given in appendix A.

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.18: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average F1 (CS)

0.767 0.920 0.970 0.887 0.934
0.750 0.764 0.838 0.640 0.908
0.750 0.747 0.823 0.640 0.904
0.750 0.748 0.820 0.640 0.910
0.751 0.895 0.941 0.920 0.872
0.545 0.554 0.689 0.539 0.871

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.19: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average re all (CS)

0.890 0.916 0.964 0.926 0.922
0.963 0.987 0.996 0.998 1.000
0.963 0.988 0.997 0.998 1.000
0.963 0.988 0.997 0.998 1.000
0.878 0.879 0.945 0.943 0.819
0.971 0.996 0.998 0.999 1.000
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.20: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average pre ision (CS)

0.786 0.933 0.981 0.856 0.955
0.668 0.643 0.745 0.485 0.840
0.668 0.621 0.722 0.485 0.833
0.668 0.623 0.719 0.485 0.842
0.750 0.936 0.947 0.905 0.953
0.406 0.398 0.549 0.382 0.780

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.21: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: stability (CS)

0.293 0.067 0.047 0.073 0.076
0.248 0.133 0.140 0.135 0.077
0.248 0.142 0.139 0.135 0.077
0.248 0.142 0.142 0.135 0.078
0.280 0.110 0.080 0.089 0.103
0.228 0.144 0.166 0.142 0.080

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.22: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average F1 (WS)

0.759 0.912 0.970 0.884 0.930
0.748 0.758 0.836 0.640 0.903
0.748 0.741 0.823 0.640 0.899
0.748 0.743 0.819 0.640 0.904
0.722 0.886 0.934 0.918 0.865
0.542 0.548 0.701 0.549 0.861
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.23: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average re all (WS)

0.875 0.907 0.962 0.925 0.920
0.964 0.981 0.996 0.997 0.998
0.964 0.983 0.997 0.997 0.998
0.964 0.983 0.997 0.997 0.998
0.793 0.868 0.937 0.944 0.813
0.975 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.000

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.24: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average pre ision (WS)

0.780 0.926 0.981 0.850 0.950
0.663 0.637 0.744 0.485 0.833
0.663 0.616 0.723 0.485 0.826
0.663 0.617 0.719 0.486 0.835
0.722 0.928 0.940 0.900 0.942
0.403 0.391 0.564 0.392 0.765

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.25: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: stability (WS)

0.301 0.071 0.047 0.079 0.083
0.247 0.132 0.143 0.137 0.080
0.247 0.140 0.141 0.137 0.080
0.247 0.140 0.145 0.137 0.081
0.294 0.118 0.106 0.102 0.118
0.228 0.142 0.166 0.144 0.084
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.26: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average F1 (BoW)

0.765 0.914 0.971 0.889 0.933
0.749 0.759 0.838 0.640 0.903
0.749 0.742 0.824 0.640 0.899
0.749 0.743 0.821 0.640 0.904
0.738 0.887 0.936 0.919 0.872
0.544 0.548 0.702 0.549 0.861

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.27: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average re all (BoW)

0.888 0.909 0.964 0.930 0.924
0.966 0.982 0.998 0.998 0.998
0.966 0.984 0.998 0.998 0.998
0.966 0.983 0.998 0.998 0.998
0.818 0.870 0.939 0.946 0.821
0.978 0.997 0.999 0.999 1.000

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.28: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average pre ision (BoW)

0.785 0.928 0.982 0.855 0.953
0.665 0.637 0.746 0.485 0.833
0.665 0.616 0.724 0.485 0.826
0.665 0.618 0.720 0.486 0.835
0.739 0.930 0.942 0.902 0.949
0.404 0.391 0.564 0.392 0.765
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.29: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: stability (BoW)

0.300 0.069 0.044 0.077 0.077
0.247 0.132 0.144 0.137 0.080
0.247 0.140 0.142 0.137 0.080
0.247 0.140 0.146 0.137 0.081
0.295 0.116 0.101 0.099 0.105
0.228 0.142 0.166 0.144 0.084

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.30: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average F1 (SoW)

0.778 0.923 0.983 0.886 0.943
0.764 0.754 0.849 0.634 0.899
0.765 0.738 0.835 0.634 0.895
0.765 0.739 0.832 0.634 0.900
0.744 0.900 0.951 0.918 0.893
0.534 0.561 0.697 0.549 0.860

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.31: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average re all (SoW)

0.884 0.931 0.982 0.934 0.934
0.958 0.978 0.997 0.997 0.999
0.958 0.981 0.997 0.997 0.999
0.958 0.980 0.997 0.997 0.999
0.812 0.893 0.964 0.945 0.850
0.975 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.000
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a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.32: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average pre ision (SoW)

0.802 0.922 0.986 0.847 0.958
0.683 0.631 0.762 0.478 0.822
0.683 0.610 0.741 0.478 0.816
0.683 0.612 0.736 0.478 0.825
0.744 0.925 0.945 0.900 0.951
0.392 0.402 0.556 0.390 0.760

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.33: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: stability (SoW)

0.287 0.062 0.032 0.078 0.061
0.223 0.127 0.142 0.130 0.062
0.223 0.136 0.140 0.130 0.062
0.223 0.135 0.142 0.130 0.063
0.283 0.099 0.098 0.099 0.093
0.213 0.131 0.156 0.133 0.066

a

b-r40

p- luster
ps- luster
tss- luster
ds
plain

telepolis

spiegel

repubbli a

heise

espresso

Table B.34: Evaluation results multi do ument algorithms: average time in s/kB

0.017 0.017 0.013 0.013 0.062
0.131 0.206 0.119 0.282 0.169
0.103 0.206 0.131 0.197 0.180
0.119 0.219 0.099 0.209 0.199
0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002
0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000

Appendix C
Glossary
Adapted ontent ode blurring (ACCB):
tent

Adapted version of the hara ter based on-

ode blurring. Ignores hyperlink elements to

do uments in whi h the main

ontent

ope with the problemati

ases of

ontains a lot of interspersed hyperlinks. (see

p. 141)

Attribute:

Attributes are the

hara teristi s of instan es in information retrieval and

data mining. The instan es are in fa t des ribed by the values their attributes have.
Attributes are equivalent to features. (see p. 23)

Body text extra tion (BTE):

Content extra tion algorithm based on a tokenisation of

web do uments into word and tag tokens.

The main

ontinuous subsequen e of these tokens whi h

ontent is

hara terised as a

ontains most words while ex luding

most tags. (see p. 43)

Common paths (CP):

A path in a DOM tree is a sequen e of nodes from the root node

to a leaf node. Comparing the sets of paths whi h appear in two do uments allows
to

ompute a distan e for do ument stru tures. (see p. 157)

Common path shingles (CPS):

Applying shingling to the paths in a DOM tree results

in path shingles. Comparing the sets of path shingles whi h appear in two do uments
allows to

ompute a distan e for do ument stru tures. (see p. 159)

Common tag sequen e shingles (CTSS):

Tag sequen e shingles are shingles of a xed

length build from the sequen e of tags as they appear in a web do ument. Comparing
the sets of tag sequen e shingles of two do uments allows to

ompute a distan e for

do ument stru tures. (see p. 160)

Content ode blurring (CCB):

Chara ter based

ontent extra tion algorithm whi h

involves a te hnique similar to Gaussian blurring lters. The blurring lter is applied
to the

ontent

do ument whi h

ode ve tor.

CCB is aiming on nding those regions in an HTML

ontain a homogeneously formatted text. (see p. 141)
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Content ode ratio:
tain sour e

A value whi h resembles the amount of

ode region. The

ontent

ontent and

ode ratio is used by

ontent

ode in a

er-

ode blurring and

the derived variations to de ide whi h parts of a web do ument to extra t. (see p.
138)

Content ode ve tor:
of atomi

The

ontent and

is dedu ed from the

ontent

ode ve tor is a ve tor representation of the sequen e

ode elements in an HTML do ument. The
ontent

ve tor resembles a single

ontent

ode ve tor in an iterative pro ess.

ode ratio

An entry in the

hara ter for CCB and ACCB and a tag or a word token

for TCCB. (see p. 137)

Content extra tion (CE):

The pro ess of lo ating the main

ontent in a web do u-

ment. The algorithms are usually based on heuristi s to nd the main
single do ument or apply template dete tion te hniques on a

ontent in a

olle tion of multiple

do uments. (see p. 10)

Crawler:

A program whi h uses the hyperlink stru ture of the WWW to nd and analyse

web pages.

Crawlers are an essential part of web sear h engines and harvest the

do uments for further analysis. Via its hyperlinks, ea h

rawled do ument provides

new URLs for the Crawler to visit. (see p. 3)

Crun h:

Crun h is a DOM based CE framework. It

ombines several heuristi s for l-

tering web do uments. It was designed to improve a

essibility for s reen readers or

small s reen devi es like mobile phones or PDAs. (see p. 43)

Comma separated values (CSV):
data.

The values of ea h

hara ter. This

A simple and text based format for storing tabular

ell in a table are separated by a previously spe ied

hara ter usually is a

omma, a semi olon, a blank or a tabulator

hara ter. Due to its simpli ity, the CSV format is

ommonly used for ex hanging

data between dierent appli ations. (see p. 103)

Dendrogram:

A tree stru ture to represent the results of a hierar hi al

The tree expresses whi h

lusters are merged at whi h point of the

luster analysis.
luster hierar hy.

(see p. 162)

Do ument slope urve (DSC):

A fun tion to represent the distribution of words and

tags in a web do ument. Ea h word and ea h tag are
do ument slope

onsidered to be a token. The

urve is dened on the tokens sequen e and assigns the

the number of tag tokens en ountered so far in the do ument.
extra tion algorithm is based on nding plateaus in this

DOM:

i-th

The DSC

token
ontent

urve. (see p. 45)

The do ument obje t model is a programming language independent referen e

model of data stru tures and fun tions for a

essing and modifying the data in

SGML/XML based do uments.

stru ture of the do uments based

The hierar hi

on those markup languages is represented by a tree stru ture. (see p. 17)
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Dunn index:

The Dunn index is a measure of how good the items in a

ration are divided with respe t to a

maximum distan e between items from the same

Entropy:

ongu-

ertain distan e matrix. The Dunn index is the

quotient of the minimal distan e between items from dierent
into a

luster

lusters divided by the

luster. It does not ne essarily take

ount a ground truth. (see p. 166)

In

lassi al information theory the entropy is a measure for the information

ontained in a transmitted message. It is based on the probability for
to appear in a message or  better  the un ertainty about the

ertain ontents

ontents of the message.

It is used frequently in template dete tion algorithms to determine frequent parts of
a do ument. (see p. 31)

F1:

A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks. F1 ombines pre ision
2·r·p
and re all in a single measure. F1 is dened to be F 1 =
. (see p. 29)
r+p

False negative:

Chara terisation of an instan e whi h would have been relevant to a

given query but was not retrieved. (see p. 27)

False positive:

Chara terisation of an instan e whi h is not relevant to a given query but

was retrieved. (see p. 27)

Feature:

Features or attributes are the hara teristi s of instan es in information retrieval

and data mining. The instan es are in fa t des ribed by the values that their features
have. (see p. 23)

FeatureExtra tor:

A single do ument

do ument in blo ks and assigns
the words of the
JavaS ript.

ontent extra tion algorithm, whi h segments a

ertain features to ea h blo k.

As features serve

ontained texts and parti ular HTML elements, like images or

The extra tion pro ess nds the blo k whi h

ertain desired feature.
is text, the algorithm

While for

lassi al

orresponds best to a

ontent extra tion the desired feature

an also handle other kinds of

ontents by using, for instan e,

images as desired feature. (see p. 51)

Gold standard:

The gold standard is the best known

stan es whi h
ne essarily

lassi ation or

lustering for in-

an be used for training or evaluation. The gold standard does not

orrespond to the real

lassi ation or

lustering, neither to the best. In

ases where the truth is simply not known, other ways to determine this best result
are

ommonly used, e.g. to employ experts' opinions. (see p. 26)

Ground truth:

When testing

lassi ation or

provide test data for whi h the
true

lassi ation or

Hierar hi al lustering:
ter on its own. These

orre t

lustering algorithms it is ne essary to

lassi ation or

lustering is known.

This

lustering is referred to as the ground truth. (see p. 26)
Hierar hi al lustering starts with ea h instan e forming a luslusters are iteratively merged a

ording to some s heme until
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only one large

luster remains. The order in whi h the

lusters have been merged

an be represented in a dendrogram. (see p. 162)

Instan e:

An obje t or data item whi h is part of larger

tasks

olle tion. Information retrieval

orrespond to nding those instan es in the set whi h are relevant to a given

query. Also the obje ts in a training set for ma hine learning algorithms are referred
to as instan es. (see p. 23)

K-FeatureExtra tor:

A single do ument

ontent extra tion algorithm, whi h extends

FeatureExtra tor with a renement whi h involves
that

k -means:

orrespond best to the desired
An iterative

lustering those do ument blo ks

ontent. (see p. 51)

luster analysis algorithm whi h needs a parameter

lusters to form. The instan es are initially assigned to one of the
In ea h iteration step, the algorithm
is a value representing the
whi h lies

omputes a

entre of a

reassign to the

entroid for ea h

luster, e.g.

entrally to all other instan e in the

k

k

of how many

lusters randomly.
luster. A

entroid

an average value or an obje t

luster. Afterwards all instan es are

luster, for whi h they have minimum distan e to its

entroid. (see

p. 161)

Largest size in rease (LSI):
tree whi h

The largest size in rease o

ontributes strongest to the visible

urs at the node in the DOM

ontent in a web do ument.

The

dete tion of this node was used in the XWRAP elite system to nd data ri h regions
for wrapper indu tion. The same algorithm

an also be used for

ontent extra tion.

(see p. 131)

Levenshtein distan e:
on the

The Levenshtein distan e for strings

hanges whi h are ne essary to

hanges like inserting, deleting and repla ing single
and the distan e

omputes a distan e based

onvert one string into another one. These

orresponds to the minimum

hara ters have a

ertain

ost

ost for the transformation. (see p.

157)

Link quota lter (LQF):
spread. The basi

A heuristi

ontent extra tion algorithm whi h is quite wide

on ept is to lo ate regions or blo ks in a web do ument whi h

ontain a high ratio of hyperlinks.
menus or link lists and, hen e, are

These regions very likely represent navigation

onsidered additional

ontents whi h are removed.

(see p. 47)

Longest ommon subsequen e (LCS):
is a sequen e of

hara ters whi h

by other interspersed

The longest ommon subsequen e of two strings

an be found in both strings, possibly interrupted

hara ters, and there is no longer sequen e with this property.

(see p. 97)

Longest ommon tag subsequen e (LCTS):
dened similarly to the longest

The longest

ommon tag subsequen e is

ommon subsequen e for strings. The dieren e is
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that it operates on a sequen e of tags. It

an be used to dene a distan e measure

for do ument stru tures. (see p. 160)

Naïve Bayes (NB) lassier:

A

onditional probability. It
random variables.

lassi ation algorithm based on the Bayes theorem for

onsiders the features of the instan e to be independent

Estimating from a training set the

the values, i.e. the realisations of the features given a

onditional probabilities for

ertain

ategory, it dedu es the

ategory for a new instan e by looking at the values the features have. (see p. 33)

Pagelet:

The term pagelet was introdu ed by Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan. It des ribes a

self- ontained region with a single topi
element or the main

ontent. (see p. 56)

Plain (extra tion method):
algorithms
is

or fun tion, e.g. a link list, a sear h fun tion

The plain method in the evaluation of

ontent extra tion

orresponds to not using any extra tion system. This means a do ument

ompared in its original form to the gold standard for the main

method represents the alternative of not employing
and, hen e, serves as a baseline in the

Pre ision:

ontent.

The

ontent extra tion te hniques

omparison. (see p. 115)

A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks. The pre ision is

the ratio of relevant items in a result set. It

an be

ombined with the re all measure

into the F1 measure. (see p. 28)

Proxy:

A proxy server relays requests in a

lient server ar hite ture. It takes the role of

a server, as it a

epts requests from the

as it a ts like a

lient when forwarding the request to a server.

used for

lient. In the same time it is a

onne ting separated networks in a single point or to

lient itself

Proxy servers are

ontrol or modify the

transmitted data. (see p. 102)

Rand index:

The Rand index measures how far a

with a known ground truth.
items in dierent
disagreement
items.

An agreement

omputed

luster

onguration agrees

orresponds to a division of dierent

lusters or in grouping similar items together in the same

luster. A

orresponds to grouping dierent items together or separating similar

The Rand index is the ratio of agreements to the sum of agreements and

disagreements. (see p. 168)

Re all:

A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks.

ratio of relevant retrieved items to all relevant items. It

an be

The re all is the
ombined with the

pre ision measure into the F1 measure. (see p. 28)

Single linkage:
two

A hierar hi al

lustering algorithm whi h iteratively always merges those

lusters for whi h the distan e between two

inter- luster distan es. (see p. 163)

ontained items is minimal over all
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Shingle:

Shingles are the fragments of a longer sequen e whi h all have the same length.

Shingling

an be used to approximate the similarity of two sequen es quite e ient.

(see p. 57)

Tag ve tor (TV):

A tag ve tor is ve tor whi h

do ument. This ve tor representation

ounts how often ea h tag appears in a

an be used to

ompute a distan e for do u-

ment stru tures. (see p. 159)

Template:

An empty framework do ument whi h provides solely a layout. It is lled with

dierent
of web

ontents to

reate a nal do ument. Templates are a standard te hnology

ontent management systems. (see p. 4)

Template dete tion:

The attempt to dedu e a

le tion of web do uments. It
an serve

ommon template stru ture from a

ol-

orresponds to a reverse engineering of templates and

ontent extra tion algorithms. (see p. 12)

Token based ontent ode blurring (TCCB):
blurring algorithm.

Token based version of the ontent ode

Ignores hyperlink elements and bases the

onstru tion of the

ontent- ode ve tor on tag and word tokens. (see p. 141)

Tree edit distan e (TED):

A tree edit distan e

tures by determining the minimum
The RTDM algorithm

omputes a distan e between tree stru -

ost for transforming one tree into the other one.

an be used to

ompute a tree edit distan e e iently and

parti ularly for DOM trees. (see p. 157)

True negative (TN):

Chara terisation of an instan e whi h was not relevant to a given

query and has not been retrieved. (see p. 27)

True positive (TP):

Chara terisation of an instan e whi h was relevant to a given query

and has been retrieved. (see p. 27)

Web ontent management system (WCMS):

Web ontent management systems sup-

port the maintenan e of a web site in a systemati
separate at least layout,
a

way. These information system

ontent and the stru ture of a web site and organise the

ess via dierent roles, e.g. of authors, editors, te hni al sta, designers, et . Web

ontent management systems appear in very dierent forms are by now quite wide
spread. They are also
additional

Web mining:

onsidered to be responsible for most of the redundant and

ontents on the web. (see p. 2)

Des ribes data mining with a fo us on the world wide web and related

elds. Web mining is typi ally subdivided into web data mining, web linkage mining
or web usage mining. Web data mining are all task whi h try to nd information in
the do uments on the web, web linkage mining is operating mainly on the hyperlink
stru ture and web usage mining analyses the behaviour of web user, e.g. by looking
at the a

ess log les of a server. (see p. 30)
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Wrapper:

A wrapper is a program whi h is intended to harvest stru tured data from web

do uments whi h are all based on the same template. Typi al appli ation s enarios
for wrappers are to retrieve information about produ ts from an online shop or to
extra t

onta t data from phone lists. (see p. 37)
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Appendix D
Abbreviations
ACCB

adapted

BPM

bi-gram proximity matrix

BTE

body text extra tion

CCB

ontent

ontent

ode blurring

ode blurring

CE

ontent extra tion

CMS

ontent management system

CP

ommon path

CPS

ommon path shingles

CSV

omma separated values

CTSS

ommon tag sequen e shingles

DM

data mining

DMOZ

Open Dire tory Proje t

DOM

do ument obje t model

DSC

do ument slope

urve

ECMS

enterprise

ERA

extensible rendering ar hite ture

ontent management system

F1

F1-measure

F-D (matrix)

feature do ument matrix

FN

false negative

FP

false positive

HF

highest fanout

IBDF

inverse blo k-do ument frequen y

IE

information extra tion

IR

information retrieval

kB

kilobyte

LCS

longest

ommon subsequen e

LCTS

longest

ommon tag subsequen e

LP

largest pagelet

LQF

link quota lter

LSI

largest size in rease
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Abbreviations

LTC

largest tag

ount

MDS

multi dimensional s aling

MI

mutual information

NB

Naïve Bayes

NLP

natural language pro essing

p

pre ision

PDA

personal digital assistant

r

re all

RSS

really simple syndi ation

RTDM

restri ted top down tree mapping algorithm

SAX

simple API for XML

SVM

support ve tor ma hines

TCCB

token based

TD

template dete tion

ontent

ode blurring

TF-IDF

term frequen y  inverse do ument frequen y

TM

text mining

TN

true negative

TP

true positive

TPM

tri-gram proximity matrix

TV

tag ve tor

UFRE

union-free regular expression

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WCMS

web

WM

web mining

ontent management system

WWW

World Wide Web
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